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The UCSD Pascal programming language has been employed to 
develop three software packages suitable for senior high school 
and introductory university chemistry. All programs utilise 
microcomputer graphics and animation to illustrate specific 
chemical concepts. The packages, developed on the Apple II 
microcomputer, have been favourably evaluated in the 
chemistry classroom.
An important feature of the software is the presentation of a 
highly interactive environment in which the user can control the 
simulation of a variety of chemical reactions. Chemical 
concepts, often found difficult by students, are clearly 
displayed and explained through high quality graphics and 
animation. Most significantly, microcomputer animation in 
these packages provide an excellent tool to help students 
visualize chemical reactions at a molecular level.
A friendly user-interface is incorporated into the educationally 
valuable and versatile teaching packages, which are 
complemented with comprehensive tutorial worksheets. The 
packages are designed to be either used by a teacher for 
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U ___BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PROJECT
The aim of this project Is to use the graphics facilities of a 
microcomputer to Illustrate specific chemical concepts. The 
topics considered are: qualitative and quantitative description 
of titrations between acidic and basic solutions; qualitative 
description of two oxidatlon/reduction reactions; and qualitative 
description of two acid/base reactions. As a result three 
software packages suitable for senior high school chemistry have 
been developed. All programs are written In UC5D Pascal for the 
Apple II family of computers and require a minimum 64K bytes of 
random access memory (RAM). The three packages are designed 
to be either used by a teacher for classroom demonstrations, or 
by students for Individual tutorials. Each package has been 
trialled In the chemistry classroom.
Briefly, the purpose of the programs presented in this thesis are:
(I) Acld/Base Titration Package.
This package contains a series of simulations relating to the 
titration of acids and bases, with particular emphasis being 
placed on the selection of appropriate acid/base indicators.
(II) Salt Titration Package.
This package extends upon the previous package by providing a 
series of titration simulations relating to acidic and basic salts 
and mixtures of salts. Emphasis Is placed on developing problem 
solving skills.
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(Ill) Macroscoplc/Mlcroscoplc Chem Demonstrations.
This package simulates four common chemical reactions, two 
acld/base reactions and two oxidation/reduction reactions. The 
simulations show the four chemical reactions at both microscopic 
and macroscopic levels.
A comprehensive series of tutorial worksheets has been designed 
to complement the programs In these three packages.
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1.2 BACKGROUND -  COMPUTERS AND CHEMICAL EDUCATION 
Early chemical education programs were almost always developed 
on expensive mainframe computers and have been used for 
teaching chemistry for over two decades. One of the most famous 
computer aided Instruction (CAI) projects has been the PLATO 
system set up at the University of Illinois (Alpert et al.( 1970)). 
The first PLATO system was developed In the early sixties and 
since then a great variety of software has been developed for 
educational and training purposes. The PLATO system has been a 
required part of several chemistry courses at the University of 
Illinois for over a decade. (Smith (1976); Wlegers et al.(1980))
The PLATO system Is a comprehensive hardware/soft ware system 
designed specifically for graphics-oriented instructional 
applications. Special terminals are used which Incorporate touch­
sensitive plasma-panels to facilitate student Interaction (Smith 
et al. (1976)). The role of PLATO In these courses Is twofold: 
first, It provides Interactive Individual Instruction on the basic 
course material; and second, It furnishes an automated course 
outline, a weekly assignment schedule, answers to exam 
questions, provides a communication medium between students 
and the Instructor, and provides a report for each student on his 
grades and class standing.
Chemical educators at universities are continuing to develop 
educational systems on mainframes. Unfortunately, due to the 
high cost of graphics terminals, much of this software does not 
incorporate graphics.
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In the late 1970's and early 1980's a wide variety of inexpensive 
microcomputers became available. The last ten years has seen a 
considerable decrease In the cost of microcomputers and a 
corresponding proliferation of educational software. Whereas 
mainframes restricted CAI largely to tertiary Institutions, 
microcomputers, due to low cost, have made CAI accessible to all 
levels of education. Furthermore, students and chemistry 
teachers, have found microcomputers much "friendlier" to use 
than mainframes. Many users are intimidated by such things as 
logging-on, passwords and operating systems associated with 
mainframes (Dessy (1982)). One of the greatest advantages of the 
microcomputer over the mainframe Is the facility to produce high 
quality graphics very readily (Breneman (1981)).
Microcomputers are being used In Increasing number, in secondary 
and tertiary chemistry courses, to provide direct tutorial 
Instruction, pre-lab and post-lab simulations, collection and 
processing of laboratory data, lecture demonstrations, class 
management and control of videotapes and video disks (Dessy
(1982); Kolodny (1983); Smith (1984); Russell (1984); Gerhold
(1985); Settle (1987)).
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1.3 FEATURES OF MICROCOMPUTER EDUCATION 
A computer can be utilised as an Interactive medium for 
Instruction unlike anything possible with a textbook. The 
Interactive character of Instructional material combined with the 
graphics and computational capabilities of the computer offer 
exciting new methods In chemical education.
1.3.1 Interactive Instruction
Interactive Instruction Is possibly the most Important single 
feature of computer Instruction (Bork (1984)). The Interactive 
nature of microcomputers enables the student to become 
Intrinsically Involved In the lesson presented. This active mode 
of learning contrasts with the passive mode encountered In most 
(chemistry) lectures. The computer is able to provide immediate 
feedback - student input can be processed Instantaneously and the 
student Informed whether the response Is correct or not.
Interaction between the computer and a student can result in 
Individualized tuition, with the computer formulating a path of 
Instruction determined by the responses of the student. The rate 
of the Instruction can be controlled by the student enabling 
progression at a pace appropriate for each student.
1.3.2 Graphics and animation
Graphics and animations may be utilized to make CAI very 
different to that of the static printed page In a book.
Chemistry teachers have found visual aids to be extremely useful 
(If not essential) for explaining chemical concepts. Such 
concepts often Involve an environment which the student, under 
normal circumstances, will not have the opportunity of observing
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directly. For example, atoms and molecules are well suited to 
Illustration by models, graphics and animation. The 
microcomputer can display these phenomena Interactively using 
graphics or animation, thereby making It an extremely powerful 
visual aid In chemical education.
A system Integrating the microcomputer with the vldeodfsk 
offers great potential for computer aided Instruction. Several 
Interactive videodisks have been prepared for chemical 
Instruction (Russell (1984)), however Interactive video 
technology Is presently restricted by the high cost of the 
hardware components and the controlling software.
1.3.3 Computational ability.
The computer can be programmed to handle a great variety of 
scientific calculations. One problem In teaching chemistry, 
particularly physical chemistry, Is that the mathematical ability 
of many students Is often Inadequate to handle the complex 
calculations necessary to understand the topic. Furthermore, 
most common calculators are Inadequate for such calculations. 
Computer Instruction can help students master quantitative 
aspects of physical chemistry by allowing the student to 
manipulate and analyse data without being Inhibited by the 
complicated mathematics Involved. This Is exemplified 1n the 
teaching of quantum chemistry where the student can become so 
preoccupied with the computations, that the overall concepts are 
not appreciated (Barrow (1980); Joshl (1985)).
With the advent of commercially available spreadsheets, many
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chemical educators have utilized them to assist In tedious 
chemical calculations (Coe (1987); Lulbrand et a1.(1987)).
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1 A __ APPLICATIONS OF MICROCOMPUTERS
Common applications of microcomputers In chemical education 
include:
- classroom demonstrations.
-  individualized Instruction.
-  student assessment.
- information storage and retrieval.
- data acquisition and Instrument control.
These five applications are discussed with greater attention 
being given to the microcomputer as a tool for classroom 
demonstrations and individualized instruction.
1.4.1 Classroom demonstrations
The microcomputer, used with an appropriate display device can 
function as an electronic blackboard. Most of the current 
microcomputers can output a video signal to a standard TV set. 
Several TV sets can be driven by a single microcomputer, or if the 
facilities allow, a large projection monitor can be used. The 
major advantages of this technology over the traditional 
blackboard (or overhead projector) are due to the graphics and 
computational capabilities of the microcomputer. Computer 
demonstrations illustrate chemical concepts, encourage class 
involvement and make the lesson more interesting. The majority 
of classroom demonstrations are simulations, which may be 
classified Into four broad groups:
(I) Graphical representation of chemical data. '
(II) Emulation of chemical Instrumentation.
(III) Simulation of laboratory experiments.
(iv) Simulation of atoms and molecules.
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(1) Graphical representation of chemical data 
The computer can simulate experiments In the sense that 
simulated data are tabulated and/or plotted. Graphs may be 
produced almost Immediately and the flexibility of the data can 
be considered. The effect of changing various parameters can 
readily be Illustrated (Johnson( 1980)). Only the simplest 
graphics Is required for such demonstrations.
Numerous programs of this type have been developed, Including 
plotting acld/base titrations curves (Breneman (1981)); 
Illustration of the relationship between spectral amplitude and 
frequency In nuclear magnetic spectra (Newmark (1983)); 
graphical representations of solutions to Schrodlnger equation as 
a function of approximate well potentials (Kubach ( 1983)); 
analysis of enzyme kinetic calculations (Adams et a id  984)); 
kinetics Involved between macromolecules and smaller ligands 
(Dombl (1984)); calculation of overlap Integrals for one-electron 
wave functions (Geanangel et al.( 1986)); and analysis of 
vibrational spectra of Iodine (Armanlous (1986)).
(H) Emulation of chemical Instrumentation 
A simulation can emulate the control and output from a chemical 
instrument. A realistic or schematic Instrument may be 
displayed. The demonstration can Illustrate how the Instrument 
works; how to optimize operation of the Instrument; and the 
relationship between Instrument output and chemical nature of 
sample. Simulations have been used to emulate most chemical 
Instruments Including spectrophotometers (ultra-violet, visible 
and Infra-red) (Gilbert et al.( 1982)); mass spectrometers
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(Brownawell et a id  982)); nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectrophotometers (Draper et al.( 1984); Starkey( 1986)); and gas 
chromatographs (Whlsnant (1983)).
(Ill) Simulation of laboratory experiments 
A simulation of a laboratory experiment (which may or may not be 
carried out by the students) can be used to link theoretical 
chemical concepts with practical considerations. For example, In 
an organic chemistry lecture, the teacher can Illustrate the 
practical methods Involved In the synthesis of a compound (such 
as solvent extraction, recrystal I Isatlon, and distillation), In 
addition to specifying the appropriate chemical equations. High 
quality graphics and efficient computational abilities are 
required to produce good laboratory simulations.
(Iv) Simulation of atoms and molecules 
A simulation displaying atoms and molecules colliding in a 
chemical reaction Illustrates chemical processes more 
effectively than any other method. The option of freezing the 
animation to closely examine a particular aspect of the reaction 
makes computer simulations a most powerful tool In chemical 
education. Very few simulations of this type have been 
developed, mainly due to the large amount of programming effort 
required to simulate the animation of complex objects (Bendall 
(1987)).
Several molecular simulations Illustrate the stereochemistry of 
molecules, by allowing rotation of a three dimensional 
representation of the molecule (Nakano et a i d 983); Hull (1983); 
Howber (1985); Farrell (1987)). Simulations have been used to
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Illustrate chemical bonding (Pankuch (1984)), polymer 
configuration (Bishop (1986)) and protein structure (Rhodes 
1986)).
1.4.2 Individualized Instruction
Most CAI packages are designed to be used by students working 
Individually, however, some packages are flexible enough to be 
suitable for either small group or entire class use. Individualized 
CAI may be broadly classified Intro three modes: drill and 
practice; tutorial; or simulation. Frequently more than one mode 
of instruction Is employed In a CAI program. The following 
commercial CAI packages use all three modes of Instruction: 
Introduction to Organic Chemistry. Smith (1981);
Concentrated Chemical Concepts-. Cornel lus (1983);
Computer Aided Instruction-General Chemistry. Butler (1983); 
Pre-lab Studies fo r General Organic and Biological Chemistry-. 
Olmsted (1984);
Introduction to General Chemistry. Smith et al.( 1985);
(1) Drill and practice.
Drill and practice software Is a most popular mode of computer 
Instruction, largely because It Is the easiest to develop.
Generally, the student has previously been exposed to the content 
of the lesson (by lecture or textbook) and the computer Is used to 
reinforce the material. Drill and practice is highly Interactive, 
with Immediate feedback on the correctness of an answer. Drill 
and practice Is well suited to a number of areas of chemistry in 
which the student must remember a number of facts or rules. 
Programs have been developed for a wide variety of chemistry
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topics. Symbols to Holes (Brandwood et al.( 1982)) Is a 
comprehensive commercial package consisting of fourteen drill 
and practice programs on topics Including chemical symbols, 
valencies, formulae, equations and stoichiometry. The Chemistry
Tutors (Rineharti 1985)) Is an excellent commercial drill and 
practice package for stoichiometric calculations.
Classroom drill Is very time consuming, and generally Is not 
designed to suit all levels of student abilities. Computer drill 
and practice can cater to the Individual ability of each student. 
The amount and difficulty of drill and practice problems can be 
determined by the student. Microcomputer drill and practice Is 
very popular with chemistry students and performs an essential 
role In chemical education.
Chemistry computer games are usually a variation of drill and 
practice, with the program catering for several users. A number 
of chemistry games have been developed for topics such as 
chemical elements (Flelsher (1984)); chemical symbols (Ryan
(1986)) and organic synthesis (Flash ( 1985)).
(il) Tutorial CAI
In tutorial CAI the computer functions as the instructor, 
sometimes presenting new material to the student and sometimes 
reviewing material. Typically, tutorial CAI follows programmed 
Instruction methodology. A small amount of information is 
presented in a frame (or series of frames) to which the student 
must respond. The flow of the lesson Is determined by student
1: CHEMISTRY TUTOR has been rated one of the best educational software 
packages by a panel of rev1ewers.( Klopfer( 1986)).
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responses. An Incorrect response may result In prompting the 
student to try again; providing the correct response; displaying 
some earlier frames or providing remedial Instruction. In this 
way, tutorial CAI provides Individualized Instruction.
The major problems with tutorial CAI are that student responses 
are frequently limited to letters or numbers, and much of the 
software provides Inadequate analysis of student responses. 
Tutorial CAI has been developed for most chemical concepts 
including organic synthesis (Bertrand et al.(1986); Flash (1987)). 
introduction to General Chemistry Is a high quality commercial 
tutorial package developed by Stanley Smith, Ruth Chabay and 
Elizabeth Kean. The ten disks In the package contain programs on 
periodic table, names of elements, Istopes, Inorganic 
nomenclature, balancing chemical equations, molecular weights, 
empirical formulae, Ideal gases, acid-base reactions and 
solubility.
(ill) Simulations
All types of simulations used In classroom demonstrations 
(Section 1.4.1) can be Incorporated Into CAI suitable for 
Individual or small group Instruction. The most Important feature 
of Interactive computer simulations Is It allows the student to 
Investigate and test hypotheses. Computer simulation of 
laboratory equipment and experiments Is particularly appropriate 
In situations where the equipment Is not available or where the 
experimental method is too hazardous or difficult.
Microcomputer simulations are Ideal for prelaboratory
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Instruction. Such simulations allow the student to focus on the 
critical elements of the experiment which are highlighted 1n the 
simulation. Pre-laboratory simulations ensure that the students 
are well prepared for the laboratory session. Post-laboratory or 
laboratory-extension simulation enable the student to reinforce 
the concepts and techniques acquired In the laboratory.
Further, computer simulations can place the student In the role of 
an Industrial or environmental chemist and enable the 
manipulation of a great range of chemical Instruments. This type 
of simulation Is excellent as it enables the Integration of various 
chemical techniques such as sample collection, wet and 
Instrumental analysis, and searching chemical data.
Simulations for Individual use have been developed for a variety 
of chemistry topics Including plotting experimental results 
(Suelter et a id  981); Brown (1982); Simpson (1986); Tlrrl et 
a id  986)); chemical Instrumentation (Suelter et a id  981); Cabrol
(1985)); pre-laboratory Instruction (Olmsted et a id  983)); 
simulating hypothetical situations (Whlsnant (1984); Bauder
(1985) ); acid-base titrations (Frazln et a id  983); Holdsworth
(1986) ); equilibrium (Simpson (1986)); and Boyle's Law (Suder
(1983)). ChemLab, published by Simon & Schuster (1985) Is a 
high quality commercial package which uses graphics to simulate 
a wide variety of high school level laboratory experiments.
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1.4.3 Student assessment
Microcomputers can provide student quizzes and diagnostic tests 
with the option of recording the students results on disk (Waught 
(1987». Adequate student preparation for laboratory classes can 
be encouraged by requiring students to undertake a computer quiz 
before commencing practical work (Kolody et al.( 1983)). Well 
designed computer quizzes are fun and motivating for students 
and far less threatening than the traditional test environment.
With a large number of students, It may not be possible to provide 
sufficient computer access time for each student, but the 
microcomputer can still be used to mark quizzes and record 
results. A card reader interfaced to a microcomputer enables 
rapid evaluation of student quizzes (Bath et al.( 1983)). Quizzes 
are restricted to multiple choice or problems with a numerical 
answer. This Is obviously advantageous In university situations 
where large numbers of chemistry students are Involved.
1.44 Information storage and retrieval 
Chemical data can be stored on a computer disk or tape with 
large amounts of related Information stored In the form of a 
database (Rusch (1981). The microcomputer can be used as a 
means of rapidly analysing and retrieving the chemical 
Information. The student can specify criteria of the desired 
Information and the computer will analyse all Information in the 
database, displaying only information which satisfies this 
criteria. Computer manipulations on large amounts of chemical 
data allow the student to observe trends or similarities which 
would be tedious to observe by other means (Wood (1986)).
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would be tedious to observe by other means (Wood (1986)). 
Students have used commercial database packages to produce a 
mass spectral library (Gouge (1984)) and chemical databases have 
been Incorporated Into CAI material (Whlsnant (1984); Feng et 
al.(1986); Biro et a id  986)).
Microcomputers can be used as terminals to mini- or mainframe 
computers providing access to larger databases.
1.4.5 Data acquisition and Instrument control 
Microcomputers can be used as tools for data acquisition and 
analysis and the control of instruments. Many microcomputers 
can be Interfaced to scientific Instruments either through a 
serial port or through specialised Interface modules such as 
analog to digital converters. There are obvious advantages to 
automatic data collection by microcomputers In experiments 
which require rapid or time sensitive sampling. Data collected by 
the microcomputer may be stored In a form which can readily be 
manipulated and displayed. The microcomputer can provide rapid 
graphical displays of raw and processed data.
Microcomputers have been Interfaced to a variety of Instruments, 
for the purpose of educational experiments, Including an 
automated pH-stat and tltrator for kinetics reactions (Cornelius 
et al.( 1983)); a photodetector for flash photolysis experiments 
(Traeger (1981)); and a potentiometer for kinetics experiments 
(Horst et al.( 1986)). Moore (1986) discusses several experiments 
which Interface the microcomputer to thermistors and LEDs. An 
excellent commercial software/hardware package, Science
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7<?6>/><7/(Shumway et al.(1985)) Is specifically designed for high 
school science experiments.
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1.5 REVIEW OF GRAPHICAL SIMULATIONS PROGRAMS 
Possibly the best use of microcomputers In chemical education 
lies In the combination of animation and interaction in the form 
of simulations. This project has Involved the development of 
several simulation programs using high quality graphics. These 
programs fall Into two categories:
(I) simulation of titration experiments.
(II) simulation of chemical reactions at macroscopic and 
microscopic levels.
Several programs similar to those developed In this project are 
reviewed.
1.5.1 Graphical simulations of titration experiments 
A number of public domain titration simulations have been 
developed (Gelder (1980); Breneman (1981); Holdsworth (1986)), 
however commercial programs are nearly always of much higher 
quality. A review of two commercial titrations programs Is 
given: Titration Simulation and Titration Experiment
Titrations Simulation 2 by J. Frazln & Partners (1983)
The first part of the simulation Involves several frames of 
Instructions. The aim of the titration is to determine the 
concentration of sodium hydroxide by titration with standardized 
hydrochloric acid. A 40mL volume of unknown Is placed Into a 
beaker. The user may select the concentration of hydrochloric 
acid (from a choice of four concentrations) or allow the program 
to determine the concentration.
2: Titration Sim ulationIs one of three programs belonging to Chem istry: Acids
and Bases package published by Encyclopedia Britannica (1983).
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The simulation Involves two graphics displays, with the user 
being able to toggle between the two. The first display 
Illustrates a beaker and the bottom half of a burette, and the 
second display Illustrates a close up section of the burette 
showing the meniscus. The close up view is required so that the 
user may read the burette scale and determine volume of tltrant 
used.
The simulation proceeds by pressing the space bar, which 
releases 0.05mL tltrant. The titration Is speeded up by holding 
the repeat key. An Indicator changes colour at the end point. 
Based on the volume of acid required to reach end point, the user 
must calculate, and enter, the concentration of the sodium 
hydroxide solution. The user Is Informed of the “percent error" 
In this value and Is provided with the option of repeating the 
titration; seeing the correct answer; or trying a new titration.
The package should be considered as a poor example of CAl:
(I) The graphics Is slow and of poor quality. The simulation was 
viewed on a black and white monitor and It was difficult to 
read the scale of the burette. The burette initially appeared 
to be empty as It was shaded the same as the background.
The program continually redrew the graphics screen every 
time the user toggled between the two graphics displays.
(II) The user is not given the option to experiment within the 
simulation. The only parameter that can be altered Is the 
concentration of the standard solution, which can only be 
selected from four provided values. The unknown Is always
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40mL of sodium hydroxide which Is always placed In the 
beaker.
(Ht)Thls program provides a very low level Interaction.
(tv) There Is no simple mechanism for exiting from the 
simulation.
(v) The Instructions made no mention of the Indicator which Is 
illustrated during the simulation.
(vl) Viewing the Instructions cannot be avoided on subsequent use 
of the program.
This program has also been reviewed by Victor Bendall and Robert 
Roe In the Journal of Chemical Education (August, 1986). Bendall 
gave the program, and the entire package, an extremely poor 
review. Roe appeared to approve this program, but made several 
comments for Improving the package as a whole.
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Titration E xp e rim e n t^  Stanley Smith and Elizabeth Kean (1984)
This program consists of three parts:
1. Introduction, which presents a short tutorial on equivalent 
weights.
2. Procedure, which briefly outlines the general procedures for 
doing an acid base titration for determining an equivalent 
weight.
3. Titration Experiment. The student must conduct a simulated 
titration to determine the equivalent weight of an acid.
Briefly, the following steps are involved In the titration:
(I) The burette Is filled with 0.100M sodium hydroxide, and 
the user must adjust the level to an appropriate value and 
then enter the fnltal burette reading.
(II) The user must specify the mass of unknown acid, within 
specified range, which is to be dissolved In water and 
placed In the beaker.
( III)  The user Is then prompted to add phenolphthaleln.
(Iv) The program automatically Initiates the titration, the
speed of which Is adjusted by pressing 'F' (faster) or 'S‘ 
(slower) until end-point Is reached. The user must enter 
the final burette reading.
(v) Calculations involved In determining the equivalent 
weight with the values obtained are presented, from 
which the user may Identify the acid from a list of known 
equivalent weights.
3: Titration Experim ent Is one of many programs belonging to introduction to 
'Genera!Chem istry package published by COMPress, Titration Experim ent is 
found on Disk 8 which is titled pH:Acids and Bases in  Water.
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This Is a tutorial type simulation in which the program closely 
controls the responses of the user. For example, If the titration 
Is proceeding rapidly near the end-point, the program reminds the 
user to slow down. This program, Indeed the entire package, uses 
high quality graphics and Involves a high level of student 
Interaction. The package Is menu driven and the user Interface Is 
friendly, providing an escape facility from any point In the 
program. This program should not be viewed in isolation from the 
other programs on the same disk -  the eight programs are 
Integrated Into an extensive tutorial on acidic and basic 
reactions.
Although Titration Experiment Is undoubtedly of much higher 
quality than Titrations Simulation both simulations are severely 
limited In that they permit the user only token control over the 
titration. The user Is able to select the concentration (or mass) 
of an acid and the program determines all other titration 
variables. Both programs use the simulation primarily to 
determine the acidity of a particular sample, without enabling the 
user to Investigate the numerous variables Involved In a titration.
Furthermore, these programs focus on titration techniques which 
are probably better mastered In the laboratory, such as reading a 
burette, whilst neglecting features which are well suited to 
computer simulation. Obviously, calculation of pH values is an 
Ideal task for computer determination, yet this receives little 
attention. Many other features, such as the suitability of an 
acld/base Indicator could be readily Illustrated within the 
simulation.
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1.5.2 Graphical simulations of chemical reactions 
Several programs use graphics to Illustrate molecules (Section
1.4.1 (iv )). However very few programs attempt to animate 
molecules to simulate chemical reactions. Stanley Smith has 
Incorporated animation of chemical reactions Into a number of 
commercial tutorial CAI programs (Sm1th(1981); Smith et 
al.( 1985». Typically Smith uses animation as a minor feature of 
the programs, however one program. Reactions of Aikenes, uses 
animation to a greater extent. Reactions o f Aikenes Is reviewed 
as an example of animation employed to simulate chemical 
reactions.
Reactions o f Aikenes* by Stanley Smith (1981)
This program contains three sections, each Illustrating a typical 
alkene addition reaction:
Hydrogenation.
Firstly the equation for the conversion of propene to propane Is 
given, however the following animation refers to the conversion 
of ethene to ethane. Preferably, the equation and simulation 
should refer to the same reaction. The reaction between ethene 
and hydrogen using a platinum catalyst Is animated as follows:
(a) hydrogen molecules strike the surface of platinum, and are 
adsorbed onto the surface as hydrogen atoms
(b) an ethene molecule approaches the platinum surface whereby 
two hydrogen atoms add on forming an ethane molecule.
The hydrogen molecules are represented as "H-H"; the platinum
4: Reactions o f Aikenes Is one of many programs belonging to Introduction to
Organic Chem istry package published by COMPress. Reactions o f Aikenes is 
found on Disk 1 which is titled Alkanes & Aikenes
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surface Is represented as a row of "..Pt-Pt-Pt...“; and ethane and 
ethene are represented by the appropriate structural formulae.
Halogenatlon.
After presenting the equation for the bromlnatlon of ethene to 
form 1,2-dlbromoethane, the following reaction Is animated:
(a) Ethene Is displayed, representing the pi bond as two 
overlapping p orbitals.
(b) A bromine molecule strikes the ethene molecule causing Br+ 
to add on, forming a bromonlum Ion, with Br- breaking away.
(c) A bromide ion approaches the bromonlum ion from the 
opposite stde of the pi-bond, adding on to form 
1,2-dlbromoe thane.
This animation Is followed by a tutorial segment which 
graphically illustrates (without animation) that a chloride or 
hydroxide Ion could have added on In step (c) forming the chloro 
-bromo product or bromo-alcohol product respectively.
Hydrogen halide addition
The animation displays a hydrogen ion adding onto propene to form 
a secondary carbonlum ion. The rest of the reaction (addition of 
chloride Ion) Is displayed graphically, but without animation. 
Graphic equations show that addition of a bromide Ion to the 
carbonlum Ion yields t-butyl bromide whilst addition of hydroxide 
yields the tertiary alcohol. Finally, a tutorial segment discusses 
the relative stability of primary, secondary and tertiary 
carbonlum Ions.
The graphics and animation used In this program successfully
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Illustrate the three reactions considered. However, the animation 
segments are relatively short without provision to freeze the 
animation during the reaction. Animation involved movement of 
simple shapes, such as structural formulae, with only one shape 
being moved at a time.
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1.6 CURRENT STATUS OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN CHEMICAL EDUCATION 
Utilisation of microcomputers In teaching chemistry is well 
below Its current potential. The major problems inhibiting more 
widespread use are:
(I) Insufficient good quality software (Schibecl (1985);
Klopfer (1986)).
(II) Insufficient access to microcomputers by chemistry 
teachers (Moore (1987)).
1.6.1 Hardware
As the cost of hardware continues to fall, schools will acquire a 
greater number of machines. It Is essential that microcomputers 
are available In the chemistry classroom so that teachers may 
utilize and experiment with computer based education. In many 
chemistry classrooms, a microcomputer Is not always readily 
available. Inconvenient, or unreliable, access to computers may 
discourage the chemistry teacher from using a microcomputer.
John Moore (1987) notes that the common practice of siting 
school computers In a specialized computer room is stifling the 
use of computers In areas such as chemistry.
1.6.2 Software
Most of the early microcomputer software was predominantly 
text-based computer aided Instruction, following on from the 
systems developed on the mainframes. To date, insufficient use 
has been made of the graphical features of the microcomputer, 
one of the major reasons being the great amount of time required 
to develop graphics programs. Good quality graphics chemical 
simulations and chemical modelling programs are rare. Some 
programs which make good use of graphics do so to catch
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attention rather than convey some chemical concept.
A major problem with educational software has been the 
extremely unfriendly user-Interface. Many CAI programs 
(Including commercial programs) lack several of the following 
features essential for a friendly interface:
(I) an escape or quit option which the user can activate at any 
point In the program.
(II) range checking routines for numerical input.
(III) Indication of type of response required.
(1v) editing features for user Input.
In recent years consultation between computer programmers, 
chemistry educators, research chemists and learning experts has 
resulted In an Increase In quality of software (Moore et al.( 1984)). 
Unfortunately, development of educational software on 
microcomputers has been hampered by the large number of 
Incompatible microcomputers available. Furthermore, there Is 
little Incentive for the commercial development of educational 
software due to the typically low financial returns.
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-L? OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH PROJECT 
This research project involved the development of a series of 
microcomputer educational programs, suitable for high school 
chemistry, based on the following objectives:
1. Computer graphics and animation should be utilized to 
simulate chemical reactions.
2. The programs should be useful as classroom demonstrations 
and as tutorials for individual students.
3. A highly interactive environment should be provided.
4. Concepts which are difficult to illustrate by traditional 
means should be displayed.
5. An extremely friendly user-interface must be provided, 
with the inclusion of the following features:
- expected responses should be made clear to the student; 
The type of response should be indicated (e.g. “Y/N") and 
the acceptable range of numerical Input should be 
presented (e.g. "O.IOO - 1.00”)
- analysis of students responses should prevent the system 
from crashing due to unrealistic input;
- the student must be able to exit from the program at any 
time;
6. Programs should provide teachers with an interesting and 
motivating teaching aid.
Selection of chemistry topics
1. Acid/base titrations
The topic of acid/base titrations was selected as it Involves a 
number of fundamental chemical concepts and also deals with a
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most Important method of chemical analysis, host students carry 
out a small number of titrations during high school chemistry and 
many students commence university chemistry with only a 
superficial understanding of the topic.
The titration technique Is well suited to microcomputer 
animation however, currently available programs are extremely 
limited In the concepts displayed. Existing titration programs 
allow the user to determine the value of only one (or at the most 
two) of the numerous variables Involved In the titration.
(Section 1.5.1)
The main objective of the titration programs Is to allow 
Investigation of various titration features by placing the user In 
control of the simulation. This can only be achieved by allowing 
the user to determine: the concentration and strength of both 
solutions; which solution Is to be tltrant; volume of solution to be 
placed In flask; and which Indicator to use.
2. Simulation of simple chemical reactions.
Often high school students have great difficulty In visualizing 
chemical reactions. Consequently, students frequently memorize 
chemical equations rather than understand the corresponding 
reactions. Microcomputer animation is undoubtedly an excellent 
tool to help students visualize chemical reactions at a molecular 
level. Unfortunately very few programs have been developed for 
this purpose.
Four fundamental chemical reactions were selected for
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microcomputer animation:
(I) reaction between an acid and an active metal;
(II) reaction between an acid and a carbonate;
(III) reaction between water and a very active metal;
(1v) reaction of litmus with both acidic and basic solutions.
The major objective of these programs Is to display each reaction 
at a molecular level focusing on , and also to link the microscopic 
view of the reaction with the macroscopic view.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL
Microcomputer programs are usually written In BASIC as this Is 
the on-board language of most microcomputers. However BASIC 
has many features which make It unsuitable for the development 
of lengthy programs. In particular, large BASIC programs are 
extremely difficult to read and modify.
Pascal Is a general purpose, high level programming language 
originally designed by Niklaus Wirth In the late 1960's. A more 
recent version of Pascal developed at the University of California 
at San Diego (UCSD) has gained widespread acceptance for use on 
microcomputers (Zaks (1981)). Pascal is generally preferred In 
the development of long and complex programs because of its 
highly structured nature and its easily read source code. 
Furthermore, UCSD Pascal facilitates the development of 
extremely large and complex programs through features such as 
units, segments and linking. Programs presented In this thesis 
are written in Apple Pascal Version 1.2.
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2.2 LIBRARY UNITS
Program development of the packages prepared in this project 
was simplified by the use of Pascal units. A unit Is a separately 
compiled module of code which Is stored In a library file. 
Typically, a unit contains a group of data structures and a number 
of procedures and functions relating to a common application.
Any program can access the routines contained within a unit by 
naming the unit In the USES declaration part of the application 
program. Utilizing library units reduces the amount of code that 
needs to be compiled during program development.
There are two different types of units: regular units and 
Intrinsic units. A regular unit Is incorporated into the code of an 
application program by being linked at the time of compilation.
An Intrinsic unit Is loaded from the library file Into memory at 
the time of execution. Intrinsic units must be available In a 
library file whenever an application program Is complied or 
executed.
Apple Pascal provides several specialized units In SYSTEM. 
LIBRARY. Two of these library units, Turtlegraphlcs and 
Chalnstuff are utilized by all programs developed in this project. 
The Apple Pascal Language Reference Manual gives a detailed 
description of all routines in these units.
Three additional customized library units have been developed:
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(I) Useful Unit is a general purpose unit used by all three 
packages developed In this project;
(II) Tltrllb Unit provides routines which are specifically 
required by programs In the Acid/Base Titration package;
(ill) Saltllb Unit provides routines which are specifically 
required by programs in the Salt Titration package.
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2.2.1 TURTLE6RAPHICS UNIT
Apple Pascal provides the Turtlegraphlcs unit for access and 
manipulation of the graphics screen. The graphics screen Is 
regarded as an array of 280 (horizontal) by 192 (vertical) pixels. 
"Turtle" graphics was first introduced by Seymour Papert of 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology In 1969 In the form of 
Logo programming language (Paperti 1980)). A shape Is drawn by 
moving a so-called "turtle" around the screen. The "turtle" 
supposedly drags a pen which leaves a trail In Its path. Most of 
the routines provided In the Turtlegraphlcs units are "turtle" 
commands.
The Turtlegraphlcs unit Is further discussed in Section 2.3.
2.2.2. CHAINSTUFF UNIT
The menu driven feature of the packages developed relies upon 
routines from the Chalnstuff unit. Procedure SETCHAIN allows 
one program to “chain to” another program. When the first 
program has completed execution, a specified program will then 
be executed.
The chalnstuff unit also enables a message to be stored In 
memory by one program for subsequent retrieval by other 
programs. This feature Is used by all packages (developed in this 
project) to record the type of monitor 1n use. The user 1s asked 
once, at the start of each package, whether a colour monitor Is 
available. Procedure 5ETCVAL Is used to record data on the type 
of monitor, and as programs are selected from the package, 
procedure 6ETCVAL is implemented to retrieve the information.
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2.2.3 USEFUL UNIT
The Useful unit is a genera) purpose unit used by all three 
packages. Routines In this unit are designed to perform a variety 
of tasks. In particular, a number of routines are related to 
facilitating user Input.
Declaration Section
UNIT USEFUL; INTRINSIC CODE 25 DATA 26;
The declaration Indicates that USEFUL Is an Intrinsic unit for 
which the code occupies operating system segment 25 and the 











MEMLOC=PACKED ARRAY [ 0. . 1] OF BYTE;
ACCESS» RECORD
CASE BOOLEAN OF
TRUE: (ADDRESS: INTE6ER) ;






PROCEDURE GETACHAR(VAR CH:CHAR; LEGALSET:CHARSET);
PROCEDURE GETTEXTCHAR(X.Y:INTEGER; VAR ACH:CHAR; LEGALSET:CHARSET); 
PROCEDURE GETRESPONSE(X,Y:INTEGER; VAR &SHORTSTR; MAXLEN:INTEGER;
LEGALSET :CHARSET ) ;
PROCEDURE GETHICHAR(X,Y:INTEGER; VAR ACH:CHAR; LEGALSET:CHARSET);
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PROCEDURE OETHI RESPONSE ( INITX,Y:INTEGER; VAR &SHORTSTR;
MAXLEN:INTE6ER; LEGALSET:CHARSET);
PROCEDURE WSTAT(X,Y:INTEGER; &STRING);
PROCEDURE FILLBOX( LEFT .RIGHT .BOTTOM,TOP: INTEGER; COLOUR;SCREENCOLOR); 
PROCEDURE MOVECOKX,Y:INTEGER; COL:SCREENCOLOR);
PROCEDURE DRAWLINE(X1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2:INTEGER; COL:SCREENCOLOR);
FUNCTION AROW (NUM:INTEGER; CH:CHAR):CHAR;
FUNCTION AT(X,Y: INTEGER): CHAR;
PROCEDURE WAIT(DELAY:INTEGER);
FUNCTION PEEK(ADDRES: INTEGER):BYTE; .
FUNCTION KEYIN:BOOLEAN;
Implementation section
A complete listing 1s given In Appendix B. A description of 
procedures and functions 1n this unit Is presented here:
PROCEDURE BEEP
BEEP sounds the computer's bell by writing an ASCII 07 (chr(7)). 
PROCEDURE SHIFTUP(VAR CH:CHAR)
If variable CH, contains a lower-case alphabetical character, then 
SHIFTUP will convert this character to upper-case.
PROCEDURE 6ETACHAR (VAR ACH: CHAR; LE6ALSET: CHARSET) 
GETACHAR returns a character, ACH. Only a character in specified 
set LEGALSET will be accepted. The character is not echoed to 
the screen and the return key Is not required to terminate input.
PROCEDURE GETTEXTCHAR (XrY: INTEGER; VAR ACH:CHAR;
LEGALSET: CHARSET)
GETTEXTCHAR returns a character, ACH. GETTEXTCHAR accepts a 
character Input from the keyboard. Only a character in specified 
set, LEGALSET will be accepted and echoed to the text screen at 
position (X,Y). The character may be corrected with backarrow 
key and Input must be terminated with the return key.
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PROCEDURF GETRESPONSE (X.Y: INTEGER; VAR S: SHORTSTR;
MAXLEN: INTEGER; LEGALSET: CHARSET)
GETRESPONSE returns a short string, S. GETRESPONSE accepts up
to a maximum number of characters, MAXLEN, from the keyboard.
Only characters In a specified set, LEGALSET, will be accepted
and echoed to the text screen at a specified screen position (X,Y).
Input may be corrected using the backarrow key.
PROCEDURE GETHICHAR (X,Y: INTEGER; VAR ACH: CHAR;
LEGALSET: CHARSET)
GETHICHAR Is Identical to GETTEXCHAR except that the character 
1s echoed to the hl-resolutlon screen instead of the text screen.
PROCEDURE GETHIRESPONSE (X.Y: INTEGER; VAR S:SHORTSTR;
MAXLEN:INTEGER; LEGALSET: CHARSET)
GETHI RESPONSE Is Identical to PROCEDURE GETRESPONSE except
that accepted Input Is echoed to hl-resolutlon screen Instead of
the text screen.
PROCEDURE WSTAT (X.Y : INTEGER; S: STRING)
WSTAT moves the “turtle" to coordinate (X,Y) on hl-resolutlon 
screen and displays string, S.
PROCEDURE FILLBOX (LEFT.RIGHT.BOTTOM.TOP:INTEGER:
COLOUR:SCREENCOLOR)
FILLBOX paints the rectangular area borded by LEFT,RIGHT,BOTTOM 
and TOP with the COLOUR specified.
PROCFDURF MOVFCOL (X.Y: INTEGER; COL: SCREENCOLOR)
MOVECOL moves the “turtle“ to coordinate (X,Y) on hl-resolutlon 
screen and sets pencolor to COL.
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PROCEDURE DRAWL INF (XI Y1 X? Y7: INTEGER;
COLSCREENCOLOR)
DRAWUNE draws a line on hl-resolutlon screen between points 
(X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2) In specified colour, COL.
FUNCTION AROW (NUM: INTEGFR: CH:CHAR):CHAR)
AROW draws a row of specified characters, CH, on text screen 
starting at current cursor position. NUM indicates the number of 
characters to be displayed. AROW Is designed as a function rather 
than a procedure so that It may be Incorporated Into a write 
statement. AROW returns a dummy null character.
FUNCTION AT (X.Y: INTEGER): CHAR)
AT moves the cursor to text screen coordinate (X,Y). AT has been 
designed as a function for the same reasons as AROW. AT returns 
a dummy null character.
PROCEDURE WAITOTME: INTEGER)
WAIT causes a pause Of length TIME.
FUNCTION KEYINCBOOLEAN)
KEYIN returns true If a key has been pressed since the last time 
the keyboard was read.
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Z 3  GRAPHICS PROCEDURES
The Turtlegraphlcs and Useful procedures necessary to produce 
the graphics (In the three software packages) are briefly 
discussed.
2.3.1 METHODS FOR DRAWING SHAPES
Shapes are displayed on the screen using two different methods:
1. "Turtle" commands
A number of "turtle" procedures are available for drawing shapes 
on the graphics screen. Extensive use Is made of three "turtle" 
procedures from the Turtlegraphlcs unit:
PENCOLOR (which selects colour of pen);
MOVE (which moves the “turtle" a specified distance In 
current direction);
MOVETO (which moves the "turtle" from current position to 
specified coordinate).
Procedure MOVECOL in the Useful unit Is a combination of the 
Move and Pencolor procedures.
2. Bit-map transer
Procedure Drawblock In the Turtlegraphlcs unit produces graphics 
by bit-map transfer. Any shape to be drawn on the graphics 
screen may be represented by a two dimensional packed array of 
boolean. The array is Initialized so that each true bit 
corresponds on the graphics screen to a pixel turned on and each 
false bit corresponds to a pixel turned off. The Drawblock 
procedure Is used to copy the array of Boolean to the graphics 
screen.
The Drawblock declaration Is:
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PROCEDURE DRAWBLOCK(SOURCE: BOOLEAN-ARRAY-TYPE; SIZE, XSKIP, YSKIP,
WIDTH, HEIGHT, XSCREEN, YSCREEN, MODE: INTEGER);
The parameter list Is briefly described as follows:
SOURCE - any packed array of boolean;
SIZE - bytes per row of source;
XSKIP - bits to skip horizontally;
YSKIP - bits to skip vertically;
WIDTH - bits to plot from xsklp to xsklp+wldth;
HEI6HT - bits to plot from yskip to yskip+helght;
XSCREEN - x coordinate to begin plotting;
YSCREEN - y coordinate to begin plotting;
MODE - display mode;
There are sixteen display modes numbered 0 to 15, with mode 
number 10 (direct bit copy) being the default mode.
Small, filled—1n shapes are most suitable to be drawn using the 
Drawblock procedure.
2.3.2 METHODS FOR WRITING TEXT ON GRAPHICS SCREEN 
Writing text Is a specialised case of drawblocking arrays of 
boolean onto the graphics screen. Apple Pascal provides a file 
called SYSTEM.CHARSET. This file contains an array representing 
alphanumeric and special characters which may be displayed on 
graphics screen. Each character occupies an array 7 pixels wide 
by 8 pixels high.
The Turtlegraphics unit provides three procedures for writing 
text to the graphics screen:
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WCHAR (writes a character at current screen position); 
W5TRING (writes a string at current screen position); 
CHARTYPE (defines mode).
Wchar and Wstrlng procedures use the Drawblock procedure to 
copy characters from the array defined by SYSTEM.CHARSET to the 
graphics screen.
Procedure WSTAT from the Useful unit, which wrttes a string at a 
specified screen coordinate, is a combination of the Moveto and 
Wstrlng procedures.
2.3.3 ANIMATION
Irrespective of the method use to display shape on the screen, 
movement Is created by erasing the shape at current position and 
then re-drawing It at a different position.
Methods of erasing shapes on the graphics screen:
(I) Shapes drawn with "turtle" commands may be erased by re­
drawing the exact shape at the same position using the 
following colours:
- black (if original shape was drawn in white);
-  black 1 (if original shape In wh1te2, green or violet);
- black2 ( If original shape in white2, orange or blue)
This method Is only suitable for simple shapes which may 
be drawn quickly.
(II) Shapes created by the drawblock procedure may be erased 
by drawblocking at the same position using particular 
character modes. Character mode number six, the Exclusive 
Or mode (XOR) is the most useful. The XOR logic combines
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bits according to the following truth table:
Current screen bit N£W..&1t XOR combination
F (pixel off) 
T (pixel on) 
F (pixel off) 
T (pixel on)
F (pixel off) F (pixel off)
F (pixel off) T (pixel on)
T (pixel on) T (pixel on)
T (pixel on) F (pixel off)
If both bits are on, the result Is a blank bit on the screen. 
Therefore If a figure Is redisplayed at the same position, it 
will be erased. Only the figure In the new bit will be 
erased, without disturbing any of the other display 
Information already present on the screen.
(Ill) A section of the graphics screen may be quickly erased by 
using two Turtlegraphlcs procedures, Viewport and 
Flllscreen:
VIEWPORT (creates a "window" on graphics screen); 
FILLSCREEN (fills current "window" with specified colour). 
Therefore, a rectangular section of the screen is erased by 
setting the "window" to the appropriate boundaries with the 
Viewport procedure; erasing everything within this 
"window" by using Fillscreen specifying a black colour; and 
finally the "window" Is reset to entire graphics screen. 
Procedure FILLBOX, is a combination of Viewport and 
Fillscreen procedures and enables a section of the screen 
to be painted a specified colour.
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CHAPTER 3: ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE
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3J____DESCRIPTION OF ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE
The ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE consists of four programs 
each of which allows the user to specify certain conditions 
before carrying out a simulated titration. The titration may be 
between any monoprotlc or dlprotlc acid and any monoprotlc base. 
A general description of the package Is given followed by a 
detailed discussion of the Individual programs.
3 J J__USER INTERFACE FOR ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE
The ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE appears to the user In three 
main sections:
- an Introduction section
- a main menu
- four programs each with optional Instruction program. 
Each of these four programs links back to main menu.





The ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE containing the above 
programs Is located on one disk. This disk must always be 
resident In the disk drive as 1t Is necessary to access the disk 
each time the program moves from one program to another.
Introduction to package
The Introduction consists of four pages on the graphics screen. 
These Introductory pages are only encountered when the disk 1s 
first booted.
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Page 1. Title page.
Page 2. Informs user that all Input must be followed by the 
return  key.
Page 3. Asks user whether a colour monitor Is being used. This 
Information Is stored In system memory to be accessed 
later by each of the four programs. The graphics Is 
slightly different In each program depending on whether 
a colour monitor Is available.
Page 4. Informs user that entering ”Q” Is required to exit from 
programs. Entering "Q" at any Interrogative point In 
any of the four programs, will exit the user from the 
current section of the program. Depending on the 
position In the program, the user will usually be given 
the option of carrying out another titration In the same 
program or going back to the main menu. Therefore If 
the user wishes to change some input after it has been 
entered, entering "Q" at the next prompt for input will 
allow the user to reenter input for that particular 
titration.
Main menu
This package Is menu driven, with the following main menu:
Titration of Acids & Bases. ......( 1 )
Titration of Acids & Bases Using Indicators......... ( 2 )
Titration Quiz.  ( 3 )
Titration Assignment.  ( 4 )
Quit — . ( Q)
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Four titration programs
After selecting one of the four titration programs, the user Is 
given the option of viewing Instructions regarding the program 
selected. These Instructions may be repeated as many times as 
required, and the user may exit at any point In the Instructions by 
entering "Q".
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3.1.2 TITRATION FEATURES
The followtng features are common to all titration programs:
1. Titration conditions
The user is able to specify a number of conditions, such as the 
concentration of the acidic and basic solutions, involved in the 
titration. The task of defining the titration conditions is very 
simple - the user Is presented with a series of options and in 
most cases It is only necessary to input a numeral or letter 
corresponding to a desired option.
2. Screen layout
Throughout the titration, experimental parameters specified by 
the user, such as concentration of acid and base, are displayed on 
the screen. The graphic illustrates a flask and the lower section 
of a burette. As the titration procedes the volume of titrant 
currently In the flask and pH of the solution is calculated and 
updated on the screen. Figure 3.1 Illustrates a typical screen 
layout for a titration.
The Titration and indicators programs in the package use the 
right hand side of the screen to plot the pH against the volume of 
titrant as the titration is carried out. The Quiz and Assignment 
programs simply use the right hand side of the screen to specify 
the current titration.
3. Titration procedures
The space bar is used to release an Increment of titrant from the 
burette. This volume of titrant increment is set by the user at 
the start of the titration but may be changed at any time during 
the titration. Three keys are available to the user during a
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F ig u r e  3 .1  B a s i c  s c re e n  l a y o u t  f o r  a l l  t i t r a t i o n  
p ro g ra m s .
<SPACE)- add increment 
< C >c hange inc rement < Q >gui t
F ig u r e  3 .2  T y p i c a l  s c r e e n  la y o u t  f o r ' T i t r a t i o n  P ro g ra m
titration:
(1) <SPACE BAR> - to add an Increment of tltrant to flask.
(ID  < C > -  to change volume of tltrant Increment
(111) < Q > - to quit from titration.
4. Titration graphics
When the space bar Is pressed the following animation and data 
appear on the screen:
(I) An Increment of tltrant Is released from the burette and 
falls Into the flask. The volume of solution In the flask 
Increases.
(II) Total volume of tltrant added to the flask Is updated.
(III) pH of the solution Is updated.
(iv) If the end point has been reached (or overshot) the colour 
of the solution In the flask changes.
5. Repeat options
The titration may be continued (by repeatedly pressing SPACE 
BAR) until either "Q" Is pressed, Indicating that the user wishes 
to quit from the titration, or until the flask becomes full. When 
the flask Is full the user Is forced to quit from the titration. 
After quitting from a titration the user is presented with a 
number of options. The variety of options 1s different for each of 
the four programs, however all programs offer at least the 
following three options:
(I) Repeat the previous titration.
If a titration Is repeated It Is not necessary to respecify 
the titration conditions.
(II) Carry out a different titration.
(III) Quit from the current acid/base program. This takes the
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user back to the main menu for this package.
3.1.3 TITRATION PROGRAM
This program allows the user to carry out a simulated titration 
between a specified acid and base. The solution contains an Ideal 
Indicator which causes a colour change at the equivalence point. 
Throughout the titration the pH of the solution Is displayed and 
plotted against volume of tltrant.
HOW TO SPECIFY A PARTICULAR TITRATION 
The following options are available:
Option 1. Type of titration
The main menu for this program offers the following choices:
1. strong acld/strong base titration
2. weak acid/ strong base titration
3. weak base/strong acid titration
A. dlprotic acid/strong base titration
Potion 2. Strength of acid and base
The strength of acids and bases presented depends on the type of 
titration chosen In option 1. One menu will provide a selection of 
acids, and a second menu will provide a selection of bases. One of 
the following menus will be displayed for selection of acid:




Weak acids (displayed if "2” was chosen in option 1):
1. acetic acid










5. Input pKl &pK2
One of the following menus will be displayed for selection of 
base:
Strong bases (displayed If “1“ "2" or "4" was chosen In option 1):
1. sodium hydroxide
2. potassium hydroxide





The user may select an unlisted acid or base by entering Its pK 
value(s). The pKa and pKb values for monoprotlc acids and bases 
are restricted to the range of 1 to 11. For dlprotlc acids pK 1 
must be In range 1 to 11 and pK2 must be less than 13. 
Furthermore pKl must be less than pK2. The program will not 
accept values which do not fall within these ranges.
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Option 3. Concentration of acid and base 
The user must enter the concentration of the acid and base which 
were chosen In option 2. Concentrations must be In the range
O.OOl molar to 1.000 molar. These values are displayed on the 
screen throughout the titration.
Option 4  Tltrant and tltrand
The user must determine which solution Is to act as the tltrant 
(l.e. the solution In the burette) and which solution Is to act as 
the tltrand (l.e. the solution In the flask). Having decided upon 
wnicn solution is to oe me titrana it is necessary to decide on me 
volume of this solution. The volume of the tltrand must be In the 
range of lO.OOmL to 50.00mL. The volume of the tltrand and 
tltrant are displayed on the screen during the titration.
Potion 5. Labelling of solution
The user Is given the option of having the solution In the flask 
Identified with a label. If this option is selected then the 
following labels are used for titrations involving monoprotlc 
acids:
(t) At the start of the titration the solution Is labelled "acid" 
or "base" depending on the nature of the tltrand.
(II) At the equivalence point the solution Is labelled "end pt".
(III) At other points In the titration the solution Is labelled 
"acid", "base" or "buffer" depending on the nature of the 
solution.
For titrations Involving diprotlc acids the following labels are 
used:
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(0 At the start of the titration the solution Is labelled "dlacld". 
In this program the dlprotlc acid always acts as the tltrand.
(II) At the first and second equivalence points the solution Is 
labelled “endptl" and "endpt2" respectively.
(III) Before the first equivalence point the solution Is labelled 
"buffer".
(Iv) Between the first and second equivalence points the 
solution is labelled "2salts".
(1v) After the second equivalence point the solution is labelled 
"base".
After the above options have been specified, thereby determining 
the conditions for a titration, the simulated titration is ready to 
commence.
SIMULATED TITRATION FOR TITRATION PROGRAM
1. Screen layout
Throughout the simulated titration the following Information Is 
displayed on the screen.
(I) concentration of acid
(II) concentration of base
(III) volume of acid In flask 
(tv) volume of base In flask 
(v) pH of solution In flask
(vl) graph of pH vs. volume of tltrant 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the typical screen layout for titration 
simulations In the Titration program.
2. Titration graphics
In addition to the features common to all the titration programs,
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(Section 3.1.2), the following Information Is displayed on the 
screen during the titration:
(I) As the titration progresses a graph of pH vs. volume of 
tltrant Is produced. As each Increment of tltrant Is added 
(using space bar), the graph of pH Is extended to cover the 
volume of tltrant added In the last Increment. If a different 
titration Is carried out then the user Is given the option of 
retaining the current graph. In this way a series of 
superimposed curves may be obtained on the same graph. 
(Figure 3.3)
(II) The solution contains an Ideal Indicator which changes 
colour at the equivalence point of the titration. Therefore 
the end point and equivalence point of these titrations are 
Identical.
(III) This program allows for the nature of the solution to be 
labelled. After each addition of tltrant, the program alters 
the label If necessary. The end point of the titration Is 
identified by the label "end pt”. This feature enables the 
user to confirm when the end point has been reached or 
overshot.
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< C >change i rmrement < Q >qui t
F ig u r e  3 .3  T i t r a t i o n  P ro g ra m : a s e r i e s  o f  su p e r im p o se d  
pH c u r v e s  draw n on g r a p h .
¡M 0.010 1 M, 0.010 b V 25.00 8 . V, 45.00 b
pH u o 1. b3.̂-0
pheno1phth-
<SPACE) add increment 
< C > change i ncrement
F ig u r e  3 .4  I n d i c a t o r  P r o g r a m : pH c o lo u r  r a n g e s  f o r  
s e le c t e d  i n d i c a t o r  i s  d i s p la y e d  on graph ,
<Q>quit
3.1.4 INDICATORS PROGRAM
The major difference between the Indicators program and the
4
Titration program Is that the user may select a variety of 
common acld/base Indicators.
HOWTO SPECIFY A PARTICULAR TITRATION 
As In the Titration program, the user must specify the conditions 
for each titration. The following options are available In the 
Indicators program: '
Option 1. Type of titration.
Option 2. Strength of acid and base.
Option 3. Concentration of acid and base.
Option 4. Tttrant and tltrand.
Whereas the Titration program provided an Ideal Indicator for 
which the endpoint coincided with the equivalence point, this 









The option of labelling the solution In the flask (Option 5 In the 
Titration program) Is not provided.
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SIMULATED TITRATION FOR INDICATORS PROGRAM
1. Screen layout and graphics
The screen layout and graphics are almost Identical to those In 
the Titration program. An additional feature displayed on the pH 
graph Is the range In which the selected Indicator exists In 
particular colours. The name of the Indicator chosen for a 
particular titration Is displayed beneath the pH graph. (Figure 3.4) 
The solution changes colour at a pH determined by the Indicator 
chosen rather than the pH at the equivalence point. The graphics 
In this program are most effective on a colour monitor. Each 
Indicator changes colour over a pH range. If this pH range lies on 
the steep part of the titration curve, the Indicator colour will 
change directly from one colour to another colour. However, If 
the pH range does not lie within the steep part of the curve then 
the Indicator passes through stages where the colour gradually 
changes from one colour to another.
These graphics Illustrate many aspects of acld/base Indicators, 
such as the difference between the end point and equivalence 
point of a titration.
2. Repeat options
In addition to the standard repeat options (Section 3.1.2), the user 
Is given the option of repeating the last titration using a 
different Indicator. By selecting this option a comparison 
between the various indicators can readily be made..
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__ QUIZ PROGRAM
The Quiz program provides an acidic or basic solution and the 
user must carry out a series of titrations In order to determine 
Its concentration. Throughout the titration the pH of the solution 
Is displayed and an Ideal Indicator changes colour at the 
equivalence point.
The concentration of each quiz solution is randomly selected by 
the program. This program allows the user to practice acid/base 
titration methods and associated calculations. After carrying out 
a titration, the user 1's required to enter the concentration of the 
quiz solution and will then be informed as to the accuracy of this 
result.
HOW TO OBTAIN A QUIZ SOLUTION







HOW TO SPECIFY A PARTICULAR TITRATION 
If the quiz solution Is acidic, then the standard solution will be 
sodium hydroxide, otherwise the solution Is basic and the 
standard solution Is hydrochloric acid. Furthermore, the program 
determines which solution will be the tltrant and tltrand.
The user has only two options for specifying the conditions of the 
titration:
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Option 1. concentration of standard solution
The concentration of the standard solution may be determined In
two ways:
(I) The computer will determine the most suitable 
concentration.
(II) The user selects from a list of available 
concentrations: 0.010M, 0.05M, 0.1 OOM, 0.500M and 
1 .OOM.
Option 3. Volume of tltrand
It Is necessary to select the volume of the tltrand which must be 
In the range of lO.OOmL to 50.00mL.
SIMULATED TITRATION FOR QUIZ 
JL_3creen layout and graphics
The screen layout and graphics are similar to the Titration and 
Indicators program except that a graph of pH vs volume of tltrant 
Is not given. Throughout the titration the following Information 
Is displayed on the screen
(I) concentration of known solution
(II) volume of tltrant.
(III) volume of tltrand.
(Iv) pH of solution In flask.
2. Repeat options
After quitting from a titration (by entering "Q") the user Is given 
the following options:
(I) Repeat the previous titration.
(II) Repeat the titration but alter the conditions.
(III) Enter concentration of unknown.
(Iv) Get calculator.
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(v) Give up.
(vl) Quit from the quiz program.
Typically, tne stuaent wouia repeat tne titration several times, 
selecting options (1) or (11) above, until the end point had been 
established. If option (11) Is selected the concentration of the 
standard solution and/or the volume of the tltrand may be altered. 
After completing the titrations the student must calculate the 
concentration of the quiz solution. For this purpose, a calculator 
option is included which handles the operations of addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division.
When the concentration has been calculated, this value Is entered, 
(option (11D) and the program Indicates the accuracy of this value. 




1 -3% very close
4-6% close
> 6% not too good
> 20 % terrible
In addition to one of the above comments, the user is Informed of 
the correct concentration of the quiz solution. If the user has 
been unable to calculate the concentration of the solution, the 
"give up" option simply provides the correct concentration.
After entering the concentration, or giving up, the user is given 
the choice of attempting another quiz solution or quitting from 
this program. Quitting will take the user back to the main menu 
for this package.
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__ ASSIGNMENT PROGRAM
The Assignment program Is very similar to the Quiz program In 
that the user must determine the concentration of an acidic or 
basic solution. However this program does not allow the user to 
enter an estimation of the concentration nor does It Inform the 
user of the correct concentration. The Assignment program 
provides one hundred solutions of different concentration. The 
student must carry out a series of titrations In order to . 
determine the concentration of the assignment solution.
M M  TO OBTAIN AN ASSIGNMENT SOLUTION 
The student must enter an assignment number between 0 and 99, 
which Is allocated by the teacher. Each assignment number 
corresponds to a different assignment solution. The key to these 
assignment numbers Is provided In the instruction manual for this 
package, listed In Appendix A. The program uses a mathematical 
formula to convert the assignment number into the concentration 
of the assignment solution. The concentration Is In the range of
O.IOO molar to 1.000 molar. The assignment number also 
determines the nature of the assignment solution.
HOW TO SPECIFY A PARTICULAR TITRATION
After entering the assignment number, the user has only two
options available for specifying a titration:
Option 1. Concentration of standard solution 
The nature of the standard solution Is determined by the program 
however the user must determine the concentration of this 
solution. The concentration must be In the range of 0.100 molar 
to 1.000 molar.
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Option ?. Volume of tltrand
The program determines which solution Is to be the tltrand, 
however the user must specify the volume of tltrand. This volume 
must be In range of lO.OOmL to SO.OOmL.
SIMULATED TITRATION FOR ASSIGNMENT
The simulated titration Is Identical to the Quiz titration.
After quitting from the titration, the user Is given the following 
options:
(1) Repeat the previous titration.
(ID Repeat titration but altering conditions.
(ill) Get calculator.
(1v) New assignment.
(v) Quit from the assignment program.
The Assignment program Is designed so that a teacher may 
allocate titration assignments to students. Each student may be 
given the task of solving a series of asslgments distinguished by 
different assignment numbers. After carrying out a series of 
assignment titrations, the student completes a written report 
(worksheet number 10, listed in Appendix A, provides a suggested 
format for such a report) noting the titration data and 
calculations required to determine the concentration of the 
allocated assignment solutlon(s). The teacher evaluates the 
assignments by referring to the concentration corresponding to 
each assignment number, listed In the Instruction manual for this 
package.
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3.2 ORJECTIVES OF THE AC ID/BASE TITRATI ON PACKAGE
This titration package can be used In a variety of ways. The 
programs may be used by the teacher as visual aids or by students 
as an Investigative tool. Many chemical concepts which students 
often find difficult are readily Illustrated and explained by these 
programs.
The four programs should be viewed in the order In which they 
appear In the main menu. The objectives of the first two 
titration programs are to Introduce and Illustrate various 
titration concepts. The objectives of the <?£//zand Assignment 
programs are to consolidate and Interrelate these concepts
1. Titration Program
The Titration program has been designed as an aid in introducing 
the fundamental concepts of acld/base titrations. It contains the 
following features:
- the use of an Ideal Indicator which avoids confusion between 
end point and equivalence point.
-  the option to have the nature of the solution labelled 
provides more Information.
- the option of obtaining a graph showing a series of 
superimposed curves.
This program can be used to investigate how solution variables, 
such as strength and concentration, affect the reaction between 
an acidic and basic solution. A comparison between the 
titrations can readily be carried out.
2. Indicators Program
This program builds on the fundamental titration concepts to 
illustrate the criteria necessary for an Indicator to be suitable
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for a particular titration. Using this program it Is very simple to 
demonstrate why an Indicator may be suitable for one titration 
but not for another.
The fact that the range In which the Indicator changes colour does 
not necessarily Include the pH of the solution at the equivalence 
point, Is often very confusing for students. For example, a 
titration between hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide has a 
pH of 7.0 at the equivalence point. This program clearly 
demonstrates why phenolphthaleln, which changes colour In range
8.3 -10.0, Is a suitable Indicator for this reaction.
3. Quiz and Assignment Programs 
In these two programs the student must apply the concepts 
Introduced In the earlier programs In order to determine the 
concentration of a sample solution. The Quiz program provides 
the option that the user may allow the program to select the most 
appropriate concentration for the standard solution. This feature 
Is not available In the Assignment program.
The Quiz and Assignment programs are designed for student use 
rather than teacher demonstration. The AssignmentQroqram may 
be used for student assessment.
3.2.1 WORKSHEETS
A series of worksheets has been designed for use with these 
programs. These worksheets guide the student through the 
Investigation of concepts relating to titrations. Each worksheet 
requires a series of titrations to be carried out. Within each 
series of titrations only one condition Is varied so the effect of
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Each titration In this series Involves 1.00 molar 
sodium hydroxide solution reacting with a 1.00 
molar solution of strong acid. A different strong 
acid Is used in each titration.
This series Involves potassium hydroxide solution 
reacting with hydrochloric acid. In each titration 
the concentration of the acid Is the same as the 
concentration of the base, however these 
concentrations are different in each titration. In 
the first titration, both acid and base are 1.00 
molar solutions, In the second titration both are 
0.10 molar solutions, etc.
This series of titrations Involves sodium 
hydroxide solution reacting with nitric acid. In 
each titration the concentration of base is held 
constant whilst the concentration of acid Is 
altered.
The previous worksheet Involved only strong acids 
and bases. This worksheet Involves titrations 
between acetic acid, a weak acid, and potassium 
hydroxide, a strong base. In each titration the 
concentration of acetic acid is the same as the 
concentration of potassium hydroxide solution, 
however this concentration varies between each 
titration.
This series of titrations Involves acids of varying 
strength reacting with a strong base. In each






titration 1.00 molar sodium hydroxide in reacted 
with a 1.00 molar solution of weak acid.
This series of titration Involves ammonia reacting 
with hydrochloric acid. In each titration the 
concentration of the acid Is held constant whilst 
the concentration of base Is altered.
This worksheet Involves titrations between 
sodium hydroxide solution and various diprotlc 
acids. In each titration 1.00 molar sodium 
hydroxide Is titrated with 1.00 molar solution of 
diprotlc acid.
This worksheet Involves a series of titrations In 
which a variety of Indicators must be used. 1.00 
molar hydrochloric acid Is reacted with 1.00 
molar sodium hydroxide solution. This titration Is 
repeated with both solutions having a 0.01 molar 
concentration. A third titration reacts 1.00 molar 
acetic acid with 1.00 molar sodium hydroxide.
This worksheet Involves a series of titrations for 
which a suitable Indicator must be found.
Specimen layout for submission of a titration 
assignment.
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3.3 PASCAL CODE FOR ACID/BA5EJT.IJRAT.IQN PACKAGE
The ACID/BA5E TITRATION PACKAGE uses two customised library 
units, Useful Unit and Titrlib Unit, both of which have been 
incorporated into System!ibrary. The Useful Unit is discussed in 
Section 2.2.3 and the Titrlib Unit is discussed in Section 3.3.1.
In addition to the system files, the following object code files are 







(code for introduction section)
(code for main menu and explanation) 
(code for Titration program)
(code for Indicators program)
(code for Quiz program)
(code for Assignment program)
The source code for all the program files is listed in Appendix C. 
A discussion of procedures required for the production of the pH 
graph is given in Section 3.3.2, and a discussion of procedures 
required for the calculation of pH is given in Section 3.3.3.
3 3 1 TITRATION LIBRARY UNIT
TITRLIB is a library unit used by all programs in the ACID/BASE 
TITRATION PACKAGE.
DFCLARATION SECTION
UNIT TITRLIB; INTRINSIC CODE I8DATA19;
The declaration indicates that TITRLIB is an intrinsic unit for
which the code occupies operating system segment 18 and the
data occupies segment 19.
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INTERFAf.F SFfTION
INTERFACE
USES TURTLE6RAPHICS, TRANSCEND .USEFUL;
CONST
FLASKX=60; FLASKY (*co-ord1nates of centre base of flask*) 
FLASKSIZ= 100; ( *size of flask * )
KW= 1 .OE-14; ( *  ionization constant of water * )
TYPE
ACI D0RBASE=( ACID .BASE ) ;
TITRAT=( WEAKACID .STR0N6ACID .WEAKBASE .DIPROTIC) ;
VAR
TITRTYPE: T1TRAT; ( *  classification of current titration * )
FLASKTOP, ( *  base of neck of flask * )
NECKTOP: INTEGER; ( *  very top of neck of flask * )
K1 ,K2, ( *  ionization constants * )
FLASKYOL, ( *  volume of soln In flask * )
HCONC,OHCONC: REAL;(*cone, ofacid&base* )
FILLRATE: INTEGER; ( *  rate at which flask filled*)
INFLASK: ACIDORBASE; ( *  type of soln In flask * )
QUIT: BOOLEAN;
NUMS: CHARSET;
FUNCTION RVALUE (VAR S:STRING): REAL;
PROCEDURE REALSTR (VAR REALNUM:REAL; VAR WORD: STRING;
DECPOINT,SIZE : INTEGER);
PROCEDURE INRANGERESPONSE (VAR VALUE: REAL; VAR S:SHORTSTR;
MIN. MAX : REAL; X.Y: INTEGER); 
PROCEDURE DOUBLELINE (X I ,Y1 ,X2.Y2:INTEGER; COL:SCREENCOLOR); 
PROCEDURE DRAWB0X(X1 ,Y1 .X2.Y2:INTEGER; COL:SCREENCOLOR); 
PROCEDURE INITSCREEN;
PROCEDURE DRAWAXES (X.Y.SIZE : INTEGER;COL: SCREENCOLOR); 
PROCEDURE DRAWFLASK(X.Y .SIZE : INTEGER; COL: SCREENCOLOR); 
PROCEDURE FILLFLASK (VAR LTSIDE.RTSIDE.OLDLEVL,INCREASE: INTEGER;
COL: SCREENCOLOR);
PROCEDURE MOVEDROP (INCR: REAL; VAR LIQLEVEL: INTEGER); 
PROCEDURE ACIDMOLARITY (S: SHORTSTR);
PROCEDURE BASEMOLARITY (S: SHORTSTR);
PROCEDURE ACIDISP (S: SHORTSTR);
PROCEDURE BASEDISP (S: SHORTSTR);
PROCEDURE DISPLAYPH (S: SHORTSTR);
PROCEDURE TWOPROMPTS ( S I  ,S2: STRING);
PROCEDURE SETUPCONDITIONS (VAR HCONC. OHCONC : REAL; .
VAR INFLASK . ACIDORBASE);
PROCEDURE CHECKKEY (VAR SPACEPR, SELECTCHANGE: BOOLEAN); 
PROCEDURE REQUEST;
PROCEDURE INCRPROMPT;
PROCEDURE SELECTINR(VAR INCR: REAL);
PROCEDURE CHANGE INC (VAR CHANG: BOOLEAN; VAR INCR: REAL); 
PROCEDURE CLEARVALUES(VAR NEWCONC:BOOLEAN);
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PROCEDURE BACKTOMENU;
PROCEDURE GETK(VAR K1 ,K2:REAL);
PROCEDURE SELECTTYPE(VAR TITRTYPE:TITRAT);
PROCEDURE CALCPH (ANYACID, ANYBASE, HCONC, OHCONC: REAL;
VAR PH: REAL);
IMPLEMENTATION SECTION
A complete listing Is given In Appendix C. A description of the 
procedures in this unit is presented:
FUNCTION RVAI UFfVAR S- STRING):REAL;
RVALUE converts a string, S, into a real number.
PROCEDURE REALSTR (RFA1 NiJM' REAL; VAR W0RD:STRIN6;
DECPOINT, SIZE: INTEGER);
Accepts a real number, REALNUM, and converts It into a string, 
WORD. This string displays the original number rounded off to the 
specified number of decimal points, DECPOINT, and the string is 
padded with leading spaces until it is of length SIZE.
PROCEDURE 1NRANGERESPONSF (VAR VALUE:REAL;VAR S:SHORTSTR; 
' MIN,MAX: REAL; X,Y: INTEGER);
INRANGERESPONSE returns a real number, VALUE, and its short
string representation, S. Input Is read as characters and then
converted into a real number. The real number is checked to see
if it falls within the range specified, MIN to MAX. Only numerals
or the letter "Q" are accepted as input and echoed to the hl-
resolution screen at position (X,Y). Real numbers must be entered
as decimals -  scientific notation is not accepted. Input may be
corrected with backarrow, and Is erased from screen after the
return key has been pressed. INRANGERESPONSE repeats Itself
until a number within the specified range, or the letter "Q", is
entered. The letter "Q“ is accepted as input so that the user may
exit immediately from any point within the program.
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PROCEDURF DOtJBI FI INF (X1 ,Y 1 ,X2,Y2:1NTE6ER; COLSCREENCOLOR); 
DOUBLELINE draws a line, two pixels wide, between coordinates 
(XI ,Y1) and (X2,Y2), In specified colour, COL.
PROCEDURE DRAWBOXCX1 ,Y 1 ,X2,Y2:INTEGER; COL:SCREENCOLOR); 
DRAWBOX draws a box having coordinates (X1 ,Y 1) and (X2.Y2) as 
bottom left hand and top right hand coordinates respectively. The 
box Is drawn with doublellnes.
PROCEDURE INITSCREEN: ‘
Draws the two large and four small boxes on the graphics screen 
as well as the lower end of a burette In the large left-hand box.
PROCEDURE DRAWAXES(X.Y.SI?E: INTEGER; COLSCREENCOLOR);
DR AW AXES draws x- and y-axes on graphics screen, both of length 
SIZE, with origin at coordinate (X,Y). The x-axIs Is labelled "VOL" 
and the y-axls Is labelled "pH". The value "7" 1s marked off half 
way up y-axls.
PROCEDURE DRAWFLA5K(X.Y.SIZE: INTEGER; COLSCREENCOLOR); 
Draws a conical flask on graphics screen. The flask Is has width 
and height of specified number of pixels, SIZE, and the centre of 
the base of the flask Is at (X,Y).
PROCEDURE FILLFLASK(VAR LTSIDE,RTSIDE,OLDLEVEL,
INCREASE: INTEGER; COLSCREENCLOR);
FILLFLASK Increases level of the solution In flask from the
OLDLEVEL by a certain INCREASE. LTSIDE and RTSIDE define the
current coodlnates of the flask on the same level as the surface
of the solution.
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EROCEPURE nOVEDROPONCR: REAL; VAR LIQLEVEL: INTEGER);
A single drop Is released from burette and falls until It reaches 
the current level of solution In the flask, LIQLEVEL. The size of 
the drop is determined by I NCR.
PROCEDURE AC I DMOl ARITYCvSHORTSTPV
String S, which represents molarity of acid, Is displayed on
graphics screen at an Internally determined coordinate position.
PROCEDURE BASFMOI ARITVf.S R H n P T ST P V
String S, which represents molarity of base, is displayed on
graphics screen at an Internally determined coordinate position.
PROCEDURE ACIDVOLUIiF(S:SHORTSTR);
String S, which represents volume of acid, Is displayed on 
graphics screen at an Internally determined coordinate position.
PROCEDURE BASEVQI IJME(S:SHQPTSTR)
String S, which represents volume of base, Is displayed on 
graphics screen at an Internally determined coordinate position.
PROCEDURE DISPLAYPH(S:SHORTSTR)
String S, which represents pH of solution, is displayed on 
graphics screen at an Internally determined coordinate position.
PROCEDURE TWOPROtiPTS(S 1 rS?:STRINfi);
TWOPROMPTS displays the two strings, Si and S2, at the bottom 
of the graphics screen.
PROCEDURE SETUPCONDITIONSfVAR HCONC,OHCONC: REAL;
VAR INFLASK: ACIDORBASE);
The user Is prompted to enter concentration of acid and base to be 
used In titration, HCONC and OHCONC. Only concentrations in 
range 0.001 to 1.000 molar are accepted. SETUPCONDITIONS asks
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user which solution Is to be In the tltrand, INFLASK, and then 
prompts user to enter the volume of the tltrand, FLASKVOL.
All prompts appear on graphics screen. Input may be corrected 
with a backarrow. Only numerals, or “Q" (to quit) are acceptable 
input which will be echoed to the graphics screen.
PROCEDURE CHECKKEY (VAR SPACEPR.SELECTCHANOE.QUIT:
BOOLEAN);
CHECKKEY monitors keyboard Input until one of three characters 
Is entered - the space bar, "C" or "Q" thereby setting the 
respective Boolean flags - SPACEPR, SELECTCHAN6E or QUIT. 
Input Is not echoed to screen.
PROCEDURE REQUFST:
REQUEST displays following prompts on the graphics screen 
during the titration:
"<SPACE> add Increment"; “<C>change Increment”; ”<Q>qu1t". 
PROCEDUREINCRPROMPT:
INCRPROMPT displays prompt on the graphics screen to select 
volume of tltrant increment.
PROCEDURE SELECTINCR(VAR INCR: REAL);
Prompt to enter Increment of tltrant Is displayed on graphics 
screen. Value entered must be within range of 0.05 to 10.00 mL. 
Input may be corrected with a backarrow. Only numerals, or "Q" 
(to quit) are acceptable input which will be echoed to the 
graphics screen.
PROCEDURE CHANGE INC (VAR CHANG: BOOLEAN; VAR INCR: REAL); 
CHANGEINC erases the prompt lines at bottom of the graphics 
screen; allows user to select new tltrant increment; and finally
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replaces prompt lines to be displayed during titration.
PROCEDURF f.LEARVALUES(VAR NEWCONC:BOOLEAN);
CLEARVALUES erases the volume of acid and base, pH value and 
titration flask from the the graphics screen. If the boolean flag, 
NEWCONC, Indicates that the concentration of solutions Is to be 
changed, then the current concentrations are also erased.
PROCEDURE SETCOLOUR:
SETCOLOUR reads message previously stored by the Introduction 
program, and sets boolean flag Indicating whether colour monitor 
Is In use. .
PROCEDURE BACKTOMENU:
BACKTOMENU displays message on the text screen Indicating the 
main menu Is being reloaded into memory.
PROCEDURE GETK(VAR K1 ,K2: REAL):
6ETK prompts user to enter the pK value(s) for the weak acid or 
base. The pK values are converted Into the dissociation 
constants, K1 and K2.
PROCEDURE SELECTTYPECVAR TITRTYPE:TITRAT);
SELECTTYPE prompts user to enter the acid and base to be used In 
titration. If either the acid or base Is weak, then the strength 
may be determined by Inputting pK value(s). TITRTYPE is set to 
Indicate the nature of titration based on solutions selected.
PROCFDURF r.Al.CPH (ANYACID. ANYBASE, HCONC, OHCONC: REAL;
VAR PH: REAL);
CALCPH returns pH of the titration solution, being passed the 
following Information:
-  Volume of acid (ANYACID).
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-  Volume of base (ANYBASE).
-  Concentration of acid (HCONC).
-  Concentration of base (OHCONC).
CALCPH accesses global variables( TITRAT.KI ,and K2) to 
determine the strength of acidic and basic solutions.
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3.3.2 PRODUCTION OF THE PH GRAPH
1. Interpolating points.
In order to obtain an accurate pH curve a reasonable number of 
points must be plotted Irrespective of the number of points 
encountered In the titration. These values are calculated prior to 
the commencement of the simulated titration and stored in two 
arrays. One array contains various tltrant volumes and the other 
array the corresponding pH values. During the titration these 
values are extracted to plot points in between those actually 
encountered In the titration.
For example, consider a titration between 10mL of 0.01 molar 
hydrochloric acid and 0.10 molar sodium hydroxide. The Initial pH 
is 2.00 and If three! ml aliquots of tltrants were added then pH 
values of 7.0, 12.0 and 12.2 would be observed. If these were the 
only values used to plot the graph then the pH curve displayed In 
Figure 3.5 would be obtained. Interpolation of points gives the 
more accurate pH curve, displayed in Figure 3.6.
2. Scaling horizontal axis.
The volume of titrant added Is represented on the horizontal axis 
of the graph. In these programs the volume has been scaled so as 
to represent a percentage of the titration. For a monoprotic 
acid/base titration the horizontal axis represents 200% of the 
titration (twice the volume required to reach the equivalence 
point) and for diprotic acid/base titrations the horizontal axis 
represents 300% of the titration (three times the volume required 
to reach the first equivalence point). This feature Is essential If 
several graphs are to be superimposed, each having a different 
equivalence volume.
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F ig u r e  3 .
F ig u r e  3.
0.100M NaOH vs lO.OmL 0.010M HCI
Volume of NaOH (m L)
' * i
S T i t r a t i o n  c u rv e  u s in g  f o u r  d a ta  p o in t s .
0.100M NaOH vs lO.OmL 0.010M HCI
6 T i t r a t i o n  c u rv e  u s in g  a l a r g e  num ber o f  
d a t a  p o in t s .
3. Pascal Code for Initializing arrays of data.





REALPTS = ARRAY [1..VOLSCALE] OF REAL; 




VOLSCALE Is a constant defining the length of the horizontal axis 
In terms of numbers of pixels. The correlation between each pixel 
In the horizontal direction and the volume of tltrant which It 
represents Is calculated In PROCEDURE INITARRAYS and stored In 
the global array VOLPTS.
PROCEDURE INITARRAYS;
VAR VOLRATIO ¡REAL; ( *  vol Increment per pixel * )
FACTOR, ( *  percentage of titration to be plotted *).
I: INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF TITRTYPE=DIPROTICTHEN FACTOR:= 3 ELSE FACTOR:= 2; 
VOLRATIO:=( ENDPTI *FACTOR)/VOLSCALE ;
FOR l:= 1 TO VOLSCALE DO VOLPTS[l]:=VOLRATIO*l;
END;
For every volume stored in array VOLPTS, the corresponding pH 
value is calculated. CALCPH Is called to calculate the pH value 
for each volume. The pH values are scaled to Integer values 
representing number of pixels on vertical axis on pH graph. These 
scaled pH values are stored in array PHPTS.
The ratio between pH values and pixels Is determined in 
PROCEDURE INITCONDITIONS:
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PROCEDURE INITCONDITIONS(VAR ENDPT1:REAL);
CONST PHSCALE= 100.00; ( *  no. pixels on vertical a x is* )
PHRANGE= 14.0 ; ( *  scale represents a pH range of 0 -1 4 *)
PHRATIO:=(PHSCALE/PHRANGE); ( *  pH Increment per pixel * )
integer values for scaled pH are assigned in procedure cycle 
which Is local to PROCEDURE SETUPARRAYS:
PROCEDURE CYCLE;
BEGIN
WHILE (0<VOLSCALE)AND (NOT KEYIN)) DO 
BEGIN 
I : - 1+1 ;
IF INFLASK =ACID THEN




END; (» W H IL E * )  '
END; (»CYCLE*)
In the majority of titrations the time required to carry out these 
calculations Is only a few seconds, however In some cases It may 
take much longer due to the solving of high order polynomial 
equations in CALCPH. To avoid a long pause while this is being 
carried out, PROCEDURE SETUPARRAYS calls PROCEDURE CYCLE 
whenever the program is waiting for user response. Once the user 
has responded (detected by FUNCTION KEYIN) then PROCEDURE 
CYCLE Is suspended until the program has handled the user input.
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4. Pascal rode for plotting smooth pH curve.
Plotting pH curve Is carried out by PROCEDURE GRAPH which Is 
called whenever an Increment of titrant has been added to the 
flask. INDEX Is a key variable to plotting the pH curve.
INDEX - corresponds to a pixel position along the horizontal axis.
-  Is an Index to the array VOLPTS which contains the 
unsealed volume of titrant at this pixel position.
-  Is an Index to the array PHPT5 which contains the 
position on pH axis corresponding to titrant volume In 
VOLPTS.
For example, an INDEX value of 25 refers to the twenty-fifth 
pixel along the horizontal axis (50% titration for monoprotlc 
acids) which corresponds to a titrant volume found In V0LPTS[25] 
and to a height on pH axis found In PHPTS[25],
The values used to plot a single point on the graph are:
(I) INDEX (pixels In horizontal direction) and
(II) PHPTS[INDEX] (pixels In the vertical direction).
Plotting the graph is carried out In the following manner:
1. The pen is moved to the coordinates of the last pixel plotted 
(OLDX,OLDY)
2. INDEX Is Incremented and the point INDEX, PHPTStINDEX] 
plotted until either
(I) VOLPTSfINDEX] Is greater than the total volume of 
titrant or
(II) INDEX has reached a maximum value.
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PROCEDURE GRAPH(VAR OLDX.OLDY.INDEX: INTEGER;




MOVECOL(OLDX,OLDY,COL); (»move to last point plotted * )  
WHILE ( BURVOL>=NEXTVOL) AND ( INDEX<VOLSCALE) DO 
BEGIN
INDEX:=INDEX+1 ;
X:=INDEX+XCON; Y:=PHPTS[ INDEX] +YCON;
MOVETO(X.Y);




IF ( INDEX<VOLSCALE) THEN 
BEGIN
EXACTPH: =ROUND( PH*PHRATIO);
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3.5.3 CAL CULATION OF PH
The pH of the solution at any point in the titration is carried out 
by PROCEDURE CALC PH which is found in the Library Unit called 
Titrlib. A detailed discussion of procedure calcph is presented. 
Symbols
The following symbols are used in the discussion regarding 
calculation of pH:
M = molarity [ ] = concentration
Ma = initial molarity of acid Va = volume of acid in solution
Mb = initial molarity of base Vb = volume of base in solution
Kw = dissociation constant for water 
Ka & Kb = dissociation constants of weak acid and base 
respectively.
K1 & K2 = first and second dissociation constants of 
diprotic acid
Ca = concentration of acid in solution 
Cs = concentration of salt in solution 
Csl & Cs2 = concentration of mono- and di-substituted salts 
respectively.
PROCEDURE CALCPH
This procedure Is passed the following information in the form of 
value parameters:
(i) volume of acid in solution
(ii) volume of base in solution
(iii) initial concentration of acid
(iv) initial concentration of base
If a weak acid, weak base or diprotic acid is involved then the
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acid dissociation constants are required. This Information is 
obtained from global variables. The Information passed to 
PROCEDURE CALCPH Is first manipulated to calculate total volume 
of solution, moles of acid, moles of base and the molarity of 
excess acid or base. Boolean variables, EXCESSACID, EXCESSBASE 
and EQUIVPT are set to Indicate the appropriate stage of the 
titration.
total volume = Va + Vb 
moles acid = MaVa 
moles base = MbVb
excess = I (MaVa - MbVb) I / (Va + Vb)
After these initial calculations which set all the variables local 
to PROCEDURE CALCPH, a case statement directs the program to 
one of three different procedures, STRONGCALC, WEAKCALC or 
DICALC, according to the nature of the titration. TITRTYPE is a 
global variable which Indicates nature of current titration.
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PROCEDURE CALCPH(ACIDVOL .BASEVOL ,HCONC,OHCONC:REAL ;
VAR PH:REAL);
CONST
DIFF=1.0E-6; (»minimum millimoles considered*)
VAR ACIDMOLS,BASEMOLS, ( *  net moles of acid & base in soln*)
TOTAL VOL, ( *  total volume of so ln *)
EXCESS : REAL ; ( *  cone, of excess acid or base*)
EXCESSACID .EXCESSBASE.EQUIVPT : BOOLEAN; ( *  nature of soln * )
BEGIN (*c a lc p h * )
T OTALVOL: =ACI DVOL+BASEVOL;
ACI DMOLS:=ACI DVOL*HCONC;
BASEMOLS:=BASE VOL*OHCONC;
EXCESS: =ACI DMOLS- BASEMOLS;




EXCESS:= ABS( EXCESS )/TOTAL VOL;
CASE TITRTYPE OF




END; (* c a se * )
END; (*c a lc p h * )
PROCEDURE STRONGCALC is responsible for determining the pH of 
solutions formed at any point of a titration between a strong acid 
and strong base. For a solution with excess strong acid, hydrogen 
ions result from the dissociation or ionization of the excess acid 
and also from the ionization of water.
[H+]total = [H+]acid + [H+]water
The concentration of hydrogen ions resulting from the acid is the
same as the concentration of the strong acid. The concentration
of hydrogen ions due to the ionization of water is determined by
solving the following quadratic equation:
[H+]2 water + [H+]acid [H+]water - Kw = 0
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Except for very dilute solutions the contribution of hydrogen Ions 
from the dissociation of water Is Insignificant compared with the 
contribution from the strong acid. PROCEDURE STR0N6CALC 
solves the quadratic equation whenever the concentration of acid 
is less than 1.0 x 10“6 molar.
Similar calculations are Involved to determine the concentration 
of hydroxide Ions In a solution with excess base: _
10H~Itotal = [OH”]base + [OH~]water 
and




PROCEDURE CORRECT( VAR VALUE:REAL) ;
(»consider contribution of ions from the dissociation of water * )  
VAR DISCR:REAL;
BEGIN
DISCRIM:=SQRT((VALUE*VALUE) + 4*KW); 
VALUE:=(VALUE + DISCRIM) /  2;
END;
BEGIN
IF EXCESS<DILUTE THEN CORRECT(EXCESS)
PH:=-LOG( EXCESS);
IF EXCESSBASE THEN PH:=14-PH 
END; (»STRONGCALC*)
PROCEDURE WEAKCALC calculates the pH of solutions formed at 
any point of a titration between a weak acid and a strong base or 
a strong acid and a weak base. The titrant may be either the 
acidic or basic solution.
At various stages In the titration between a weak acid and a 
strong base, the solution will contain one of the following:
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(I) a weak acid;
(II) a salt of weak acid;
(III) a weak acid plus Its salt;
(1v) a strong base plus salt of weak acid;
(v) a strong base;
Similarly for titrations between a weak base and a strong acid 
the resulting solutions will contain one of the following:
( D a  weak base;
(If) a salt of a weak base;
(111) a weak base plus Its salt;
(iv) a strong acid plus salt of weak base;
(v) a strong acid;
PROCEDURE WEAKCALC classifies the above solutions Into two 
groups:
1. If there Is excess strong acid In the solution, then the 
hydrogen Ions result from three sources :-
(I) ionization of the strong acid,
(II) hydrolysis of the salt of a weak base and
(III) self-lonlzatlon of water.
[H+]total = [H+]acid + [H+]salt + [H+]water 
Slmtlarly for a solution with excess strong base:
[OH~]total = [OH- ]base + [OH"]salt + [OH“]water
Except for extremely dilute solutions of acid or base and 
salt, the contribution of hydrogen Ions from the self-
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Ionization of water Is Insignificant. The acidity Is first 
evaluated considering only the concentration of salt and 
acid or base:
[H+] = [strong acid] + SQRT(Kw*Cs/Ka) 
or [OH- ] = [strong base] + SQRT(Kw*Cs/Kb)
Only If the evaluated concentration of hydrogen Ions Is
within the range of 10"6 to IO-8 molar Is the self- 
lonlzatlon of water considered. PROCEDURE WEAKCALC 
calls PROCEDURE HYDROLYSIS to solve the above equations.
In all other cases the solution contains a weak acid or base 
and/or the salt of a weak acid or base. PROCEDURE
I
WEAKCALC calculates the concentration of acid and salt In 
the solution and approximates concentration of hydrogen or 
hydroxide Ions. The following equations are used to 
estimate the acidity:
Weak acid approximate [H+] = SQRT(Ka*Ca)
Salt of a weak acid approximate [H+] = SQRT(Ka*Kw/Cs)
' 4
Weak acid + Its salt approximate [H+] = Ka*Ca/Cs 
Weak base approximated-] = 5QRT(Kb*Cb)
Salt of a weak acid approximated-] = SQRT(Kb*Kw/Cs) 
Weak acid + Its salt approximated-] = Kb*Cb/Cs
The exact concentration of hydrogen ions or hydroxide 10ns 
is determined by passing the approximate value to
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PROCEDURE SOLVEQN which solves the following cubic 
equation:
[H+] 3 + (Cs + Ka)tH+] 2 - (Ka*Ca + Kw)[H+] - Ka*Kw = 0 
or
[OH- ] 3 + (Cs + Kb)[OH- ] 2 - (Ka*Cb + Kw)[OH- ] - Kb*Kw = 0
(PROCEDURE SOLVEQN, discussed on page 93, uses the 
Newton-Raphson method to solve the cubic equation, with 
the Initial guess being the approximate concentration of 
hydrogen Ions or hydroxide Ions.)
PROCEDURE WEAKCALC;
VAR
SALT1C0NC .SALT2C0NC, APPROXH : REAL;
WEAKEXCESS : BOOLEAN;




SALTHYD:=SQRT( KW*SALT/K 1 ) ; ( «hydrolysis of salt*)
H:=H + SALTHYD;





IF EXCESSACID THEN SALT I CONC:=BASEMOLS/TOTALVOL 
ELSE SALT 1CONC:=ACIDMOLS/TOTALVOL; 
WEAKEXCESS:=((TITRTYPE=WEAKACID) AND (EXCESSACID)) OR 
( (TITRTYPE=WEAKBASE) AND ( EXCESSBASE));
IF EOUIVPT THEN APPROXH:=SQRT(K1*KW/SALT1CONC)
ELSE IF SALT=O.OTHEN APPROXH:=SORT(K1 «EXCESS)
ELSE APPROXH:=K 1 «EXCESS/SALT1CONC;
IF WEAKEXCESS OR EQUIVPT THEN
SOLVEQN( EXCESS,SALT 1 CONC,SALT2C0NC APPROXH,PH)
ELSE HYDROL YSIS( SALT 1 CONC .EXCESS,PH);
IF EXCESSBASE OR (EQUIVPT AND TITRTYPE=WEAKBASE) THEN 
PH:=14 -  PH;
END; («WEAKCALC«)
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procedure Pi calc  calculates the pH of any solution formed 
during the titration of a dlprotlc acid with a strong base. The 
tltrand Is restricted to being the dlprottc acid.
At various stages In the titration the solution will contain one of 
the following:
(I) dlprotlc acid;
(II) dlprotlc acid plus Its monosubstltuted salt;
(III) monosubstltuted salt of dlprotlc acid;
(1v) mono and dl-substltuted salts of dlprotlc acid;
(v) dlsubstltuted salt of dlprotlc acid;
(vl) strong base plus dlsubstltuted salt;
These solutions are classified into two groups:
1. Where the solution contains excess base. In this case the 
hydroxide Ions arise from dissociation of the base, 
hydrolysis of the salt and hydrolysis of water. Due to the 
presence of the dlsubstltuted salt, the solution will always 
be reasonably basic, and the contribution of hydroxide Ions 
from water Is neglected:
[OH"]total = [strong base] + SQRT(Kw*Cs2/K2)
PROCEDURE DICALC calls PROCEDURE HYDROLYSIS to 
calculate the concentration of hydroxide Ions In solution 
according to the above equation.
2. In all other cases the solution contains a dlprotlc acid, a 
monosubstltuted salt, a disubstltuted salt or some 
combination of the three. PROCEDURE DICALC approximates 
the acidity of the solution according to the following 
equations:
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Dlprottc actd approx [H+]
Diprotlc acid + mono-salt approx[H+] 
Monosubstltuted salt approx [H+]
Mono- and dl-salts approx [H+]






This approximate acidity is passed to PROCEDURE SOLVEQN, 
which uses this value as the initial guess in solving the 
following quartic equation by the Newton-Raphson method:
[H+]4 + (K1+CS1+ 2*Cs2)[H+]3 + (K 1 *K2-K 1 *Ca+K 1 *Cs2 - 
Kw )[H+]2 -  (Kl*Kw + 2*Kl*K2*Ca + K 1 *K2*Cs I )[H+] - 
K1*K2*Kw = 0
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PROCEDURE DICALC;
VAR ACIDCONC ,B ASECONC .SALT 1 CONC .SALT 2C0NC,
APPROXH :REAL;








IF BASEM0LS>2*ACIDM0LS THEN (*past 2nd endpt-excess strong base*) 
BEGIN
SALT2C0NC:= ACIDMOLS/TOTALVOL ;
BA$ECONC:=( BASEMOLS-( 2*ACIDM0LS))/T0TALV0L ;




IF EXCESSBASE THEN ( *between 1 st and 2nd end pt -  two salts*) 
BEGIN
ACI DCONC:=0.0;
SALT 1 CONC:=( 2*ACIDM0LS-BASEM0LS)/T0TALY0L ;
SALT 2C0NC:=EXCESS ;
IF SALT1C0NC:=0 THEN APPR0XH:=SQRT(KW*K2/SALT2C0NC) 
ELSE APPR0XH:=K2*SALT 1C0NC/SALT2C0NC;
END
ELSE ( *  from start to 1 st end pt -  acid and salt*)
BEGIN
ACI DCONC:=EXCESS ;
SALT 1CONC:=BASEMOLS/T OTALVOL ;
SALT2C0NC:=0.0;
IF SALT 1 C0NC=0 THEN APPROXH: =SQRT(K1*ACIDCONC)
ELSE IF ACI DCONC:=0 THEN APPROXH:= SQRT(K1*K2)
ELSE APPROXH:=K 1 *ACI DCONC/SALT1 CONC ;
END;
SOLVEQN( ACI DCONC .SALT 1 CONC .SALT 2C0NC APPROXH .PH) ;
END;
END; (*DICALC*)
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procedure  solveqn  defines the coefficients of the 
polynomial (a,b,c,d, and e) In the form of equations relating to a 
fourth order polynomial appropriate for a mixture of dlprotlc acid 
and its two salts. The cubic equation required for solutions 
Involving monoprotlc acids or bases and related salts, Is a special 
case, which Is derived from this general fourth order polynomial. 
The general form:
[H+]n + (K1 + Csl + 2*Cs2)[H+]n-1 + (K1*K2-K1*Ca+K1*Cs2-Kw)[H+]n-2  
- (K 1 *K w  + 2*K1*K2*Ca + K1*K2*Cs1)[H+]n-3  -  K1*K2*Kw = 0
This equation yields the following quartfc equation when n=4:
[H+]4 + («1 + Csl + 2*Cs2)[H+]3 + (K1*K2-K1*Ca+K1*Cs2 -  Kw)[H+]2 - 
( K 1 *Kw + 2*K1*K2*Ca + K1*K2*Csl)[H +] -  K1*K2*Kw = 0
and yields the following cubic equation when n=3 and K2=0:
[H +T 3 + (Cs + Ka)[H+] 2 -  (Ka*Ca + Kw)[H+] -  Ka*Kw = 0
Underflow errors
If the hydrogen Ion concentration Is less than 10-9 molar, then
calculation of [H+]4 will cause an exponential underflow error In
the Apple 2 computer. This problem was avoided by scaling [H+] 
by a factor of 1 x 105.
Quartlc equation: a[H+]4 + b[H+]3 + c[H+]2 + d!H+] + e = 0 
becomes: ax4 + b*lo5*x3 + c*l0l0*x2 + d*10l5x +e*lo20=o
where X = [H+]*105
The coeffIcents for the polynomial, and the Initial estimate of 
hydrogen Ion concentration are passed from PROCEDURE 
SOLVEQN to PROCEDURE NEWTON to calculate the hydrogen
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Ion concentration.
PROCEDURE SOLVEQNf ACID .SALT 1 .SALT2 ,6UESS:REAL ;VAR PH:REAL); 
CONST POWER= 1E5;
VAR A : ARRAY [ 1 ..5] OF REAL ;
NUM.SCALE : INTEGER;
BEGIN 
A[ 1 }:= 1.0
A[2):= K l + SALT1 + 2*SALT2;
A[3]:= K1*K2 -  K1*ACID + K1*SALT2 -  KW;
A [4 ]:= -(K 1*K W  + 2*K I*K2*AC ID  + K 1 *K2*SALT 1 )
A[5]:= -(K 1 *K 2*K W );
FOR NUM:=2 TO 5 DO
FOR SCALE:= 1 TO N U M -1 DO A[NUM]:=A[NUM]*POWER; 
GUESS:=GUE5S*P0WER ;
IF TITRTYPE=DIPROTIC THEN
NEWTON(A[ 1] A[2] A[3]A[4] A[5] .GUESS.H)




The Newton-Raphson method is one of the most widely used 
iterative methods for evaluating roots of equations. Given the 
function f(x)=0 and the initial approximation to the root xo the 
Newton-Raphson method 1s
xi+i = xi -  [f(xD / f'(xi)]
f(xi) and f'(xi) are the function and its first derivative evaluated 
at x=xi. This method requires an initial estimation of the root, 
xo, w h ich  sh o u ld  be a s  c lo se  to  the d e s ire d  root a s  po ssib le . The 
estimation of hydrogen ions is determined in PROCEDURES 
WEAKCALC and DICALC. This value is ultimately passed onto 
PROCEDURE NEWTON.
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The convergence criterion Is that
I (xt-X1+1)/XI+1 I < SPECIFIED TOLERANCE
PROCEDURE NEWTON applies the Newton-Raphson method to any 
polynomial of fourth order or lower:
[H+]i+1 = [H+]i - [f([H+]i) / f'([H+]i)]
where f([H+]) = a{H+]4 + b[H+P  + c[H+]2 + d[H+] + e
and f'([H+]) = 4a[H+P  + 3b[H+]2 + 2c[H+] + d
The Iteration cycle ceases when the convergence criterion Is met, 
or a maximum number of Iterations has been performed. If the 
method does not converge, or If a negative root has been found, 
then the Initial guess Is altered and the Iteration cycle restarted.
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PROCEDURE NEWTON(A,B,C,D,E,APPROX:REAL; YAR PH:REAL); 
CONST CR!TERIA:=0.001 ;
VAR COUNT: INTEGER;

















IF ABS(( NEWTONX-APPROX)/NEWTONX) < CRITERIA THEN SOLN:=TRUE 
ELSE APPROX:=NEWTONX;
UNTIL ((C0UNT>20) OR (SOLN));
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CHAPTER 4. SALT TITRATION PACKAGE
4.1 DESCRIPTION OF SALT TITRATION PACKAGE
4.1.1 User Interface for package
4.1.2 Titration of Salts Program
4.1.3 Titration of a Mixture of Sodium Carbonate & 
Sodium Bicarbonate Program
4.1.4 Assignment for Salts Program
4.1.5 Assignment for Mixtures Program
4.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE SALT TITRATION PACKAGE
4.2.1 Worksheets
4.3 PASCAL CODE FOR SALT TITRATION PACKAGE
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4..1 DESCRIPT ION OF S AI T T ITRATinN PACKAGE 
This package Is an extension of the Acld/Base Titration package. 
The SALT TITRATION PACKAGE consists of four programs each of 
which Involves the titration of acidic and basic salts.
41.1 USER INTERFACE FOR SALT TITRATION PACKAGE
The SALT TITRATION PACKAGE appears to the user in three main
sections:
- an Introduction section
- a main menu
- four titration programs. Each of these four programs 
links back to the main menu for the package.
in t r o d u c t io n ) — >(m a in  menu) <— >
The SALT TITRATION PACKAGE containing the above programs Is 
located on one disk. This disk must always be resident In the 
disk drive as It 1s necessary to access the disk each time the 
program moves from one program to another.
Introduction to package
The Introduction consists of four pages on the graphics screen. 
These Introduction pages are only encountered when the disk Is 
first booted. Except for the title page, the Introduction section 
for the SALT TITRATION PACKAGE Is the same as the Introduction 





4  MIXTURE ASSIGNMENT
.......... /
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Main menu:
This package is menu driven with the following main menu:
Titration of Salts __ ( 1 )
Titration of Mixture of Sodium Carbonate
& Sodium Bicarbonate  ( 2 )
Assignment for Salts  ( 3 )
Assignment for Mixture  ( 4 )
Quit  ( Q )
Four salt titration programs
The four programs are discussed In detail In the following 
sections. Entering "Q" from within any of the above programs 
will eventually bring the user back to the main menu for the 
package.
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4.1.2 T IT R A T IO N  OF S A L T S  PROGRAM
This program allows the user to carry out a simulated titration 
between an acidic or basic salt solution, and a strong acid or 
base. A variety of indicators is available for each titration. 
Throughout the titration the pH of the solution is displayed and a 
graph of pH against volume of tltrant is also produced.
HOW TO SPECIFY A PARTICULAR TITRATION
Option 1. Type of salt
The main menu for this program offers the following categories 
of salt:
1. Salt of a weak acld/strong base.
2. Salt of a weak base/strong acid.
3. Salt of a dlprotlc acld/strong base.
Option 2. Nature of salt
The variety of salt solutions presented depends on the type of 
salt selected In option 1. One of the following menus will be 
displayed for selection of salt:
Weak acld/strong base salts ( I f " 1" was chosen In option I ):
1. sodium cyanide
2. sodium acetate
3. Input pKa of acid from which salt is derived
Weak base/strong acid salts (If "2“ was chosen In option 1):
1. ammonium chloride
2. input pKb of base from which salt Is derived
Dlprotlc acld/strong base salts (If "3" was chosen in option 1):
1. sodium carbonate
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2. potassium phthalate
3. Input pKI & pK2 of acid from which salt Is derived 
Option 3. Tltrant and Titrand
In this program the salt solution Is always the titrand. The user 
must specify the volume of the salt solution, In the range of 
lO.OOmL to 50.00mL. If an acidic salt Is chosen then the tltrant 
will be sodium hydroxide solution otherwise the tltrant Is 
hydrochloric acid. The user must determine the concentration of 
the salt solution and the tltrant.
Option 4  Indicators








After the above options have been determined the simulated 
titration is ready to commence.
SIMULATED TITRATION FOR TITRATION OF SALTS 
1. Screen layout
Throughout the simulated titration the following Information Is 
displayed on the screen:
(I) concentration of salt
(II) concentration of tltrant 
(ill) volume of salt in flask
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(1v) volume of tltrant In flask
(v) pH of solution In flask
(vi) graph of pH vs. volume of tltrant showing colour range 
for selected Indicator.
Repeat options
The titration may be continued (by repeatedly pressing SPACE 
BAR) until either "Q" Is pressed, Indicating that the user wishes 
to quit from the titration, or until the flask becomes full. When 
the flask Is full the user is forced to quit from the titration. 
After quitting from the titration the user Is given the following 
options:
(I) Repeat the previous titration with the same Indicator.
(II) Repeat the previous titration with a different 
Indicator.
(III) Carry out a different titration.
(1v) Quit from the Salt program, which takes the user back 
to the main menu for the package.
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4.1.3 TITRATION OF A MIXTURE OF SODIUM CARBONATE &
SODIUM BICARBONATE PROGRAM
In this titration a mixture of sodium carbonate and sodium
bicarbonate 1s titrated with standard solution of hydrochloric
acid.
HOW TO SPECIFY A MIXTURE OF CARBONATE & BICARBONATE 
Option 1. Carbonate and bicarbonate
The user must specify the concentration of both the carbonate and 
bicarbonate In the salt solution. The maximum concentration of 
either salt Is 1.000 molar. It Is acceptable to specify the 
concentration of one of the salts as zero, resulting In a solution 
containing only one salt.
Option 2. Concentration of Titrant .
The titrant for this titration Is hydrochloric acid. The user must 
specify the concentration of hydrochloric acid, In the range of
0.001 molar to 1.000 molar.
Option 3. Indicators
The following Indicators are available:





6. Ideal (2nd equlv. pt)
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SIMULATFD TITRATION FOR TITRATION OF MIXTURF 
Throughout the simulated titration the following Information Is 
displayed on the screen:
(I) concentration of sodium carbonate & sodium 
bicarbonate
(II) concentration of hydrochloric acid
(III) volume of carbonate/blcarbonate mixture In flask 
(1v) volume of hydrochloric acid In flask
(v) pH of solution In flask
(vl) graph of pH vs. volume of tltrant showing colour range 
for selected Indicator.
Repeat options
After quitting from the titration the user Is given the following 
options: .
(I) Repeat the previous titration with the same Indicator.
(II) Repeat the previous titration with a different Indicator.
(III) Select a different titration. N
(1v) Quit from this program, back to main menu.
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41.4 ASSIGNMENT FOR SALTS PROGRAM 
This program provides acidic and basic salt solutions as 
assignment solutions of unknown concentration. The user must 
carry out a series of titrations In order to determine the 
concentration of each assignment solution. An ideal Indicator is 
used to determine the end point of the titration. The program 
does not inform the user of the concentration of the solution 
Involved in each assignment, and a written report on the titration 
data and calculations necessary to determine this concentration 
may be submitted to the teacher for evaluation.
Option 1. Assignment number
The user Is prompted to enter an assignment number between 1 
and 99. This number Is used by the program to determine the 
nature and concentration of the assignment solution. The 
assignment solutions are sodium acetate and sodium carbonate. 
The concentration of the solution will be between O.OOI molar 
and 1.000 molar.
Option 2. Concentration of standard solution
The nature of the standard solution is determined by the program
however the user must enter the concentration of the standard
solution.
Option 3. Volume of salt solution
The program determines that the salt solution will always be the 
tltrand, however the user must determine the volume of the salt 
solution.
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Repeat options
After quitting from the titration the user Is given the following 
options:
(I) Repeat the previous titration with the same conditions.
(II) Repeat the previous titration but alter the conditions, 
(ill) Get the calculator.
(1v) Start a new assignment.
(v) Quit this program, back to the main menu.
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4.1.5 ASSIGNMENT FOR MIXTURE PROGRAM 
The assignment solution In this program Is a mixture of sodium 
carbonate and sodium bicarbonate. Hydrochloric acid Is the 
standard solution which will be the tltrant. A written report on 
the estimated concentration of assignment solution may be 
submitted to the teacher for assessment -  the program does not 
Inform the student of this concentration.
Option 1. Assignment Number
The user Is prompted to enter a number between 1 and 99. The 
assignment number corresponds to particular concentrations of 
carbonate and bicarbonate.
Potion 2. Concentration of standard solution
The user must specify the concentration of hydrochloric acid.
Option 5. Indicator
The program offers a choice of two Ideal Indicators. One 
Indicator changes colour at the equivalence point for the 
carbonate and the second changes colour at the equivalence point 
for the bicarbonate.
Option 4. Volume of salt solution
The user must determine the volume of the salt mixture solution. 
Repeat options
After quitting from the titration the user Is given the following 
options:
(I) Repeat the previous titration with the same conditions.
(II) Repeat the previous titration but alter the conditions, 
(ill) Get the calculator.
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(1v) Start a new assignment.
(v) Quit this program, back to the main menu.
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4.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE SALT TITRATION PACKAGE 
In order to solve problems relating to the titration of salts, the 
student must fully understand the concepts Involved In a simple 
acld/base titration. Therefore, It Is preferrable that students be 
exposed to the ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE before 
commencing the SALT TITRATION PACKAGE.
Major objectives of the SALT TITRATION PACKAGE:
1. Firstly this package was designed to enable the student to 
develop problem solving skills. Two of the programs are 
assignment programs, containing In total two hundred sample 
solutions for which simulated titrations can be performed to 
find the concentration.
2. Secondly the package enables the student to Investigate a 
number of titration variables. This is achieved by carrying 
out a series of titrations In which one variable at a time Is 
studied.
1. Titration of Salts
This program Introduces the fundamental concepts of a titration 
Involving an acidic or basic salt solution. A major objective of 
this program Is to encourage the student to Investigate the 
relationship between a weak acid (or base) and Its salt. The 
simulation allows the user to select the acidic strength of the 
salt as a function of the strength of the weak acid (or base) from 
which It Is derived.
Worksheets for this program require titration of a number of salt 
solutions of varying acidity, and also titrations of the
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corresponding weak acids (and bases) from which these salts are 
derived.
2. Titration of a mixture of sodium carbonate and bicarbonate. 
Sodium carbonate is a common primary standard and therefore, 
sodium carbonate titrations are extremely Important In chemical 
analysis. Major objectives of this program are to:
- Illustrate the features of the pH curve obtained from a
titration Involving sodium carbonate. .
-  allow the student to Investigate the relationship between the 
two end points of a sodium carbonate titration.
-  allow the student to study the relationship between the two 
end points when the solution contains a mixture of 
bicarbonate and sodium bicarbonate.
-  Illustrate the most appropriate Indicator for each end point. 
5. Assignment for salts and assignment for mixture
The assignment programs provide numerous problem solving tasks 
and also reinforce concepts Introduced In earlier programs. 
Through repeated titrations the student Is able to develop 
(simulated) techniques required to determine the concentration of 
relatively complex solutions.
The assignment programs are designed for individual or small 
group tutorials and may also be used for student assessment. The 
programs provide excellent pre- and post-laboratory exercises.
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4.2.1 WORKSHEETS
A series of worksheets has been designed to complement the 
SALT TITRATION PACKAGE. In order to complete the worksheets, 
the student must carry out a number of simulated titrations 
Involving acidic or basic salt solutions. Utilization of the 
worksheets encourages the student to experiment with titration 
variables and thereby derive the relationship between these 
factors. The worksheets are listed In Appendix A.
4.3- PASCAL CODE FOR SALT TITRATION PACKAGE 
Two customised Intrinsic library units, Useful Unit and Saltllb 
Unit, are Incorporated Into System.Llbrary for use by the SALT 
TITRATION PACKAGE. The Useful Unit Is discussed In Section
2.2.3 and the Saltllb is very briefly discussed In Section 4.3.1. In 
addition to the system files, the following object code files are 
Included In this package:
System.startup (code for Introduction section)
Menu.code (code for main menu)
Salttltrate.code (code for salt program)
Saltmlxture.code (code for mixture of carbonate/
bicarbonate program) 
Saltasslgn.code (code for salt assignment program) 
Mlxasslgn.code (code for mixture assignment program)
The source code for all programs In the SALT TITRATION PACKAGE 
are listed In Appendix D.
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4.3.1 S A L T  T IT R A T IO N  L IB R A R Y  U N IT
Saltllb is a library unit used by all programs In the SALT 
TITRATION PACKAGE. The saltllb unit Is a modification of the 
Tltrllb unit. A number of routines are indentlcal in both units. 
The names of several procedures have been altered to ensure that 
code Is easily read. For example, the Tltrllb Unit contains 
procedures ACIDMOLARITY and BA5EM0LARITY to display, on the 
graphics screen, the molarity of the two solutions involved in 
titration. Procedures SALTMOLARITY and TITRMOLARITY in the 
Saltllb Unit perform exactly the same task but are now 
appropriately named for the solutions Involved In titrations of 
salts.
A discussion of the routines In the Saltllb Unit Is not necessary 
due to the similarity with routines 1n the Tltrllb Unit which are 
fully described In Section 3.3.1.
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CHAPTER 5, MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATI OKI PAf.KAfiF
5.1 DESCRIPTION OF MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION 
PACKAGE
5.1.1 User Interface for mlcro/macro package
5.1.2 Acid + Active Metal Program
5.1.3 Water + Very Active Metal Program
5.1.4 Acid + Carbonate Program
5.1.5 Litmus Program
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5J DESCRIPTION OF MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION 
PACKAGF *
Each program In this package describes a particular chemical 
reaction. Within each program there are two demonstrations 
relating to the same chemical reaction. One demonstration 
describes the chemical reaction on a macroscopic scale and the 
other on a microscopic scale. The macroscopic demonstration is 
simply an animation of the chemical reaction as may be observed 
in the laboratory. The microscopic demonstration takes this 
same chemical reaction and displays how the atoms, molecules 
and ions are reacting. Greater emphasis Is placed on 
presentation of the microscopic demonstrations, as these 
displays provide a unique teaching aid for the illustration of 
chemical reactions.
5 J J__USER INTERFACE FOR MICRO/MACRO PACKAGE
The MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE appears to the 
user In three main sections:
-  an introduction section
- a main menu
- four programs each of which links back to the main menu.
.....  \
1. ACID + ACTIVE METAL PROGRAM <— > MICRO
<— > MACRO
2. WATER + VERY ACTIVE PROGRAM <— > MICRO
<— > MACRO
<— >
3. ACID + CARBONATE PROGRAM
4. LITMUS PROGRAM
<— > MICRO 
<--> MACRO
<— > MICRO 
<— > MACRO
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Introduction
The Introduction consists of five pages on the graphics screen.
These Introductory pages are only encountered when the disk Is
first booted.
Page 1. Title page.
Page 2. Asks whether a colour monitor Is being used.
Page 3. Informs user that It Is necessary to press space bar 
key to progress through the series of programs.
Page 4. Explanation that each program consists of a
microscopic and macroscopic perspective of the one 
chemical reaction.
Page 5. Informs user that entering "Q" Is required to exit from 
programs.
An Important feature of the microscopic demonstrations, Is that
by pressing the space bar, the animation on the screen Is frozen.
This allows close examination of the critical parts of the
reaction.
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5.1.2 ACID * ACTIVE METAL PROGRAM
This program describes the reaction between a dilute acid and an 
active metal such as magnesium or Iron. The metal dissolves and 
hydrogen gas Is evolved.
Macroscopic Demonstration.
A piece of metal Is added to a test tube of hydrochloric acid. The 
metal dissolves and a gas Is evolved. (Figure 5.1) The gas Is 
tested with a flame, causing the gas to explode. This reaction Is 
carried out twice -  once with magnesium and once with nickel. 
The only difference between these two reactions Is that the 
magnesium dissolves more rapidly than the nickel.
A general word equation Is presented as a summary of the 
reactions:
ACID + ACTIVE METAL — > HYDROGEN + A SALT 
This Is followed by a series of equations for specific acids and 
metals.
e.g. SULFURIC ACID «• ALUMINIUM — > HYDROGEN + ALUMINIUM
SULFATE
Microscopic Demonstration
in troduction: The demonstration commences by defining the 
shapes which will be used to represent the water molecules and 
hydronlum Ions In the demonstration. (Figure 5.2)
M e ta ll ic  structure: The structure of magnesium atoms Is 
Illustrated followed by a brief description of crystal structure 
and metallic bonding.
R e ac tio n  betw een  hydronlum  Io n s  and an active metal:
The main part of this demonstration Is an animation between an 
acid and an active metal. To simplify the reaction at this stage




Press <SPACE EAR)• to -add meta. 1 '
F ig u r e  5 .1  M e t a l  P ro g ra m : a p ie c e  o f  m agnesium  i s  
......... ...d ro p p e d  i n t o a  t e s t  tu b e  o f  h y d r o c h lo r i c  a c id
This demonstration will disp 1 ay 
foilowi ng struc tunes:-
WATER MOLECULE:
HVDRONIUM ION:
F ig u r e  5 .2  Met a l  P r o g r a m : d e f i n i t i o n  o f  sh a p e s  of^
-------------------- w a te r  m o le c u le s  and  h y d ro n iu m  io n s  d i s p la y e d







the spectator Ions are not displayed.
Hydronium Ions strike the atoms on the surface of the metal. 
(Figure 5.3) As a result of this collision the valence electrons of 
the metal atoms are transferred to the hydronium Ions. The 
hydronium Ions are converted Into hydrogen and water and the 
metal atoms are converted Into metal Ions. (Figure 5.4)
Two metals are used In this demonstration. Firstly magnesium 
and then nickel. In the reaction with magnesium a reaction 
results from every collision between a hydronium Ion and a metal 
atom, whereas with nickel, not all collisions result In a reaction. 
This Is an attempt to indicate the nickel Is a less reactive metal 
than magnesium.
Summary of reaction: The net reaction of the metal atoms and 
the hydronium Ions are graphically displayed.
The reaction between each metal and hydronium Ions Is expanded 
to display spectator Ions.
Solvation of ions: The simplification regarding solvation of Ions 
Is discussed, and hydrated metal Ions are displayed.
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•(SPACE EAR) to continue
h H
h - °  +  + °  - »  
H H
F ic ru re  5 .3 M e t a l  P ro g ra m : h y d ro n iu m  io n s  r e a c t  w ith  
m agnesiu m  m e t a l .






F iq u r e  5 .4  . M e t a l  P ro g ra m : h y d ro ge n  and w a te r  a re  form ed
~  a s  m agnesium  l o s e s  e le c t r o n s  to  h y d ro n iu m  io n s
5.1.3 WATER ♦  VERY ACTIVE METAL PROGRAM 
This program describes the reaction between water and an 
extremely active metal such as sodium. The metal dissolves In 
water, evolving hydrogen gas and forming a basic solution.
Macroscopic Demonstration
The animation displays the following reactions:
Sodium reaction:
-  a piece of sodium Is dropped Into a beaker of water.
-  the metal dissolves on the surface of the water and a gas Is
evolved.
-  the gas Ignites spontaneously.
- after the sodium has completely dissolved a drop of litmus 
solution Is added to the beaker, and the solution of 
dissolved sodium hydroxide changes to a blue colour.
Calcium reaction:
- a piece of calcium metal Is dropped Into a beaker of water.
- the metal sits on the bottom of the beaker and Initially
there is no visible reaction.
-  the beaker Is heated causing the calcium to dissolve and a 
gas is evolved.
- the gas explodes when exposed to a flame.
- the solution of dissolved metal hydroxide Is tested with 
litmus, which turns the solution blue.
A general word equation Is presented as a summary of the above 
reactions:
WATER + VERY ACTIVE METAL — > HYDROGEN + METAL HYDROXIDE
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This Is followed by a series of word equations relating to 
particular metals.
e.g. WATER + LITHIUM — > HYDROGEN + LITHIUM HYDROXIDE 
Microscopic demonstration
Introduction: The demonstration defines the shapes which will be 
used to represent water molecules and hydroxide lons.(Flgure 5.5) 
Metallic Structure: The structure of sodium atoms Is Illustrated 
followed by a brief description of crystal structure and metallic 
bonding.
Reaction between water and metal:
The main part of this program Is an animation between water 
molecules and atoms of a very active metal. The water molecules 
strike the surface atoms of metal. (Figure 5.6) The valence 
electrons are transferred from the metal to the water molecule. 
The metal atoms are thereby converted Into metal ions, and the 
water Is converted Into hydrogen gas and hydroxide Ions. (Figure 
5.7) This demonstration Is carried out twice, the first time using 
sodium and the second time using calcium. 
su m m a ry  o f reaction: The net reaction of the metal atoms, and 
the molecules are graphically displayed.
Solvation of ions: Simplification regarding solvation of ions Is 
discussed and hydrated metal Ions are displayed.
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Th i s  deni o n s t ra t  i on u i l l  d i sp 1 ay 
+' o 11 o id i ng s t ru c  tu n e s : -
h-U
WATER MOLECULE: ' h
HVDROXIDE ION: h- 0
F ig u r e  5 .5  A c t iv e m e t a l  P ro g ra m : d e f i n i t i o n  o f  sh a p e s  o f  
w a te r  m o le c u le s .a n d  h y d r o x id e  io n s  d i s p la y e d  
i n  m ic r o s c o p ic  d e m o n s t r a t io n .
<SPACE BAR) to react metal with water
, U  -H
H - O  H-'\
H
F ig u r e  5 .6  A c t iv e m e t a l  P ro g ra m : w a te r  m o le c u le s  
r e a c t  w it h  so d iu m  m e ta l.
Press <SPACE EAR) to continue
H-U C ) -H
H-H
F iq u r e  5 .7  A c t iv e m e t a l  P ro g ra m : h y d ro ge n  m o le c u le s  and  
”  " h y d r o x id e  io n s  a re  form ed  a s  so d iu m  m e ta l
l o s e s  e le c t r o n s  t o  w a te r  m o le c u le s .
5.1.4 ACID * CARBONATE PROGRAM
This program describes a reaction between a dilute acid and a
carbonate. The carbonate dissolves and carbon dioxide gas Is
evolved.
Macroscopic Demonstration
A piece of calcium carbonate Is dropped Into a test tube of 
hydrochloric acid. The carbonate dissolves producing a gas. When 
tested with a flame, the gas causes It to be extinguished and 
when the gas Is bubbled through Hmewater the solution becomes 
milky. (Figure 5.8)
A general word equation Is presented as a summary of the above 
reaction:
AC ID+ CARBONATE --> CARBON DIOXIDE ♦ WATER * A SALT 
This Is followed by a series of equations relating to specific 
acids and carbonates, 
e.g.
SULFURIC ACID + MAGNESIUM CARBONATE — > CARBON DIOXIDE +
WATER + MAGNESIUM SULFATE
Microscopic Demonstration
introduction: The shapes used to represent the following species 
are defined: (Figures 5.9 (a) & (b))
water molecules 
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Lime water turned milUy- 
Gas must be carbon dioxide
F ig u r e  5 .8  C a rb o n a te  P ro g ra m : l im e w a te r  t u r n s  
m ilk y .  " .
This denionstrati on wi l l  d isp 1 a.y 






H - O  +  
H
CARBON DIOXIDE: n=r=n
F ig u r e  5 . 9 ( a )  C a rb o n a te  P ro g ra m : d e f i n i t i o n  o f  sh a p e s  
, d i s p la y e d  in  m ic r o s c o p ic  d e m o n s t r a t io n .
Other- structures displayed




F iq u r e  5 .9 (b )  Ca rb o n a te  
" ' " ' d i s p la y e d
P ro g ra m : d e f i n i t i o n  o f  sh a p e s
in  m ic r o s c o p ic  d e m o n s t r a t io n .
Reaction between a carbonate and an acid.
Hydronlum Ions strike the surface atoms of a carbonate resulting 
the transfer of a protons from the hydronlum ions to the 
carbonate Ions. (Figures 5.10(a)-(d)) The hydronlum ions are 
thereby converted to water, and the carbonate Ions are converted 
to carbonic acid which decomposes to carbon dioxide and water. 
(Figure 5.11) This reaction is carried out with calcium carbonate 
and then with sodium carbonate.
Summary of reaction: The net reaction of hydronlum ions and 
carbonate tons are graphically displayed.
The overall reaction Is displayed using hydronlum ions, and then 
compared with a simplified Illustration using hydrogen ions. 
Solvation of ions: The simplification regarding solvation of ions 
Is discussed, and hydrated metal ions displayed.
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’KSPACE BAR> to react acid with carbonate
H
H - 0  +
\
H
F ig u r e  5 .1 0 (a )  C a rb o n a te  P ro g ra m : hydron ium  io n
r e a c t s  w ith  c a rb o n a te  io n .
<SPACE EAR> to continue
H
H - 0
F ig u r e  5 .1 0 (b )  C a rb o n a te  P ro g ra m : c a rb o n a te  io n  i s  
------------------ - '  c o n v e r te d  t o  b ic a r b o n a t e  io n .





+ o  -H  
H
P  ^  I JJ
H _ «  _JJ JJ
. ®  ’ 'q  J " W V ,
F ig u r e  5 .1 0 (c )  C a rb o n a te  P r o g r a m : h y d ro n iu m  io n
r e a c t s  w it h  b ic a r b o n a t e  io n .
Press <SPACE BAR) t-o continue
ï i
y





J J  I JJ  j j  p  
O  O  0  o
C a rb o n a te  P ro a ra m : b ic a r b o n a t e  io n  i s
c o n v e r te d  t o  c a r b o n ic  a c id
F i g u r e  5 .1 1  C a r b o n a t e  P r o g r a m : c a r b o n  .d io x id e  an d  
! w a t e r  a r e  fo rm e d  fro m  c a r b o n ic  a c i d .
5.1.5 LITMUS PROGRAM
Litmus Is a common Indicator used to test the acidity of a 
solution.
Macroscopic Demonstration
An acidic solution Is tested with blue and red litmus paper. The
*
blue litmus turns red. This Is repeated In basic solution In which 
the red litmus turns blue. (Figures 5.12 (a) &(b))
The litmus tests are repeated using litmus solution rather than 
litmus paper. The same colour changes are observed.
Microscopic Demonstration
Introduction: In this demonstration litmus Is represented by a 
simple hexagonal shape. The blue form of litmus Is the basic 
hexagon whereas the red form Is a hexagon with an additional 
hydrogen Ion. '
Reaction between litmus and acidic solutions:
When blue litmus is placed in an acidic solution, the hydronlum 
Ions stlke the surface of the litmus transferring a proton from 
the hydronlum ion to the litmus. The hydronlum Ion is converted 
to water, and blue litmus Is converted to red litmus. (Figure 5.13) 
When red litmus Is placed In an acidic solution there Is no 
reaction.
Reaction between litmus and basic solutions:
When blue litmus Is placed In a basic solution there Is no 
reaction. When red litmus is placed In a basic solution, the 
hydroxide Ions strike the surface of the litmus transferring a 
proton from the litmus to the hydroxide Ions. The hydroxide Ions 
are converted to water and the red litmus Is converted to blue 
litmus. (Figure 5.14)
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F ic ju re  5 .1 2  (a ) L itm u s  P ro g ra m ! l i t m u s  i s  re d  in  a c i d i c  
' ~~ s o l u t i o n .
Red B 1ue
F ig u r e  5 .1 2 (b )  L itm u s  P r o g r a m : l i t m u s  i s  b lu e  i n  b a s i c
s o l u t i o n .
Press XSPftuE to continue
H
+ 0  ”H 
H
H









+ O  “H 
H
BLUE litmus turns RED in acid ic solution
F ig u r e  5 .13  L itm u s  P ro g ra m : b lu e  l i t m u s  i s  c o n v e r te d  
t o  re d  l i t m u s  in  a c i d i c  s o lu t io n .
Press <SPACE BAR> to continue
O  -H U -H
RED litmus turns BLUE in basic solution
F ig u r e  5 .14  L itm u s  P ro g ra m : re d  l i t m u s  i s  c o n v e r te d  
t o  b lu e  l i t m u s  in  b a s i c  s o lu t io n .
5.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION 
PACKAGE
5.2.1 MACROSCOPIC DEMONSTRATIONS
The macroscopic representation of the reactions serves two 
purposes:
-  firstly, It Is a reminder of observations recorded In the 
laboratory.
-  secondly, It Is used to link the observable characteristics of a 
chemical reaction with the (unobservable) molecular changes 
Involved.
5.2.2 MICROSCOPIC DEMONSTRATIONS
The microscopic representation of the reaction shows, In 
animated form, molecules undergoing a chemical change. The 
microscopic demonstrations Illustrate that chemical reactions 
Involve:
- collisions between reacting species;
- breaking and reforming chemical bonds; and
- rearrangement of atoms In molecules.
Further, the objective of each microscopic demonstration Is to 
emphasise a number of reaction features. The specific objectives 
of each program are listed:
Acid and active metal demonstration
The objective of the acid and active metal microscopic
demonstration Is to focus on the following reaction features:
-  the reaction Involves electron transfer.
-  the reaction occurs as a result of collisions between 
hydonlum Ions and the atoms on the surface of the metal.
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-  the metal loses electrons and Is converted Into metal Ions.
-  the metal dissolves because the metal Ions are free to move 
around In the solution.
-  the metal Ions are much smaller than the metal atoms.
-  hydronlum Ions gain electrons In the reaction.
-  hydrogen gas Is formed as a result of two hydronlum Ions 
gaining electrons from the metal.
Water and very active metal demonstration
The water and very active metal microscopic demonstration
Illustrates the following reaction features:
- the reaction Involves electron transfer.
- the reaction occurs as a result of collisions between water 
molecules and the atoms on the surface of the metal.
- the metal loses electrons and Is converted Into metal Ions.
- the metal dissolves because the metal Ions are free to move 
around In the solution.
- the metal Ions are much smaller than the metal atoms.
- the water molecules gain electrons.
- hydrogen gas Is formed as a result of water molecules 
gaining electrons.
- the solution Is basic due to the formation of hydroxide Ions 
which are formed from the reacting water molecules.
Acid * carbonate demonstration
The objective of the acid and carbonate microscopic
demonstration Is to display the following features:
- the reaction Involves proton transfer.
- the reaction occurs as a result of collisions between
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hydronlum ions in solution and the carbonate Ions In the 
crystal.
- the carbonate Ion gains one proton from a hydronlum Ion to 
form the bicarbonate Ion.
- the bicarbonate Ion gains a second proton from another 
hydronlum Ion to form a carbonic acid molecule.
-  the carbonic acid molecule decomposes Into carbon dioxide 
and water.
-  the carbonate dissolves and the metal cation Is released into 
solution.
- the reacting hydronlum Ions, lose a proton and are converted 
Into water molecules.
Litmus reactions demonstration
The microscopic litmus demonstration emphasises the following
features:
- litmus Is a complex mixture, however the only difference 
between the red and blue forms of litmus Is that the red
■ litmus contains more protons than the blue form.
- red litmus Is converted to blue litmus by reaction with a 
species which will remove a proton from the red litmus.
- blue litmus is converted to red litmus by reaction with a 
species which will donate a proton to the blue litmus.
-  a litmus reaction Involves a proton transfer.
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*  9-3 WORKSHEETS
A series of worksheets has been designed to enable individual 
tutorial use of the MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE. 
Each worksheet contains a number of questions which can be 
answered by viewing the demonstrations in this package. 
Utilization of the worksheet encourages the student to carefully 
analyse the reactions under consideration. The worksheets are 
listed in Appendix A.
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5.3 PASCAL CODE FOR THE MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION
' PACKAGE
The MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE uses one 
customised library unit, Useful Unit, which Is discussed In 
Section 2.2.3. in addition to the system files, the following 
object code files are Included In the MICRO/MACRO CHEM 
DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE:
System.startup (code for Introduction section)
Menu.code (code for main menu)
Metal.code (code for active metal/acld program) 
Act1vemetal.code(code for very active metal/water program) 
Carbonate.code (code for acld/carbonate program) 
L1tmus.code (code for litmus program)
The source code for all programs In this package are listed In 
Appendix E.
Graphics techniques employed In the MICRO/MACRO CHEM 
DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE utilize both “turtle" commands and bit­
map transfer routines. Specific examples of these techniques are 
presented here.
5-3.1 MACROSCOPIC DEMONSTRATIONS 
1. Shapes using “turtle" commands
The drawing of large objects such as test tubes and beakers 
employs “turtle" graphics. The relevant procedures are designed 
so that the apparatus may be of variable size and placed any 
where on the screen. The procedures designed to draw a beaker 
and a test tube will be discussed. These two procedures are
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typical of those employing "turtle" commands.
Drawing a beaker
A beaker Is required In the Actlvem etal and Utm us programs. 
PROCEDURE DRAWBEAKER simply uses turtle graphics to Join 
together six points to represent a beaker. The procedure must be 
passed the coordinates of the bottom left hand corner of the 
beaker, the size of the beaker and Its colour.
PROCEDURE DRAWBEAKER(X,Y.SIZE: INTEGER; COL: SCREENCOLOR);
( *  x ,y -  coordinate of bottom left hand corner of beaker * )
( *  size -  width and height of beaker * )
VAR RIM:INTEGER; ( *  size of Up on beaker*)
BEGIN
RIM:=SIZE DIV 12;
MOVECOL(X-RIM,Y+SIZE+RIM,COL); ( *  position at top left corner*) 
MOVETO(X,Y+SIZE); ( *  draw rim on left hand side*)
MOYETO(X,Y); ( *  draw left hand side*)
MOVETO(X+SIZE,Y); ( * draw base*)
MOVETO(X+SIZE,Y+SIZE); ( *  draw right handslde*)
MOVECOL(X+SIZE+RIM,Y+SIZE+RIM,NONE); ( *  draw rim on right side*) 
END;
Drawing a test tube
A test tube Is required In the Metal and Carbonate programs. 
PROCEDURE DRAWTUBE draws a test tube with a curved base. 
DRAWTUBE must be passed the coordinate of the bottom left hand 
side of the test tube, the width and length of the tube and the 
level of solution relative to the base of the tube.
PROCEDURE DRAWTUBEi X ,Y .WIDTH .SIZE .LEVEL:INTEGER ;
COLSCREENCOLOR);
( *  x.y -  coordinate of bottom left hand side of testtube*)
( *  width -  width of testtube; size -  length of testtube*)
( *  level -  relative height of solution in tube * )
VAR SIXNTH, THIRTYSECOND. RWIDTH:REAL;
POINT: INTEGER;
BEGIN
( *  variables required to produce curved bottom of testtube*) 
REALWIDTH:=WIDTH;
SIXNTH:=REALWIDTH/I6;
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THIRTYSECOND:=REALWI DTH/32;
( *  draw left hand side of testtube*)
MOVECOL( X ,Y+SIZE ,COL);
MOVETO(X.Y); '
(«draw bottom curve of testtube*)
FOR POINT:=l TO 7 DO
MOVETOi X+ROUND( SIXNTH*POINT) ,Y-
ROUND(( POINT+1 )*THIRTYSECOND)); 
MOVETOi X+ROUNDC SIXNTH*9) ,Y-ROUND( 8*THIRTYSEC0ND)); 
FOR POINT:» 10 TO 15 DO
MOVETO( X+ ROUND( SIXNTH*POINT) ,Y -ROUND( ( 1 7 -
POINT)*THIRTYSECOND));
(«draw right hand side of testtube*)
MOVETO(X+WIDTH,Y);
MOVETO(X+WIDTH,Y+SIZE);
(«draw level of solution In testtube*)
M0VET0(X+WIDTH,Y+LEVEL);
MOVECOK X ,Y+LEVEL .NONE) ;
END; («DRAWTUBE«)
2. Shapes using bit-map transfer
Smaller or detailed objects, or objects which require animation 
are often drawn using bit-map transfer techniques, 
e.g. bubbles rising 1n solution
flame which moves across screen
piece of metal or carbonate which drops Into solution
drop of litmus which falls into solution
Initializing shapes
In the Meta! program, the flame, metal and bubbles are 
Initialized In PROCEDURE INITSHAPES. The flame Is represented 
by an 8 x 8 array of boolean; the metal pieces by three 6x16  
arrays and the bubbles by a 6 x 8 array. INITSHAPES Initializes 
the shapes In such a way that they are easily recognised in the 
text file, and are therefore easily altered.
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PROCEDURE INITSHAPES;
VAR COL, ROW, MAXCOL, MAXROW: INTEGER;
BEGIN
( *  Initialize metal shapes * )
STR[5]:=” XXX XXXXXX 
STR[4]:=’ X XX XXX XXX1;
STR{3]:=’X X X';
STR[2]:=‘X X’ ;
STR[ l] ;= ‘X XXX X’ ;
STR[0];=’ XXXXXXX XXX';
MAXR0W:=5; MAXC0L:=15;
FOR R0W:=0 TO MAXROW DO
FOR COL:= 0 TO MAXCOL DO METAL[ l]:=STR[ROW][ROW,COL+ 1 ]= T ;  
STR[5]:='
STR[4]:=' XX XXX
STR[3]:=' X X XX X 
$TR[2]:=‘ X XX X 
STR[I];=- X XXXX
STR[0];=' XXXX 
FOR R0W:=0 TO MAXROW DO
FOR COL:= 0 TO MAXCOL DO METAL[2]:=STR[R0W][R0W,C0L+ 1 ]= T ;
STR[5]:=' •;
STR[4]:=’
STR[3]:=’ X X ’ ;
STR[2]:=' XXXX X 
STR[ 1];=' XXXX 
STR[0]:=’ XXX 
FOR R0W:=0 TO MAXROW DO
FOR COL: = 0 TO MAXCOL DO METALf 3] : =STR[ ROW] [ ROW ,COL + 1 ] = T  ;
( *  initialize bubble shape * )
STR[5]:=’ XX 
STR[4]:=‘ X X ’ ;
STR[3]:='X X ’ ;
STR[2]:='X X ’ ;
STR[ )]:= ’ X X ’ ;
STR[ 1]:=' XX 
MAXC0L:=7;
FOR R0W:=0 TO MAXROW DO
FOR COL:= 0 TO MAXCOL DO BUBBLE:=STR[ROW][ROW,COL+ l ] = T ;
( *  initialize flame shape * )
STRI 7] = XX •;
STRI 6] = XX
STRI S] X X ;
STRI 4] = X X ';
STRI 3] =* X X';
STR[2] =' X X';
STR[ 1 ] =' X X*;
STRIO] XX
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MAXR0W:=7-
FOR ROW:=OTO MAXROW DO
FOR COL:= 0 TO MAXCOL DO FLAME: =STR[ROW][ROW.COL + 1]='X’ ;
END; (»INITSHAPES*)
Movement of shapes
Movement of objects Is achieved by drawbtocklng at the current 
position and then drawblocking at new position using Exclusive Or 
mode (XOR). In the Metal program, a piece of metal Is dropped 
Into a test tube by PROCEDURE DROPMETAL:
REPEAT
DRAWBLOCK(METAL[ 1 ],2 ,0 ,0 ,1 6 ,6 ,METALX.Y,MODE); ( *erase at current 
Y:=Y-10; position*)
DRAWBLOCK(METAL[ 1 ],2 ,0 ,0 ,1 6 ,6 , METALX.Y .MODE); ( »redraw at new 
DELAY(20); position*)
UNTIL Y<= BOTTOM;
The metal appears to dissolve as the shape of the metal becomes 
smaller. PROCEDURE SWAPMETAL Is called to replace the current 
metal shape with a smaller one:
PROCEDURE SWAPMETAL(VAR CURRENT: INTEGER);
BEGIN
DRAWBLOCK( METALt CURRENT] ,2 ,0 ,0 ,1 6 ,6  .METALX .METALY .MODE ) ;
(*eraseold*)
CURRENT :=CURRENT + 1 ;
DRAWBLOCKC METALt CURRENT] ,2 ,0 ,0 ,1 6 ,6  .METALX .METALY .MODE) ; 
END; (»SWAPMETAL*) (»display new*)
S T ?  MICROSCOPIC DEMONSTRATIONS 
The shapes of atoms and molecules required In the microscopic 
demonstrations are more complex than those In the macroscopic 
demonstrations. Drawing these shapes Is handled solely by the 
drawblock method. Techniques employed to represent and 
animate metal atoms and Ions are discussed:
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Initializing metal atoms
In the Metal and Acttvemetal programs the surface layer of 
metal atoms Is represented by two rows of spheres. (Figures 5.3, 
5.4, 5.6 & 5.7) .
Depending on the metal being considered the initials Mg 
(magnesium), N1 (nickel), Na (sodium), Ca (calcium) are displayed 
on each atom. At the start of each program a two dimensional 
array of Boolean is initialized so as to represent a sphere:
PROCEDURE INITMETAL;
CONST MAX=32;
YAR STR: ARRAY [ 1..MAX] OF STRING;
ROW: INTEGER;
PROCEDURE INIT(ROW:INTEGER;VAR BITS:BIGSHAPE; S:STRING); 
VAR COL: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL: 1 TO MAX DO BITS[ROW,COL]:=STR[COL]=T;
END;
BEGIN (»INITMETAL*) .
STR11 ]:=' XXXXXXX ';
STR[2]:=* XXXXXXXXXXXXX ';
STR[3] :=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ' ;
STR[ 4]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '; 
STR[5]:=’ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '; 
STR(6]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ' 
STR[7]:=‘ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ' 
STR[8]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 1 
STR[9]:=‘ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ' 
STR110]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ' 
STR[ 11]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ' 
STR112]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ' 
STR[ 13]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX' 
STR[14]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
STR115]:='XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
STR[ 16] :=’XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
FOR ROW:= 1 TO MAX DIV 2 DO 
BEGIN
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Displaying metal atoms
Procedure drawblock Is used to draw each metal atom (sphere), It 
is then necessary to superimpose the appropriate symbol onto 
each atom. This is achieved in PROCEDURE DRAWMETAL by the 
following statements:
DRAWBLOCK( ATOM ,4 ,0 ,0 ,3 2 ,3 2  ̂  ,Y .MODE);
WSTAT(X+8,Y+ 12.SYMB);
Where mode 1s equal to 6 and SYMB Is a string containing appropriate symbol 
for each metal.
The metal atoms do not move, but are erased and replaced by 
metal tons at the appropriate part of the program. In Metal the 
shape of the cation Is represented by, CATION, a 16 x 16 array of 
boolean. The position and direction of movement of the cation Is 
stored In record METALION:
TYPE ION= RECORD
X ,Y, ( *  current position of cation * )
DX.DY: INTEGER: (*m ovem entInx& ydirection*) 
END;
VAR METALION: ION;
Swapping metal atoms for metal Ions
In the Meta! program, PROCEDURE IONIZE Initializes the position 
of the cation and replaces a metal atom with a cation:
PROCEDURE lONIZECVAR METX.METY: INTEGER);
BEGIN
DRAWBL0CK(AT0f1,4,0,0,32,32J1ETX.I1ETY,4); (»erase metal atom*) 
WITH METAÜON DO 
BEGIN
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Moving metal Ions.
In Metal program movement of the cation Is carried out by 
PROCEDURE MOVE I ON:
PROCEDURE MOVEION;
BEGIN
WITH METALION DO 
BEGIN
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6. EVALUATION
The three packages developed In this project: AC1D/BASE 
TITRATION PACKAGE; SALT TITRATION PACKAGE and MICRO/ 
MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE have been trialled In the 
following chemistry classes:
Chemistry Bridging Course - Wollongong University.
First Year Remedial Chemistry - Wollongong University.
Day Matriculation Chemistry - Wollongong College of TAFE. 
University Preparation Chemistry Course - Wollongong College
Of TAFE.
ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE
An early version of the ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE was 
tested In the chemistry classroom In 1985 (Day Matriculation 
Chemistry at Wollongong College of TAFE) and resulted In several 
Improvements and extensions to the package. The final version of 
the ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE has been assessed over the 
last two years In the Day Matriculation Chemistry and University 
Preparation Chemistry classes. In addition the package has been 
utilized for remedial tuition of first year chemistry students at 
Wollongong University.
In all classroom situations, the programs were used both as 
visual aids to complement chemistry lectures and also by 
students for Individual tutorial lessons. The package was found 
to provide excellent visual displays enhancing lectures on 
acld/base titrations. All students were extremely enthusiastic 
towards viewing and using the programs. Students found the
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programs easy to use, informative and highly motivating. 
Unfortunately, since most students had only limited experience 
with educational computer programs, enthusiastic response may 
also be partially attributable to the novelty of using computers.
Thorough testing of this package has enabled a number of minor 
programming "bugs" to be discovered and corrected. Assessment 
during last year, has not revealed further problems.
SALT TITRATION PACKAGE
Evaluation of this package has not been as extensive as the 
ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE, however all student responses 
have been extremely favourable. The program has principally 
been utilized In the lecture situation providing excellent 
graphical Illustrations of the concepts Involved in the titration 
of acidic salts. During the current year, a number of TAFE 
students have attempted the assignment programs in the 
package. All students exposed to the programs considered them 
to be most valuable In mastering the titration concepts 
considered.
Remedial chemistry students at Wollongong University found the 
programs Involving titration of a mixture of sodium carbonate 
and sodium bicarbonate particularly useful, as such titrations are 
part of a required laboratory experiment in first year chemistry. 
Students commented that the programs readily Illustrated the 
concepts Involved In this experiment.
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MICRO/MACRO CHEM DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE 
This package has been used In a number of TAFE chemistry 
classes this year, and was highly successful In Illustrating the 
molecular features of several fundamental chemical reactions. 
The programs were firstly utilized as visual aids within 
chemistry lectures and then students viewed the programs In 
small groups, attempting to complete the complementary 
worksheets. Again, student response was extremely positive - 
students generally commented that the animation of molecules 
helped them to visualise the chemical reactions Involved. A 
most common student response was that the programs provided 
them with a clear picture of why certain products were formed.
Conclusion
Although only a very general qualitative assessment of the 
packages has been made, It Is clear that all packages developed in 
this research project provide a valuable and versatile aid to 
teaching specified concepts In chemistry.
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ACID /  BASE TITRATIONS
Practical experience in carrying out titrations is obviously 
essential to the understanding of acid / base titrations. However 
there is rarely the time, or resources, for students to perform 
more than a few simple titrations. These programs provide the 
opportunity to simulate a wide variety of titrations.
These titration programs may be used by the teacher as a visual 
teaching aid to illustrate the relationships between the various 
titration variables and pH. Concepts such as choice of indicator, 
and effect of solution strength on end point, which are usually 
difficult for the student to understand by most teaching methods 
are readily illustrated and explained by these programs.
However, these programs have a much greater potential, as they 
allow the student to discover these concepts through scientific 
investigation. By carrying out simulated titrations the student 
will be able to derive the relationships between acids, bases and 
pH. The worksheets provided guide the student through the 
investigation of each concept so that relationships may be 
quickly discovered.
The user should find the instructions within the programs 
themselves sufficiently detailed. However written instructions 
have been provided.
ACID/BASE TITRATIONS consists of four programs which are 
briefly described on the following pages. It is suggested that the 
four programs are viewed in the order described.
IMPORTANT:
It is necessary for the TEACHER to refer to the ASSIGNMENT 
INSTRUCTIONS in order to organise student assignments. This 
manual contains the solutions to all the assignments.
INSTRUCTION SHEETS APPENDIX A
( 1 ) TITRATION OF ACIDS & RASFS
This program allows the student to select the concentration 
of acid and base. An Ideal indicator changes colour exactly 
at the equivalence point. It Is necessary for the student to 
select the particular acid and base. The following 
solutions are available:
Strong acids -  hydrochloric, nitric, perchloric.
Strong bases - sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide.
Weak acids - acetic, hydrocyanic, hydrofluoric, benzoic
(or input pKa.)
Weak base - ammonia, pyridine (or input pKb.)
Diprotic acids -  sulphuric, carbonic, oxalic, tartaric
(or input pKl & pK2)
Investigation of various titration variables are possible, 
eg. The student is encouraged to ask questions such as:
What is the effect of changing concentration of acid or 
base or both?
What is the effect of changing the strength of either 
the acid or base?
A series of titrations may be carried out repeatedly. Each 
time the student can alter one variable to'observe the 
results. If option to retain pH graph is selected then a 
graphical comparison is available.
( 2 ) TITRATION OF ACIDS & BASES USING INDICATORS
Whereas the previous program provided an ideal indicator, 
the student may now select the indicator to be used with 
each simulated titration. The student is encouraged to 
investigate the suitability of different indicators for 
different titrations based on the pH range in which they 
change colour. (Other aspects relating to the suitability of 
indicators such as ease of colour detection have not been 
considered.) This program illustrates the effect of an 
indicator on the end point, which is awkward to display by 
any other method.
INSTRUCTION SHEETS APPENDIX A
( 3 ) QUIZ
The student may carry out simulated titrations in order to 
determine the concentration of a solution which has been 
selected by the computer. The computer will inform the 
user as to the accuracy of his titration results.
( 4 )  ASSIGNMENT
This program is designed so that the student can determine 
the concentration of a sample solution. The nature and 
concentration of this solution depends on the assignment 
number entered at the start of this program. This 
assignment number must be provided by the teacher. It is 
essential that the teacher refer to the instructions for 
this program and allocate appropriate assignments for each 
student. Since the program does not inform the student of 
the correct concentration of the sample solution, 
the student can then submit the results of h1s titration for 
marking.
Although useful for student assessment, this is not the aim 
of the ASSIGNMENT program.
The most important aspect of the QUIZ and TITRATION 
programs is that they will enable the student to develop 
the necessary thinking skills required to carry out any acid/ 
base titration. When presented with a sample solution the 
student must select certain conditions such as 
concentration of standard solution. Through repeated 
titrations the student must develop a method, of altering 
these conditions, so that the concentration of the sample 
solution may be determined.
INSTRUCTION SHEETS APPENDIX A
INSTRUCT IONS -  TI TRAT I ON OF AC ID5 AND BASES
Step 1: From Main Menu select option "1".
MAIN MENU
Titration of acids & bases  (1)
Titration of acids & bases
using indicators  (2)
Titration Quiz  (3)
Titration Assignment  (4)
Quit  (Q)
Select option .............. ( i )
Step 2: From Titration Menu select appropriate titration.
TITRATION MENU
Strong acid / strong base ....(1)
Weak acid / strong base  (2)
Weak base / strong acid  (3)
Diprotic acid / strong base ....(4)
Quit -  back to main menu .... (Q)
Select titration.........( )
Step 3: Select which acid and base is to be used.
Select weak acid to be used in titration




Input pKa of weak acid ....(5)
Select option........... ( )
Step 4: For all titrations the following information must be 
entered:
Sample input
Concentration of acid (in m olarity): i.o
Concentration of base (in molarity) : 1.0
Solution in flask: either acid or base (A/B): A 
Volume of acid in flask (in m L): 25,0
Do you want solution in flask labelled?(Y/N): Y 
Titrant increment (in m L): 5.0
INSTRUCTION SHEETS APPENDIX A
IN5TRUCTIONS -  T I TR AT I ON OF AC 1D5 AND BASES
USING INDICATORS
Step 1: From Main Menu select option "2".
MAIN MENU
Titration of acids & bases .....(1)
Titration of acids & bases
using indicators  (2)
Titration Quiz   (3)
Titration Assignment  (4)
Quit  (Q)
Select option.............. ( 2 )
Step 2: Same as for Titration of Acids and Bases.
Step 5: Same as for Titration of Acids and Bases.
Step 4: Select an indicator from the following: 
INDICATORS AVAILABLE
Methyl orange (3.1 -4.4) .... (1)
Methyl red C4.2-6.2)  (2)
Litmus (4.S-8.3)  (3)
Bromothymol blue (6.0-7.6)  (4)
Phenolphthalein (8.3-10.0)  (5)
Thymolphthaleln (9.3-10.6)  (6)
Ideal (equiv. pt.)  (7)
Select option........................( )
Step 5: Same as step 4 for Titration of Acids and Bases.
INSTRUCTION SHEETS APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS QUIZ
Step 1: From Main Menu select option "3".
MAIN MENU
Titration of acids & bases  (1)
Titration or acids & bases
using Indicators  (2)
Titration Quiz  (3)
Titration Assignment  (4)
Quit  (Q)
Select option.............. ( 3 )
Step 2: Program allows selection of unknown solution.
Test Solutions Available
Hydrochloric acid  (1)
Sodium hydroxide  (2)
Acetic acid  (3)
Ammonia  (4)
Oxalic acid  (5)
Quit  (Q)
Select solution........... ( )
The computer randomly selects the concentration of this solution 
to be in the range 0.100M to I.000M. Titrations must carried out 
in order to determine this concentration.
Step 3: It is necessary to select concentration of the standard 
solution. The student is given the option of either selecting the 
concentration or allowing the computer to select the most 
suitable concentration of the standard solution. It is easier to 
allow the computer to determine the concentration, however in 
the ASSIGNMENT program the student is not given this option and 
must select the concentration himself. The Quiz program, will 
offer the student the appropriate skills required in selecting the 
concentration of the standard solution to accomplish the 
ASSIGNMENT program.
INSTRUCTION SHEETS APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS -  ASSIGNMENT
The student must enter an assignment number between 0 and 99. 
corresponds to concentration according to the following table:
No. Conc.(M) No. Conc.(M) No. Conc.(M)
0 0.100 30 0.109 60 0.118
1 0.196 31 0.205 61 0.214
2 0.292 32 0.301 62 0.310
3 0.388 33 0.397 63 0.406
4 0.484 34 0.493 64 0.502
5 0.580 35 0.589 65 0.598
6 0.676 36 0.685 66 0.694
7 0.772 37 0.781 67 0.790
8 0.868 38 0.877 68 0.886
9 0.964 39 0.973 69 0.982
10 0.103 40 0.112 70 0.121
11 0.199 41 0.208 71 0.217
12 0.295 42 0.304 72 0.313
13 0.391 43 0.400 73 0.409
14 0.487 44 0.496 74 0.505
15 0.583 45 0.592 75 0.601
16 0.679 46 0.688 76 0.697
17 0.775 47 0.784 77 0.793
18 0.871 48 0.880 78 0.889
19 0.967 49 0.976 79 0.985
20 0.106 50 0.115 80 0.124
21 0.202 51 0.21 1 81 0.220
22 0.298 52 0.307 82 0.226
23 0.394 53 0.403 83 0.412
24 0.490 54 0.499 84 0.508
25 0.586 55 0.595 85 0.604
26 0.682 56 0.691 86 0.700
27 0.778 57 0.787 87 0.796
28 0.874 58 0.883 88 0.892
29 0.970 59 0.979 89 0.988
Assignment numbers 0 to 19 correspond to 
" " 20 to 39 M "
" " 40 to 59 " "
“ " 60 to 79 " M


















INSTRUCTION SHEETS APPENDIX A
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables.
Titration 1.1
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM HC11n flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette.
Vol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Ittratipn i,2
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM HN03 in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette.
Vol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 30.0 40.0
PH
Titration 1.3
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM HC104 in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH In burette.
Vol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 1.4
Titrate 20 mL 1.000M HC1 in flask with 1.000M KOH in burette.
Vol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0  21.0 30.0 40.0
pH
WORKSHEET 1: .STRONQ ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS
GRAPH: For each of the above titrations graph pH vs. volume of base. 
QUESTIONS:
(a) How does the nature of the above acids ( hydrochloric, nitric & perchloric) 
effect the pH titration curve?
( b) How does the nature of the above bases ( sodium hydroxide &  
potasslumhydroxide) effect the pH titration curve?
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 2: STRONG ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables. 
Titration 2.1
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM HC1 in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette.
Voi. base 
pH
0.0 5 .0  10.0 15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
Vol.base 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 2.2
Titrate 20 mL 0. t OOM HC1 in flask with 0.10OM KOH in burette.
Voi. base 
PH
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
Vol.base 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 2.5
Titrate 20 mL 0.01OM HC1 in flask with 0.010M KOH in burette.
Voi. base 
pH
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
Vol.base 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
ORAPH: For each of the above titrations plot pH vs. volume of base. 
Draw the three curves on the one graph.
QUESTION: How does the concentration of acid and base effect the 
pH titration curve?
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 5: STRONG ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables.
Titration 3.1
Titrate 20 mL 0.10OM NaOH In flask with 0.1OOM HN03 in burette.
Vol.acid 0.0 5 .0  15.0 19.0 19.5 20.0 20.5 30.0
PH
Titration 5.2
Titrate 20 mL 0.1 OOM NaOH in flask with 1 .OOOM HN03 in burette.
Yol. acid 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
pH
Titration 3.5
Titrate 20 mL 0.10OM NaOH in flask with 0.01OM HN03 in burette.
Vol.acid 0.0 10.0 20 .0  40.0 60.0 100.0 150.0
pH
QUESTIONS:
(a) In any titration, why is it important that the concentration of 
acid and base are fairly close?
(b ) Compare titration 3.1 with titration 2.2. Draw a sketch to 
illustrate how pH curve is affected by placing acid Instead of 
base in burette.
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 4: WEAK ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS 
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables.
Titration 4.1
Titrate 20 mL 1.000M acetic acid in flask with 1 .OOOM KOH in burette.
Vol. base 0.0 5 .0  10.0 15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
pH "
Vol.base 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 4.2
Titrate 20 mL 0.10OM acetic acid in flask with 0.10OM KOH in burette.
Vol.base 0.0 5 .0  10.0 15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
PH
Vol.base 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 4.5
Titrate 20 mL 0.010M acetic acid in flask with 0.010M KOH in burette.
Yol. base 0.0 5 .0  10.0 15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
pH
Vol.base 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
ORAPH: For each of the above titrations plot pH vs. volume of base. Draw 
the three curves on the one graph.
QUESTIONS:
( a) How does the concentration of acetic acid effect the 
( b) How does strength of acid effect the pH curve? 






ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 5: WEAK ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables. 
Titration 5.1
Titrate 50 mL 1 .OOOli acetic acid in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette.
Voi. base 0.0 10.0 20.0 30 .0  40.0 
pH
49.0 49.9
Vol.base SO.O 50.1 51.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 100.0
pH
Titration 5.2
Titrate 50 mL 1 .OOOM hydrofluoric acid in flask with t .OOOM NaOH in burette.
Vol.base 0.0 10.0 20.0 30 .0  40.0 
pH
49.0 49.9
Vol.base 50.0 50.1 51.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 100.0
pH
Titration 5.5
Titrate 50 mL 1 .OOOM hydrocyanic acid in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette. 
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0  40.0 49.0 49.9
pH
Vol.base 50.0 50.1 51.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 100.0
pH
QRAPH: For each of the above titrations plot pH vs. volume of base. Draw 
the three curves on the one graph.
QUESTIONS:
(a ) Compare the strengths of the three different acids used in these 
titrations.
( b) How does strength of acid effect the titration? Compare above titrations.
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 6: WEAK BASE /  STRONO ACID TITRATIONS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables. 
Titration 6.1
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM ammonia in flask is with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette.
Voi. acid 0.0 5.0 10.0 
PH
15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
Vol.acid 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 6.2
Titrate 20 mL 0.10OM ammonia in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette.
Yol. acid 0.0 5 .0  10.0 15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
pH
Vol.acid 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 6.5
Titrate 20 mL 0.01 OM ammonia in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette.
Yol. acid 0.0 5 .0  10.0 
pH
15.0 19.0 19.5 19.9
Vol.acid 20.0 20.1 20.5 21.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
pH
GRAPH: For each of the above titrations plot pH vs. volume of acid Draw the three 
curves on the one graph.
QUESTIONS:
(a ) How does the concentration of ammonia effect the pH titration curve?
( b) How does strength of base effect the pH curve?
Compare titration 6.1 with titration 2.1;
.. .. 6<2 .. .. 3>2.
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 7: DiPRQTIC ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables. 
Titration 7.1
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM tartaric acid In flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette.
Voi. base 0.0 10.0 15 .0 19.0 20.0 
pH
21.0 25.0
Vol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Titration 7.2
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM oxalic acid in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette.
Vol.base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 
pH
21.0 25.0
Vol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Titration 7.5
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM sulphuric acid in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette.
Vol.base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 
pH
21.0 25.0
Vol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
GRAPH: For each of the above titrations plot pH vs. volume of base. Draw 
the three curves on the one graph.
QUESTIONS:
( a) Compare the pH titration curves obtained for the three different diprotic 
acids.
( b) For these diprotic acids why Is  it easier to titrate to the second end 
point rather than to the first end point?
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 8: INDICATORS
Ideally, a suitable Indicator w ill be a certain colour 0 .1 mL before 
equivalence point and a different colour 0.1 mL after equivalence point.
Complete the following tables by indicating the colour of the solution at certain points 
around the equivalence point.
Titration 8.1
Titrate 25.0 mL 1 .QOM hydrochloric acid with 1 .GOM sodium hydroxide.
Indicator
Volume of NaOH (m L)
24.90 25.00 25.10
(a) methyl orange
(b ) bromothymol blue
(c ) phenolphthalein
Titration 8.2
Titrate 25.0 mL 0.01M hydrochloric acid with 0.01M sodium hydroxide.
Indicator
Volume of NeOH ( mL)
24.90 25.00 25.10
(a ) methyl orange
(b ) bromothymol blue
(c ) phenolphthalein
Iitr§tjon^.5_
Titrate 25.0 mL 1 .OOli acetic acid with 1 .OOM sodium hydroxide.
Indicator
Volume of NaOH (m L)
24.90 25.00 25.10
(a) methyl orange
(b ) bromothymol blue
(c ) phenolphthalein
QUESTION: Compare the above titrations and discuss the influence of concentration 
and strength of solutions on selection of indicator.
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 9: INDICATORS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and determine which of the available 
indicators would be suitable for the titration. It w ill be necessary to repeat each 
titration several times, each time selecting a different indicator.
Before commencing each titration calculate the equivalence point.
Titration 9.1




















Titrate 20.0 mL 1 .OOOM oxalic acid in flask is with 0.850M potassium hydroxide. 
Calculated equivalence point:
Suitable indicatori s):
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 10: ASSIGNMENT NQ
The most accurate results are obtained when the concentration of the standard 
solution is close to that of the unknown.
The concentration of the unknown should be determined to THREE significant figures. 




Molarity of standard solution ■  
Volume of standard solution *  
Volume of unknown solution =
Calculations:
Concentration of unknown:
ACID/BASE WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 1 : SALT OF WEAK ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables.
Titration 1.1
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM NaCN in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette, using ideal 
indicator.
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 1.2
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM CH3000Na in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette, using ideal 
indicator.
Vol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 1.3
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM HCN in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette using ideal 
indicator.
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration. U4..
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM CH3COOH in flask with 1 .OOOM KOH in burette using ideal 
indicator.
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 2 0 .0  21.0 30.0 40.0
pH
GRAPH: For each of the above titrations graph pH vs. volume titrant.
QUESTIONS:
(a ) How does the strength of the weak acid from which the salt is derived effect the 
pH titration curve?
( b) Compare the acidity of the salt involved in titrations 1.1 and 1.2 with the 
strength of the weak acids in titrations 1.3 and 1.4.
SALT TITRATION WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 2: SALT OF WEAK ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS
Ideally, a suitable indicator w ill be a certain colour 0 .1 mL before 
equivalence point and a different colour 0.1 mL after equivalence point.
Complete the following tables by indicating the colour of the solution at certain points 
around the equivalence point.
Titration 2.1
Titrate 25.0 mL 1 .OOM NaCtbCOO with 1 .OOM HCI.
Indicator
Volume of HCI (m L) 
24.90 25.00 25.10
(a) methyl orange
(b ) bromothymol blue
(c ) phenolphthalein
Titration 2.2
Titrate 25.0 mL 0.01M NaCHsCOO with 1 .OOM HCI.
Indicator
Volume of HCI (m L) 
24.90 25.00 25.10
(a ) methyl orange
(b ) bromothymol blue
(c ) phenolphthalein
Titration 2.3
Titrate 25.0 mL 1 .OOM HCN with 1 .OOM HCI.
Indicator
Volume of HCI (m L) 
24.90 25.00 25.10
(a) methyl orange
(b ) bromothymol blue
(c ) phenolphthalein
QUESTION: Compare the above titrations and discuss the influence of concentration 
and strength of solutions on selection of indicator.
SALT TITRATION WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 5: SALT OF STRONG ACID /  WEAK BASE TITRATIONS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables.
Titration 3.1
Titrate 20 mL 1.00011NH4CI in flask with 1 .OOOM NaOH in burette, using ideal 
indicator.
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 30.0 40.0
pH
Titration 3.2
Titrate 20 mL 1.00011 NH3 in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette, using ideal 
indicator.
Vol. base 0.0 10.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 30.0 40.0
PH
Titration 5.5
Titrate 25.0 mL 1 .OOM NH4CI with 1 .OOM HC1.
Yolumeof HC1 (m L)
indicator 24.90 25.00 25.10
(a ) methyl orange
(b ) methyl red
(c ) bromothymol blue
(d) thymolphthalein
(e) Phenolphthalein
GRAPH: For each of the above titrations graph pH vs. volume titrant.
QUESTIONS:
(a ) How does the strength of the weak acid from which the salt is derived effect the 
pH titration curve?
( b) Compare the acidity of the salt involved in titration 3.1 with the strength of the 
weak base in titration 3.3.
SALT TITRATION WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 4; SALTS OF DIPROTIC ACID /  STRONG BASE TITRATIONS 
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables.
Titration 4.1
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM sodium carbonate in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette using 
ideal indicator.
Vol. base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 25.0
pH
Vol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Titration 4.2
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM potassium phthalate in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette 
using ideal indicator.
Vol. base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 25.0
pH
Vol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Titration 4.5
Carry out a series of titrations using 20 mL 1 .OOOM sodium carbonate in flask and 
1 .OOOM HC1 in burette. In each titration use a different indicator. Determine which 
of the following indicators is best suited to determining the first end point, and which 
is best suited to determining the second end point:
(a ) methy orange;




GRAPH: For each of the titrations 4.1 and 4.2 plot pH vs. volume of base. Draw 
the two curves on the one graph.
QUESTIONS:
( a) Compare the pH titration curves obtained for the two different diprotic 
salts.
( b) Compare the acidity of the diprotic salt with the strength of the corresponding 
diprotic acids from which the salts are derived.
SALT TITRATION WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEETS: MIXTURE OF SALTS
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables.
Titration 5.1
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM sodium carbonate in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette using 
ideal indicator.
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 25.0
pH
Yol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Titration 5.2
Titrate 20 mL 1 .OOOM sodium bicarbonate in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette 
using ideal indicator.
Yol.base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 25.0
pH
Yol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Titration 5.3
Titrate 20 mL of a mixture 1 .OOOM sodium bicarbonate and 1 .OOOM sodium 
bicarbonate in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette using ideal indicator.
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 25.0
pH
Yol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Yol.base 55.0 60.0 65.0 70.0 75.0 80.0 90.0
pH
QUESTION: Compare the end points of the titration involving a mixture of salts 
(titration 5.3) with the end points of two separate titrations (titrations 5.1 &5.2 )
SALT TITRATION WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
Carry out the following simulated titrations and complete the tables.
Titration 6.1
Titrate 20 mL of a mixture 0.500M sodium bicarbonate and 0.500M sodium 
bicarbonate in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette using ideal indicator.
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 25.0
pH
WORKSHEET 6: MIXTURE OF SALTS
Yol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Titration 6.2
Titrate 20 mL of a mixture 1 .OOOM sodium bicarbonate and 0.500M sodium 
bicarbonate in flask with 1.000M HC1 in burette using ideal indicator.
Voi. base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 25.0
pH
Yol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Yol.base 55.0 60.0 65.0 70.0 75.0 80.0 90.0
pH
Titration 6.3
Titrate 20 mL of a mixture 0.500M sodium bicarbonate and 1.500M sodium 
bicarbonate in flask with 1 .OOOM HC1 in burette using ideal indicator.
Yol. base 0.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 25.0
pH
Yol.base 30.0 35.0 39.0 40.0 41.0 45.0 50.0
pH
Yol.base 55.0 60.0 65.0 70.0 75.0 80.0 90.0
pH
QUESTION: Compare the end points of the above titrations involving a mixture of 
salts with the end points of two separate titrations (titrations 5.1 &5.2 )
SALT TITRATION WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 7: ASSIGNMENT NO
The most accurate results are obtained when the concentration of the standard 
solution is close to that of the unknown.
The concentration of the unknown should be determined to THREE significant figures. 
Only show data from your final or "best” titration.
Unknown solution:
(eg. sodium acetate solution)
Data:
Molarity of standard solution = 
Volume of standard solution = 
Volume of unknown solution »
Calculations:
Concentration of unknown:
SALT TITRATION WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 1A: REACTION BETWEEN AN ACTIVE METAL AND AN ACID
MACROSCOPIC REACTION
Question 1. What gas is produced when magnesium is reacted 
with hydrochloric acid?
Question 2. How is this gas identified?
Question 3. Compare the reaction between magnesium and 




Question 4. Write the general word equation for a reaction 
between an active metal and an acid.
Question 5. Write balanced chemical equations for the reactions 
of magnesium and nickel with hydrochloric acid.
Question 6. Name three reactive metals (not including magnesium 
and nickel): ____________________________________ ;—
Refer to your textbook to answer the following question. 
Question 7. From what source is magnesium metal obtained?
MICRO/MACRO WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 1B: REACTION BETWEEN AN ACTIVE METAL AND AN ACID
MICROSCOPIC REACTION 
Question 8. What is a hydronium ion ?__
Question 9. What is the charge on a magnesium ion?________
Question 10. What happens to the polarity of the hydronium ion as 
it approaches the metal atoms?________________________
Question 11. During the reaction between magnesium and 
hydronium ions, how many electrons are lost by each magnesium 
atom?_____________
Question 12. During the reaction between calcium and hydronium 
ions, how many electrons are lost by each calcium atom?--------
Question 13. What happens to the electron(s) lost by the metal?
Question 14. Write the net (half) reaction between hydronium 
ions aid electrons.--------------------------------------------------
Question 15. What part does the chloride ion (from the 
hydrochloric acid) play in the reaction? -------------
Question 16 Why do you think nickel reacts more slowly than 
magnesium with hydrochloric acid...........................—
MICRO/MACRO WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 2A: REACTION BETWEEN A VERY ACTIVE METAL AND WATFR
MACROSCOPIC REACTION
Question 1. What gas is produced when sodium is placed into a 
beaker of water?
Question 2. How is this gas identified?
Question 3. Comment on the acidity of the solution produced from 
the reaction of sodium with water.
Question 4. Compare the reaction of calcium and water, with the 
reaction of sodium and water.
Similarities:_____________________________________
Differences: _________________________________
Question 5. Write the general word equation for a reaction 
between a very active metal and water.
Question 6. Write balanced chemical equations for the reactions 
of sodium with water and calcium with water.
Refer to your textbook to answer the following questions.
Question 7. Name three very reactive metals (not including 
sodium and calcium) : --------------------------- —-------------
Question 8. From what source is sodium metal obtained?
MICRO/MACRO WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 2B: REACTION BETWEEN A VERY ACTIVE METAL AND WATER
MICROSCOPIC REACTION
Question 9. What is the charge on a sodium ion?---------------
Question IQ. What is the charge on a calcium ion?________
Question i 1. Describe what happens to the polarity of a water 
molecule as it approaches the surface of a metal?
Question 12. During the reaction between sodium and water, how 
many electrons are lost by each sodium atom?_____________
Question 13. During the reaction between calcium and water, how 
many electrons are lost by each calcium atom?____________
Question 14. Comment on the relative sizes of the metal atom 
and the corresponding metal ions.______________________
Question 15. What happens to the electron(s) lost by the metal?
Question 16. Why does the solution become basic during this 
reaction. ____________________________________ —
Question 17. Write the net (half) reaction between water and 
electrons.----------------------------------------------.--------------
Question 18. What is a hydrated metal ion?--------------------
MICRO/MACRO WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 5A: REACTION BETWEEN A CARBONATE AND AM ACID
MACROSCOPIC REACTION
Question 1. What gas is produced when sodium carbonate is 
reacted with hydrochloric acid?
Question 2. How is this gas identified?
Question 3. Write the general word equation for a reaction 
between a carbonate and an acid.
Question 4. Write balanced chemical equations for the reactions 
of sodium carbonate and magnesium carbonate with hydrochloric 
acid.
Question 5. Write balanced chemical equations for the reactions 
of sodium carbonate and magnesium carbonate with sulfuric acid.
Question 6. Write balanced chemical equations for the reactions 
of calcium carbonate and lead carbonate with nitric acid.
MICRO/MACRO WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 3B: REACTION BETWEEN A CARBONATE AND AN ACID
MICROSCOPIC REACTION
Question 7. What is the charge on the carbonate ion?_______
Question 8. What ion is formed by the reaction of one hydronium 
ion with a carbonate ion? ___________________________
Question 9. What species is formed by the reaction of two 
hydronium ions with a carbonate ion?___________________
Question 10. What role does the hydronium ion play in this 
reaction?________________________________________
Question 11. What happens to the metal ions in these reactions?
Question »2. Calcium carbonate and sodium carbonate both react 
with hydrochloric acid. Compare these two reactions.
Similarities _____________________________________
Differences
Question 13. What part does the chloride ion (from the 
hydrochloric acid) play in the reaction? -------------
MICRO/MACRO WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 4: REACTIONS OF LITMUS
PART A- MACRnsmpiC REACTION
Question I. What happens when red and blue litmus paper are 
dipped into an acidic solution?_____________________
Question 2. What happens when red and blue litmus paper are 
dipped into a basic solution? ______________________
Question 3. What is the difference between using litmus paper 
and litmus solution in detecting the acidity of a solution?
Refer to your textbook to answer the following question: 
Question 4. Name two other indicators (other than litmus) that 
are commonly used to determine the acidity of a solution:
PART B: MICROSCOPIC REACTION
Question 5. What is the difference between red litmus and blue 
litmus molecules? _________________________________
Question 6. What happens when a hydrogen ion is added to blue 
red litmus molecules? ------------------------------------------------
Question 7. What happens when a hydrogen ion is removed from 
red litmus molecules? ------------------------------------------------
Question 8. Describe the reaction that occurs when blue litmus is 
placed into an acidic solution. ---------------------------------------
Question 9. Describe the reaction that occurs when red litmus is 
placed into basic solution. - -------- ----------------------------------
MICRO/MACRO WORKSHEETS APPENDIX A
<“$S++,KR-“ )










MEMLOC = PACKED ARRAY 10..1 ] OF byte;
ACCESS -  RECORD
CASE BOOLEAN OF






PROCEDURE GETACHAR(VAR CH:CHAR; LEGALSET ¡CHARSET);
PROCEDURE GETRESPONSE(X.Y ¡INTEGER; VAR S.SHORTSTR; MAXLEN: INTEGER;
LEGALSET ¡CHARSET);
PROCEDURE GETTEXTCHAR(X.Y ¡INTEGER; VAR ACH.CHAR; LEGALSET ¡CHARSET); 
PROCEDURE GETHIRESPONSE(INITX.Y:INTEGER; VAR S:SHORTSTR; MAXLEN ¡INTEGER;
LEGALSET ¡CHARSET);
PROCEDURE REMOVERESPONSE(X.Y.LEN ¡INTEGER);
PROCEDURE GETHICHAR(X.Y¡INTEGER; VAR ACH:CHAR; LEGALSET.CHARSET);
PROCEDURE WSTAT(X.Y¡INTEGER; S;STRING);
PROCEDURE FILLBOX(LEFTtRIGHT,BOTTOM,TOP : INTEGER; COLOUR¡SCREENCOLOR); 
PROCEDURE MOVECOL(X.Y:INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);













( « K # * # # * * » # * * * # * # « * * # * * # * # * * * * # * # * ““““““““ “““““““““““““““)
BEGIN
IF CH IN [CHR(97)..CHR( 122)] THEN CH:=CHR(0RD(CH)-32)
END; (“SHIFTUP“)
USEFUL LIBRARY APPENDIX B




IF EOLN(KEYBOARD) THEN CH:=RET;
SHIFTUP(CH):
UNTIL CH IN LEGALSET;
END; (* GETACHAR »)
PROCEDURE GETRESPONSEC*X.Y:INTEGER; VAR S; SHORTSTR; MAXLEN: INTEGER;
LEGALSET :CHARSET* );
| I U « K I U I U « I U « « I U K « I U K « K I U « « « « « I U I U I U K « « I U « « « N « K I U « « « I U « « K ]
(« GETS A STRING S ' OF MAXLENGTH FROM TEXT SCREEN.














IF CH IN LEGALSET THEN 
BEGIN














UNTIL ((COMPLETE) AND (LENGTH(S)>0));
END; (»6ETRESP0NSE »)
USEFUL LIBRARY APPENDIX B
K M  K K K K K K X M M K M K K M K M K M K M M M K K K K K M K M K K K M K K K M K K K ' j
PROCEDURE GETTEXTCHAR(* X.YINTEGER; VAR ACHrCHAR; LEGALSETrCHARSET*):
[ K X K H K K M K K K K M K K K K K H K K X K K X K K M K K K K K K K K K K X M K K K K K M M M K K K K K K K K K j
(* GETS A SINGLE CHARACTER FROM TEXT SCREEN -  RETURN REQUIRED.





^ K K X K K K K K K M K M K K K K K M K K K K K X K M X K H M K M K M K K K K K K K M H K M K K K M K X M K K K j
PROCEDURE 6ETHIRESP0NSE(* INITX.Y : INTEGER; VAR S: SHORTSTR;
MAXLEN: INTEGER; LEGALSET:CHARSET*);
(* GETS A STRING *S* FROM HI RES SCREEN OF MAXLENGTH.
ONLY CHARACTERS IN LEGALSET WILL BE ACCEPTED & ECHOED TO SCREEN*)
VAR X .INTEGER; CH. (* INPUT CHAR*)
BACK: CHAR; (* BACKSPACE *)
COMMAND: CHARSET;
COMPLETE : BOOLEAN;
S I : STRINGED;
BEGIN









IF CH IN LEGALSET THEN 
BEGIN








ELSE IF ((CH*BACK) AND (LENGTH(S)>0)) THEN 
BEGIN
X:=TURTLEX~7;








UNTIL ((COMPLETE) AND (LENGTH(S)>0));
END; (* GETHIRESPONSE*)
USEFUL LIBRARY APPENDIX B
(XXXXXKXKXXXKXKXMXKXXMKttXMKXttMXMKXMXKXXMMXUXMMXUMXMXXXMMK^
PROCEDURE GETHICHARC* X.Y:INTE6ER: VAR ACH:CHAR: LEGALSET:CHARSET* ):
( X M M M M M M M t t X M M X K M X X M X K X M M M X M M M M M K M M M M M K U X K K M M K M K M X M t t X X M K t t K )
(* GETS A SINGLE CHARACTER FROM HIRES SCREEN -  RETURN REQUIRED.





( « » « » « « M M M M t t M M M M K X t t M W M N M M M M M X N M M K M M K M M X N M M X M M X f t X M M M M M M M X X )
PROCEDURE REMOVERESPONSEC* X.Y.LEN: INTEGER*);
( « « M X K K M M M M M K X K M M X M M M M K M M M M t t t t M M M M M X M M M M X K M X M X X K M K M K M M X K X M )
VAR K : INTEGER;
BEGIN
MOVETOCX.Y);
FOR K:— 1 TO LEN DO WCHARC ’);
END;
PROCEDURE WSTAT(* X.YrINTEGER; S STRING*);





/ «  K  «  K  It M K  M K  M *  «  K  *  *  M «  M «  K  «  *  «  M K  *  «  »  X  M «  M K  »  «  «  «  »  «  M «  »  *  tt ft *  «  *  M M N W N »  X  »  )
PROCEDURE FILLBOXC* LEFT.RIGHT.BOTTOM.T OP :l NTE6ER;C0L0UR rSCREENCOLOR* );






/ X K X X X K K K X X X X X X X X X K X K X X X X X X X X X X X K X K X X X X X K X X X X X K X K X X X X X X X X )
PROCEDURE MOVECOLf “ X.Y rINTEGER; COL rSCREENCOLOR* );












USEFUL LIBRARY APPENDIX B
VAR J:INTEGER:
BEGIN
FOR J:=1 TO NUM DO WRITECCH);
AROW:-CHR(0);









FOR DELAY:*1 TO TIME DO J:=DELAY*DELAY*DELAY;





PEEK :=MEMORY .POINTER* [0 ];
END;
FUNCTION KEYIN(* .-BOOLEAN“ );
CONST KEYBD= -16384;
BEGIN
IF PEEK(KEYBD)>128 THEN KEYIN:=TRUE ELSE KEYIN:=FALSE; 
END;




USEFUL LIBRARY APPENDIX B
(*$S++,R-,V-*)
(* Library unit used by four titration programs -  TITRATION. INDICATOR. ASSIGNMENT. 
QUIZ and INTRO (Startup for Titration package) * )




FLASKX=60; FLASKY-24; (*co-ordinates of centre base of flask*)
FLASKSIZ-IOO; (“size of flask*)















(*type of current titration*) 
(*base of neck of flask* ) 
(* very top of neck of flask *) 
(* ionization constants *) 
(*vol. of soin in flask*) 
(*conc. of acid & base *) 
(“determines rate at which flask filled*) 
(»type of soin in flask*)
FUNCTION RVALUE(VAR S:STRIN6):REAL;
PROCEDURE REALSTR(VAR REALNUM.REAL. VAR WORD STRING; DECPOI NT.S IZE .INTEGER ); 
PROCEDURE INRANGERESPONSE(VAR VALUE :REAL; VAR S:SHORTSTR;
MIN.MAX:REAL; X.Y: INTEGER);
PROCEDURE DOUBLELINE(X 1 .Y 1 ,X2,Y2 ¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);
PROCEDURE DRAWBOX(X1.Y1.X2.Y2:INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);
PROCEDURE INITSCREEN;
PROCEDURE DRAWAXES(X.Y.SIZE: INTEGER; COL¡SCREENCOLOR);
PROCEDURE DRAWFLASK(X.Y,SIZE ¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);
PROCEDURE FILLFLASK(VAR LTSIDE.RTSIDE.OLDLEVEL.INCREASE.ÌNTEGER;






PROCEDURE TWOPROMPTS(S 1 ,S2: STRING);
PROCEDURE SETUPCONDITIONSiVAR HCONC.OHCONC: REAL;
VAR INFLASK: ACIDORBASE);
PROCEDURE CHECKKEY(var spacepr.selectchange: boolean);
PROCEDURE REQUEST;
PROCEDURE INCRPROMPT;
PROCEDURE SELECTINR(VAR INCR: REAL);
PROCEDURE CHANGEINC(VAR CHANG ¡BOOLEAN; VAR INCR: REAL);
TITRATION LIBRARY APPENDIX C
COL :SCREENCOLQR);
PROCEDURE CLEARVALUES(VAR NEWCONC BOOLEAN):
PROCEDURE SETCOLOUR;
PROCEDURE BACKTOMENU;
PROCEDURE GETK(VAR K1.K2 :REAL);
PROCEDURE SELECTTYPE(VAR TITRTYPE: TITRAT);













WHILE 6S[ 1 ]=SPACE DO DELETE(6S.1.1);
CH:=6S|I];















IF CH IN ITV..V1 THEN 
REPEAT (“GET INTEGER PART*)
A:-10“A + ORD(CHH: 
l:=l+l:
CH:-GS(I]
UNTIL NOT (CH IN C,0\.'9,J);









I *  + 1;
CH:~GS[I)
END
TITRATION LIBRARY APPENDIX C
END;
IF NEG THEN A.-— A;
RVALUE :«A 
END; («RVALUE«)
PROCEDURE REALSTR(*VAR REALNUMrREAL; VAR WORD:STRIN6;
DECPOINT.SIZE INTEGER« );
.............- .......... «««««....... — —  ......• i..)
(«Converts a real no. into a string displaying given no. decimal pts. & string of certain 
length, size. N.B. This procedure is NOT suitable for ell such conversions but is suitable for 






FOR J:«1 TO DECPOINT DO POWERTEN:=POWERTEN* 10;




IF LENGTH(WORD)>DECPOINT THEN INSERTO .\WORD.LENGTH(WORD H>ECPOINT-H ) 
ELSE 
BEGIN
WHILE LEN6TH(WORD)<DECPOINT DO WORD:=CONCATOO'.WORO); 
WORD-.-CONCATOO.'.WORD);
END:
IF RVALUE(W0RD)<0.0 THEN WORD:=CONCAT('-'.WORD);




(« Doesn't occur during this program«)
END: (« REALSRT * )
PROCEDURE INRANQERESPONSE( *  VAR VALUE :REAL; VAR S:SHORTSTR;
MIN.MAX: REAL; X.Y: INTEGER*);
I*»**********«««*«»«**»«***«««««*«.......«*«««*«*........
(* Obtains a real no.. VALUE, from hi-res screen in range MIN to MAX.VALUE is first 
received as a string S and then converted to a real no. Response is erased from screen 
when return pressed. 'O' is accepted to quit the input. *)
CONST MAXLEN-5;










IF POS(’Qf.S)>l THEN RANGE .»FALSE;
TITRATION LIBRARY APPENDIX C
(*in  event letter *Q’ has been entered with numerals*)
IF (NOT RANGE) THEN BEEP;
END;
UNTIL RANGE OR QUIT;
END; (*INRANGERESPONSE*)
(»«««a«*«««««««#««««««*«««««««««««««««««««««««««««««#««»«««) 
PROCEDURE DOUBLELINE(*X1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2 .INTEGER; COL : SCREENCOLOR*); 
( * * * * * * * * * « * * * • * * * « * * ' * * * * * * * * * * * * ' » * * * . * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
BEGIN
DRAWLINE(X1 ,Yt ,X2,Y2,C0L);
DRAWL INECX1+1 ,Y1+1 ,X2+1 ,Y2+1 ,COL);
END;
(*****#*«««***#««»#»**«»«*«»4»«*******«*****«»**«*«**»***«*)
PROCEDURE DRAWBOX(*X1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2: INTEGER; COL: SCREENCOLOR*); 
(s*********************************************************)
( *  x l ,y 1 are coord, of bottom left hand corner & x2,y2 coord, of top riyht hand corner of 
box to be displayed * )
VAR DOUBLE : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR DOUBLE 7= t TO 2 DO 
BEGIN





X I :=X1+1 ;X2:=X2+1 ;Y1 :=Y1+1 ;Y2:=Y2+1 ;
END;
END;
(***■ ******■ ****■ **■ * ■ *******■ **■ **■ **■ **■ ********•**■ **■ **■ *********»*»■ *)  
PROCEDURE INITSCREEN;
(«■ •s**************»************-************«****************) 
(*draws burette with the lower end of burette at (x,y) and size being the length of the 
burette*)
PROCEDURE DRAWBURETTE(X,Y,SIZE: INTEGER; COL : SCREENCOLOR);
VAR WIDTHLENGTH : INTEGER;
(*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE ONESIDED! ,Y1 ,WWIDTH,LENGTH : INTEGER);




Y1 :=Yt +LEN6TH; 
MOVETOCX1.Y1);
Y1 :=Y1 + ABS(2*WWIDTH); 
XI :=X1-2*WWIDTH; 
MOVETOCX1 ,Y1 ); 
MOVECOLCXI ,Y+SKE,NONE); 
END;
TITRATION LIBRARY APPENDIX C
(*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE TAP;
( » ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ * )
BEGIN
DRAVB0X(X-VIDTH,Y+LENGTH-6,X+VDTH,Y+LENGTH-2,C0L); 
FLLBOXiX-VIDTH+1 .X+VDTH-1 .Y+LENGTH-5 ,Y+LENGTH-3 JBL ACK1 );
END;
BEGW (•  DRAVBURETTE*)
WIDTH :=SIZE DIV 8;
LENGTH ̂ SKE DIV 3;
ONESDE(X,Y,VIDTH DIV 2 LENGTH);
ONES IDE(X,Y ,-WIDTH DIV 2,LENGTH);
TAP;
END; («DRAVBURETTE*)
PROCEDURE SETUPBOXES(COL : SCREENCOLOR); ^
(« if ang box sizes or positions are altered then procedures such as AC ID ISP,
ACIDMOL ARITY etc. which display values in these boxes must also be altered * ) 
CONST L0VERY=170;
T0PY«190; ( *  y coord, of small boxes * )
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- «)
PROCEDURE LABELS(X: INTEGER; CH1 ,CH2:SH0RTSTR);
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
CONST HEIGHT=t79; (*y  coord of title of small boxes •)
BEGIN
VSTAT(X,HEIGHT,CH1);
WST AT(X+? »HEIGHT-? ,CH2);
END;
BEGIN («SETUPBOXES«)
DRAWBOX(1 ,20,135,165,COL); ( *  main left box * )
DRAVBOXO 43,20,275,165,C0L); ( *  main right box*)
DRAVBOXO ,L0VERY,64,T0PY,C0L); (» acid molarity *)
LABELS(7,T1Y«‘);
DRAVB0X(70,L0WERY,135,TOPY,COL), (» base molarity * )
LABELSiTS.W .V);
DRAVB0X(143,LOWERY,206,T0PY,C0L); («acidvolume * )
LABELS(149,V,,,a’);
DRAWB0X(212,L0VERY,275,TOPY,COL); («basevolume * )
LABELS(218,V,V);
DRAVB0X(84,135,134,164,COL); ( *  set up pH box * )
END; («SETUPBOXES«)
TITRATION LIBRARY APPENDIX C
BEGIN ( *  INITSCREEN * )
INITTURTLE;
TEXTMODE;
SETUPBOXES(BLUE); (*to hold molarity & vol of acid & base & pH*) 
DR AWBURETTE(FL ASKX /LASKY+FLASKSIZE ,38,WHITE 1);
( *  burette bottom centre of tip at x,y of length *)
END; ( *  INITSCREEN*)
(ft********************** '*************«*********************)
PROCEDURE DRAWAXES(*X,Y,SIZE : INTEGER; COL rSCREENCOLOR*);
(««»««««««««•a««#«»«««««*««««««#««*««*««*«««*«*«*«*«*«««««««) 
C* ORIGIN OF GRAPH OF LENGTH SIZE *)
BEGIN
WST AT(X-10,Y-4+(SIZE DIV 2 ),7 -0 ;
WSTAT(X-8,Y+SIZE+2/pH*); ( *  label y-axis*)
WST ATCX+SIZE-15,Y-9, VoV); ( *  label x-axis*)
DRAWLINE(X,Y+SIZE,X,Y,COL); ( *  y-axis of graph*)
DRAWLINE(X,Y,X+SIZE,Y,COL); ( *  x-axis of graph*)
END;
PROCEDURE DRAWFL ASK(*X,Y,SIZE : INTEGER; COL :SCREENCOLOR*); 
( * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
C* (x,y) is centre of flask of height and width of SIZE *)
VAR RUN,RISE,WIDTH : INTEGER;
^  48 B 8 a s B B S B B a a s 8 B 8 B S B a B a a s B a 8x a i B x s s s : B S B S s m s s s B s a i a B s s s s s B i s a s B s a s a  4 ^







WIDTH :«SEE DIV 2;





DR AWL ME(X+V DTH,Y /<-V  I>TH ,Y ,COL);
END; (« DRAWFL ASK *)
( * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # « * « * « » « ♦ * * * ♦ * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * )  
PROCEDURE FLLFLASK(*VAR LTSDE,RTSDE,OLDLEVEL,INCREASE : INTEGER;
COL .SCREENCOLOR *);
( * * * « # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ♦ * * * * * * * * * * * ♦ * )  
CONST SL0PE=2; ( *  Flask is drawn with sides of slope *)
VAR YJK ,
NEVLEVa: INTEGER; ( *  Counter for TOR’ loop ♦ )
TITRATION LB R A R Y APPENDIX C
PROCEDURE COMMENT,<»FLASK OVERFLOWS *)
VAR S I ,S2 : STRING; CHrCHAR;
BEGIN
CHARTYPEC6); REOUEST; CHARTYPE(IO); (»eras«*)
S I :=-Poor technique -  your titration,;
S2:="has been terminated. Press <Q>';
TVOPROMPTS(S1 ,S2);
GET ACHAR(CH,['Q'D;
CHARTYPE(6); TVOPROMPTS(S1 ,S2); CHARTYPEO0); (»erase»)
QUIT :=TRUE;
















FOR K:=1 TO SLOPE DO FILL;
UNTIL (Y>=NEVLEVEL) OR (Y>=FLASKTOP);
IF COL=BLACKt THEN DRAWLWE(LTSIDE,Y,RTSIDE,Y,VHITE1 ); ( *  display *) 
IF Y>=FLASKTOP THEN 
BEGIN
NEVLEVEL :=FLASKTOP;
FILLRATE :=1 ; (*flask fills more quickly in the neck *)
END;
END
ELSE (*  Y>=FLASKTOP *)
BEGIN
IF Y>=NECKTOP THEN COMMENT 
ELSE 
BEGIN
WHILE (Y<NECKTOP)ANDCY<=NE VLEVEL) DO FILL;





TITRATION LIBRARY APPENDIX C
( * * * * * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * • * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * )  
PROCEDURE MOVEDROP(*WCR :REAL; VAR UOLEVEL : INTEGER*);
(•••«•a**«*«****«*******************«***«*.****.****«««*.**.*«)
CONST DELAY-10; SPACING-5;







ST ARTDROP :-FL ASKY+FL ASKSIZ ;
ENDDROP :-STARTDROP-DROPSIZE;
VHLE ENDDROP H.IQLEVEL DO 
BEGM
DR AVL WE(X ,ST ARTDROP ,X ¿EM>DROP ,VH ITE) ,< »draw 1 drop*)
FOR l:=1 TO DELAY DO MARKTME?*I*I; ( *  va«  * )
DRAVLHE(X,ST ARTDROP ,X,ENDDROP .BLACK); («erase drop*)
ST ARTDROP :-ENDDROP-SPACING;
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PROCEDURE BASEMOLARITY(»S:SHORTSTR* ):
........a«.« — a . . . - . - . . . « . . . ....... .................................... ..)





PROCEDURE ACIDISPC* S ."SHORTSTR“ );
..................... .......................................................................................... « « « « « )




PROCEDURE BASEDISPC* S :SH0RTSTR“ );
(«««.a.. . . . . . « . a . « » « . « . « . . « . a . . . « . « . « a
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( *  TITR2.TEXT Included in TITRATLB. * )
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SETUPCONDITIONS(*VAR HCONC,OHCONC: REAL;
VAR INFLASK: ACIDORBASE*);
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR CONCSTR : SHORTSTR;
PROCEDURE SELECTCONC(VAR CONC : REAL; VAR ACIDBASE :SHORTSTR); ^
CONST MIN*=0.001; MAX”1.0; ( *  Range of soln concentration * )
X=220; Y=9; ( *  coord, to enter input*)
VAR PROMPT STRING; ( *  string for molarity of acid or base*)
BEGIN ( *  SELECTCONC •)
PROMPT winter concentration o f ';
PROMPT :=CONC AT(PROMPT,AC»BASE/:');
VSTAT(3,Y,PR0MPT); ( *  DISPLAY PROMPT *)
VST AT(30,0/(.001 M -  1SOOM));
INRANGERESPONSE(CONC, ACBB ASE/dlN ,MAX,X,Y);
CHARTYPE(6);
V8TAT(3,Y,PR0MPT); («ERASE PROMPT*)
VST AT(30,0,t.001 M -  1.000M)‘);
CHARTYPE(IO);
END; (*  SELECTCONC *)
PROCEDURE SELECT(VAR »FLASK :ACIDORBASE); ^
CONST X=200; Y“0; ( *  coord, to enter input * )
VAR PROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2STRWG; REPLY:CHAR;
BEG»I
PROMPT 1 :='Select solution in flask:’;
PR0MPT2 -'acid  or base (A/B) ?';
TVOPROMPTSCPROMPTIJPR0MPT2);
GETHICHAR(X,Y,REPLY,['A','B','Q'D;
VSTAT(X,Y,’ '); ( *  erase char *)
QUIT ̂ (REPLY=‘0>);
F  REPLY='A' THEN »FLASK ~ACC  ELSE INFLASK-BASE;
CHARTYPE(6);
TWOPROMPTSiPROPPT 1 .PR0MPT2); (*  ERASE PROMPTS *)
CHARTYPEOO);
END; («SELECT*)
PROCEDURE SELECTVOL(VAR FLASKVOL: REAL);
CONST MIN=10.0; MAX=50; ( *  range of yolume*)
X=215; Y=10; (*  coord, to enter input *)
VAR PROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2: STRING;
FLASKSTR:SHORTSTR;
BEGIN
F  »FLASK=ACID THEN PROMPT 1 .-'acid' ELSE PROMPT 1 :=T>ase';
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CHARTYPE(6);
TWOPROMPTS(PROMPT 1 .PR0MPT2); (« ERASE »)
CHARTYPE(IO);
END; (»SELECTVOL«)
BEGIN (» SE RECONDITIONS »)
CONCSTRyedd';
SELECTCONCCHCONC.CONCSTR):
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
REALSTR(HC0NC.C0NCSTR.3.5);




IF NOT QUIT THEN BASEMOLARITY(CONCSTR):(«DISPLAY BASE CONC IN TOP BOX«) 
END;
IF TITRTYPE*DIPROTIC THEN INFLASK :=ACID 
ELSE IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECRINFLASK);
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTVOLtFLASKVOL);
END; (* SETUPCONDITIONS “)
( « * • « " • « « « « ...................................................... « .........................................« « « « )
PROCEDURE CHECKKEY(»VAR SPACEPR.SELECTCHANGE .BOOLEAN* );




IF SP-SPACE THEN SPACEPRyTRUE ELSE 
BE6IN
SPACEPRyFALSE;
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PROCEDURE SELECTINCR(“VAR INCR :REAL*):
( « “ “ “ “ “ “ ............« .......... ............................................................................... )
CONST MIN=0.05: MAX= IO.OO; (“ Range of increments * )






INCRPROMPT; (« ERASE “)
CHARTYPE(IO);
END;(* SELECTINCR »)
......... • « • • )





REQUEST; (“erase prompt line")
CHARTYPE(IO);
SELECTINCRONCR);
REQUEST; (* display prompt * )
END; (“ CHANGE INC*)
PROCEDURE CLEARVALUES (VAR NEWCONC BOOLEAN);
(.............. ..................................................
(“erase all values and flask * )
CONST BLANK“' ';
BEGIN
DISPLAYPtKBLANK); (“ erase pH “ )
BASEDISP(BLANK); (“ erase voi. base “ )
ACIDISP(BLANK); (“ erase voi. add “)
IF NEWCONC THEN 
BEGIN
ACIDMOLARITY(BLANK); (“ erase molarity of add “ )
BASEMOLARITY(BLANK); (“ erase molarity of base “ )
END;
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—  —  “ —  —  ” ........... .............. —  —  . ........... «.......«>
BEGIN
WRITE(AT(f0.8).R E L 0 A D I N G ');
WRITE(AT(10.11 ).T1 A I N M E N U ......... ');
END;
<........... ................................................. * .......... — ««— >
PROCEDURE BACKTOMENU;
{******U****H#*******************U*UHM*MUMU#*M*UUMUXUM*MU**)
PROCEDURE 6ETK(VAR K1.K2 REAL);
(* allow user to input pK value(s) »)
VAR MIN.MAX : REAL;
OK ; BOOLEAN;




^PROCEDURE GETINRANGE(VAR VALUEREAL; VAR ASTR¡SHORTSTR; ^







IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
VALUE ¡“RVALUE(ASTR);
RANGE :=(MIN<=VALUE) AND (VALUE<=MAX);
IF POS('Q.ASTR)> 1 THEN RANGE ¡»FALSE;
IF (NOT RANGE) THEN V/RITE(AT(X.Y).AROW(MAXLEN.SPACE)); 
END;







W RITFiATfX Y) AROU/fdO '*  '1Y
IF TITRTYPE4MPROTIC THEN WRITE(AT(8.20).tpK1 MUST BE < pK2»; 
6ETINRANGE(PK .PKISTR J1IN.MAX.24.Y-3);
IF NOT QUIT THEN K:=EXP(-PK*LN(10)) ELSE K:-1.0;
END; (« INPUTK «)
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BEGIN (*GETK*)
MIN :=1.0; MAX :=11.0;
CASE TITRTYPE OF
WEAK AC ID : INPUTKCpKa (1-11)‘,K1);
VEAKBASE : HPUTKOpKb (1-11)',K1);






IF NOT QUIT THEN INPUTKCpK2 (<13)’,K2);
IF (NOT QUIT) AND (K1 <=K2) THEN BEEP ELSE OK r-TRUE;




( * • • * • * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • * • * « « • * * * • * • * * « • • • • • * * • * • • * • )  
PROCEDURE SELECTTYPECVAR TITRTYPE: TITRAT);
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
( *  User selects type of titration *)
CONST STAR*'*';
DOTS*' ....('; STRONG*' /  Strong';





PROCEDURE WHICH AC IDCASOLN BOOLEAN);
VAR
PROMPT :ARRAYl1 ..41 OF STRING[20];
CHOICE BOOLEAN;
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)










WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Select',ATYPE/ to be used in titration'); Y:=Y+2; 
WRITECAT(X,Y),AR0W(40,'**)); Y:=Y+3;




WRITECAT(X+30, Y),DOTS,COUNT,')'); Y :=Y+3;
END;
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IF CHOICE THEN 
BEGIN
STWANUM+I.COUNT);











CASE A S a N  OF 






























ATYPE :-ACIDST; ACH:='I & pK2'; 
GETREPLY(CH.4.iT..37<T]):
CASE CH OF
T : BEGIN K1:=IOOO; K2:=1.2E-2: END; 
•2': BEGIN K1:-4.3E-7; K2.-5.6E-11; END; 
3'; BEGIN K1:=1.0E-3; K2.-4.6E-5; END; 
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END*« CASE*)




ATYPE:- weak base'; ACH:=*b ';
GETREPLY(CHt2,('1 ’..'SVQ']);
CASE CH OF 







PROMPTl 1 J:=,Sodium hydroxide';












WRITECAT(X+10.Y).TITRATION MENU’); Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X.Y).AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y:=Y+2;




WRITE(AT(X.Y).’Quit -  back to MAIN MENU ’.DOTS/QY); 




T : TITRTYPE :«STRONGACID;
•2': TITRTYPE :=WEAK ACID;
'3': TITRTYPE:=WEAKBASE;
*4': TITRTYPE :=DIPROTIC;
END; (* CASE * )
PAGE(OUTPUT);
QUIT ¡«CH-Q';





IF KOPTION THEN 
BEGIN
GETK(K 1 ,K2);
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KOPTION:=FALSE;
END;
IF ((NOT QUIT) AND OK) THEN WHICHACID(NOT SOLN); 
QUITf FALSE;
END;
UNTIL OK OR QUIT;
END; ( *  SELECTTYPE * )
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( *  TITRAT3.TEXT Included in TITRATLIB. *)
( * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . # * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * . * * . * }
PROCEDURE C ALCPH(* ACff>VOL,BASEVOL,HCONC,OHCONC: REAL; VAR PH: REAL*); 
(»-k*«*******«**********************************************^
( *  calculates the pH of any soin given the voi of acid & base in flask and both molarities *) 
CONST DIFF=1 .OE-6; («minimum millimoles considered*)
VAR ACIDMOLS,BASEMOLS, («net moles of acid & base in soin*)
TOT AL1VOL, («total volume of soin *)
EXCESS : REAL; (*conc. of excess acid or base*)
EXCESS ACID jEXCESSBASE ,EQUIVPT 'BOOLEAN; («nature of soin*)
PROCEDURE NEWTON(A,B ,C,D,E,APPROX :REAL; VAR PH JŒAL); ^
CONST CRITERIA-0.001 ;
VAR COUNT: INTEGER;
NEWTONX,ERRQR, GUESS : REAL;
SOLN: BOOLEAN;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
FUNCTION EQUATIONS :RE AL) :RE AL ;
( * ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------------------------------- * )
BEGIN










NEWTONX— APPROX-(EQU AT ION( APPROX) /DER IV( APPROX));
IF ABS((NEVTONX-APPROX)/NEWTONX) < CRITERIA THEN SOLN:=TRUE 
ELSE APPROX-NEWTONX;
UNTIL ((COUNT>20) OR (SOLN));







FUNCTION DERIV(X :REAL) .REAL;
( * -------------------------------- ------------------------
BEGIN
DERIVE -  D+X*(2*C + X(3*B + 4*A*X)); 
END;
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PROCEDURE SOLVEQN(ACID,SALT1 ,S ALT2 .GUESS REAL ;V AR PH REAL);
CONST POVER= 1E5;




AI2]?«K1 + SALTI + 2*SALT2;
A13]:* Kl *K2 -  K1 »ACID + Kt »SALT2 -  KV;
Al4]:- -(K1 *KV  + 2*K1 *K2*AC» + Kt «K2*SALTt)
A[5]:= —CK1 *K2*KV);
FOR NUM :-2 TO 5 DO
FOR SC ALE .-1 TO NUM-1 DO A[NUM]~A[NUM]»POWER;
GUESS :=GUESS »POWER;
IF TITRTYPE=DPROTIC THEN
NEWTON(A[1 ],A[2],A[3],A[4],A[5],GUESS >0 




CONST D1UTE-1 OE-6; *
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE CORRECTCVAR VALUE REAL);
(*---------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
( *  Consider contribution of ions from the dissociation of voter*)
VAR DISCRIM: REAL;
BEGIN
DISCRI4 :”SQRT((VALUE* VALUE) + 4*KV);
VALUE -(VALUE+DISCRIM) /  2;
END; (»CORRECT»)
BEGIN
IF EXCESS <DLUTE THEN CORRECT(EXCESS)
PH:— LOG(EXCESS)
IF EXCESSBASE THEN PH-14-PH;
END,<» STRONGCALC*)
PROCEDURE WEAKCALC; ^
(»Calculates pH of soin of weak acid/strong base of weak base/ strong acid. Acid mag 
be in either flask or burette*)
VAR SALT1 C0NC,SALT2C0NC,APPR0XH REAL;
WE AKEXCESS BOOLEAN;
(*---------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)









IF SALT1C0NC=0 THEN APPROXH :=SORT(K I 1* ACIDCONC) 
ELSE IF ACIDCONC :s0 THEN APPROXH :=AQRT(K 1 * K2) 
ELSE APPROXH :=K 1 * ACIDCONC/SALT1CONC;
END;





ACIDIÌOLS :»ACIDVOL “ HCONC;
BASEMaS :=BASE VOL * OHCONC;
EXCESS :*ACIDMOLS-BASEMOLS;
IF ABS(EXCESS)<DIFF THEN EXCESS:=0.0; 
EXCESS ACID ¡»EXCESS >0 ;
EXCESSBASE :=€XCESS<0; 
E0UIVPT:=EXCESS*0;






END; (* CASE *)
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FILLRATE :=2; (^determines rate at vhich flask filled *)
END; (»INITCONDITIONS*)
PROCEDURE INITLEVEL; *
(»initializes coord of sides of flask & top of flask as veil as level of soin in flask *) 
BEGIN
FL ASKTOP :=FL ASKY+(3*FLASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*y  coord of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTOP .-FLASKY+FL ASKSIZE; (»ycoord of very top of flask*)
LTSIDE ?=FLASKX-(FLASKSIZ DIV 2)+2; (»calo, coord of sides of*)
RTS IDE .-FL ASKX+(FL ASKS IZ DIV 2>*2; (*flask given midpt of base *)
OLDLEVEL :=FLASKY+1 ; (*base of flask - flasky *)
INCREASE :=26; (»depth of soin to be initially placed in flask*)
XTRAVOL :=0.0; (»initialize increment in titrant to be displayed*)
END ;(* INITLEVEL*)
PROCEDURE CHANGECOKNEVCOLOR :SCREENCOLOR); ^
(»change colour of soin to nevcolour *)








INTRO CODE APPENDIX C
BEGW ( *  TITLEPAGE *)
INITCONDITIONS;
INITLEVEL;
DR AWFL ASK(FL ASKX /L  ASKY /L  ASKS E  ,WHITE2);
FILLFL ASK(LTS DE,RTS»E ,OLDLEVEL ,INCRE ASE ,SOLNCOL);
X.-=150;
BORDER<VKXET);
WSTAT(130,150,'A C ID  /  B A S EO;
WSTAT(123,130/T IT R  AT IO N S ') ;
WSTAT(X,71 ,"By');
WSTAT(X,49,'Ros1yn Atkins/);
VST AT(X,37, 'Chemistry Dept.1);
















UNTt (L=15) OR (KEYIN);
IF KEVIN THEN READ(CH);
END; ( *  TITLEPAGE*)
( * • * • * * * « • * • * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * « * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * # * * )  
PROCEDURE GETCOLOUR;
( * £ * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * « * * « * • * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * • * • « * « * * * * * * * < )  
CONST XX=60; YY=80; WIDTH-20;
VAR X,Y: INTEGER; CHSHAR; MONITOR STRING;
BEGW
X:=XMIN+XX; Y :=YMAX-YY;
WSTAT(X,Y,‘Are you using a ');
WST AT(X,Y-20,'colour monitor KY/N)');
GETHICHAR(220,Y-20,CH,[‘Y','N,D;
IF CH=V THEN MONITOR:='INCOL' ELSE MONITOR-'NOCOL';
SETCVAL(MONITOR);
FUM)X(XMIN+WIDTH,XM AX-WIDTH ,YMW+WIDTH,YM AX-WIDTH ,BLACK1);
END; (*  GETCOLOUR *)
INTRO CODE APPENDIX C
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * . * * * * . * . * . * * * * . * * . * * . * * . * * * * . * * * • )  
PROCEDURE PRESSRETURN;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * . * -x.****.**.**.**.*.*******.**.**.****.****.*.*.^
CONST XX=30; YY=50; VIDTH=20;
VAR X,Y: INTEGER; CHiCHAR;
BEGIN
X:=XMIN+XX; Y:=YMAX-YY;
VST AT(X,Y/Throughout these programs');
VSTAT(X# Y -18/any data that you enter');
VST AT(X ,Y-36, 'must be followed by ’);
VSTAT(X,Y-54,'the <RETURN> key.');
VSTAT(X,Y-105,Press <SPACE BAR> to continue');
GET ACHAR(CH,[SPACE));
FILLB0X(XMIN+VIDTH,XMAX-VIDTH/YMIN+VIDTH,YMAX-VIDTH,BLACK1);
END; (*  PRESSRETURN *)




VAR X,Y: INTEGER; CH.CHAR;
BEGIN
X:=XMIN+XX; Y :=YMAX-YY;
VST AT(X,Y/To exit this program'); Y :=Y-20;
VSTAT(X,Y/at any time input "O'"); Y:=Y-?5;




END; ( *  H0VT00UIT *)







VRITE( AT(X+2,Y),*REMOVE DISK FROM DISK DRIVE'); Y :-Y+5;
VRITE(AT(X ,Y) / IT V1L BE NECESSARY TO REBOOT'); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/COMPUTER TO RUN ANOTHER PROGRAM ');
REPEAT
X:=Y; (*  INFINITE LOOP *)
UNTIL (X>Y);
END; (*  FIN *)






VRITECL 0 A D IN  G M E N U ..........');
END; (»CHAINTOMENU*)
INTRO CODE APPENDIX C









IF QUIT THEN FIN ELSE CHAINTOMENU; 
END. ( *  INTRO*)
INTRO CODE APPENDIX C
( *  Main menu for ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE which chains to
-  titration of acids & bases (TITRATE)
-  titration of acids & bases with indicators(INDICATOR)
-titration of salts (SALTITRATE)
-  titration quiz (QUIZ)
-  titration assignment (ASSIGNMENT) *)
(*$S++,R-,V-*)
PROGRAM MENU;
USES TURTLEGR APHICS ,CH A INSTUFF,USEFUL;
CONST
XC0N=160; YC0N-40;








( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE D0UBLELINE(X1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2: INTEGER; COL: SCREENCOLOR); 
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
BEGIN
DRAWL INE(X1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2,C0L);
DRAWLINE(X1+1 ,Y1+1 ,X2+1 ,Y2+1 ,COL);
END;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE DRAVB0X(X1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2: INTEGER; COL: SCREENCOLOR);
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
( *  xl ,y 1 are coord, of bottom left hand corner & x2,y2 coord, of top right hand corner of 
box to be displayed *)
VAR DOUBLE : INTEGER;
BEGIN







XI :=X1+1 ;X2:=X2+1 ;Y1 :=Y1+1 ;Y2:=Y2+1;
END;
END;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE INITSCREEN;
(**********************************************************)
PROCEDURE DRAWBURETTE(X,Y,SIZE: INTEGER; COL -.SCREENCOLOR);
VAR WIDTH,LENGTH : INTEGER;
MENU CODE APPENDIX C
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE ONESIDECXI ,Y1 .W IDTH .LENGTH : INTEGER);
( ♦ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN













DR AVBOX(X-W DTH, Y+LENGTH-6 ,X+V ©TH .Y+LENGTH-2 .COL) ; 
F1LBOXCX-VIDTH+1 .X+WIDTH-1 .Y+LENGTH-5 .Y+LENGTH-3.BL ACK2) ;
END; («TAP«)
BEGIN (*  DRAWBURETTE«)
WIDTH-SIZE DIV 8;
LENGTH :-SIZE DIV 3;
ONESIDE(X,Y .WIDTH DIV 2 .LENGTH);
ONESIDE(X.Y .-WIDTH DIV 2 .LENGTH);
TAP;
END; ( *  DRAVBURETTE*)
PROCEDURE SETUPBOXESCCOL : SCREENCOLOR);
CONST LOWERY=170; T0PY=190; ( *  « coord, of small boxes *)
(*---------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE LABELS(X: INTEGER; CHI .CH2 rSHORTSTR);
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------« )
CONST HEIGHT=179; (*y  coord of title of small boxes *)
BEGIN
VST AT(X .HEIGHT,CHI);
WST AT(X+7 .HEIGHT-7 ,CH2);
END; («LABELS*)
BEGIN («SETUPBOXES * )
DRAWBOXO ,20,135,165.COL); (» main left box *)
DRAWBOXO43,20,275,165.COL); (» main righi box*)
DRAWB0XC1 J.OVERY,64,TOPY.COL); ( *  acid molarity *)
LABELSiT.W .V);






FLLB0X(84,135,134,165.COL); (» set up pH box *)
MENU CODE APPENDIX C
FLLB0X(88,130,138,162/3LACK2);
END; ( *  SETUPBOXES*)
BEGIN ( *  WITSCREEN * )
HITTURTLE;
TEXTMODE;
SETUPBOXESiBLUE); <*to hold molarity & vol of acid & base& pH*) 
DRAWBURETTE(FLASKX,FLASKY+FLASKSIZE,38,WHITE2);
( *  burette bottom centre of tip atx,y of length * )
END; ( *  INITSCREEN*)
(» s********************************************************)  
PROCEDURE DRAWFL A8K(X,Y,SBE : INTEGER; COL :SCREENCOLOR);
( * * * * * * * * * f * f * f * * * * t * t * * * * i* t * * * * t i» t» K f« * t * t» t« t * f t tH )
VAR RUN,RISE .WIDTH : INTEGER;






BEGN ( *  DRAWL ASK *)
WIDTH :=SKE DIV2;




ONES DECX+VIDTH ,Y) ;
DRAWL INE(X+VDTH,Y/i-W«>TH,Y,COL);
END; ( *  DRAWLASK * )
(»s**************«*****#***********************************)  
PROCEDURE DRAWAXE$(X,Y.SIZE : MTEGER; COL :SCREENCOLOR);
(e********«****************************************»*»*****)
BEGIN
WSTAT(X-10,Y-2+(SEE DIV 2 ),7 -');
WST AT(X-8,Y+SEE+2,‘pH’);
WSTAT(X+SIZE-15,Y-9,VoV);
DRAWL INE(X,Y+SIZE/<,Y,COL); ( *  y coord of graph*)
DRAWL tNE(X,Y,X+SIZE,Y,COL); ( *  x coord of graph*)
END;
( * * * * * « » « * * * « * * * * * * * ■ * * * » * » * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
















( * « • * • * • * * * * « * * * « * * • • * * * « • * • « « « * • * « * • * « • « • « * * • « * « • * * * * • * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SELECTOPTIONCY : INTEGER; VAR CHrCHAR; LEG AL SET rCHARSET); 
f***************************************************« ******)  
BEGIN
VRITE(AT(0,Y)/ SELECT OPTION ....... ( )*);




PROCEDURE SHOVMENUCVAR NUM : CHAR);
( * * * * • * * * • * * * * * • * * * * * * * • * • * * * • * • * • « • « * * * * • * • * • • * * • * * * * * • « * * )  
CONST DOTS-' .....C; TITR-‘Titration ';
AORB='of acids & bases'; S T - 'students'; BLANK»' '; X=0;
VAR Y : «TEGER;
BEGIN
PAGECOUTPUT); Y:=0;
WR ITE( ATCX,Y),AROWC40,STAR)); Y~Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X+10,Y),-H  A IN  M ENU ');  Y~Y+2;
WRITECATCX,Y),AROWC40,STAR)); Y:=Y+3;
WRITECATCX,Y),TITR,'of acids & bases',DOTS,'1)'); Y:=Y+2;
WRITEC ATCX,Y),TITR,'of acids & bases'); Y~Y+1 ;





PICT :=(CNUM='1 ') OR CNUM='2'));
END; C* SHOWMENU *)
(*** ■ **•**«»*»*»•*»«»•*»«»«*•*******»*»»***•***»*»•**•*****»*»***»*)  







WRITECATCX,Y),'Repeat instructions',BLANK,!?)'); Y :=Y+2;
WRITECATCX,Y),'Start program '.BLANK,'S)'); Y.-=Y+2;
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( *  MENUB -  INCLUDED IN MENU *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE TEXT INTRO;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR CH:CHAR; X,Y‘.INTEGER ;




X:=0; Y ~ 0;
WRITECATCX,Y),AR0W(40,STAR)); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(8,Y)/I N S T R U C T I O N  S '); Y ~Y+2;
WR ITE( AT(X ,Y),AR0VC40 ,ST AR)); Y:=Y+3;
END;
PROCEDURE VRITESTRCSTRNUM .INTEGER); ^
VAR J: INTEGER;
BEGIN
S[1]:=CONCAT(‘* *  *,Sl1 D;
WRITE(AT(0,Y),Sf 1D; Y :=Y+1;
FOR J ~2 TO STRNUM DO 
BEGIN






S [1 ] - ‘WORKSHEETS are available to guide';
S[2]:=’you through these demonstrations.';
WRITESTR(2);
END;
PROCEDURE SUGGEST(ASTR1 ,ASTR2 STRING);
BEGIN
SCI l:=Tt is suggested that you work*;
S 121 :=CONC AT(‘through the ’,ASTR1 /  program*);
S[3] :=CONCATC'before attempting this ‘,ASTR2,V) ;
WRITESTR(3);
END;
MENU CODE APPENDIX C
BEGIN
S[1 ]:='Use this program at the direction*; 
S[2l/=*of your TEACHER.*;





S|t ]:=*The answers to these assignments';
S [2]:='will NOT be supplied by the computer.’; 
S(3]:s 'They must be handed in to your';





S{1 ]:='lt will be necessary to enter';
512] ^'an ASSIGNMENT NUMBER (1-99).*;
513] :=’This number will be given ’;





Si 1 ]:='The computer will select*;
S[2 j :='the concentration of an acid or*; 
S|3]:='base -  YOU have to DETERMINE this*;






S[1 ]~'To TERMINATE the titration *;
S[2]:=*at any time enter **0" *;
WRITESTR(2);
END;








MENU CODE APPENDIX C
BEGIN *
S[1 ]:=‘These Nitrations use a HYPOTHETICAL*;
S [2]:='INDICATOR which will change colour*;





SI1 ]:= Titrations involving DILUTE solutions';






S[1 ] :='Due to limitation of colour graphics';
S[2]:s 'the colours displayed in this ';
S [3 l:*'program are NOT exactly the same’;
S[4l:='as the true INDICATOR COLOURS.';





S[1 ]:='Since a colour monitor is not*;
S[2j.-'available, all indicator changes';
S[3 l:=V ill appear as BLACK to WHITE';
S[4j:=*or WHITE to BLACK.';





S[1 ]:=‘This program will allow you to’;
S[2] :='INVESTIGATE the relationship';





MENU CODE APPENDIX C
BEGIN
S(1 ]:='This program will allow you to';
S [2]:= 'DETERMINE the most APPROPRIATE*;












CASE PROGNUM OF 


































MENU CODE APPENDIX C




CONST M='Molarity of ’; V='Volume of *;
A®'acid'; B='base'; F=* in flask';
GETSP ACE® 'Press <SPACE BAR>';
SHOWN®' will be shown';
INBOX®'in this box. Press <SPACE BAR>';
VAR J: INTEGER;
S I ,S2: STRING; CHrCHAR;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ---------------------- * )
PROCEDURE FL ASH(NUM: INTEGER);
( * -------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )




1: BEGIN X :=23; Yr® 178; END;
2 :BEGIN X:=96; Y:=178;END;
3: BEGIN X :=168; Y :®178; END;
4: BEGIN X:=238; Y:=178; END;
5: BEGIN X:=98; Y:=145;END;
6: BEGIN X :=190; Y :=90; END;
7: BEGIN X:=XC0N-17; Y:=25; END;
8: BEGIN X:=190; Yr=60; END;
9: BEGIN Xr=190; Y:®110; END;
10BEGIN X.-190; Y.-85; END;





WSTAT(X,Y,SPACE); (*  display *)
WAITC80);
WSTAT(X,Y,SPACE); ( *  erase *)
IF KEYfN THEN RE AD(KEYBO ARD,CH);




END; (♦  FLASH *)
( * -------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- * )





TWOPROMPTSCS 1 ,S2); («ERASE*)
END; ( *  TWOPR *)









FtLBOX(ST ART /  W,YC0N+2 ,LOWER,VIOLET);
FLLBOX(ST ART/IN .UPPER/TCON+100 ,BLUE);
DRAVLME(ST ART ¿OVER,FIN .LOVER ,VHITE2); 
DRAVLINE(START,UPPER,FIN,UPPER,VHITE2);
END; (»SHOVRANGE«)





S I .-'pH range in which indicator';
S2:=C0NCAT('is a certain colour. ',8ETSPACE);
TV0PR(8,S1 ,S2);






FILLB0X(XMIN,XMAX,YM1N,18,BLACI0; (»Clear any old prompts*)
F  PR0GNUM='2'THEN VSTAT(XCON,YCON-15,'lndicator');
51 :='The following titration data ';
52 := V ili be displayed on screen';
TV0PR0MPTS(S1 ,S2);





TV0PR(4 ,CONC AT(V ,B /  ,SHOVN),INBOX);
TV0PR(5,C0NCAT('pH of solution',F,SHOVN),INBOX);
S I :='pH vs volume of titrant added will be';
$2 :=CONCAT('graphed. ' .GETSPACE);
TW0PRÌ6.S1 ,S2);
F  PROGNUM»^' THEN EXTRA;
END; (»GRAPH»)
BEGIN (»  GRAPHNTRO»)





END ;( »GRAPH INTRO*)
MENU CODE APPENDIX C
( * * * x * x * x x « x * * * * * * * * * x * * ' » * * * * * * x x x x x * x * x x x « £ x * * x x * x x * * x * x x x )  
PROCEDURE INTROTITRATE;





IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
IF PICT THEN GRAPHINTRO;
END;
ST ARTPROG(REPLY);
UNTIL ((QUIT OR READY) OR (REPLY^’M*));
END; ( *  INTROTITRATE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE INSTRUCT;







WRITE(AT(X ,Y),'Do you want instructions for’); Y :=Y+2;




IF CH=*Y' THEN INTROTITRATE;
END; ( *  INSTRUCT *)
( x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x )
PROCEDURE CHAINTOCCH: CHAR);





WRITE(AT(8,8)/L O A D I N G‘);
VRITECATCOJ2).NAME/ P R O G R A M ...... ’);
END;
BEGIN (*  CHAINTO *)
CASE CH OF
T :  BEGIN S :-T  I T R A T I O N'; SETCHAINC TITRATE ); END;
•2': BEGIN S:=ï  N D I C A T O R S'; SETCHAIN(•:INDICATOR•); END;
•31: BEGIN S;=' QU I Z  '; SETCHAINC :QUIZ0; END;
'4': BEGIN S:=’A S S I G N M E N T1; SETCHAINC^SStGtM'); END;
END; (»CASE«)
INFORM(S);
END; ( *  CHAINTO *)
MENU CODE APPENDIX C
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE CHECKCOL;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * . * * * * * * * * . * * . * * . * * . * )  
VAR MONITOR STRING;
BEGIN
GETCV AL(MON ITOR) ;
COLOUR ’̂ (MONITOR55 ‘INCGL ');
END;




INITSCREEN;(* sets up graphics screen but leaves monitor in text mode*)
DR A VFL ASK(FL ASKX JFL A3K Y JFL ASKS IZ ,WHITE2) ;










WRITE( AT(X+2,Y)/REMOVE DISK FROM DISK DRIVE*); Y :=Y+5;
VRITECAT(X,Y)/IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO REBOOT*); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/COMPUTER TO RUN ANOTHER PROGRAM *);
REPEAT
X :=Y; (*  INFINITE LOOP*)
UNTIL (X>Y);
END; (*  FIN *)
BEGIN (*  MAIN *)
PREPAREGRAPHICS;
CHECKCOL;
SWAPGPON; ( *  set swapping to level 2 *) 
REPEAT
SHOWMENU(PROGNUM);
IF NOT QUIT THEN INSTRUCT;
UNTIL (QUIT OR READY);
IF QUIT THEN FIN ELSE CHAINTO(PROGNUM); 
END. (*MENU*)
MENU CODE APPENDIX C
(*$ S+ + *X *$ R -*X *$ V -*)
( *  Simulated titration between - strong acid/strong base, strong acid/weak base




XC0N=160; YCQN=40; (^origin of ph graph *)
VOLSCALE=100; (*no. pixels on horizontal axis of ph graph *)
TYPE
REALPTS=ARRAY[1 ..VOLSCALE] OF REAL;
INTPTS= ARRAY[0..V0LSGALE] OF INTEGER;
VAR
NEWIND, ( *  selection of a new indicator *)
COLOUR, (*  is a colour monitor available *)
AGAIN : BOOLEAN; (*  option to repeat titration *)
VOLPTS: REALPTS; (*vol.of titrant used initially to plot curve*)
PHPTS: INTPTS; (*pH values corresponding to volpts required to plot entire curve - 
these integer values have been scaled for graph by a factor of phratio*) 









SELECTCHANGE : boolean; (*flag to
INCR,
BURVOL,





(*soln colour during titration *) 
(♦ current colour of soln in flask *) 
at beginning of titration and atendpt to indicate 
that next drop will require a change in label*) 
(*  option to show “state“ of soln in flask*) 
(*  flag to indicate space bar pressed *) 
indicate change intitrant increment volume *) 
( *  current titrant increment vol. selected *) 
(*  total yoI. added from burette (titrant) *) 
( *  total yoI. of acid & base in flask *) 
(*  vol. of titrant required to reach endpt *) 
(*  current pH of solution *)
( *  nextvol required for graphing *) 
( *  vol. of titrant added not yet shown to 
fill flask-only Yol.>=5ml shown *)
PHRATIO : REAL; (*  ratio between no. pixels on pHscale& pH range to
be plotted on scale *)
INTENDPT, (*  integer value of the endpt .-required for
indicator colour change *)
RTSIDE^TSIDE, ( *  current x-coords. of flask being filled *)
OLDLEVEL,INCREASE, ( *  current & increase in level of soln required for filling flask*) 
0LDX,0LDY, ( *  current coord, of pH graph *)
INDEX :INTEGER; (*  required for graphing pH curve *)
NEVEO: SHORTSTR; ( *  label of "state" of sob in flask *)
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
(  #SSnBSaBBSSS8B8BB8BSBBSBBBSSSSnsaSSBBSSBBBBBBSSSBBSSSSSSSSBaSSSSB ‘K])
PROCEDURE INITCONDITIONSCVAR ENDPT1 .REAL);
CONST PHSCALE* 100.0; ( *  No. pixels on pH scale*)






IF COLOUR THEN 
BEGIN
ACDCOL .-«VIOLET; BASECOL .«BLUE; MIDCOL .«GREEN;
END
ELSE
BEGIN (*  not colour monitor *)
ACIDCOL :=VHITE1;
IF TITRTYPE=D IPROT 1C THEN 
BEGIN
MIDCOL :=BLACK1; BASECOL .-«ORANGE;
END
ELSE BASECOL .‘«BLACK 1;
END;
BURVOL :«0.0;












ENDPT1 :«B ASEVOL *OHCONC/HCONC;
SOLNCOL-BASECOL;
VST AT(X,Y/pH y s  Y oLa cid * );
END;
IF ENDPT1 <320.0 THEN INTENDPT :«R0UND(ENDPT1 *  100)
ELSE INTENDPT :=32000; ( *  intendpt is used to changeindicator and change labels 
-  flask will not hold 300mL therefore do not worry about endpts > 320. *)
PHRATIO :=CPHSCALE/PHRANGE); (*  pH increm. per pixel *)
FILLRATE 7=2; (♦ determines rate at which flask filled*)
RE ALSTRC ACIDVOL,VOLSTR ,2,6);
ACIDISKVOLSTR); (*  Display acid volume*)
RE ALSTRCB ASEVOL ,V0LSTR,2,6);
BASEDISP(VOLSTR); ( *  Display base volume *)
END; (*INITCONDITIONS*)
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
PROCEDURE INITGRAPH; *
(  a - B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B a B B B B B B g B B a s s g s g g s s g a g s g j g — f  J
BEGIN
OLDX ?>XCON;OU>Y :=PHPTS{0}+YCON;
INDEX :=0; NEXTVOL — VOLPISI 1 ];
END;
^ 4 f r B B B S S B B B B B S B B B B 3 s s s s B B S S B B B B B S B B S s s s a s 3 S B S s s B S B B B s s B B S s s s s s s s s a ^
PROCEDURE INITLEVEL;
( *  initializes coord of sides of flask & top of flask as well as level of soln in flask *) 
CONST WIDTH®#; ( *  indent soln from sides of flask *)
BEGIN
FLASKTOP :=FL ASKY+ (3*FL ASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*y-coord. of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTOP :=FL ASK Y+FL ASKS IZE; (*g-coord, of very top of flask *)
LTSIDE :*FL ASKX-(FL ASKS E DIV 2)+WIDTH; (*calc. coord of sides*)
RTS IDE :=FLASKX+(FLASKSIZ DIV 2)-WH>TH; (*o f flask given midpt. of base*) 
OLDLEVEL -FLASKY+1 ; (*  base of flask* Flasky *)
INCREASE :=10; (*depth of soln to be initially placed in flask*)
XTRAVOL :*0.0; (»initialize increment in titrant *)
ENDX*INITLEVEL*)
PROCEDURE UPDATED; ^
( *  Update current string relating to titration*)
CONST WACID=* W-ACID'; WBASE** W.BASE*; SBASE=’ BASE *;
SACD=* ACID *; ABUFFER** BUFFER* ̂ QUJV*' END PT‘;
( *  strings to be displayed at appropriate stages of titration*)





IF BURV0L=0 THEN 
BEGIN
CASE TITRTYPE OF
WEAKACID: IF INFLASK* ACID THEN NEWEQ:=WACID ELSE NEWEQ :*SBASE; 
WEAKBASE: IF INFLASK*ACID THEN NEWEQ:=SACID ELSE NEWEQ :=WBASE; 
STRONG ACID :IF INFLASK* ACID THEN NEWEQ :=S ACID ELSE NEWEQ :*SB ASE ; 
DIPROTIC : NEWEQ :=*DIAdD*;





IF TITRTYPE=D IPROT 1C THEN 
BEGIN
IF INTVOL*INTENDPT THEN NEWEQ :** ENDPT1 * ELSE
IF (INTVOL DIV 2 )*INTENDPT THEN NEWEQ :=* ENDPT2* ELSE
IF INTVOL <INTENDPT THEN NEWEQ := ABUFFER ELSE
IF (INTVOL DIV 2)<INTENDPT THEN NEWEQ:** 2SALTS* ELSE NEWEQ:*SBASE;
FIRSTDR .-((NEWEQ** ENDPT1 *) OR (NEWEQ** ENDPT2*));
END
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
ELSE (*  not diprotic *)
BEGIN
IF INTVOL« INTENDPT THEN 
BEGftl
NEVEQ :=EQUIV; FIRSTDR —TRUE;
END
ELSE
IF INTVOL <INTENDPT THEN 
BEGIN
CASE TITRTYPE OF
WEAK ACID: IF INFLASK« AC ID THEN NEVEQ .«ABUFFER;
VEAKBASE: IF INFLASK-BASE THEN NEVEQ :=ABUFFER;
END,<*CASE*)
END
ELSE (*  Burvol>endpt*)
BEGIN
CASE TITRTYPE OF 
VEAKACID: IF INFLASK«ACID
THEN NEVEQ :=SBASE ELSE NEVEQ :* ABUFFER;
VEAKBASE: F  INFLASK«BASE
THEN NEVEQ :=S ACID ELSE NEVEQABUFFER;
STRONG AC ID :IF INFLASK« AC ID







^ B S S S S B B S K s r s a s s s s a s a s s s s s s B s s s s a a i s s s s s s s a s t s s s B B S S S s s s s s s s s r t s s s s i ^
PROCEDURE SETUPARRAYSCVAR VOLPTS *E  ALPTS; VAR PHPTS: INTRTS);
( *  calculate pH value for volscale no. points. Volume calculated is twice required to 
reach end point if monoprotic and three times if diprotic *)
CONST M »4=0.05; MAX=10.00; («min & max value of incr. of titrant •)
X=195; Y=10; («coord . for display of increment selected*)
VAR I INTEGER; CH CHAR;







IF TITRTYPE-DPROTIC THEN V0LRAT»:=(ENDPT1 *3.0)/V0LSCALE 
ELSE ( *  NOT DIPROTIC •)
VOLR AT 10 —(ENDPT1 *2.0)/V0LSCALE; (*  vol .incr. for each pixel«)
FOR l~1 TO VOLSCALE DO VOLPTS[l]:=VOLRATIO*l; (»total vol .at point T»); 
END; ( *  NIT ARRAYS * )












VST AT(3,10,Do you vant solution 0 ;
VSTAT(3,0/in flask labelled? (Y/N)');










r  NOT AGAM THEN




CALCPHCFL ASKVOL ,VOLPTS[ I ] ,HCONC ,OHCONC ,PH)
ELSE CALCF>H(VOLPTSll]/LASKVOL>iCONC,OHCONC/H); 
PHPTStlJ :=ROUND(PHRATIO*PH);
END** VHILE * )










LABELS ̂ C H » ^  QUIT.-=CH='0';
CHARTYPE(6)*ABEL0PTI0N; CHARTYPE(IO);
IF LABELS THEN UPDATED;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SETUPARRAYS);
MCRPROMPT;
CYCLE;
MRANGERESPONSE(MCR,MCSTR,MM,MAX,X,Y); (»yet increment«) 
CHARTYPE(6);MCRPR0MPT;CHARTYPE(10)**erase prompt for incr.*) 
F QUIT THEN EXIT(SETUPARRAYS);
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
MFORMPH; («Inform Initiât pH*)
CYCLE;
QETACHAR(CH,[SPACE,'Q,D;
CHARTYPE(6) ; MFORMPH ;CHARTYPE(10);
QUrr^CH-’O’;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SETUP ARRAYS);





IF KEVIN THEN READiCH);
UNTL N'VOLSCALE;
CHARTYPE(6)^LEASEVAIT ;CHARTYPE(10); («erase prompt*) 
END;
DISPLAYPWPHSTR); (•  display initial pH«)
END** SETUP ARRAYS ♦ )
(*$ l :TITR2«)
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
( *  Tttr2.tex* included in TITRATE * )
sssssasssssassBss:
PROCEDURE ADDMORE;
( *  Increment vol. of titrant & calc new pH; display new pH & vol. of titrant*) 
CONST BLANK** *;
VAR VOL: INTEGER: PHSTR.VOLSTR: SHORTSTR:
BEGIN (*  ADDMORE*)
BURVOL /»BURVOL+INCR ;
VOL :=ROUND(BURVOL*100) ; 
BURVOL :=V0L/100.0;
RE ALSTRCBURVOL ,V0LSTR,2,6) ; 
CASE INFLASK OF 
ACID: BEGIN
BASE VOL ̂ BURVOL; 
BASEDISKBLANK);
B ASEDISK VOLSTR) ; 
END;
BASE: BEGIN
(*  calculate total vol. of titrant *) 
(*  this prevents build up of floating *) 
(*  point errors *) 
( *  convert yoI. to string *) 
( *  display yoI of titrant on screen *) 





END; (*  CASE * )
CALCPFK ACIDVOL ¿BASEVOL^HCONCjOHCONC^PH);
DISPL AYPHCBL ANK); (»Erase old pH *)
REALSTR(PH,PHSTR,2,5); ( *  convert to string *)
DISPLAYPHCPHSTR); ( *  Display new pH *)





( *  check if volume of titrant added has reached or exceeded end point and if indicator 
has not yet changed colour then do so *)
VAR INTVOL: INTEGER;
(*---------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE CH ANGECOLCNEVCOLOR SCREENCOLOR) ;
(*---------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
(»Change colour of soln to newcolor & change label of soln in flask*)






FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL ,DEPTH ,NE VCOLOR) ;
IF CURRENTL >OLDLEVEL THEN 




IF LABELS THEN UPDATED;
END; (*CHANGECOL*)
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
BEGIN (*CtCCK INDICATOR*)
INTVOL .-ROUWXBURVOL *100);
IF TITRTYPE*=DIPROTIC THEN 
BEGIN
IF SOLNCOL=ACIDCOL THEN 
BEG«
F (NTVOL DIV 2 »INTENDPT) THEN CHANOECOUBASECOL) 
a S E  F CINTVOL >= INTENDPT) THEN CHANGECOL(MDCOL);
END
a S E  F  (SOLNCOL=MDCOL) AND (INTVOL DIV 2 >=INTENDPT)
THEN CHANGECOL(BASECOL);
END («DPROTIC*) 
a S E  ( *  NOT DIPROTIC * )
BEGN
CASE NFLASK OF
ACID : F (SOLNCOL=ACOCOL) AND ( INTVOL>=INTENDPT)
THEN CHANGECOL(BASECOL);




END; (•  CHECK NDICATOR*)
PROCEDURE GRAPH(VAR OLDX,OLDY,NDEX : INTEGER;
VAR NEXT VOL: REAL; COL: SCREENCOLOR);
(*To plot graph use values of pH already seated & stored as integers in PHLTS array. 
Plot all points with titrant volume of less than or equal to burette vot. *)
VAR EXACTPH, («scaled integer pH calc.from current pH value*)
X,Y : INTEGER; («new x,y coord of graph *)
BEGN
MOVECOL(OLDX,OLDY,COL); (*  move to last point plotted »)
WHILE (BURVOL>=NEXTVOL) AND (NDEX<VOLSCALE) DO 
BEGN
INDEX .-NDEX+1;
X -  NDEX+XCON; Y :-PHPTS[ M>EX}+YCON;
MOVETO(X,Y);












TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
(*Volume of solution in flask is only shown to Increase when a suitable volume 
(say 5mL or more) has been released from burette. Therefore smaller increments are 
summed until this volume is reached and then level of soln is shown to rise *)
VAR EXTRA : INTEGER;
BEGIN
XTRAVOL —XTRAVOL+ WCR; (*xtravol. is vol.trtrant added that has not yet been
shown to fill flask*)
IF (XTR AVOL >=5.0)THEN (*when xtravol is sufficiently large then flask is filled
by an extra amt. This value must be even due to slope of flask*)
BEGIN
EXTRA :=TRUNC(XTR AVOL/FILLRATE);
IF ODD(EXTRA) THEN EXTRA-EXTRA-1;
FILLFL ASK(LT8 IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL ,EXTR A ,SOLNCOL);
XTRAVOL :»0;
END;
END; ( *CHECKLE VEL *)
PROCEDURE CHECKLE VEL(VAR XTRAVOL, INCR : REAL); )
BEGIN ( *  TITRATE *)
INfTCONDITIONS(ENDPT1);
INITLEVEL;
F ILLFL ASK(LTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,GLDLE VEL, INCRE ASE ,SOLNCOL); 
SETUP ARR AYSCVOLPTS />HPTS);
INITGRAPH;
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN














F SELECTCHANGE THEN CH ANGE INC(SELECTCH ANGE, INCR);
UNTIL QUIT;
REQUEST; ( *erase prompt *)
AGAIN—(BURV0L>0); ( *  only give option to repeat 'again'
END; if titration has commenced *)
END; (*  TITRATE *)
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE STARTAGAM;
PROCEDURE CHECK AGAIN;
CONST X=0; (» coord, to enter input *)
VARCH CHAR; Y : INTEGER;
(*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, )
PROCEDURE KEEPCURVE;




VRITE(AT(X,Y1 ),*Do you wish to retain pH curve from'); Y1 ~Y1+2; 
WRfTE(AT(X,Y1),'previous titration? (Y/N)'); 
GETTEXTCHAR(X+28,Y1 ,REPLY,['Y','N','Q']);
IF REPLY“ "N* THEN FILLBOXO50,265,32,164,BLACK1 );




WRITE(AT(X,Y),‘Repeat previous titration .....(R)'); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),'Select different titration ... (S)'); Y~Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),'Ourt -  back to MAIN MENU .....(0)'); Y:=Y+3;
VRITE(AT(X+10,Y),'S£LECT OPTION ......( )');
GETTEXTCH(X+37,Y,CH,l,R ',‘S ',D ']);
AGAIN :=CH='R';
QUIT :=CH='0'; (*  resets'quit' *)
IF ((NOT QUIT) AND (NOT AGAM)) THEN 
BEGM
KEEPCURVE;
F NOT QUIT THEN SELECTTYPE(TITRTYPE);
END ELSE FLLB0XÜ 50,265,32,164,BLACK1); («erase pH graph«)
END; (« CHECKAGAM«)
BEGM («STARTAGAM«)
F AGAM THEN CHECKAGAM ELSE SELECTTYPE(TITRTYPE);
CLEARVALUESi AGAIN);
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; (*  STARTAGAM «)
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
(»Calculate pH value for volscale no. pts. Vol. calculated is twice required to reach end 
pt if monoprotic & three times if diprotic. *)
CONST MIN=0.05; MAX=10.00; (*m in &  max value of increment of titrant*) 
X=195; Y=10; (*coord to dispaly increment selected * )
VAR I .INTEGER;




PROCEDURE SETUPARRAYS(VAR VO LPTS:REALPTS; VAR PH PTS: INTPTS); ^
( * --------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE IN IT ARRAYS;
....
----------------------------- —  *)
BEGIN
PHPTS [0] .**R0UND(PH *PHR AT 10);
IF TITRT YPE=DIPROT 1C THEN V0LRATI0:=(ENDPT1 *3.0)/VOLSCALE 
ELSE VOLRAT 10 :=(ENDPT 1 *2.0)/VOLSCALE; ( * yo1 .increments for each p ixe l*) 
FOR l:=1 TO VOLSCALE DO VOLPTS[l]:=VOLRATIO*I; (»total vol. at point T*);  
END; ( *  IN IT ARRAYS *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE INFORMPH;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN
VSTAT(3,10,C0NCAT('Initial pH is PHSTR));
VST AT(65,Q,Press <SPACE BAR> to continue’);
END; ( * INFORMPH*)














C ALCPH(FL ASKVOL ,VQLPTS[ I1,HCQNC ,QHCONC ,PH)
ELSE C ALCPH(VOLPTS [ 11 /L  ASKVOL ,HCONC ,OHCONC ,PH) ;
PHPTS [I] ~ROUND(PHR ATIO*PH);
END;(* VHILE * )
END; ( *  CYCLE *)
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C
CONST PHSCALE=100.0; ( *  no. pixels on pH scale*)
















PROCEDURE INITCONDITIONSCVAR ENDPT1 :REAL);
ACIDVOL :=BURVOL;
B ASEVOL :=FLASKVOL ;
ENDPT1 :=B ASEVOL *OHCONC/HCONC;
VSTAT(X,Y/pH vs yoKaoidO;
END;
PHRATIO :=(PHSCALE/PHRANGE); (*  pH increm. per pixel *)
FILLRATE :=2; (*deter mines rate at vhich flask filled*)
RE ALSTR( ACIDVOL ,V0LSTR,2,6);
AC©ISP(VOLSTR); (*  display acid volume*)
RE ALSTRCB ASEVOL ,VOLSTR ,2,6) ;
BASEDISKVOLSTR); (*  display base volume *)







INDEX .*=0 ; NEXT VOL :=V0LPTS[1 ];
END;
^SBSSSSBBBSSSSSSBBBBSSSBSS&SaSSSSBSSBSSaBSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSBSSSSSS'lJ
PROCEDURE INITLEVELCVAR RIGHTS©,LEFTS© JOPLEVEL ¡INTEGER);
^♦bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbsbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb#)
( *  initializes coord of sides of flask & top of flask as veil as level of soin in flask*) 
CONST WIDTH=2;
BEGIN
FLASKTOP ~FL ASKY+(3*FLASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*y-coord of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTOP ~FL ASKY+FL ASKSIZE ; (*y-coord of very top of flask*)
LEFTS© :=FL ASKX-(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)+VIDTH; (*calc. coord of sides *)
RIGHTS© :=FLASKX+(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)-V©TH; C*flask given midpt of base*) 
TOPLEVEL :*FLASKY+1 ; (*base of flask-flasky *)
INCREASE :=2*R0UND(FL ASKVOL/10); (*depth of soin to be placed in flask*) 
XTRAVOL :*0.0; (*inifiaüze increment in titrant*)
END,<*INITLEVEL*)
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C
(*$ S+ + *X *$ R -*X *$ V -*)
( *  Simulated titration between - strong acid /strong base, strong acid/weak base
-  weak acid /strong base, diprotic acid/strong base 
User selects an indicator to be used with each titration. Simulation illustrates effects of 
using different indicators*)
PROGRAM INDICATOR;
USES TURTLEGR APH ICS ,TR ANSCEND ,CH A INSTUFF,USEFUL ,T URL IB;
CONST
XC0N=160; YC0N=40; («origin of ph graph *)
V0LSCALE=100; (*no. pixels on horizontal axis of ph graph *)
TYPE
REALPTS=ARRAY[1 ..VOLSCALE] OF REAL;
INTPTS= ARRAY[0..VOLSCALE 1 OF INTEGER;
VAR
NEVIND, (*  selection of a new indicator *)
COLOUR, (*  is a colour monitor available *)
AGAIN : BOOLEAN; ( *  option to repeat titration *)
VOLPTS: REALPTS; (*vol.of titrant used initially to plot curve*)
PHPTS: INTPTS; C*pH values corresponding to volpts required to plot entire curve 
-  these integer values have been scaled for graph by factor of phratio*) 
INDNUM: CHAR; (*  indicator number *)
(« s**************************************************»*****) 
P R O C E D U R E  T I T R A T E
(s****************«****************************************)
VAR
ACIDCOL,BASECOL, (*  soin colour during titration *)
NEXTCOL, (*due to problems of overwriting one colour on another, colour of pH
graph pen may have to change if it overlaps particular colours.*) 
OR APHCOL, («current colour of pH graph pen *)
SOLNCOL : SCREENCOLOR; («current colour of soin in flask *)
PENCHANGE, (*  flag to indicate change of graphing pen












<* «lay aw «MHv«v am pn r-tfuyv wuwv wwvmw vM«My4My vvwur-
( *  flag to indicate change indicator colour *) 
( *  flag to indicate space bar pressed *) 
( *  flag to indchange in titrant vol. *) 
(*  current titrant increment vol. *) 
( *  total vol. added from burette *) 
( *  total yo I. of acid & base in flask * )  
( *  yo I. of titrant required to reach endpt*) 
( *  current pH of soin *)
(*  next vol required for graphing *) 





(*  current x-coord. of flask being filled*) 
(*  current & increase in level of soln *) 
(*  current coord of pH graph *)
(*  required for graphing pH curve *)
UPPER ¿OVER : INTEGER; (*pH limits for indicator changing col. *)
UPPERPH ,L0VERPH, (*  " ” " *)
PHRATIO .-REAL;
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C







WHILE (NOT QUIT) DO 
BEGIN
DR AWL ASK(FL ASKX JFL ASK Y ,FL ASKS 12,WHITE1 ); 
DRAW AXES(XCON,YCDN,VOLSC ALE,WHITE1); 
GRAFMODE;
IF ((NOT AGAIN) AND (NOT QUIT)) THEN
SETUPCQND IT IONS(HCONC ,OHCONC ,INFL ASK); 
IF NOT QUIT THEN TITRATE;
TEXTMODE;
ST ART AG AIN;
END; ( *  while *)
BACKTOMENU;
END. («TITRATE*)
TITRATE CODE APPENDIX C
REALSTR(PH,PHSTR,2,5); ( *  determine pHstr of initial pH*)




INRANGERESPONSE(INCR,INCSTR^IN,MAX,X,Y); (*  get increment*) 
INCRPROMPT; (»erase prompt *)
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SETUP ARRAYS);





IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SETUPARRAYS);










END;(* SETUP ARRAYS *)
BEGINC »SETUP ARRAYS*)
PROCEDURE SLIGHTCHANGE(CURRENTL ¡INTEGER); ^
( *  slight traces of other colour*)
VAR Y ,RSH>EJLSIDE,SHADEDEGREE ¡INTEGER;
BITCOLSCREENCOLOR;







START :=ST ART+SH ADE ;
WHILE ST ART <F IN DO 
BEGIN
MOVECOL(START/fY,BITCOL);
START :=ST ART+LENGTH ;
MOVECQL(ST ART ,YY, NONE);
START :=ST ART+DEGREE ;
END;
END; (»DRAVDOTS»)
BEGIN (*SL IGHTCH ANGE *)
IN ITLE VEL(RS IDE ,LS IDE, Y) ;
IF SOLNCOL- AC IDCOL THEN 
BEGIN
BITCOL —BASECOL;
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C





DEGREE :=ROUND(CPH“LO VERPH) /(UPPERPH-LO VERPH) « 11);
END;
IF WDNUM=’3‘ THEN DEGREE —DEGREE+2;
SHADE :=(DEGREE+1) DIV 3;
IF SHADE-0 THEN SHADE :=1;
CASE DEGREE OF 
1,5,7:Y-Y+1;
2,3 : LSIDE :=LSIDE+2;






IF Y<FLASKTOP THEN 
REPEAT




UNT L(Y >=CURRENTL-1 )OR(Y >=FL ASKTOP); ( *  Y>=FLASKTOP «)
VHILE (Y<NECKTOP) AND (Y<CURRENTL-1) DO 
BEGIN




END; ( «SL IGHTCH ANGE *)
PROCEDURE ADDMORE; ^








RE ALSTR(BURVOL, VOLSTR ¿2 ,6);









AC ID ISP( VOLSTR);
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C
END;
END; ( *  CASE *)
C ALCPHC ACIDVOL^ASEVOL >CONC,OHCONC,PH);
DISPL AYPH(BL ANK); (*  erase old pH *)
REALSTRCPH^PHSTR,2 ,5); ( *  display new pH *)
DISPL AYPHCPHSTR);
END; (*  ADDMORE *)
PROCEDURE CH ANGECOL(NE WCOLOR :SCREENCOLOR); ^
(*Change colour of soln & change label of soln in flask*)




IN ITLEVELCRTSIDE J.TS IDE ,OLDLEVEL);
DEPTH :=CURRENTL“OLDLEVEL;
FILLFL ASKCLTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,QLDLEVEL ,DEPTH ,NEW COLOR);
IF CURRENTL>OLDLEVEL THE (*  colour change with soln in neck of flask*)
BEGIN
DEPTH :=CURRENTL-OLDLEVEL;






IF INFLASK-ACID THEN 
BEGIN
IF ((SOLNCOL-ACIDCOL) AND (PH>=LOVERPH)) THEN 
BEGIN









IF C(SOLNCOL=B ASECOL) AND (PH<=UPPERPH)) THEN 
BEGIN








INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C
IF ((S0LNCGL=BLACK2) OR (SOLNCOL=BLUE) OR (SOLNCQL=OR ANGE)) 
THEN TEMPCOL «WHITE ELSE TEMPCOL :=VHITE1;






END; ( *  CHECK INDICATOR*)
BEGIN
PROCEDURE GRAPH(VAR OLDX,OLDY,INDEX : INTEGER; ^
(*To plot graph use values of pH already scaled & stored as integers in pHpts array. 
Plot all pts with corresponding titrant vol. of less than or equal to burette volume*) 
VAR EXACTPH, (*scaled integer pH calculated from current pH value *)





IF ((INFLASK=ACID) AND (NEWY>=LOWER)) OR 
((INFL ASK=B ASE) AND (NEWY<=UPPER)) THEN 
BEGIN
IF ((INFL ASK= ACID) AND (OLDY<LOWER))THEN MOVETO(OLDX,LOVER)
ELSE
IF((INFL ASK=BASE) AND (OLDYXJPPER)) THEN MOVETO(QLDX,UPPER); 






MOVECOL(OLDX,OLDY,GRAPHCOL); (*move to last point plotted*)
WHILE (BURVOL»«NEXTVOL) AND (INDEX<VOLSCALE) DO 
BEGIN
INDEX “  INDEX* 1;
X “ XCON+INDEX; Y :=PHPTS[INDEX]+YCON;
IF PENCHANGE THEN SVAPPENCY);
MOVETQ(X,Y);




IF (INDEX <VOLSC ALE) THEN 
BEGIN
EXACTPH “ ROUND(PH *PHR AT IO)+YCON;





END;(*GRAPH*) (*$ l VINDICATOR*)
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C
( *  2 INDICATOR is included in INDICATOR *)
PROCEDURE CHECKLE VEL(VAR XTRAVOL, INCR : REAL); *
VAR EXTRA : INTEGER; *
BEGIN
XTRAVOL “ XTRAVOL+INCR; (*xtravol is vol.titrant added that has not yet
been shown to fill flask*)
IF (XTRAVOL>=5.0) THEN (*Vhen xtrayol is sufficiently large then flask is filled by 
an extra amount. This amt must be even due to slope of flask*)
BEGIN
EXTRA :=TRUNC(XTR A VOL /FILLR ATE) ;
IF ODD(EXTRA) THEN EXTRA :=EXTRA-1;




PROCEDURE INITINDONDNUM :CHAR; VAR LOVERPH,UPPERPH: REAL; ^






LOVERPH :=3.1 ;UPPERPH :=4.4;
ACDCOL “ VIOLET ,*BASECOL “ ORANGE;




( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
BEGIN
LOVERPH “ 4.2.UPPERPH “ 6.2;







LOVERPH “ 4.5;UPPERPH “ 8.3;
ACDCOL “ VIOLET;BASECOL “ BLUE;
INDSTR “ litmus*;
END;
_________________ ______ _ ___K *----------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE BROMOB;
BEGIN
LOVERPH :=6.0;UPPERPH :=7.6; 
ACDCOL :=0RANGE ;B ASECOL :=BLUE; 
INDSTR :«'bromo ¿lue';
END;




LOVERPH :=8.3;UPPERPH :=10.0; 
ACIDCOl -BLACK1 ;BASECOL:=VIOLET;




f a t .  _______  ________
-------------------------











IF WDNUM=*8' THEN (*2ND end pt*)
C ALCPH(FL ASK VOL ,2 *ENDPT 1 ,HCONC ,OHCONC,LOVERPH)
ELSE
IF INFLASK» AC ID THEN
CALCPH(FL ASKVOLJENDPTI ,HCONC,OHCONC ¿OVERPH)
ELSE CALCPHCENDPT1 /L  ASKVOL ,HCONC ,OHCONC ,LOVERPH) ; 
UPPERPH:=LOVERPH;
ACIDCOL :»0RAN6E ;BASECOL .-BLUE ;
INDSTR := •Hypothetical';
END;(* HYPOTH *)
BEGIN ( *  INITIND *)
















PROCEDURE SHOVRANGECVAR LOVERPH ,UPPERPH :RE AL ;
ACIDCOL,BASECOL :SCREENCOLOR);
VAR START /IN  : INTEGER;
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C




PROCEDURE DRAWDOTS(X1 ,X2,Y rINTEGER; COL rSCREENCOL);
VAR LENGTH,ON,OFF .INDENT rINTEGER;
BEGIN
CASE LINE OF
Or BEGIN ON r=1 ; OFF r=2; END ;
1,3 r BEGIN ON :=1 ; OFF :=3; END;
2,4,5,6r BEGIN ON-2 ;  OFF :=2; END;
7,8,9,
10,11,12: BEGIN ON:=3; OFFr=2; END;
13,14,15.* BEGIN ON:=3; OFF:=1 ; END;
END;(»CASE*)
CASE LINE OF 
3,8,10,12: INDENTr=0;




IF ((LINEAI) OR (LINE=3)) THEN 
BEGIN
IF ((COL-B ASECOL) AND (AC»DC0L<>BLACK1)) THEN 














IF ACIDCOL=BL ACK1 THEN GENTRY :=L0WER+1 
ELSE GENTRY :=(UPPER+L0WER+1) DIV 2;
DR AWDOTS(ST ART ,F IN,GENTRY ,B ASECOL);
LINEr-1;
WH ILE(CENTRY+2 *L INE) <UPPER DO 
BEGIN
DRAWDOTS(ST ART,FIN ,CENTRY+2*LINE,B ASECOL);
IF ACIDCOL < >BL ACK1 THEN




INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C
BEGIN (*  SHOVRANGE * )
LOVER :=ROUND(PHR AT 10 *LQ VERPH) ;











DRAVLINECST ART ¿O V E R /INNOVER,VHITE1 ); 




(»determine initial colour of indicator in solution *)
BEGIN
IF PH<(L0VERPH+UPPERPH)/2) THEN SOLNCOL := ACIDCOL ELSE SOLNCOL »BASECOL; 
TINT :=((PH<UPPERPH) AND (PH>LOVERPH));
IF TINT THEN 
BEG«
IF INFLASK»ACID THEN SOLNCOL ̂ ACIDCOL ELSE SOLNCOL “ BASECOL;
END;
IF ((SOLNCOL»BL ACK2) OR (SOLNCOL=BLUE) OR (SOLNCOL=OR ANGE))
THEN GRAPHCOL “ VHITE2 ELSE GRAPHCOL -VHITE1;
NEXTCOL “ GRAPHCOL;
END; (»INITCOLOURS*)
BEGIN ( *  TITRATE *)
INITCONDIT I0NS(ENDPT1);
INITINDdNDNUM ¿OVERPH ,UPPERPH, ACIDCOL,BASECOL);
INITCOLOURS;
IN ITLEVEL(RTSIDE ,LTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL);
SHOVRANGE(LOVERPH,UPPERPH,ACIDCOL ,BASECOL);
FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLE VEL, INCRE ASE,SOLNCOL);
IF TINT THEN SLIGHTCHANGE(OLDLEVEL);
SETUP ARR AYS(VOLPTS /HPTS);
INITGRAPH;
PENCHANGE-FALSE;
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN










INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C
IF INDICATOR THEN CHANGECOL(SOLNCOL)
ELSE IF TINT THEN SUGHTCHANGE(OLDLEVEL); 
CHECKLE VEL(XTR A VOL , INCR);
OR APH(OLDX ,OLDY, INDEX,NEXT VOL) ;
END;





END; (*  TITRATE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE GET INDIC ATOR(V AR INDNUM :CHAR);
(*************« *******************************************)
CONST X*0; DOTS** ... (';
EQSTR** equTv.pt)-;




VRITEC AT(X,Y), AR0V(40 ,***));
Y:*Y+2;VRITE(AT(X+?,Y),'INDICATORS AVAILABLE :');
Y :* Y+2 ;VR ITE( AT(X ,Y), AR0V(40 , '* ’));
Y :*Y+2;VRITE(AT(X,Y),-Methyl orange (3.1 -4.4) -,DOTS,'1 )*);
Y:=Y+2;VRITE(AT(X,Y),-Methyl red (4.2-6.2) -^OTS/2)*);
Y :*Y+2;VRITE( AT(X,Y), litmus (4  5-8 .3) ',D0TS,'3)*);
Y :=Y+2 ; VRITE( AT(X, Y),*Bromothy mol blue (6.0-7.6)*,D0TS/4)-); 
Y:*Y+2;VRITE(AT(X,Y),*Phenolphthalein(8.3-10.0)-,D0TS,-5)-);
Y :=Y+2;VRITE(AT(X,Y)/Thy molphthalein (9.3-10.6)*,D0TS/6)*);
Y:=Y+2;
IF T ITRTYPE=D IPROT 1C THEN 
BEGIN









Y :=Y+3;VRITE(AT(X+7,Y),‘SELECT INDICATOR *,DOTS,- )*);
GETTEXTCH AR(37,Y, INDNUM, 1*1 ’..NUM,*0*1) ;
QUIT:* INDNUM*-Q-;
IF QUIT THEN AGAIN -FALSE;
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; (*GETINDIC*)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE ST ART AGAIN;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE CHECK AGAIN ; ^
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C






VR ITE( AT(X, Y), Repeat previous titration with ’);Y —Y+1;
VR ITE( AT(X+7, Y), ‘same indicator ',DOTS/R)');Y -Y + 1 ;
VRITE(AT(X+7,Y)/different indicator1 .DOTS,*D)‘);Y :=Y+3; 
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/Select different titration,,DOTS,‘S ),);Yr=Y+3; 
VRITE( AT(X, Y),*Quit - back to main menu ‘,D0TS/Q)'); Y :=Y+3; 
VRITE( AT(X+10,Y),*SELECT OPTION *,DOTS/ ) ’); 
GETTEXTCH(X+37,Y,CH/[iR*/D,/S*/Q*D;
IF AGAIN THEN AGAIN.-((CH=‘R*) OR (CH=*D*));
QUIT —O-N'Q'; (*  resets 'quit' *)
NEVIND :=((CH='D') OR (CH=*S*)); QUIT .-CH^TT;
P AGE(OUTPUT);
IF ((NOT QUIT) AND (NOT AGAIN)) THEN SELECTTYPE(TITRTYPE); 
END; ( *  CHECKAGAIN*)
BEGIN
PAGE(OUTPUT);
FILLBOX(150,270,24,164,BLACK1); ( *  erase pH graph *)







END; (*  START AGAIN *)







VHILE (NOT QUIT) DO 
BEGIN
DR A VFL ASK(FL ASKX /L  ASKY ,FL ASKS E , VHITE1);
DR AVAXES(XCON,YCON,VOLSC ALE,VHITE1);
IF ((NOT QUIT) AND (NEVIND)) THEN GET!NDICATOR(INDNUM); 
GRAFMODE;
IF ((NOT AGAIN) AND (NOT QUIT)) THEN 
SETUPCONDIT IONS(HCONC ,OHCONC ,!NFL ASK);
IF NOT QUIT THEN TITRATE;
TEXTMODE;
ST ART AG AIN;
END; ( *  while *)
BACKTOMENU;
END. («INDICATOR*)
INDICATOR CODE APPENDIX C
( *  QUIZ program is part of ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE. In QUIZ the computer selects 
concentration of unknown solution, and user must carry out simulated titration in order to 
determine this concentration. The computer will inform the user as to the accuracy of 
titration results.*)
(*$S++*) (*$ R -*) (*$ !-*)
PROGRAM QUIZ;
USES TURTLEGR APHICS ,TR ANSCEND ,CH A INSTUFF, APPLESTUFF,USEFUL JITRLIB :
VAR
COLOUR,





C* is colour monitor available *) 
(*  option to repeat titration *) 
(*  type of unknown solution *) 
( *  cone, of unknown solution *) 
( *  cone, of standard solution *) 
(*  string of type of unknown *)















WRITE( AT(X,Y),AR0W(21 ,ST AR)) ; Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ C A L C U L A T O R * ) ;  Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0W<21 ,ST AR));







PROCEDURE ENTERNUM(Y¡INTEGER; VAR NUM¡REAL); ^
CONST X=10;





QUIT :=((S=*Q*) OR (S=*C*));
ESCAPE-S=*Q‘;
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
NUM^RVALUE(S);
END; C* ENTERNUM *)
PROCEDURE ENTEROP(Y .INTEGER; VAR OP .CHAR); ^
BEGIN *
GOTOXYC INDENT ,Y);
GET ACHAR(OPj*V/-*,^ 7 * 7 / 7 0 *,*C*]);
VRITECOP);
QUIT :=((OP=*Q‘) OR (OP=*C*));
ESCAPE “ OP=TT;
END;




FOR J “ A TO B DO WR ITE( AT( INDENT, J) ,BL ANKL) ;
END; ( *  CLEAR*)
(*==========================================================:=:====*)
PROCEDURE CALCCVAR NUM1 ,NUM2 :REAL; OP :CHAR);
BEGIN
CASE OP OF
•+* : NUMI :=NUM1 +NUM2;
NUM1 :=NUM1 -NUM2;
•XV** : NUMI “ NUMI *NUM2;
7*: NUMI “ NUM1/NUM2;
END; (*CASE*)
VR ITE( AT( INDENT ,Y) ,NUM 1 :9:5);





ENTERNUMCY ,NUM t ) ;











IF NOT QUIT THEN CALCCNUM1 ,NUM2,0P); 
UNTIL QUIT;
CLEAR(TOP,Y);





( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE 6ETSPACEBAR;




GET ACHARCCH, [SPACE ,'Q'D;
QUIT:=CH='Q';
END;(* GETSPACEBAR*)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE GETK(VAR K1 ,K2 .REAL);
(s*************************************************#*******) 
VAR PROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2‘.STRING;
CH :CHAR;
BEGIN (»GETK»)
CASE TITRTYPE OF 
VEAKACID : Kl :=1.76E-5;
VEAKBASE :K1 :=1.79E-5;
DIPROTIC : BEGIN
PROMPT 1 “ 'Indicator will change colour';
PR0MPT2 “ 'at 2nd end pt. Press <SPACE BAR>*;








( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SELECTUNKNOVN;
(**********************************************************)
PROCEDURE SELECTTYPE(VAR UNKNOWN rACIDORBASE; VAR TITRTYPE :TITRAT);
CONST X=0; ABLANK=* ...(';
VAR Y,K : INTEGER; CHiCHAR;




S ii ]:='Hydrochloric acid';
S l2 ]:= 'Sodium hydroxide *;
S[3] :='Acetic acid ';
Sl4]:=* Ammonia ';
S [51.-''Oxalic acid ’;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0V(40/*')); Y “ Y+2;
WRITE( AT(X,Y)/ TEST SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE :');
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
Y -Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X, Y),AR0W(40/  *  ’)); Y :=Y+2; 





WRITE(AT(X,Y),'Quii - back to MAIN MENU ...(Q)’); 
Y :=Y+3 ;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),’ SELECT SOLUTION ...... ( )’);
GETTEXTCHAR(37iY,CHj,r ..,5,/Q ,D;
QUIT :=CH=*0';
CASE CH OF 
'0*, T :  BEGIN
TITRTYPE .-STRONG AC ID;



















IF ((CH=*2') OR (CH=’4*)) THEN UNKNOWN-BASE ELSE UNKNOWN-ACID; 
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; (*  SELECTYPE *)
PROCEDURE GETUNKNOWNCVAR UNKNOWNC :REAL);
VAR MIN,MAX,NUM : INTEGER;
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
FUNCTION GETNUM(LOW,HIGH: INTEGER):INTEGER;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN





IF ODD(RANDOM) THEN 
BEGIN
M IN -1; MAX :=20;
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C





UNKNOVNC :=GETNUM(M IN ,M AX) /1 GO;
END;
IF UNKNOVN= ACID THEN HCONC :=UNKNOVNC ELSE OHCONC :=UNKNOVNC;
END; (*  GETUNKNOVN*)
BEGIN ( *  SELECTUNKNGV N*)
SELECTT YPECUNKNO VN J ITRT YPE) ;
IF NOT QUIT THEN GETUNKNO VN(UNKNO VNC) ;
END; (*  SELECTUNKNOVN *)








PROCEDURE GETSOLNCUNKN :REAL;VAR CONC :REAL);
BEGIN
IF TITRTYPE=DIPROT 1C THEN UNKN:=2*UNKN;
F UNKN<=0.02 THEN CONC .-=0.01 ELSE 
IF UNKN<0.08 THEN CONC =0.05 ELSE 
F UNKN<0.25 THEN C0NC :=0.10 ELSE 
IF UNKN<0.75 THEN C0NC:=0.50 
ELSE CONC :=t .00;
END;(*GETSOLN*)
PROCEDURE SHOVR ANGE ;
BEGIN
Y:=0;
VRITECAT(X, Y),AROV(40,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;
VR ITE( AT(X,Y) ,BL ANK, 'UNKNOWN : 'JS0LSTR);Y :=Y+2;
VR ITEC AT(X ,Y), ARO V(40 ,ST AR)) ; Y:=Y+1 ;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),* The following standard solutions '); Y :=Y+1 ; 
VRITEC AT(X,Y)/are available :');Y :=Y+2;
VRITE( AT(X,Y),BL ANK/0.010',S);Y :=Y+1 ;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),BL ANK/0.050*,S) ;Y :=Y+1 ;
VRITE( AT(X,Y), BLANK /0.100*,S);Y :=Y+1 ;
VR ITE( AT(X, Y) ,BL ANK, *0.500' #S) ; Y :=Y+1 ; 
VRITE(AT(X,Y),BLANK/1.000',S);
END; (*  SHOVR ANGE *)
m i? r-nrsr
V U I L  M M / 1 . APPENDIX C
BEGIN (*  STANDARDSOLN *)
IF UNKNOVNs BASE THEN S:= 'M Hydrochloric acid* ELSE S:=‘M Sodium hydroxide'' 
SHOWRANGE; '
Y -16 ;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),'Let COMPUTER select*); Y :=Y+1;
WR ITE( AT(X Y), 'appropriate standard solution ... .(C) *) ;Y :=Y+2;
WRITE( AT(X,Y),'YOU select standard solution ....(Y)');Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),' SELECT OPTION ......( )*);
GETTEXTCHAR(37,Y,CH,i*C7Y','Q']);
QUIT :=CH='Q’;







FOR J:=1 TO 6 DO WRITELNCBLANK,BLANK,BLANK,BLANK);
IF CH='Y* THEN 
BEGIN
VR ITE( AT(X,'Y), 'Enter concentration');
WRITE(AT(X,Y+1 ),'of standard solution:');
REPEAT
GETRESP0NSE(24,Y+1 ,S,5,['1 '/O'/. '/S'/O'D;
QUIT:=S='Q';
STDSOLN :=RVALUE(S);
OK “ ((STDSOLN>=0.01) AND (STDSOLN <=1.0));
IF OK THEN 
BEGIN
INTNUM :=TRUNC(STDSOLN *  100);
OK:«INTNUM IN [1,5,10,50,100];
END;
F NOT OK THEN WRITE(AT(24,Y+1),BLANK);






RE ALSTRCSTDSOLN ,S ,3,5) ;




IF UNKNOWN  ̂ACID THEN OHCONC “ STDSOLN ELSE HCONC -STDSOLN;
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; ( *  STANDARDSOLN *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE GETCOND IT IONS ;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR ASTR: SHORTSTR;
PROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2 :STRING;
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
CONST MIN=10.0; MAX=50; ( *  range of volume*)
X=215; Y=10; (*  coord, to enter input *)
BEGIN
IF INFLASK= ACID THEN PROMPT 1 :=*acid* ELSE PROMPT 1 “ ‘base’;
PROMPT 1 :=CONCAT('Select vol. of 'prompt 1 /  in flask:*);
PR0MPT2 — * (10.0~50.0mL)*;
TVOPROMPTSCPROMPT1 ,PR0MPT2);
INR ANGERESPONSE(FL ASKVOL, ASTR ,M IN ,M AX ,X, Y);
TVOPROMPTSCPROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2); (»erase *)
END; (»SELECT VOL*)
PROCEDURE SELECTVOLCVAR FLASKVOL: REAL); ^
PROCEDURE SELECTCVAR INFLASK. ACIDORBASE); ^
VAR CHrCHAR;
BEGIN
IF ((SOLSTR= ‘Strong acid*) OR (SOLSTR=*Veak base*)) THEN 
BEGIN
PROMPT 1 -'Basic*;




PROMPT 1 - ‘Acidic*;
INFLASK := AC ID;
END;
PROMPT 1 -C0NCATCPR0MPT1 /  solution is in flask*); 
PR0MPT2 - *  Press <SPACE BAR> to continue*; 
TVOPROMPTSCPROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2);
GET ACH AR(CH, [SP ACE /Q * ]);
QUIT :=CH=*0*;
TVOPROMPS(PROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2); (*  ERASE *)
END; (»SELECT»)
BEGIN (*  GETCONDITIONS *)
IF UNKNO VN= AC ID THEN 
BEGIN
RE ALSTR(OHCONC f ASTR ,3,5);
ACIDMOL ARITYC*?*);








IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECT(INFLASK);
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTVOLCFL ASKVOL);
END;(* GETCONDITIONS *)
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
(-»-K***************************************************.**.***^
PROCEDURE SHOVTYPE;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
CONST S='Strong *;
VAR X,Y : INTEGER;
S I : STRÎNG141;
BEGIN
IF UNKNOWN3 AC ID THEN S I :='Base* ELSE S I :='Acid';
X:*210; Y:*135;
VSTAT(X-(7*LENGTHCS0LSTR) DIV 2),Y,S0LSTR); Y:=Y-20;
WSTAT(X#Y/VS'); Y:=Y-20;
VST AT(X-(7 *5) ,Y ,CONC AT(S ,S 1 )) ;
IF INFLASK* AC ID THEN S1 :=*Base* ELSE S1 “ 'Acid'; Y:=Y-50; 
WSTAT0H7*8)XC0NCAT(S1 /  in burette'));
END; (*  SHOVTYPE *)
(*$! :QUIZ2*)
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
(•  QU£2 -  INCLUDED IN QUIZ *)




AC IDCOL ,B ASECOL, 
SOLNCOL : SCREENCOLOR; 
SPACEPR,
SELECTCHANGE : boolean; 
INCR,
BURVOL,
AC IDVOL JB ASEVOL, 
ENDPT1,
PH,
XTRAVQL : REAL; 
INTENDPT, 
RTSIDE,LTSIDE,
(*  soin colour during titration *) 
(♦ current colour of soin in flask *) 
( *  flag to indicate space bar pressed*) 
(*  flag to indicate change in titrant increment vol.*) 
( *  current titrant increment volume *) 
(*  total yoI. added from burette *) 
( *  total vol. of acid & base in flask*) 
(*  yoI. of titrant required to reach endpt*) 
(*  currend pH of solution *)
( *  yoI. of titrant added but not yet shown to fill flask *) 
(♦ integer value of endpt*100 required for indicator colour change*)




(♦ current & increase in level of soln required to fill flask*) 
(*  current coord of pH graph *)
( *  required for graphing pH curve *)
(*==============================================================*)





BEGIN AC IDCOL :=VIOLET; B ASECOL :=BLUE; END 
ELSE (*  not colour monitor *)
BEGIN AC IDCOL :=WHITE1; B ASECOL :=BLACK1; END;
BURVOL :=0.0;
IF INFLASK-AC ID THEN 
BEGIN
AC IDVOL :=FL ASKVOL;
B ASEVOL :=BURVOL;
ENDPT 1 :» AC IDVOL *HCONC /OHCONC;





B ASEVOL :=FL ASKVOL;
ENDPT 1 :=B ASEVOL *OHCONC/HCONC;
SOLNCOL :=B ASECOL;
END;
IF ENDPT 1 <320.0 THEN INTENDPT :=R0UND(ENDPT1 *  100) ELSE INTENDPT :=32000; 
FILLR ATE .-2; (*determines rate at which flask filled *)
RE ALSTR( AC IDVOL, ASTR ,2,6);
ACIDISKASTR); (*  display acid volume*)
RE ALSTR(B ASEVOL, ASTR ̂ ,6);
BASEDISP(ASTR); (*  display base volume *)
C ALCPH( AC IDVOL JB ASEVOL ,HCONC ,OHCONC ,PH);
RE ALSTR(PH, ASTR ,2,5);
DISPL A YPH( ASTR);
END; ( *  IN ITCOND IT IONS *)
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
PROCEDURE INITLEVEL; *
(initializes coord of sides of flask & top of flask as well as level of soin in flask*) 
BEGIN
FLASKT0P:=FLASKY+(3*FLASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*ycoord of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTOP :=FL ASKY+FL ASKSIZE; (*ycoord of very top of flask*)
LTSIDE :=FLASKX-CFLASKSIZ DIV 2)+2;C*calc. coord of sides of*)
RTS IDE :2FLASKX+(FL ASKS IZ DIV 2)-2;(*flask given midpt of base*)
OLDLEVEL .-FLASKY+1 ; ( *  base of flask -  flasky *)
INCREASE :=2*ROUND(FL ASKVOL/10);(*depth of soin to be initially placed in flask*) 
XTRAVOL :=0.0;( initialize increment in titrant to be dispalyed*)
END ;(* INITLEVEL *)
PROCEDURE ADDMORE; ^
(*increment volume of titrant & calculate new pH; display new pH & new vol. of 
titrant*)
CONST BLANK2* *;
VAR VOL: INTEGER; PHSTR, VOLSTR :SHORTSTR;
BEGIN (*  ADDMORE*)
BURVOL :=BURVOL+INCR;
VOL :=ROUND(BURVOL *  100);
BURVOL :2V0L/100.0;
RE ALSTR(BURVOL ,VOLSTR ,2 ,6) ;




B ASED ISP( VOLSTR) ;
END;
BASE: BEGIN
AC ID VOL .-BURVOL ;
ACIDISP(BLANK);
AC ID ISP( VOLSTR) ;
END;
END; (*  CASE *)
C ALCPH( AC ID VOL JB ASE VOL ,HCONC ,OHCONC ,PH) ;
DISPL AYPHCBL ANK); (*  erase old pH *)
REALSTR(PH,PHSTR¿2 ,5); (»display new pH *)
D ISPL AYPH(PHSTR) ;
END; (*  ADDMORE *)
PROCEDURE CHECKINDICATOR;
VAR INTVOL .INTEGER;
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE CH ANGECOL(NEWCOLOR rSCREENCOLOR);
(*------------------------------------------------------------------
(*change colour of soln to newcolor *)






FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE ,RTS IDE .OLDLEVEL .DEPTH .NEWCOLOR);
IF CURRENTL >OLDLEVEL THEN 
BEGIN
DEPTH :=CURRENTL-OLDLEVEL;
F ILLFL ASK(LTS IDE .RTS IDE .OLDLEVEL .DEPTH .NEWCOLOR);
END;
END;( *CH ANGECOL *)
BEGIN( »CHECK INDICATOR*)
INTVOL :=ROUND(BURVOL *  100); (*  NB. burvol <320mL *)
IF TITRTYPE=D IPROT 1C THEN 
BEGIN
IF SQLNCOL= ACIDCOL THEN 
BEGIN
IF (INTVOL DIV 2)>=INTENDPT THEN CHANGECOL(BASECOL);
END;
END (*DIPROTIC*)
ELSE (*  NOT DIPROTIC *)
IF INTVOL >= INTENDPT THEN 
BEGIN
CASE INFLASK OF
ACID : IF (SOLNCOL=ACIDCOL) THEN CHANGECOL(BASECOL);
BASE : IF (SOLNCOL=BASECOL) THEN CHANGECOLCACIDCOL);
END;(*CASE*)
END;
END; (*  CHECKINDICATQR*)
PROCEDURE CHECKLEVELCVAR XTRAVOL, INCR : REAL); ^
VAR EXTRA : INTEGER;
BEGIN
XTRAVOL :=XTRAVOL+INCR; (*xtravol is vol. titrant added that has 
not get been shown to fill flask*)
IF (XTRAVOL >=5.0)THEN (*vhen xtravol is sufficiently large then flask is filled by 
an extra amt. This amt must be even due to slope of flask*)
BEGIN
EXTRA :=TRUNC(XTR AVOL/FILLR ATE);
IF ODD(EXTRA) THEN EXTRA:=EXTRA-1;






QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
BEGIN (» TITRATE »)
IN ITCONDITIONSCENDPT1 );
INITLEVEL;
FILLFL ASKCLTS IDE JR JS IDE ,GLDLE VEL ,INCRE ASE ,SOLNCOL) ;
AGAIN-TRUE;
SELECT INCR(INCR);
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
REQUEST ; (»prompt to press space bar »)
SELECTCHANGE :=F ALSE;
REPEAT
CHECKKE Y(SP ACEPR ,SELECTCH ANGE) ;
IF SP ACEPR THEN 
BEGIN
MOVEDROP( INCR ,OLDLE VEL) ;
ADDMORE;
CHECK INDICATOR;
CHECKLE VELCXTR A VOL, INCR) ;
END;
IF SELECTCHANGE THEN CHANGEINCCSELECTCHANGE,INCR);
UNTIL QUIT;
REQUEST ; (»erase prompt »)
END;
END; (»TITRATE »)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE ST ART AGAIN;




VAR CH:CHAR; Y: INTEGER;
UNSTR : SHORTSTR;
PROCEDURE CLEARVALUES ; ^
(» erase all values and flask »)
BEGIN
DISPL A YPH(BL ANK) ;
BASED ISP(* *);
ACIDISPC *);
FILLBOXd0,110,25,125,BLACK1 ); (» erase flask *)






QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
C* - ï )
FUNCTION ERROR(NUM1 ,NUM2 :RE AL) : INTEGER;
(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------- »)
BEGIN
ERROR :=TRUNC(1 00*( ABS(NUM1 -NUM2)/NUM2));
END; ( *  ERROR *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )







VR ITE( AT(X ,Y),BL ANK ,BL ANK ,S) ; Y .-Y+2 ;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0V(40,-*")); Y:=Y+2;








WRITE( AT(X,Y),BLANK,'UNKNOWN : ",SOLSTR); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0W(40,"*")); Y~Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ Calculated concentration : 0;
GETRESP0NSE(30,Y,S,5 JWJMS);
CONC :=RV ALtÆ(S) ;
IF CONC<1.5 THEN
PERCENT ~ERROR(CONC ,UNKNOVNC)
ELSE PERCENT.-=50,<* error > 50 percent*)
CASE PERCENT OF 
0 : S := "EXCELLENT"; 
t ,2,3: S ~  VERY CLOSE";
4,5,6 :S:="CL0SE";
END; <*CASE*)
IF PERCENT>=20 THEN S := "TERRIBLE"




CONST DOTS=" .... C;
BEGIN
Y:=6;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),"Another unknown solution",DOTS,'A)') ;Y :=Y+3;




IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTUNKNOWN;






RE ALSTR(UNKNO VNC,UNSTR ,3,5) ;




BEGIN (*  ST ART AGAIN *)
Y:=6;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/REPEAT previous titration*,BLANK.DOTS,*R)'); Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Repeat titration’); Y :=Y+1 ;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ but ALTER conditions ’,BLANK .DOTS /A)*); Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ENTER concentration of unknown',DOTS,’E)’); Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Get CALCULATOR BLANK,BLANK,BLANK,DOTS/C)’); Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/GIVE up BL ANK,BL ANK,BLANK,BLANK,DOTS/G)’); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/OUIT - back to MAIN MENU ’,BLANK,DOTS,’Q)’) ; Y:=Y+3; 
WRITE(AT(X+10,Y)/SELECT OPTION ..’,DOTS,’ ) ’);
G0T0XY(37 ,Y) ;
GETTEXTCHAR(X+37,Y,CH,[’R 7 A 7 C 7 E 7 G ’,*Q’]);
IF AGAIN THEN AGAIN :=(CH=’R’) OR (CH=’C’);
QUIT.-CH='Q’; (*  resets ’quit* *)
P AGE(OUTPUT) ;
CLEARVALUESC AGAIN);
FILLBOXd50,265,32,164,BLACK1 ); (*erase right hand box*)
CASE CH OF
‘E’: BEGIN GETGUESS; ANOTHERGO; END;
*G’: BEGIN GIVEUP; ANOTHERGO; END;
•C* BEGIN GETCALCULATOR; ST ART AGAIN; END;
END; (*  CASE *)
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; (*  START AGAIN *)
QUIZ CODE APPENDIX C
BEGIN (*  main *)
(*$N+*)






WHILE (NOT QUIT) DO 
BEGIN
IF (NOT AGAIN) THEN STANDARDSOLN; 
DRAWFLASK(FLASKX/LASKY,FLASKSIZ,WHITED; 
GRAFMODE;
IF (NOT AGAIN) THEN 
BEGIN
GETK(K1 ,K2);
IF NOT QUIT THEN GETCONDITIONS;
END; ( *  if *)
SHOWTYPE;
IF NOT QUIT THEN TITRATE;
TEXTMODE;
ST ART AGAIN;





V fW IL  V U I/ k APPENDIX C
( *  ASSIGNMENT is pari of the AC ID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE. In ASSIGNMENT the user 
must enter an assignment no. which corresponds to a particular unknown solution. The user 
must then carry out a simulated titration in order to determine the concentration of this 
unknown. The program does not reveal the correct concentration of the unknown - the 
results must be submitted to the teacher for assessment.*) 
(*$S+ + *X *$ R -*X *$ V -*X *$ I-*)
PROGRAM ASSIGNMENT;
USES TURTLEGR APH ICS .TR ANSCEND .CH A INSTUFF.USEFUL .T ITRL IB;
VAR
COLOUR. (*  is a colour monitor available *)
NEV. (*  flag to select a new assignment *)
AGAIN : BOOLEAN; (*  option to repeat titration *)
UNKNOWN: ACIDORBASE; (*  type of unknown soin *)
UNKNOVNC. (*  concentration of unknown soin *)
STDSOLN :REAL; (*  concentration of standard soin *)
SOLSTR: STRINGI! 7]; (*  string of type of unknown soin *)
(»s****************#**«******##*******#***#************#*#*) 
PROCEDURE GETCALCULATOR;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
CONST T0P=10; INDENTRO;










VRITE( AT(X.Y). AR0W<21 .STAR)); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE( ATCX.Y).* C A L C U L A T O R * ) ; Y  :=Y+2 ;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),AROW(21 .STAR));






END; ( *  LAYOUT*)




VR ITEC AT(X. Y). ‘ENTER NUM:*);
GETRESP0NSE(22.Y.S.8.[,0,..*9,.*.,.*Q,.,C*]);
VRITE(AT(X.Y).‘ *);
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
QUIT -((S^Q *) OR (S='C*)) ;
ESCAPE ¡=S= XT;
NUM :=RV ALUE(S) ;
END; ( *  ENTERNUM *)
PROCEDURE ENTEROPCY ¡INTEGER; VAR OP ¡CHAR); ^
BEGIN )
GOTOXYC INDENT ,Y) ;
GETACHAR(0Pj*+*/-*/X,/ * * / / ,/0*/C*3);
VRITE(OP);
QUIT ¡=((OP='Q‘) OR (OP=*C‘));
ESCAPE ¡=OP=*Q';
END;




FOR J *.=A TO B DO VR ITE( AT( INDENT, J) ,BL ANKL) ;
END; ( *  CLEAR*)




*+*: NUMI :=NUM1 +NUM2;
NUM1 ¡=NUM1-NUM2;
•X*/**: NUM1 :=NUM1 *NUM2;
‘/ ’¡NUMI .-NUMI /NUM2;
END; («CASE*)
VR ITE( AT( INDENT, Y) ,NUM 1 ¡9:5);





ENTERNUMCY ,NUM1 ) ;











IF NOT QUIT THEN CALCCNUM1 ,NUM2,0P);
















( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *-**-***) 
PROCEDURE GETK(VAR K1 ,K2 :REAL);




WEAK AC ID : K1 =1.76E-5; (*  Ka for acetic acid*)
WEAKBASE : Kl :=1.79E-5; (*  Kb for ammonia*)
DIPROTIC : BEGIN
PROMPT 1 :=’Indicator will change colour’;
PR0MPT2 :=*at 2nd end pt. Press <SPACE BAR>‘;
T’v/OPROMPTSCPROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2);











( * * * - * * * * * * < * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
CONST STAR=’* ’;
VAR X,Y ,FIRSTNO .INTEGER;
ASSIGN ¡STRING[2];
CH.CHAR;
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
PROCEDURE SELECTTYPE; ^
BEGIN ^
CASE ASSIGN[1 ] OF 
*0*, T :  BEGIN
TITRTYPE .-STRONG AC ID;
SOLSTR:='HYDROCHLORIC ACID*;
UNKNOVN := ACID ;
END;
*273': BEGIN





















END; (*  SELECTTYPE *)
BEGIN (*  SELECTUNKNOVN *)
PAGE(OUTPUT);
X:»0; Y “ 6;
VRITE(AT(X/i%AR0V(40,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X ,Y)/ENTER ASSIGNMENT N0.(0-99):*); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/This no. will be given to you by ‘); Y :=Y+1 ;
VRITE(AT(X, Y),‘your teacher.*); Y :»Y+2;
VRITE( AT(X,Y),AR0V(40,ST AR)) ;
GETRESP0NSE(X+35,Y-5, ASSIGN ,2 ,NUMS+[*Q*]);
QUIT :=POS( *0 ‘, ASS IGN) >0 ;





IF LENGTH( ASS IGN)<2 THEN ASSIGN :=C0NCAT(‘0‘, ASS IGN);
SELECTTYPE;
FIRSTNO “ (ORD( ASS IGN [ 1 ])-48)*3;
UNKNOVNC :=ORD( ASSIGNI2D-48;
UNKNOVNC :=( 100+C96 *UNKNOVNC)+F IRSTNO)/1000;
(♦ calculates cone .in rang 0.1 - 0.91 *)
IF UNKNOVN» ACID THEN HCONC “ UNKNOVNC ELSE OHCONC “ UNKNOVNC;
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
PAGE(OUTPUT); 
Y.-4;
WRITE( AT(X,Y),AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/ YOUR ASSIGNMENT IS TO CALCULATE*); Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ THE CONCENTRATION OF A SOLUTION'); Y “ Y+2; 
WRITE( AT(X,Y)/ OF *,SOLSTR/.‘); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ CONCENTRATION VILL BE IN RANGE*);Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ 0.100-1 .OOOM*);Y :=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0W(40,STAR));




END; (*  SELECTUNKNOWN *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE STANDARDSOLN;





Y, JJNTNUM : INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF UNKNOVN=BASE THEN S “ 'hydrocholoric acid.* ELSE S :='sodium hydroxide.*;
Y :=8 ;
WRITE( AT(X,Y), AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y “ Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/Enter concentration of standard*); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/solution of *,S);Y:=Y+2;






IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
STDSOLN :=RVALUE(S);
OK :=((STDS0LN>=0.10) AND (STDSOLN <=1.0));
IF OK THEN INTNUM :=TRUNC(STDSOLN* 100) ;
IF NOT OK THEN WRITE(AT(34,Y).BLANK);
END;
UNTIL OK OR QUIT;
IF UNKNOVN= ACID THEN OHCONC :=STDSOLN ELSE HCONC “ STDSOLN;
P AGE(OUTPUT) ;
END; ( *  STANDARDSOLN *)
( * * * * * * * # # * * * * * # # * * # # # # # * * * * # * # * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ‘) 
PROCEDURE GETCOND IT IONS ;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR ASTR : SHORTSTR;
PROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2 ¡STRING;
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
PROCEDURE SELECT VOL(VAR FLASK VOL : REAL); *
CONST MIN=10.0; MAX=50; ( *  range of volume*)
X=215; Y=10; (*  coord, to enfer input *)
BEGIN (*SELECTVOL *)
IF INFLASK=ACID THEN PROMPT 1 :=*acid* ELSE PROMPT 1 - ‘base*;
PROMPT1 :=CONCAT('Select vol. of *,prompt 1 /  in flask:*);
PR0MPT2:«* (10-50ml)‘;
T VOPROMPTSCPROMPT1 PR0MPT2);
INR ANGERESPONSE(FL ASK VOL, ASTR ,M IN ,M AX ,X,Y) ;
CHARTYPEC6);
T VOPROMPTSCPROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2); C* erase *)
CHARTYPE(IO);
END; ( *SELECT VOL *)
( * sä=ä==================ss===:=::==;=!====s==s=====:=:==:=:=:s=!==:=!:s==:=!=:=;=====* )
PROCEDURE SELECTCVAR INFLASK: ACIDORBASE);
V ARCH .CHAR;
BEGIN










PROMPT 1 :=CONCAT(PROMPT 1 /  solution is in flask*); 
PR0MPT2:=* Press <SPACE BAR> to continue*; 




TVOPROMPSCPROMPT1 ,PR0MPT2); C* erase*) 
CHARTYPE(IO);
END; C*SELECT*)
BEGIN C* GETCONDITIONS *)












IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTC INFLASK);
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTVOL(FLASKVOL);
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
END;(* GETCONDITIONS *)
(***•**•**•* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * - * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  *•**•£*****•*) 
PROCEDURE SHOVTYPE;




IF UNKNOWNSASE THEN S1 :='HYDROCHLORIC ACID* ELSE S I :='SODIUM HYDROXIDE'; 
X.-210; Y.-135;
VSTAT(X-(7*LENGTH(S0LSTR) DIV 2),Y,S0LSTR); Y :=Y-20;
VSTATCX^Y/VS'); Y:=Y-20;
VSTAT(X-(7*LENGTH(S1) DIV 2),Y,S1);
IF INFLASK=ACID THEN S1 :='BASE‘ ELSE S I :='ACID'; Y:=Y-5G; 
VSTAT(XH[7*8),Y,C0NCAT(S1 /  IN BURETTE'));
END; ( *  SHOVTYPE *)
(*$ l :ASS2*)
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C





AC IDCOL ,B ASECOL, 











OLDLEVEL JNCRE ASE, 
OLDX,OLDY,
INDEX: INTEGER;
(*  soln colour during titration *) 
(»current colour of soln in flask *) 
(*  flag to indicate space bar pressed *) 
(*  flag to indicate change in titrant increment volume *) 
(*  current titrant increment vol. *) 
(*  total vol. added from burette. *) 
(*  total vol. of acid & base in flask *) 
(*  vol. of titrant required to reach endpt*) 
( *  current pH of solution *) 
(*  vol. of titrant added but not yet shown to fill flask *) 
( *  integer value of endpt*10G *)
(*  current x-coord. of flask being filled*) 
(*  current & increase in level of soln *) 
(*  current coord of pH graph *) 
(*  required for filling flask *)






BEGIN AC IDCOL “ VIOLET; B ASECOL ¡«BLUE; END 
ELSE (*  not colour monitor *)
BEGIN ACIDCOL :=VHITE1; BASECOL :=BLACK1; END;
BUR VOL :=0.0;











ENDPT1 :=B ASEVOL »OHCQNC/HCONC;
SOLNCOL :=B ASECOL;
END;
IF ENDPT1 <320.0 THEN INTENDPT :=R0UND(ENDPT1 * 100) ELSE INTENDPT :=32000; 
FILLRATE .-2; (»determines rate at which flask filled*)
RE ALSTR( AC IDVOL, ASTR ,2,6);
ACIDISP(ASTR); (»display acid vol. *)
RE ALSTRCB ASEVOL, ASTR ,2,6);
BASEDISP(ASTR); (»display base vol. *)
C ALCPH( AC IDVOL ,B ASEVOL ,HCONC,OHCONC,PH);
RE ALSTR(PH, ASTR ,2,5);
DISPLAYPH(ASTR);
END; ( *  IN ITCONDIT IONS*)
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
( *  initialises coordinates of sides of flask & top of flask and level of soin in flask*) 
BEGIN
FL ASKTÜP :=FL ASKY+(3*FLASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*y coord of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTOP :=FLASKY+FL ASKSIZE; (*ycoord of very top of flask*)
LTS IDE :=FLASKX-(FL ASKS IZ DIV 2)+2; (*calc. coord of sides of*)
RTS IDE :*FLASKX+(FL ASKS IZ DIV 2)-2; (*flask given midpt of base*) 
0LDLEVEL:=FLASKY+1 ; (»base of flask-flasky *)
INCREASE :=2*R0UND(FLASKV0L/10);( »depth of soin to be initially placed in flask*) 
XTR AVOL :=0.0; (»initialize increment in titrant *)
END ;(* INITLEVEL *)
PROCEDURE ADDMORE; ^
(»increment vol. of titrant & calculate new pH;display new pH & new vol. of titrant*) 
CONST BLANK** *;
VAR VOL: INTEGER; PHSTR//OLSTRrSHORTSTR;
BEGIN (*  ADDMORE*)
BURVOL :=BURVOL+INCR;
VOL :=ROUND(BUR VOL *  100);
BURVOL :=V0L/100.0;
RE ALSTR(BURVOL ,V0LSTR,2,6);
CASE INFLASK OF 
ACID : BEGIN









END; (*  CASE *)
CALCPH( ACIDVOL,BASE VOL ,HCONC ,OHCONC,PH);
DISPLAYPH(BLANK); (*  ERASE OLD PH *)
REALSTR(PHJRHSTR2J5) ; ( *  DISPLAY NEV PH *)
DISPL A YPH(PHSTR) ;




ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE CH ANGECOL(NEV COLOR :SCREENCOLOR);
(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
( *  change colour of soln to newcolor *)






FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL,DEPTH ,NE VCOLOR) ;
IF CURRENTL >OLDLEVEL THEN 
BEGIN
DEPTH :=CURRENTL-QLDLEVEL;
F ILLFL ASK(LTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL,DEPTH,NEWCOLOR);
END;
END; (»CHANGECOL»)
BEGIN (*  CHECKIND 1CATQR *)
INTVOL :=ROUND(BUR VOL *  100);
IF TITRT YPE=D IPROTIC THEN 
BEGIN
IF SOLNCOL35 AC IDCOL THEN 
BEGIN
IF (INTVOL DIV 2) >=INTENDPT THEN CHANGECOL(BASECOL);
END;
END (»DIPROTIC»)
ELSE (*  NOT DIPROTIC *)
IF INTVOL >= INTENDPT THEN 
BEGIN
CASE INFLASK OF
ACID : IF (SOLNCOL=ACIDCOL) THEN CHANGECOL(BASECOL);
BASE : IF (SOLNCOL=B ASECOL) THEN CHANGECOL( AC IDCOL);
END;(*CASE*)
END;
END; ( *  CHECK IND IC ATOR *)
PROCEDURE CHECKLEVEL(VAR XTRAVOL, INCR : REAL);
VAR EXTRA : INTEGER;
BEGIN
XTR AVOL :=XTR A VOL+ INCR;( *xtr avol is vol.titrant added that has not yet been
shown to fill flask*)
IF (XTRAVOL>=5.Q)THEN (»when xtravol is sufficiently large then flask is filled by
an extra amt. This amt must be even due to slope of flask *)
BEGIN
EXTRA .-TRUNCiXTR AVOL /FILLR ATE);





ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
BEGIN (*  TITRATE *)
IN ITCONDITIONSCENDPT1);
INITLEVEL;
FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLE VEL, INCRE ASE .SOLNCOL);
AGAIN .«TRUE;
SELECT INCR(INCR);
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN









CHECKLE VELCXTR A VOL, INCR);
END;
IF SELECTCHANGE THEN CHANGE INC(SELECTCHANGE,INCR);
UNTIL QUIT;
CH ARTYPE(O);
REQUEST; ( *  erase prompt *)
CHARTYPE(IO);
END;












VRITEC AT(X,Y),*REPE AT previous titration *,DOTS/R)*); Y :=Y+2; 
V/RITE(AT(X, Y),'Repeat titration*); Y :«Y+1 ;
VRITEC AT(X,Y),* but ALTER conditions ’.DOTS/A)'); Y :=Y+2; 
VRITEC AT(X,Y)/Get CALCULATOR *,DOTS,*C); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X.Y)/Nev assignment *,DOTS/N)*); Y:=Y+2;
VRITEC ATCX,Y)/QUIT - back to MAIN MENU *,DOTS/Q)*); Y :=Y+3; 
VRITE(ATCX.Y)/ SELECT OPTION ..‘.DOTS/ )*); 
G0T0XYC37.Y);
GETTEXTCHARCX+37,Y,CH,i'R',*A’/C*/N '/Q ‘]);
IF AGAIN THEN AGAIN:=(CH=*R‘) OR (CH=*C*);
QUIT :=CH=*Q*; C* resets-quit* *)
PAGE(OUTPUT);
CLEARVALUESC AGAIN);
FILLBOXCl 50,271,32,164,BLACK1 ); C*erase right hand box*)
CASE CH OF
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
•C* .'BEGIN GETCALCULATOR; CHECK AG A IN; END; 
’N' :NEW .-TRUE ;
END; (♦ CASE*)
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; (*  CHECK AG A IN*)




END; (*  START AGAIN *)







WHILE (NOT QUIT) DO 
BEGIN
IF NEW THEN SELECTUNKNOWN;
IF ((NOT AGAIN) AND (NOT QUIT)) THEN STANDARDSOLN; 
DRAWFLASK(FLASKX/LASKY,FLASKSIZ,WHITED; 
GRAFMODE;
IF ((NOT QUIT) AND (NOT AGAIN)) THEN 
BEGIN
GETK(K1 ,K2);
IF NOT QUIT THEN GETCOND IT IONS;
END; ( *  if *)
SHOWTYPE;
IF NOT QUIT THEN TITRATE;
TEXTMODE;
ST ART AGAIN;
END; ( *  while *)
BACKTOMENU;
END. («ASSIGNMENT*)
ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX C
( *  This program is SYSTEM.STARTUR for SALTS TITRATION PACKAGE.
This introduction - displays title page;
-  asks user whether colour monitor is available.
-  informs user that input must be followed by return key ;
-  informs user to press "0” to quit from any of the programs;
-  and then chains to main menu.*)
The pascal code for the introduction/startup program for the 
SALTS TITRATION PACKAGE is identical to the code for the 
introduction program for the ACID/BASE TITRATION PACKAGE 
with the exception of two lines in Procedure Titlepage:
BEGIN (*  TITLEPAGE *)
IN ITCOND IT IONS;
INITLEVEL;
DR AVFL ASK(FL ASKX ,FL ASKY ,FL ASKS IZ, VHITE2);
FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE,RTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL ,INCRE ASE ,SOLNCOL); 
X:=150;
BORDER( VIOLET) ;
V S T  AT(13 0 ,1 5 0 ,"T I T R A T I O  IT );
V S T A T t l3 4 ,1 3 0 /0  F S A L T  S ’) ;










1,6,11 : NEVCOL :=BLUE;
2,7,12: NEVCOL :=VHITE2;






UNTIL (L=15) OR (KEYIN);
END; (*  TITLEPAGE*)
INTRO CODE APPENDIX D
( *  Main menu which chains to
-  titration of SALTS (SALTITRATE)
-  titration of SODIUM CARBONATE & SODIUM B 1CARBONATE(MITURE)
-  assignment of salts (SALT ASSIGN)
-  assignment of mixture(MIXASSIGN) *)
( *$S++ ,R- ,V- *)
PROGRAM SALTMENU;






PROCEDURE SELECTOPTIONCY¡INTEGER; VAR CH:CHAR; LEGALSET .CHARSET);
(**********************************************************}
BEGIN
¥RITE(AT(0,Y)/ SELECT OPTION ....... ( )');




PROCEDURE SHOVMENU(VAR NUM: CHAR);




AORB=*of acids & bases’;
BLANK=* *;
X=0;





VRITE(AT(X+10,Y)/M A IN  M EN  U*); Y:=Y+2;
WR»TE(AT(X,Y),AR0V(40,STAR)); Y :=Y+3;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),TITR/of salts BLANK,DOTS/I)’); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE( AT(X,Y),TITR .’of salt mixture *,D0TS/2)’); Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),’Assignment for salts ’,BL ANK,DGTS,’3)‘) ; Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Assignment for mixture ’,D0TS/4)’); Y :=Y+2;
WRITEC AT(X,Y),’QUIT *,BL ANK,BLANK,DOTS,’Q)’); Y :=Y+3;
SELECT0PTI0N(Y,NUM,[’r ..’47Q ,D;
END; ( *  SHOVMENU *)
SALT MENU CODE APPENDIX D




PROCEDURE INFORM(NAME ¡STRING); ^
BEGIN j
P AGE(OUTPUT) ;
WRITEi AT(8,8)/L 0 A D I N G*);
VRITE(AT(0,12),NAME,* P R O G R A M ...... *);
END;
BEGIN (*  CHAINTO *)
CASE CH OF
*t BEGIN S:=T IT R  AT ION'; SETCH A IN( ' :S ALT ITR ATE ') ; END;
*2*: BEGIN S:=T IT R  AT ION*; SETCH A INC ¡MIXTURE*); END;
*3'*. BEGIN S~*A S S IG N M E N T*; SETCH A IN(* ¡SALT ASSIGN*); END;
*4‘: BEGIN S ¡=* A S S I G N M E N T * ;  SETCH A INC ¡MIX ASSIGN*); END;
END;(*CASE*)
INFORM(S);
END; (*  SELECTPROG *)
( ^ * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE FIN;





VRITECATCX+2,Y),‘REMOVE DISK FROM DISK DRIVE*); Y ¡=Y+5;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO REBOOT*); Y .=Y+2;
WR ITE( AT(X, Y),'COMPUTER TO RUN ANOTHER PROGRAM ');
REPEAT
X:=Y; (*  INFINITE LOOP*)
UNTI (X>Y);
END; (*  FW *)
BEGIN (*  MAIN *)
SETCOLOUR;
SVAPGPON; ( *  set swapping to level 2 *) 
SHOWMENUtPROGNUM) ;
IF QUIT THEN FIN ELSE CH AINT O(PROGNUM) ; 
END. (*SALTMENU*)
SALT MENU CODE APPENDIX D
( *  Simulated titration between
- salt of a weak acid /strong base and a strong acid
-  salt of a weak base /strong acid and a strong base
- salt of a diprotic acid /strong base and a strong acid *)
(*$ s+ + *X *$ R -*X *$ v -*)
PROGRAM SALTTITRATE;
USES TURTLEGRAPHICS,TRANSCEND,CH A INSTUFF,USEFUL,S ALTLIB;
CONST
XCQN=160; YC0N=40; (*coord. of origin of ph graph *)
VtM.SC ALE® 100; (*no. pixels on horizontal axis of ph graph *)
TYPE
REALPTS=ARRAY[1 ..VOLSCALE] OF REAL;
INTPTS= ARR AY [0..VOLSC ALE 1 OF INTEGER ;
VAR
KOPTION, (*option for user to enter pK values(s) *)
COLOUR,, (-»is colour monitor available *)
AGAIN : BOOLEAN; (^option to repeat titration *)
VOLPTS : REALPTS; (*vol.of titrant used initially to plot curve*)
PHPTS : INTPTS; C*pH values corresponding to volpts required to plot entire curve- 
these integer values have been scaled for graph by a factor of phratio*) 
S ALTCONC ,T ITRCONC :RE AL ; ( *  cone. of soins *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE GETK(VAR Kt ,K2 :REAL);
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
( *  allows user to input pK value(s) *)
VAR MIN,MAX: REAL;
OK .BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE INPUTKiS ¡STRING; VAR K ¡REAL); ^









INRANGERESPONSE(PK, PKISTR, MIN ,M AX ,X,Y);




IF NOT QUIT THEN K:=EXP(-PK*LN(10)) ELSE K:=1.0;
END; (*  INPUTK *)




BASESALT : INPUTKCpKa (2-15)',K1); 







F NOT QUIT THEN INPUTK0pK2 (<15)'#K2); 
F (NOT OUIT) AND (K1 <K2) THEN 
BEGIN
BEEP;BEEP;
VSTAT(2,0/pK2 MUST BE > pKt ■); 
END
ELSE OK .-TRUE;
UNTIL (QUIT) OR (OK);
CHARTYPEiO);






( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE WHICHSALT(SALTTYPE: TITRAT; VAR F WISHED BOOLEAN);
(»««««««•K*«#«#«*«««««««»«»«##««««»««#««««*«#«««#*#«»«#«###«) 
VAR REPLY :CHAR;
PROMPT 1,PR0MPT2,ATYPE,ACH . STRING;
NUM:STRING[1 ];





PROMPT 1 :=CONC AT(PROMPT 1 /  .... (1 ) ‘);
PR0MPT2 :*CONC AT(PR0MPT2/ .... (2)*);
VRITE(ATCX,Y),AR0V(40,***)); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(2,Y)/Select salt to be used in titration*); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE(ATCX,Y),AR0V(40/**)); Y :=Y+3;
VR ITE( AT(X,Y) ¿PROMPT 1 ) ; Y:=Y+2;




VR ITE( AT(X ,Y)Input pK',ACH/ of ',ATYPE,' from1); Y -Y + l ;
PROMPT 1 “ CONCATCwhich salt is derived ... C,NUM,')');
VRITE(AT(X,Y),PR0MPT1 ); Y.-Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ SELECT OPTION .....( )');
GETTEXTCH AR(X+37 ,Y ,REPL Y, WPUT) ;
SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; ( »GETREPL Y*)
BEGIN (»WHICHSALT»)
KOPTION «FALSE;
CASE SALTTYPE OF 
BASES ALT: BEGIN
PROMPT 1 :='Sodium cyanide *;
PROMPT2 := 'Sodium acetate *;
ACH:=‘a‘; ATYPE := Veak acid*; NUM:=*3'; 
GETREPL Y(REPL Y J ' 1 \.*37Q'D;
CASE REPLY OF 
T :  K1 “ 5.00E-10;
‘2*: K1 :=1.76E-5;
*3' : KOPTION “ TRUE;
END;(»CASE*)
END;
AC IDS ALT: BEGIN
PROMPT 1 “ 'Ammonium chloride ';
PRQMPT2 :=‘ *;
ACH.-'b'; ATYPE:«Veak base'; NUM:«*2*; 
GETREPL YCREPLY, [ ’ 1 \.'27Q 'D;
IF REPLY« *1' THEN K1 :«1.79E-5 
ELSE IF REPLY«*2* THEN KOPTION “ TRUE; 
END;
DISALT: BEGIN
PROMPT 1 := ‘Sodium carbonate '; 
PROMPT2:='Potassium phthalate ’; 
ACH:«‘1 & 2 ‘; ATYPE:«‘acid*; NUM :«'3‘; 
GETREPL YCREPLY, [' 1 ‘..*3','0 *D;
CASE REPLY OF
T :  BEGIN Kt “ 4.3E-7; K2:=5.6E-11; END; 







SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SELECTTYPE(V AR TITRTYPE: TITRAT);
( s * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
( *  select type of titration -  then select strength of salt in WHICHSALT *)
VAR OK ¡BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE 6ETTYPE; *
CONST STAR='*'; DOTS=‘ ..C; ^
VAR CH.-CHAR;
X, Y¡INTEGER; ( *  coord, to enter input *)
BEGIN
PAGE(OUTPUT);
X “ 0; Y “ 2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0V(40,STAR)); Y ¡=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X+9,Y)/TITRATION OF SALTS ’); Y~Y+2;
VRITECAT(X,Y),AR0V(40,STAR)); Y ¡=Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Salt of weak acid /strong base ‘,DOTS/1)*); Y :=Y+2; 
WRIT£(ATO<,Y)/Salt of weak base/strong acid *,DQTS/2)‘); Y:=Y+2;
VR ITE( AT(X, Y) f ‘Salt of diprotic acid /strong base ‘ ,DOTS. *3) *); Y :=Y+2; 
VRITE(ATCX,Y)/Ouit - back to MAIN MENU ‘,DOTS/Q)‘); Y ¡=Y+4;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ SELECT SALT .....( ) ‘);





‘2*-. TITRTYPE “ ACIDS ALT;






IF NOT QUIT THEN WHICHS ALT(TITRTYPE ,OK);
UNTIL OK OR QUIT;
END; (*  SELECTTYPE *)
(*$ l ¡SALTITR2*)
C*$l ¡SALTITR3*)
C  Al T T IT D  A T r  rfU SC
jr u . i i i i  isn 11- w w l APPENDIX D
( *  SALTITR2 -  included in SALTITRATE*)




S ALTCOL ,T ITRCOL ,M IDCOL, 





( *  soln colours during titration *) 
(*  current colour of soln in flask *) 
(*flag set at beginning of titration and at endptCs) to 
indicate that next drop will require a change in label *) 
(*  option to show "state** of soln in flask*) 
( *  flag to indicate space bar pressed *) 
( *  flag to indicate change in titrant increment volume *)
INCR,
BURVOL,










INDEX : INTEGER; 
NEVEQ : SHORTSTR ;
( *  current titrant increment vol. *) 
(*  total vol. added from burette (titrant) *) 
(*  total yoI. of salt & titrant in flask *) 
( *  vol. of titrant required to reach endpt *) 
( *  current pH of soln *) 
(*nextvol required for graphing *) 
( *  vol. titrant not yet shown to fill flask *) 
(*ratio between pHscale & pH range to be plotted on scale*) 
integer value of endpt*100 required for indicator colour change*)
(*  current x-coord. of flask being filled *) 
( *  current & increase in level of soln *) 
(*  current coord of pH graph *) 
(*  required for graphing pH curve *) 
(*  label of "state" of soln in flask *)
PROCEDURE IN ITCOND IT IONS( V AR ENDPT 1 :REAL);
CONST PHSCALE* 100.0; ( *  No. pixels on pH scale*)







BEGIN S ALTCOL :=VIOLET; TITRCOL :=BLUE; MIDCOL “ GREEN; END 
ELSE ( *  not colour monitor *)
BEGIN
S ALTCOL :=VHITE1 ;
IF TITRT YPE=D IS ALT THEN
BEGIN MIDCOL :=BLACK1 ; TITRCOL :=ORANGE; END 
ELSE T ITRCOL “ BLACK 1 ;
END;
BURVOL :=0.0;
IF INFLASK* AS ALT THEN 
BEGIN
S ALTVOL :=FL ASKVOL ;
TITRVOL “ BURVOL;
ENDPT 1 :=S ALTVOL *S  ALTCONC /TITRCONC ;
SOLNCOL :*S ALTCOL;
IF T ITRT YPE* AC IDS ALT THEN VSTAT(X,Y,*pH vs vol.base*) 
ELSE VSTAT(X,Y,*pH vs vol.acid*);
END
SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D








IF ENDPT1 <320.0 THEN INTENDPT :=R0UND(ENDPT1 *  100)
ELSE INTENDPT “ 32000;(* intendpt required to change indicator- Due to vol.
of flask,if endpt>320 then titration will not reach endpt*) 
PHRAT 10 :=(PHSCALE/PHRANGE); (*  pH increm. per pixel *)
FILLRATE :=2; (^determines rate at which flask filled*)
RE ALSTRCS ALTVOL ,V0LSTR,2,6);
SALTDISP(VOLSTR); (*  Display acid volume*)
RE ALSTRCT ITRVOL ,VOLSTR ,2,6);






INDEX :=0; NEXTVOL :=V0LPTS[1 ];
END;
PROCEDURE INITLEVEL; ^
(*  initializes coord of sides of flask & top of flask as well as level of soln in flask *) 
CONST WIDTH=2; ( *  indent soln from sides of flask *)
BEGIN
FLASKTOP :=FLASKY+ (3*FLASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*y-coord, of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTQP :=FL ASKY+FL ASKSIZE; (*y-coord, of very top of flask *)
LTSIDE :=FLASKX-(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)+WIDTH; (*calc. coord of sides*)
RTSIDE “ FL ASKX+(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)-WIDTH; (*of flask given midpt. of base*) 
OLDLEVEL :=FL ASKY+1; (*  base of flask= Flasky *)
INCREASE :=10; (*depth of soln to be initially placed in flask*)
XTRAVOL :=0.0; (*initialize increment in titrant *)
END; (*INITLEVEL*)
PROCEDURE UPDATED; ^
( *  Update current string relating to titration*)
CONST WACID=' V.ACID’; VBASE=* V.BASE'; SBASE=' BASE ,;SSALT=* AS ALT *;
SACID-* ACID *; ABUFFER=‘ BUFFER';EOUIV=' END PT*;
( *  strings to be displayed at appropriate stages of titration*)





SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
IF BURV0L=0 THEN 
BEGIN
IF INFLASK* AS ALT THEN NEVEQ :=SSALT 
ELSE 
BEGIN
CASE TITRTYPE OF 
DISALT, BASES ALT: NEVEQ :=S ACID;
ACIDS ALT: NEVEQ :=SBASE;




ELSE ( *burvol <>0*)
BEGIN
IF TITRT YPE=D IS ALT THEN 
BEGIN
IF INTVOL* INTENDPT THEN NEVEQ :*’ ENDPT1 *
ELSE IF (INTVOL DIV 2)= INTENDPT THEN NEVEQ :=' ENDPT2* 
ELSE IF INTVOL<INTENDPT THEN NEVEQ :=' 2SALTS'
ELSE IF (INTVOL DIV 2)<INTENDPT THEN NEVEQ :=ABUFFER 
ELSE NEVEQ :*S ACID;
FIRSTDR :=((NEVEQ=‘ ENDPT10 OR (NEVEQ*' ENDPT2*)); 
END
ELSE (*  not diprotic *)
BEGIN
IF INTVOL* INTENDPT THEN 
BEGIN NEVEQ :=EQUIV; FIRSTDR :=TRUE; END 
ELSE IF INTVOL < INTENDPT THEN 
BEGIN
IF INFLASK*ASALT THEN NEVEQ :=ABUFFER;
END
ELSE (*  Burvol>endpt*)
BEGIN
IF INFLASK* AS ALT THEN 
BEGIN






CH ARTYPE(O); VST AT(X ,Y,NEVEQ); CHARTYPE(IO);
VSTAT(X,Y,NEVEQ);
END; («UPDATEQ»)
PROCEDURE SETUPARRAYS(VAR VOLPTS :REALPTS; VAR PHPTS: INTPTS); ^
(*  calculate pH value for volscale no. points. Volume calculated is twice required to 
reach end point if monoprotic and three times if diprotic * )
CONST MIN=O.Ot; MAX=10.00; (*min & max value of incr. of titrant *)
X*195; Y*10; (*coord . for display of increment selected*)
VAR I .INTEGER;
VOLR AT 10 :RE AL; (*ratio of vol. of titrant plotted to no. pixels onx- axis*) 
INCSTR .STRING;





( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
BEGIN
PHPTStO] ~ROUND(PH*PHR AT 10) ;
IF TITRTYPE=DISALT THEN V0LRATI0:=(ENDPT1 *3.0)/V0LSCALE 
ELSE VOLR AT IO :=(ENDPT 1 *2.0)/VOLSCALE; ( *  vol.incr. for each pixel*) 
FOR l:=1 TO VOLSCALE DO VOLPTSll]:=VOLRATIO*l; («total vol.at point T *); 





VSTAT(3,10 ,CONC AT( ' Initial pH is PHSTR));






WSTAT(3,10,Do you want solution');
VSTAT(3,0,'in flask labelled? (Y/N)');
END; ( *  LABELOPTION *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE PLE ASEWAIT;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN
VSTAT(10,5/PREPARING SOLUTIONS........ ');









CALCPH(FL ASKVOL, VOLPTS [ 11 ,S ALTCONC ,T ITRCONC ,PH)
ELSE CALCPH(VOLPTS111 /LASKVOL,SALTCONC,TITRCONC,PH); 
PHPTSlI] :=ROUND(PHRATIO*PH);
END;(* WHILE *)
END; (*  CYCLE *)
BEG It («SETUP ARRAYS*)
C ALCPKS ALTVOL JITRVOL ,S ALTCONC ,T ITRCONC ,PH) ;
REALSTR(PH,PHSTR,2,5);
IF (NOT AGAIN) THEN INIT ARRAYS;
l:=0;
LABELOPTION;
SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
CYCLE;
GETHICHAR(X<,Y-10/CHJ‘Y,/N ’/ 0 ‘D;
REM0VERESP0NSE(X,Y-10,1 );
LABELSr-CH-Y; OUÏT :=CH=*0';
CH ART YPE(6) ;L ABELOPT ION ; CH ARTYPE(10);
IF LABELS THEN UPDATEQ;




CH ARTYPE(6); INCRPROMPT ;CH ARTYPE(10);(*erase prompt for incr.*) 
IF QUIT THEN EXITCSETUPARRAYS);
INFORMPH ; ( *  Inform initial pH *)
CYCLE;
GETACHAR(CH,[SPACE,*0*]);
CHARTYPEC6) ; INFORMPH ;CH ART YPE( 10) ;
QUIT :=CH=*0*;
IF QUIT THEN EX IT(SETUP ARRAYS);
IF CÎKVOLSCALE) AND (NOT AGAIN))THEN 
BEGIN
PLE ASEV AIT ; ( ̂ Display prompt *)
REPEAT
CYCLE;
IF KEYIN THEN READ(CH);
UNTIL NVOLSCALE;
CHARTYPE(6) ;PLE ASEV AIT ;CHARTYPE(10); (*erase prompt*)
END;
DISPL AYPH(PHSTR); (*  display initial pH*)
END;(* SETUP ARRAYS *)
SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
PROCEDURE ADDMORE; *
( *  Increment volume of titrant & calculate new pH *)




BEGIN (*  ADDMORE*)
BURVOL :*BURVOL+INCR; (*  calculate total vol. of titrant *)
VOL :=ROUND(BURVOL *  100); ( *  this prevents build up of floating *)
BURVOL :=V0L/100.0; (*  point errors *)
REALSTRCBURV0L,V0LSTR,2,6); (*  convert vol. to string *)
CASE INFLASK OF (*  display vol of titrant on screen *)










END; (*  CASE *)
C ALCPHCS ALT VOL J  ITRVOL ,S ALTCONC JITRCONC ,PH);
DISPLAYPH(BLANK); (*  Erase old pH *)
REALSTRCPH,PHSTR,2,5); (*  convert to string *)
DISPLA YPH(PHSTR); ( *  Display new pH *)
END; C* ADDMORE*)
(*  SA LTITR 3 -  included in SA LTITRA TE*)
PROCEDURE CHECKINDICATOR;
(*  check if volume of titrant added has reached or exceeded end point and if indicator 
has not yet changed colour then do so *)
VAR INTVOL :INTEGER;
( * -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------- - ---------- * )
PROCEDURE CH ANGECOLtNEV COLOR .SCREENCOLOR);
(*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*)
(*Change colour of soln to newcolor & change label of soln in flask*)






FILLFL ASKCLTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,QLDLE VEL,DEPTH ,NE VCOLOR);
IF CURRENTL>OLDLEVEL THEN (*  colour change with soln in neck of flask*) 
BEGIN
DEPTH .-CURRENTL-OLDLEVEL ;
F ILLFL ASKCLTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLE VEL,DEPTH ,NE VCOLOR);
END;
SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
IF LABELS THEN UPDATEQ;
END; (*CHANGECGL*)
BEGIN (*CHECKIND 1C ATOR *)
INTVOL :=ROUND(BURVOL *  100);
IF TITRT YPE=D IS ALT THEN 
BEGIN
IF SOLNCOL-S ALTCOL THEN 
BEGIN
IF (INTVOL DIV 2)>=INTENDPT THEN CHANGECOL(TITRCOL)
ELSE IF INTVOL >= INTENDPT THEN CHANGECOL(MIDCOL);
END
ELSE IF (SOLNCOL=MIDCOL) AND ((INTVOL DIV 2)>=INTENDPT)
THEN CHANGECOL(TITRCOL);
END C*DISALT*)
ELSE ( *  NOT DIPROTIC *)
IF ( INTVOL > - INTENDPT) THEN 
BEGIN
CASE INFLASK OF
ACID, BASE :IF SOLNCOL=TITRCOL THEN CHANGECOL(SALTCOL);
ASALT : IF SOLNCOL=SALTCOL THEN CHANGECOL(TITRCOL);
END;(*CASE*)
END;
END; ( *  CHECK INDICATOR*)
PROCEDURE GRAPH(VAR OLDX,OLDY,INDEX : INTEGER; VAR NEXTVOL: REAL; ^
COL: SCREENCOLOR);
(*To plot graph use values of pH already scaled & stored as integers in PHLTS array.
Plot all points with titrant volume of less than or equal to burette volume *)
VAR EXACTPH, (*scaled integer pH calc .from current pH value*)
X,Y : INTEGER; (*new x,y coord of graph *)
BEGIN
MOVECOL(OLDX ,OLDY ,COL);
WHILE (BURVOL>=NEXTVOL) AND ( INDEX<VOLSCALE) DO 
BEGIN
INDEX :=INDEX+1;






IF (INDEX<VOLSCALE) THEN 
BEGIN






SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
PROCEDURE CHECKLEVELCVAR XTRAVOL, INCR : REAL);
^ B S B a B S B B S B a s a s s a s s a B s a B a B a s s s s B a s B a B s a s a s s s B s s s i s s s s s a s B B B B S B B s f ^
( *  Volume of solution in flask is only shown to increase when a suitable volume (say 
5mL or more) has been released from burette. Therefore smaller increments are 
summed until this volume is reached and then level of soln is shown to rise *)
VAR EXTRA : INTEGER;
BEGIN
XTRAVOL :=XTRAVOL+INCR; ( *  xtravol. is vol.titrant added that has not yet been
shown to fill flask*)
IF (XTR A VOL >=5.0)THEN ( *when xtravol is sufficiently large then flask is filled by
an extra amt. This value must be even due to slope of flask*)
BEGIN
EXTRA :=TRUNC(XTR AVOL/FILLR ATE);
IF ODD(EXTRA) THEN EXTRA:=€XTRA-1 ;




BEGIN (*  TITRATE *)
IN ITCOND IT IONS(ENDPT 1);
INITLEVEL;
FILLFL ASK(LTSK>E,RTSIDE,OLDLEVEL, INCREASE .SOLNCOL);
SETUP ARRAYSCVOLPTS ,PHPTS);
INITGRAPH;
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN










IF (CFIRSTDR) AND (LABELS)) THEN UPDATEQ; 
CHECKLE VEL(XTR A VOL, INCR);
GR APH(OLDX ,OLDY, INDEX ,NEXTVOL,WHITE1);
END;
IF SELECTCHANGE THEN CHANGEINC(SELECTCHANGEJNCR); 
UNTIL QUIT;
CH ARTYPE(O);
REQUEST; ( *erase prompt *)
CHARTYPE(IO);
AG A IN :=(BUR VOL >0); (*  only give option to repeat ‘again* if 
titration has commenced*)
END;
END; (*  TITRATE *)
SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
(•****•**»**«•***««s**«***««***«**#*#*«*«»«**«*************)
PROCEDURE START AGAIN j
(**«**«*«****•***»••*****•*»«•«*«*••*«*•**«****************)
PROCEDURE NEVLABELSCCOL : SCREENCOLOR) ;
CONST L0VERY=170; T0PY=190; (*  y coord of small boxes *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE LABELSCX : INTEGER; CH1 ,CH2 :SHORTSTR);
(*---------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
CONST HEIGHT =179; (*y  coord of title of small boxes *)
BEGIN





DRAVBOXO ,LOVERY,64JOPY,COL); ( *  salt molarity *) 
LABELSO jW /s');
DRAWB0X(?0,L0WERY,135,T0PY,C0L); (*  titr molarity *)
IF TITRTYPE» ACIDS ALT THEN LABELS(76/M',V) ELSE LABELSCTS.’M '/a '); 
DRAVBOXO45,L0WERY,2O6/r0PY,C0L); («saltvolume *)
L ABELSO 49,1/','s‘);
DRAVB0X(212,L0VERY,275/r0PY,C0L); (*  titr volume *)
IF TITRT YPE= AC IDS ALT THEN LABELS(218/V,/b ‘) ELSE LABELS(218/V,/a*); 
END; ( *  NEVLABELS*)
PROCEDURE CLEARVALUES; ( *  erase all values and flask *)
CONST BLANK*’ *;
BEGIN
DISPLAYPH(BLANK); (*  erase pH *)
TITRDISP(BLANK); ( *  erase vol. base *)
SALTDISP(BLANK); (*  erase vol. acid *)




FILLB0X(10,1 10,25,125,BLACK1); ( *  erase flask *)
END; ( *CLEARVALUES*)
PROCEDURE CHECKAGAIN; ^
CONST X=0; (*  coord, to enter input *)
VAR CH :CHAR; Y -.INTEGER;
(*------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE KEEPCURVE ;
( * ----------- ---- - ------------- - ---------------------------------------------------------- - ------------ -— * )
CONST X=0; Y= 10; (*  coord, to enter input *)
VAR REPLY :CHAR;
BEGIN
SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
PAGE(OUTPUT);
WRITE(AT(X,Y),'Do you wish to retain pH curve from'); 
WRITE(AT(0,Y+2),'previous titration? (Y/N)'); 
GETTEXTCHAR(X+28,Y+2,raPLY,[,Y ,,'N '/0 'D;
IF REPLY® Tt' THEN FILLBOX(150,265,32,164,BL ACK1);
QUIT :=(CH='0'); (*  erase pH graph *)
END; («KEEPCURVE*)
BEGIN ( *  CiECKAGAIN *)
PAGE(OUTPUT); Y.-=6;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),'Repeat previous titration .....(R)'); Y:=Y+1; 
VRrTE(AT(X,Y),'Select different titration .....(S)');Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Quit -  back to MAIN MENU ... (Q)');Y :=Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),' SELECT OPTION ......( )');
0ETTEXTCH(X+37,Y+7,CH,l'R','S','Q'});
AGAIN :=CH='R';
QUIT :=CH='Q'; (*  resets 'quit' *)
IF ((NOT W IT) AND (NOT AGAIN)) THEN 
BEGIN
KEEPCURVE;
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTTYPE(TITRTYPE);
END
ELSE FILLBOX(150,265,32,164,BLACK!); («erase pH graph*) 
END; (*  CHECK AGAIN*)
BEGIN (» ST ART AGAIN*)
IF AGAIN THEN CHECK AGAIN ELSE SELECTTYPE(TITRTYPE); 
CLEARV ALLIES;
PAGEiOUTPUT);
END; ( *  ST ART AGAIN *)







WHILE (NOT QUIT) DO 
BEGIN
DR AWFL ASK(FL ASKX ,FL ASKY /L  ASKS IZ ,WH ITE1);
DRAW AXES(XCON,YCON,VOLSC ALE ,VHITE1);
GRAFMODE;
IF (NOT AGAIN) THEN 
BEGIN
IF «OPTION THEN GETK(K1 ,K2);
IF NOT QUIT THEN SETUPCOND IT IONS(S ALTCONC ,T ITRCONC ,INFL ASK); 
END; ( *  if * )
IF NOT QUIT THEN TITRATE;
TEXTMODE;
ST ART AGAIN;
END; ( *  while *)
BACKTOMENU;
END. (*SALTTITRATE*)
SALTTITRATE CODE APPENDIX D
PROGRAM S ALTMIXTURE;
USES TURTLEGR APH ICS ,TR ANSCEND ,CH A INSTUFF,USEFUL ,S ALTL IB ;
CONST
XC0N=160; YC0N=40; (*coord. of origin of ph graph *)
VOL SC ALE= 100 ; (*no. pixels on horizontal axis of ph graph *)
TYPE
REALPTS=ARRAY[1 ..VOLSCALE] OF REAL;
INTPTS= ARRAY[0..VOLSCALE] OF INTEGER;
VAR
COLOUR., (*is colour monitor available *)
AGAIN : BOOLEAN; (*option to repeat titration *)
VOLPTS : REALPTS; (*vol.of titrant used initially to plot curve*)
PHPTS : INTPTS; (*pH values corresponding to yolpts required to plot entire curve- 
these integer values have been scaled for graph by a factor of phratio*) 
SALT 1CONC,SALT2C0NC, TITRCONC : REAL; (*  cone, of soins *)
HYPO, (*  flag to indicate hypothetical indicator *)
NEVIND .BOOLE AN; INDNUMiCHAR;
(««a-*««*«««««»«*«««««»*«««««««««««««««««««#«««««««-»««««»«««) 
PROCEDURE ACIDDISPCS :SHORTSTR) ;
I**********************************************************)
BEGIN
VSTAT(7,148,S); (-»display acidconc next to flask*)
VST AT(20,140,'HCl*) ;
END; (*ACIDDIDSP*)










FILLBOXÜ 2,50,172,186,BL ACK1 ) ;
FILLB0X(83,125,172,186,BL ACK1 );
END;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE NE VL ABELS( ANUM : INTEGER) ;
^ * * # * * * # * * # * * * # * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * i * i * * * * * « )
VAR XI ,X2 .INTEGER; _ _ _




( *  Simulated titration between a m ixture of sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate with
hydrochloric acid * )
<*$s++*X*$R-*X*$v-*)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D





IF ANUM=1 THEN NEVSTR(X1 /Na CO*/ 2 3*) ELSE NEVSTR(X2,*NaHC0’,’ 3*); 
CHARTYPEOO);
END; (*NEVLABELS*)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • )  
PROCEDURE SELECTTYPE(VAR TITRTYPE: TITRAT);
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
( *  select type of titration -  then select strength of salt in VHICHS ALT *)
CONST STAR=’* '; DOTS=*
VAR CH:CHAR;




VRITEC AT(X,Y),AR0V(40,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X+9,Y)/MIXTURE OF SALTS ’); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y :=Y+3;
VRITE(AT(6,Y)/The solution to be titrated’); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(5,Y),Vill contain sodium carbonate ’); Y:=Y+2;
VR ITE( AT(7 ,Y) , 'and sodium bicarbonate. *) ; Y :=Y+4 ;
VRITE(AT(5,Y),This mixture is titrated with’) ; Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(10,Y),’hydrochloric acid.’);




Kl :=4.3E-7; K2:=5.6E-11 ;
END; ( *  SELECTTYPE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SETCOND IT IONS(V AR S I C0NC,S2C0NC,TC0NC .REAL; VAR INFLASK AC IDORBASE); 
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  




SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
CONST MAX=1.0; ( *  Range of soln concentration *)
X*8!60; Y=0; ( *  coord, to enter input*)
VAR PROMPT ,(*string for molarity of acid or base*)
MINSTR STRING;
CONCSTR :STR ING [6 ];
MIN:REAL;
BEGIN C* SELECTCONC *)
IF ACIDBASE=*hydrochloric acid* THEN 
BEGIN MIN 7=0.001; MINSTR := *0.001 *; END
ELSE BEGIN MIN:=0.0; MINSTR:**0.000*; END;
PROMPT :=‘Enter cone, of *;
PROMPT :=CONCAT(PROMPT, ACIDBASE);
VSTATC3.Y+10,PROMPT); ( *  DISPLAY PROMPT *)
MINSTR :*CONCAT('(*,MINSTR/ - 1 .OOOM): *);
VST AT(3,0,MINSTR);
INR ANGERESPONSE(CONC, AC IDB ASE ,M IN ,M AX ,X, Y);
CHARTYPEC6);




END; (*  SELECTCONC *)
PROCEDURE SELECTVOLCVAR FLASKVOL: REAL);
CONST MIN=10.0; MAX=50; ( *  range of volume*)
X*215; Y*10; (*  coord, to enter input *)
VAR PROMPT 1 .PR0MPT2: STRING;
FLASKSTR:SHORTSTR;
BEGIN
PROMPT 1 :*‘Select vol. of salt solution :';
PRGMPT2 :=* (10.0-50.0mL)‘;
T VOPROMPTS(PROMPT 1 .PROMPT 2);
INR ANGERESPONSECFL ASKVOL JFl ASKSTR ,M IN .M AX .X ,Y);
CHARTYPE(6);
TV0PR0MPTSCPR0MPT1 .PROMPT2); (*  ERASE *)
CHARTYPE(IO);
END; (*SELECTVOL*)
( * ==============================================:===;=:=====:==:=====* )
PROCEDURE INFORM;
c* ================:===:=:=:=:==:=:=:==:==:=:==:=:==::::==;========:======:==:=======:* )
VAR PROMPT 1 .PR0MPT2 :STRING; CH .CHAR;
BEGIN
PROMPT 1 :**The concentration of BOTH salts*;
PR0MPT2 := ‘cannot be zero!! Press <SPACE BAR>*;
TV0PR0MPTS(PR0MPT1 .PROMPT 2);
GET ACH ARCCHJSP ACE/O'D;
QUIT :*CH*‘0 ’;
CHARTYPE(6);
TVOPROMPTS(PROMPT 1 .PR0MPT2); (*erase*)
CHARTYPE(IO);
PROCEDURE SELECTCONC(VAR CONC : REAL; VAR ACIDBASE .STRING); ^
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
END; ( *  INFORM*)
BEGIN ( *  SETUPCOND IT IONS *)
REPEAT
NEWLABELS(I); (*  display *)
NEWLABELS(2); (*  display *)
ZERO-FALSE;
CONCSTR := ‘sodium carbonate * ;
SELECTCONC(S1 CONC.CONCSTR);
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
NE VL ABELSC1 ) ;( *er ase ‘sodium carb ' *)
REALSTRCS1 C0NC.C0NCSTR.3.5);
S ALTMOL AR IT Y(CONC ATCCONCSTR, ‘M ‘)) ;
CONCSTR— ‘sodium bicarbonate*;
SELECTC0NC(S2C0NC,CONCSTR);
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
NEWL ABELS(2);(*er ase ‘sodium bicarb* *)
RE ALSTRCS2C0NC,CONCSTR ,3,5) ;
TITRMOL AR IT Y(CQNC AT(CONCSTR. *M *)) ;
IF C(S1C0NC=0.0) AND (S2C0NC=0.0)) THEN 
BEGIN
ZERO:=TRUE;
S ALTMOL ARITY(‘ '); (*  delete molarity of saltl *)





UNTIL ((NOT ZERO) OR QUIT);
INFLASK :=AS ALT;
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTVOL(FLASKVOL) ELSE ERASELABELS;
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
REALSTR(FLASKV0L.C0NCSTR.2.6);




IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
RE ALSTR(TCONC .CONCSTR .3.5) ;
AC IDD 1SP(C0NC AT(CONCSTR. 'M *)) ;
END;
END; ( *  SETUPCOND IT IONS *)
(*$ l :MIXTURECAL*) 
(*$ l :MIXTURE2*) 
(*$ l .MIXTURES*)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
(*$ l ¡MIXTURECAL*)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE C ALCULPH( ANYS ALT 1, ANYS ALT2 ,S ALT VOL, AC ID VOL, AC IDCONC: RE AL;
VAR PH: REAL);l**********************************************************) 
( *  ANYS ALT 1 & 2 - initial moles of both salts ♦ )
VAR
VACID,SACID,ACIDMOL, TOTAL VOL,
SALT1CONC, SALT2C0NC, EXCESS : REAL;
A,B,C,D,APPROX :REAL;
FIRST : BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE NE VTONCUB ICCV AR PH :REAL); )











( * -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
FUNCTION DERIV(X ¡REAL) ¡REAL;
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN
DERIV ¡=C+X *(3 *  A *X+2 *B );
END;
BEGIN (*NEVTONCUB 1C *)
COUNT ¡=0;




NE VTONX ¡= APPRQX-(EQU AT ION( APPROX) /DER IV( APPROX));
ERROR := ABS( APPROX-NE VTONX);
ONEPER-NEVTONX *  0.01;
IF (ERROR-«ONEPER) THEN SOLN ¡»TRUE ELSE APPROX :«NEVTONX;
UNTIL ((COUNT>20) OR (SOLN));
IF (NE VTONX <0.0) THEN




ELSE PH ¡=-1 *LOG(NEVTONX);
END; (*NEVTONCUB 1C ♦ )
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
( *  Soln of salt of weak acid /strong base titrated with s.acid. H+ results from excess of 
strong & hydrolysis of salt is often insignificant *)
VAR HYDROL :REAL;
BEGIN
HYDROL :=SQRT(K1 *VACID); (*  H+ from hydrolysis of weak acid *)
H:=H + HYDROL;
PH :=-1 *LOG(H);
END; (*  QUADRATIC *)
PROCEDURE APPROX 1 (ACIDCONC: REAL; VAR PH : REAL); ^
(*  Eqn 28 -simplified quartic eqn 26 assuming soln fairly acidic*)









PROCEDURE APPR0X2( ACIDCONC ,S ALTCONC :REAL; VAR PH:REAL); 
(*===============================================================*)
(*  EQN 36 IF ACIDIC & EQN 43 IF BASIC -  SIMPLIFIED QUARTIC EQN 34 *)
BEGIN
APPROX :=K1 * AC IDCONC/S ALTCONC;
IF K1 >=1.0 THEN APPROX :=0.01 * APPROX;
IF APPROX >=10E~7 THEN 
BEGIN 
A~1/K1;
B:=(S ALTCONC/K1 )+ l ; (*EQN. 36 *)
C:=K2-ACIDCONC;




A :=S ALTCONC /<K1 *K2);
B:=(KV/K1)+ACIDCONC; (*  EQN. 43 *)
B:=-1*B/K2;





PROCEDURE APPR0X3(SALTCONC .REAL; VAR PH :REAL);
(*  EQN 51 IF ACIDIC & EQN 56 IF BASIC -  SIMPLIFIED EQN 49 *)
BEGIN
PROCEDURE QUADR A TIC (V  ACID: REAL; VAR H,PH : REAL); *
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
APPROX :«SQRT(Kt *K2);
IF APPROX >=1 .OE-7 THEN 
BEGIN 
A:=1/K1;
B :=(SALTCONC/K1 ) + 1 ; ( *  EON 51 *)
C:=K2;




A :=S ALTCONC /(KW *K 1 );
B:=-1.0/K1; (*EQN.56*)




NE VTONCÜB IC(PH) ;
END; (*APPR0XCUB3*)
PROCEDURE APPR0X4ÎSALT1 ,SALT2:REAL; VAR PH: REAL);
(*Eqn 62 if acidic & eqn 70 if basic - simplified quartic eqn 60*)
BEGIN
APPROX :=K2*S ALTI /SALT2;
IF APPROX >=1 .OE-7 THEN 
BEGIN 
A:=1/K1 ;






A :=(S ALTI +2*S ALT2)/K1 ;
B :=SALT2-CKV/K1 ); C*E0N 70*)





END; C *  APPR0XCUB4 *)
PROCEDURE INITCALC; ^
(*  passes voi of acid & base but returns moles of acid & base also returns cone of 
species in excess if acid>base then excess will be +Ye otherwise it will be -ve *) 
CONST DIFF*0.000001 ;
BEGIN
TOT ALVOL :=S ALTVOL+ AC IDVOL ;
ACIDMOL := AC IDVOL *  AC IDCONC ;
SALT 1CONC :* ANYS ALT 1 /TOT AL VOL;
SALT2C0NC := ANYS ALT2/TOT ALVOL ;
EXCESS := ANYS ALTI - ACIDMOL;
IF ABS(EXCESS)<DIFF THEN EXCESS :=0.0;
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
FIRST :=EXCESS>=0.0;
IF NOT FIRST THEN 
BEGIN (*  past 1 st end pt»)
EXCESS :=(ANYSALT2 + 2 *  ANYS ALT 1 )- AC IDMOL ;
IF ABS(EXCESS)<DIFF THEN EXCESS :=0.0;
END;
END; (» IN IT CALC »)
BEGIN (» CALCPH »)
INITCALC; (» vol. of anyacid & anybase converted into moles »)
IF FIRST THEN (»saltl >titrant ie. before 1st end pt *)
BEGIN (» or start of titration. acid=0 *)
IF EXCESS=0.0 THEN (» or 1 st end pt *)
BEGIN
S ALT2C0NC :=( AC IDMOL+ ANYS ALT2) /TOT AL VOL ;




SALT 1CONC :=EXCESS/TOT ALVOL ;
S ALT2C0NC :=( ANYSALT2 + AC IDMOL)/TOT ALVOL;




K G  IN
IF EXCESS >0.0 THEN 
BEGIN
S ALT2C0NC :=EXCESS/TOTALVOL; (»between 1st - 2nd endpt »)
V  ACID :=( AC IDMOL- ANYS ALT 1 ) /TOT ALVOL ;
APPR0X2C V  AC ID ,S ALT2C0NC ,PH) ;
END
ELSE IF EXCESS=0.0 THEN (» 2nd end pt *)
BEGIN
V  ACID :=( ANYS ALT 1 + ANYS ALT2) /TOT ALVOL ;
APPROX 1 (V  AC ID ,PH) ;
END
ELSE (»Past 2nd end pt »)
BEGIN
V  ACID ~  ANYS ALT1+ANYS ALT2;
S ACID := ACIDM0L-C2 »ANYS ALT 1+ANYSALT2) ;
WACID :=V ACID/TOT ALVOL;
SACID :=S AC ID/TOT ALVOL;
QUADR ATIC2(W ACID,S ACH>,PH);
END;
END; (»ELSE»)
END; (» CALCULPH *)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D





S ALTCOL, AC IDCOL, 











(*  soin colours during titration «) 
(x current colour of soin in flask «) 
(*  flag to indicate space bar pressed *) 
(*  flag to indicate change in titrant increment yoI. «) 
(*  current titrant increment vol. *) 
( *  total vol. added from burette (titrant) «) 
( *  total yoI. of salt & titrant in flask *) 
(x yoI. of titrant required to reach endpt *) 
(*  initial moles of both salts *) 
(*  current pH of soin *) 
(*nextvol required for graphing *) 
(x yoI. titrant not yet shown to fill flask *)
PHRATIQ : REAL; (*ratio between no. pixels on pHscale & pH range plotted on scale*) 
INTENDPT, (x integer value of endpt*100 required for indicator colour change *) 
RTSIDE,LTSIDE, (*  current x-coord. of flask being filled *)
OLDLEVEL,INCREASE, (*  current & increase in level of soin *)
OLDX,QLDY, (x current coord of pH graph *)
INDEX ¡INTEGER; ( *  required for graphing pH curve *)
NEXTCOL ,GR APHCOL ¡SCREENCOLOR;
PENCHANGE/TINT, INDICATOR ¡BOOLEAN;
UPPER,LOVER ¡INTEGER;
UPPERPH ,L0 VERPH ¡REAL;
(X ==:====:=:====:=:=====:=:=:======:=====:==================:=====:==:========X)
PROCEDURE INITCONDITIONS(VAR ENDPT 1 ¡REAL); 
( * ==============:===========================:==:=:===!:;=!==:=:=:!:=:====::::=:!:* )
CONST PHSCALE=100.0; (*  No. pixels on pH scale«)
PHRANGE=14.0; ( * p H O -  14 equally spaced on pHscale*)






SALT VOL —FLASK VOL;
T ITRVOL ¡=BURVOL;
SM0L1 :=S ALT VOL *S  ALT 1CONC;
SM0L2 :=S ALT VOL *S  ALT2C0NC;
ENDPT 1 ¡=S ALT VOL *S  ALT 1 CONC /TITRCONC;
ENDPT2 ¡=S ALT VOL *S  ALT2C0NC/T ITRCONC;
ENDPT2 ¡=ENDPT2 + 2 «ENDPT 1;
VST AT(X,Y,'pH vs vol.acid*);
IF ENDPT 1 <320.0 THEN INTENDPT ¡=ROUND(ENDPT 1 « 100)
ELSE INTENDPT ¡=32000,<* intendpt required to change indicator-due to vol of 
flask, if endpt>320 then titration will not reach endpt *)
PHRATIO :=(PHSCALE/PHRANGE); (*  pH increm. per pixel *)
FILLR ATE :=2; («determines rate at which flask filled*)
RE ALSTR(T ITRVOL, VOLSTR ,2,6);
TITRDISP(VOLSTR); (« Display ACID volume *)
IF SM 0L2=0 THEN PH ¡=-L0G (SQ RT(KV*K2 /SA LT  1 CONC)) («only carbonate *)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D





INDEX :=0; NEXTVOL :=VOLPTS[1 ];
END;
PROCEDURE INITLEVELCVAR RIGHTS,LEFTS,TOPLEVEL .INTEGER);
( *  initializes coord of sides of flask & top of flask as well as level of soin in flask *) 
CONST WIDTH* 2 ; ( *  indent soin from sides of flask *)
BEGIN
FLASKTOP :=FLASKY+ (3*FL ASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*y-coord. of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTOP :=FL ASKY+FL ASKSIZE; (*y-coord. of very top of flask *)
LEFTS :*FLASKX-(FLASKSIZ DIV 2)+WIDTH; <*calc. coord of sides*)
RIGHTS :=FLASKX+(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)-WIDTH; (*of flask given midpt. of base*) 
TOPLEVEL :*FL ASKY+1 ; (*  base of flask* Flasky *)
INCREASE :=10; (*depth of soin to be initially placed in flask*)
XTR AVOL *.«0.0; (*initiaüze increment in titrant *)
END,<*INITLEVEL*)
( * =====================================:===:=;==;=:=:=;=:::;==;=:=:=:=:==:====:;::=;* )
PROCEDURE SETUP ARRAYS(VAR VOLPTS:REALPTS; VAR PHPTS: INTPTS); 
(*================:==========:=====:=======:================:========*)
(*  calculate pH value for volscale no. points. Volume calculated is twice required to 
reach end point if monoprotic and three times if diprotic *)
CONST MIN=0.01 ; MAX=10.00; (*min & max value of incr. of titrant *)
X=195; Y=10; (*coord . for display of increment selected*)
VAR I: INTEGER ;
VOLRATIO ¡REAL; (*ratio of vol. of titrant plotted to no. pixels onx- axis*) 






PHPTS [01 :=ROUNDCPH *PHR AT 10);
VOLRATIO:=(ENDPT2*1.4)/V0LSCALE; (*  vol.incr. for each pixel*)
FOR I TO VOLSCALE DO VOLPTS{l]:=VOLRATIO*!; (*total vol.at point T*);  





WSTAT(3,10,C0NCAT(*lnitia1 pH is *,PHSTR));
WSTAT(65,0,Press <SPACE BAR> to continue );
END; ( * INFORMPH*)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE PLEASEVAIT;






( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN
IF NOT AGAIN THEN VHILE ((KVOLSCALE) AND (NOT KEY IN)) DO 
BEGIN 
1-1+1;









INRANGERESPONSE(INCR,INCSTR,MIN,M AX,X,Y); (»get increment«)
CHARTYPE(6); INCRPROMPT ;CH ARTYPE(10);( «erase prompt for incr.*)
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SETUPARRAYS);
REALSTR(PH,PHSTR,2,5);
INFORMPH; (»Inform initial pH»)
CYCLE;
GET ACHAR(CH,[SPACE/O']);
DISPLAYPHiPHSTR); (*  display initial pH*)
CH ARTYPE(6); INFORMPH ;CH ARTYPEi 10);
QUIT-CH-’Q*;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SETUPARRAYS);





IF KEYIN THEN READ(CH);
UNTIL l=VOLSCALE;
CH ART YPE(6) ;PLE ASE V  A IT ;CH ART YPE( 10); (»erase prompt*)
END;
END;(* SETUP ARRAYS *)
PROCEDURE SLIGHTCHANGE(CURRENTL .INTEGER);
(*  slight traces of other colour degree is an integer 1-10 indicating degree of second 
colour on top of existing soln col*)
VAR Y,RSIDE,LSIDE,SHADE,DEGREE ¡INTEGER;
BITCOL ¡SCREENCOLOR;
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE DR AWDOTSCST ART ,F IN ,YY: INTEGER);






WHILE ST ART <F IN DO 
BEGIN
MOVECOL(ST ART, YY ,BITCOL);
START —ST ART+LENGTH;





IF (UPPERPH-L0WERPH)=0.0 THEN EXIT(SLIGHTCHANGE); (»precaution*)
IN ITLEVELCRSIDE ,LS IDE ,Y);
DEGREE :=ROUND((PH-*LOWERPH) /(UPPERPH-LOWERPH) *  11);
IF SOLNCOL= ACIDCOL THEN BITCOL “ SALTCOL ELSE BITCOL -ACIDCOL;
IF INDNUM=*3' THEN DEGREE :=DEGREE+2;
SHADE -(DEGREE* 1) DIV 3;
IF SHADE«0 THEN SHADE :=1 ;(*intense 1 -3 *)
CASE DEGREE OF 
1,5,7: Y :=Y+1;







IF Y<FLASKTOP THEN 
REPEAT




UNT IL(Y >=CURRENTL-1 )OR(Y >=FL ASKTOP);
WHILE(Y<NECKTOP) AND (Y<CURRENTL-1) DO 
BEGIN




END; (*SL IGHTCH ANGE*)
PROCEDURE ADDMORE;
(*  Increment vol of titrant & calc new pH; Display new pH & new volume of titrant*) 
CONST BLANK=* *;
VAR VOL: INTEGER; PHSTR,VOLSTR rSHORTSTR;
BEGIN (*  ADDMORE*)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
BURVÜL :=BURVOL+ INCRj (*  calculate total vol. of titrant *) 
VOL :=ROUND(BURVÜL*  100); (.* this prevents build up of floating *) 
BURVQL:=VOL/100.0; (*  point errors *)
RE ALSTRCBURVOL ,V0LSTR ,2 ,6) ; (*  convert yoI. to string *)
CASE INFLASK OF (*  display yo! of titrant on screen *)
ACID,
BASE : BEGIN (*  as either vol. of base or acid *)









END; (*  CASE *)
C ALCÜLPHCSMOL1 ,SM0L2,SALT VOL J ITRVOL ,TITRCONC,PH);
DISPL AYPH(BL ANK) ; 
REALSTRCPH ,PHSTR,2,5) ; 
D ISPL AYPH(PHSTR) ;
END; (*  ADDMORE *)
(*  Erase old pH *)
(*  convert to string *) 
(*  Display new pH *)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
PROCEDURE CHANGECOL(NEVCOLOR :SCREENCOLOR);
(*Change colour of soin & change label of soin in flask*)




IN ITLEVELCRTSIDE ,LTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL) ;
DEPTH —CURRENTL-OLDLEVEL ;
FILLFL ASKCLTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL ,DEPTH ,NE WCÛLOR) ;
IF CURRENTL>OLDLEVEL THEN (*  colour change with soin in neckof flask*) 
BEGIN
DEPTH :=CURRENTL-QLDLEVEL ;
FILLFL ASKCLTS IDE ,RTSIDE,OLDLEVEL .DEPTH ,NEVCOLOR);
END;
END ; ( *CH ANGECOL *)




IF ((SOLNCOL=S ALTCOL) AND (PH<=UPPERPH)) THEN 
BEGIN







IF INDICATOR THEN 
BEGIN
IF ((SQLNCOL=BL ACK2) OR (SOLNCOL=BLUE) OR (SOLNCOL=OR ANGE)) 
THEN TEMPCOL-VHITE2 ELSE TEMPCOL :=VHITE1;






END; ( *  CHECK INDICATOR*)
PROCEDURE GRAPHCVAR OLDX,OLDY,INDEX : INTEGER; VAR NEXTVOL: REAL);
(*To plot graph use values of pH already scaled & stored as integers in pHpts array. 
Plot all pts with corresponding titrant vol. of less than or equal to burette volume*) 
VAR EXACTPH, (*scaled integer pH calc, from current pH value *)
X,Y : INTEGER; (*new X^coordinate of graph *)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE SVAPPENCNEVY INTEGER);
( * ----------------------------- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
BEGIN
IF (NEWY <=UPPER) THEN 
BEGIN









WHILE (BURVOL>=NEXTVOL) AND ( INDEX <VOLSC ALE) DO 
BEGIN
INDEX :=INDEX+1;
X :=INDEX+XCON; Y :=PHPTS[ INDEX 1+YCON;
IF PENCHANGE THEN SVAPPEN(Y);
MOVETO(X,Y);




IF ( INDEX <VOLSC ALE) THEN 
BEGIN
EXACTPH :=ROUND(PH *PHR AT 10);
EX ACTPH .-EX ACTPH+YCON;







PROCEDURE CHECKLEVEL(VAR XTRAVOL, INCR : REAL);
(»Volume of solution in flask is only shown to increase when a suitable volume (say 
5mL or more) has been released from burette .Therefore smaller increments are 
summed until this volume is reached and then level of soln is shown to rise »)
VAR EXTRA : INTEGER;
BEGIN
XTRAVOL :=XTRAVOL+ INCR; ( »xtravol. is vol.titrant added that has not yet been
shown to fill flask*)
IF (XTRAVOL>=5.0)THEN (»when xtravol is sufficiently large then flask is filled by an
extra amt. This value must be even due to slope of flask*)
BEGIN
EXTRA :=TRUNC(XTR AVOL /FILLR ATE);




END;( »CHECKLE VEL *)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
PROCEDURE INITINDClNDNUM:CHAR; VAR LOVERPH .UPPERPH : REAL; ^




( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN
LOVERPH :=3.1 ;UPPERPH -4.4;
ACIDCOL :=VIOLET;SALTCOL -ORANGE;























ACIDCOL —BLACK 1 ;SALTCOL -VIOLET;




( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ * )
BEGIN
IF INDNUM*-6- THEN (»2nd end pt*)
C ALCULPHCSMOL1 ,SMQL2 ,S ALT VOL ,ENDPT2 JITRCONC,LOVERPH)
ELSE C ALCULPH(SMOL 1 ,SM0L2,SALTV0L,ENDPT1 J  ITRCONC .LOVERPH); 
UPPERPH-LOVERPH;
ACIDCOL-ORANGE; S ALTCOL :=BLUE;
INDSTR := ‘Hypothetical * ;
END;(*HYPOTH*)















IF NOT COLOUR THEN 
BEGIN




PROCEDURE SHGWRANGE(VAR LOWERPH,UPPERPH :RE AL; ^
ACIDCOL,SALTCOL ¡SCREENCOLOR);
VAR ST ART,FIN : INTEGER;
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ---
PROCEDURE MIDVAY;
( * ----------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR GENTRY,D 1ST,LINE,GAP .INTEGER;
(»......... ........................................................... »)
PROCEDURE DRAVDOTS(X1 ,X2,Y ¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOL);






0 : BEGIN ON :=1 ; OFF :=2 ; END;
1,3 : BEGIN ON =1 ; OFF :=3 ; END;
2 ,4 ,5,6 : BEGIN ON :=2 ; OFF :=2 ; END;
7 ,8 ,9 ,10,11,12 : BEGIN ON :=3 ; OFF =2 ; END;
13,14,15 : BEGIN ON :=3 ; OFF :=1 ; END;
END;(»CASE»)
CASE LINE OF
1,3 ,8 ,10,12 : INDENT :=0 ;
0 ,2 ,4 ,6 : INDENT :=1 ;
7 ,9 : INDENT :=2 ;
5 ,11,13,15 : INDENT :=3 ;
END;(»CASE»)
IF ((LINE=1) OR (LINE=3)) THEN 
BEGIN




VHILE XI <X2 DO 
BEGIN
M0VEC0LCX1 ,Y,COL);
XI ¡»XI +0N »LENGTH;
M0VEC0LCX1 ,Y,NONE);







IF ACIDCOL=BLACK THEN GENTRY :=L0VER+1 
ELSE GENTRY :=(UPPER+L0WER+1) DIV 2 ;
DR A WDOTSCST ART ,F IN ,CENTRY ,S ALTCOL);
WH ILE(CENTRY+D 1ST) <UPPER DO 
BEGIN
LINE:=LINE+1;
IF ACIDCOLoBLACKI THEN 
BEGIN
DR AWDOTSCST ART /  IN ,CENTRY+DIST ,S ALTCOL);
DR A WDOTSCST ART JF IN ,CENTRY-D 1ST, AC IDCOL);
END





LOWER -ROUNDCPHR AT 10 *LOWERPH);





VIEWPORTCST ART JF IN, YCON+2 ,LOWER);
FILLSCREENC AC IDCOL);
V IEWPORTCST ART ,F IN,UPPER ,YCON+100);
FILLSCREENCS ALTCOL);
VIEWPORT (XM IN ,XM AX ,YM IN, YM AX);
MIDWAY;
DRAWL INECST ART,LOWER,F IN,LOWER,WHITE2);






IF PH>=LOWERPH THEN SOLNCOL :=S ALTCOL ELSE SOLNCOL := AC IDCOL ; 
TINT :=((PH<UPPERPH) AND (PH>LOWERPH));
IF ((S0LNC0L=BLACK2) OR (SOLNCOL=BLUE) OR (SOLNCOL=ORANGE)) 
THEN GRAPHCOL :=WHITE2 ELSE GRAPHCOLL :=WHITE1 ;
NEXTCOL :=GR APHCOL ;
END; ( *  INITCOLOURS*)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
BEGIN (*  TITRATE *)
IN ITCONDITIONSCENDPT1);
IN IT IND( INDNUM ¿OWERPH ,UPPERPH, AC IDCOL ,S ALTCOL);
INITCOLOURS;
IN ITLEVEL(RTS IDE ,LTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL);
SHO VR ANGE(LOVERPH ,UPPERPH , AC IDCOL ,S ALTCOL) ; 
FILLFLASK(LTSIDE^T3IDEi0Ll>LEVEL,INCREASE/S0LNC0L);
IF TINT THEN SLIGHTCHANGE(OLDLEVEL);
SETUP ARR A YS(VOLPTS ,PHPTS);
INITGRAPH;
PENCH ANGE :=F ALSE;
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN










IF INDICATOR THEN CHANGECOL(SOLNCOL)
ELSE IF TINT THEN SL IGHTCH ANGE(OLDLEVEL);
CHECKLEVEL(XTR AVOL JNCR);
GR APH(OLDX ,OLDY, INDEX,NEXTVOL);
END;





AGAIN:=(BURVOL>0); ( *  only give option to repeatif titration has commenced*) 
END;
END; (*  TITRATE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE GET INDICATORS AR INDNUM :CH AR); 
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )





VRITE( AT(X,Y),AR0V(40,***)); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X+7,Y),*INDICATORS AVAILABLE:*); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE( AT(X,Y), AR0V(40,’* ’)); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE( AT(X,Y)/Methyl orange (3.1 -4.4) *,DOTS/1 )*); Y:*Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/Methyl red (4.2-6.2) *,D0TS/2)‘); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X/i") /Bromothy mol blue (6.0-7.6)*,DOTS/3)*);Y .*Y+2;
VRITEC AT(X,Y),'Phenolphthalein (8.3-10.0)*,DOTS,*4)*); Y:=Y+2; 
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/HypotheticaKlst equiv.pt)*,D0TS/5)*); Y :*Y+2;
VR ITE( AT(X ,Y), *Hy pothetical(2nd equiv .pt) * ,DOTS, *6) ’) ;Y :=Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X+7,Y),-SELECT INDICATOR *,DOTS/ )*);
GETTEXTCH AR(37,Y, INDNUM J  1’..*6'/Q’D;
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
QUIT :=INDNUM='0,j
IF QUIT THEN AGAIN-FALSE;
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; (»GETINDIC»)




(*  erase all values plus flask *)
CONST BLANK=* *;
BEGIN
DISPL AYPHCBL ANK); (*  delete pH *)
TITRDISP(BLANK); ( *  delete vol. of SALT*)
IF NOT AGAIN THEN 
BEGIN
SALTMOLARITY(BLANK); (»delete molarity of saltl *)
TITRMOL ARITY(BLANK); (»delete molarity of sa lt2«)
SALTDISP(BLANK); ( *  delete vol. of salt*)
ACIDDISP(BLANK); (*  delete molarity of acid*)
END;









WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Repeat previous titration with ‘);Y :=Y+1;
VRITE(AT(X+7,Y)/same indicator *,DOTS/R),);Y :=Y+1;
VR ITE( AT(X+7,Y) , ‘different indicator 7>0TS/D),);Y:=Y+3;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/Select different titration ’POTS/S)*); Y:=Y+3;
WR ITE( AT(X,Y ), ‘Quit -  back to main menu ',DOTS/Q)*);Y :=Y+3;
VRITE(AT(X+10,Y)/SELECT OPTION *,DOTS/ )'); 
GETTEXTCH(X+37/Y/CH/l*R,/D */S,/Q*]);
IF AGAIN THEN AGAIN:=((CH=*R*) OR (CH=*D*));
NEVIND :=NOT((AGAIN) AND (CH=‘R*));
QUIT :=CH=*Q*; (*  resets'quit* *)
END; (*  CHECKAGAIN*)
BEGIN (*  ST ART AGAIN *)
PAGE(OUTPUT);
FILLBOXO50,270,24,164,BLACK1); ( *  erase pH graph *)
CHECKAGAIN;
CLEARVALUES;
END; (*  ST ART AGAIN *)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D










WHILE (NOT QUIT) DO 
BEGIN
DR AWFL ASK(FL ASKX/L ASKY JFl ASKSIZ ,WHITE2);
DR AW AXESCXCON, YCON, VOLSC ALE ,WH ITE2);
IF ((NOT QUIT) AND (NEWIND)) THEN GETIND 1CATOR(INDNUM); 
GRAFMODE;
IF (NOT AGAIN) AND (NOT QUIT) THEN 
SETCOND IT IONS(S ALT 1CONC ,S ALT2C0NC JITRCONC, INFL ASK); 
IF NOT QUIT THEN TITRATE;
TEXTMODE;
ST ART AGAIN;
END; ( *  while *)
BACKTOMENU;
END. (*SALTMIXTURE*)
SALTMIXTURE CODE APPENDIX D
(*$S++ *X *$R -*X *$V -*X  *$!-*)
PROGRAM SALT ASSIGN;
USES TURTLEGR APHICS ,TR ANSCEND ,CH A INSTUFF,USEFUL ,S ALTL IB ; 
VAR
ACIDIC,
COLOUR, (*  is a colour monitor available *)
NEW, (*  flag to select a new assignment *)
AGAIN : BOOLEAN; (*  option to repeat titration *)
UNKNOWN: ACIDORBASE; (*  type of unknown soln *)
UNKNÛWNC, (*  concentration of unknown soln *)
STDSOLN :REAL; (*  concentration of standard soln *)
SOLSTR : STRING[17Î; (*  string of type of unknown soln *)
S ALTCONC ,T ITRCONC :RE AL; (*  cone, of solns *)
(««««««««««•»«»•»«««•ft«#««»«««««*«#«««««««««««««««.»«««##«««#)
PROCEDURE GETCALCULATOR;













WRITE(AT(X,Y),AROV(21 .STAR)); Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y),' C A L C U L A T O R ' ) ;  Y:=Y+2; 
VRITE(AT(X,Y),AROV(21 .STAR»; 
WRITE(AT(X,23),'<Q> QUIT <C> CLEAR'); 
X~4;Y:=T0P;
WRITE(AT(X.Y).'+');Y .-=Y+2;
WRITEiATCX.Y),'-') ;Y :=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y),'X');Y:=Y+2; 
VRITE(AT(X,Y).V);
END; ( *  LAYOUT*)







OUÏT :=((S='0') OR (S= 'C));
SALTRSSIGNM ENT CODE APPEND IX  D
ESCAPE :«S®*Q';
NUM :=RV ALUE(S); 
END; (*  ENTERNUM *)
PROCEDURE ENTEROPCY : INTEGER; VAR OP :CHAR); ^
BEGIN }
GOTOXYC INDENT ,Y) ;
G ETACH AR(O PX+7-7Xy*7/7Q 7C*D;
WRITE(OP);
QUIT :=((0P=*0‘) OR (OP=,C‘));
ESCAPE .«OP-’Q*;
END;




FOR J:=A TO B DO WRITE(AT(INDENT,J),BLANKL);
END; (*  CLEAR*)
PROCEDURE CALCCVAR NUMI ,NUM2 :REAL ; OP .CHAR); ^
( * =========================================================:=!=:S!:=i* )
BEGIN
CASE OP OF
•+* :NUM1 :=NUM1 +NUM2 ;
NUMI “ NUM1-NUM2;
*Xy**: NUMI .-NUMI *NUM2;
7* : NUMI «NUMI /NUM2;
END;(*CASE*)
WRITE(ATONDENT,Y),NUM1 :9 :5);
END; ( *  CALC *)
















IF NOT QUIT THEN CALCCNUM1 ,NUM2,0P); 
UNTI QUIT;
CLEAR(TOP,Y);
S fìL T fìS S ! GNNENT CODE APPENDIX D
UNTIL ESCAPE;











( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SELECTUNKNOWN ;






PROCEDURE SELECTTYPE ; ^
BEGIN
CASE ASSIGNh 3 OF 
*0*, T ,  *2*: BEGIN
TITRTYPE-ACIDSALT;
SOLSTR :=* AMMONIUM CHLORIDE*;
K1 :=1.79E-5; (*  Kb for ammonia*)
END;
•3*/4*, *5*, *6*: BEGIN
TITRTYPE .-BASES ALT ;
SOLSTR:='SODIUM ACETATE*;
K1 :=1.76E-5; (*  Ka for acetic acid*)
END;
*7*/8*/9*: BEGIN
TITRTYPE :=D IS ALT;
SOLSTR :=‘SODIUM CARBONATE*;




ACIDIC :-(T ITRTYPE- AC IDS ALT) ;
UNKNOWN.-AS ALT;
END; (*  SELECTTYPE *)
BEGIN (*  SELECTUNKNOWN *)
PAGECOUTPUT);
X:=0; Y:=6;
WRITE( AT(X,Y),AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ENTER ASSIGNMENT NO.(1-99):*); Y~Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/This no. will be given to you by *); Y.-Y+1 ;
S flL T fìS S IGNMENT CODE fiPPENDIX  D
WRITE(AT(X,Y),'your teacher.'); Y~Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0V(40/STAR));
GETRESP0NSE(X+35 ,Y-5, ASS IGN ,2 ,NUMS+ [ '0' ]);
QUIT :=(P0S('Q',ASSIGN)>0);





IF LENGTK ASSIGN) <2 THEN 
ASS ION :=C0NCAT('0', ASSIGN);
SELECTTYPE;
FIRSTNO :=(ORD( ASS IGN [ 1 ))-48)*?;





WR ITE( AT(X ,Y), AR0W<40 ,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ YOU? ASSIGNMENT IS TO CALCULATE'); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),' THE CONCENTRATION OF A SOLUTION'); Y.=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),' OF ',SOLSTR,'.'); Y -Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),' CONCENTRATION WILL BE IN RANGE');Y :=Y+2;
WRITEC AT(X,Y),' 0.100-1 .OOOM') ;Y :=Y+2;
WR ITE( AT(X ,Y), AR0W(40 ,ST AR));




END; C* SELECTUNKNOWN *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE STANDARDSOLN;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * ■ * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * • * * * * ■ * * * * * )  
CONST STAR®'*’;
X=0; BLANK®‘ *;
VAR S STRING; CH :CHAR;
OK BOOLEAN;
Y, JJNTNUM : INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF ACIDIC THEN S:= 'sodium hydroxide.' ELSE S:='hydrocholoric acid.'j- 
Y.-S;
VRITE(AT(X,Y), AR0WC40,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;






GETRESP0NSEC20,Y-2 ,S ,5 ,NUMS+ [ *0'1);
QUIT :=S='0‘;
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
STDSOLN :=RVALUE(S);
SflLTftSSIGNM ENT CODE RPPENDIX D
0K:=((STDS0LN>=0.10) AND (STDS0LN<=1.0));
F  OK THEN INTNUM -TRUNCCSTDSOLN *100); 
F NOT OK THEN VR ITE( AT(34 ,Y) ,BL ANK) ;
END;
UNTI OK OR QUIT;
TITRCQNC “ STDSOLN ; 
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; ( *  STANDARDSOLN *)
( * * * * • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * « » * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE CETCONDITIONS;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * )  
VAR ASTR: SHORTSTR;
PROMPT 1 .PR0MPT2 .STRING;
PROCEDURE SELECTVOL(VAR FLASKVOL: REAL);
CONST MIN^IQ.Q; MAX®50; (*  range of volume*)
X=215; Y=10; (*  coord, to enter input *)
BEGIN
PROMPT 1 :=CONC AT( 'Select vol. of salt in flask:*);
PR0MPT2 := * (10-50ml)*;






PROCEDURE SELECTiVAR INFLASK: ACIDORBASE);
VAR CH :CHAR;
BEGIN
INFLASK := AS ALT;
PROMPT 1 :='Salt solution is in flask*;










RE ALSTR(T ITRCONC. ASTR .3.5);
TITRMOL ARITY( ASTR);
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECT(INFLASK);
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTVOL(FL ASKVOL);
END;(* GETCONDITIONS *)
S flL T fìS S IGNMENT CODE RPPENDIX D
(»«»S»«**»************«***«»«*«**** ****««*****.*•.£ s******«)
PROCEDURE SHOVTYPE;
( ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * ^  
VAR X,Y: INTEGER;
S I : STRW0[18];
BEGIN
ff ACIDIC THEN S1 :='SODIUM HYDROXIDE' ELSE S I .='HYDROCHLORIC ACID';
X:=210; Y:=135;
VST AT(X-(7 *LENGTH(S 1 ) DIV 2),Y,S1 );
Y -Y -20 ;
VST AT(X ,Y, 'VS ');
Y:=Y-20;
VST AT(X-(7 »LENOTH(SOLSTR) DIV 2),Y,S0LSTR);
IF ACIDIC THEN S I .'»'BASE' ELSE S1 :='ACID';
Y :=Y-50;
VSTATCX-C7*8),Y,CONCAT(S1,' IN BURETTE'»;
END; (*  SHOVTYPE *)
(*$ l :SALTASS2*)
SflLTRSSIGNM ENT CODE APPENDIX D
( *  SALT ASS2.text -  included in SALT ASSIGN*)




S ALTCOL ,T ITRCOL, 
SOLNCOL : SCREENCOLOR; 
SPACEPR,
SELECTCHANGE : boolean; 
INCR,
BURVOL,








(*  soln colours during titration *) 
(*  current colour of soln in flask *) 
(*  flag to indicate space bar pressed *) 
(*  flag to indicate change in titrant increment volume *) 
(*  current titrant increment vol. *) 
(*  total vol. added from burette (titrant) *) 
(*  total vol. of salt & titrant in flask *) 
(*  vol. of titrant required to reach endpt *) 
(*  current pH of soln *)
(*  vol. titrant not yet shown to fill flask *) 
(*  current x-coord. of flask being filled *) 
(*  current & increase in level of soln *) 
(*  current coord of pH graph *)
(*  required for graphing pH curve *)
(k***********************#*******************************)  
PROCEDURE IN ITCOND IT IONS(V AR ENDPT 1 :REAL); 
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR ASTR: SHORTSTR;
BEGIN
IF COLOUR THEN 
BEGIN





T ITRCOL :=BLACK1 ;
END;
BUR VOL :=0.0;
SALT VOL :=FL ASKVOL;
T ITRVOL .-BURVOL;
ENDPT 1 :=S ALT VOL *S  ALTCONC /TITRCONC;
SOLNCOL :=S ALTCOL;
FILLRATE :=2; (^determines rate at which flask filled*)
RE ALSTR(S ALT VOL, ASTR ,2,6);
SALTDISP(ASTR); (*  Display salt volume*)
RE ALSTR(T ITRVOL, ASTR ,2,6);
TITRDISPi ASTR); (*  Display titrant volume *)
C ALCPH(S ALTVOL,T ITRVOL,SALTCONC,TITRCONC,PH); (*Calc. initpH*)
RE ALSTRiPH, ASTR ,2,5) ;
DISPL A YPH( ASTR);
END; ( *  IN ITCOND IT IONS *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE INITLEVEL(VAR RS IDE ,LS IDE ,TOPLEVEL : INTEGER);
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
( *  initializes coord of sides of flask & top of flask as well as level of soln in flask *)
CONST WIDTH=2; ( *  indent soln from sides of flask *)
SflLTflSSIGNM ENT CODE fìPPENDIX  D
BEGIN
FL ASKTQP :=FLASKY+ (3*FL ASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*y-coord. of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTOP ~FL ASKY+FL ASKSIZE; (*y-coord. of very top of flask *)
LSIDE :=FL ASKX-(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)+WIDTH; (*calc. coord of sides*)
RSIDE :«FL ASKX+(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)-WIDTH; (*o f flask given midpt. of base*) 
TOPLEVEL :=FL ASKY+1 ; ( *  base of flask- Flasky *)
INCREASE i^IO; (*depth of soin to be initially placed in flask*)
XTRAVOL :=0.0; (*initialize increment in titrant *)
END;(* INITLEVEL *)
i ; * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . ^
PROCEDURE ADDMORE;
(***************************************************.*****)
( *  Increment vol. of titrant & calc, new pH - display new pH & new volume of titrant*) 
CONST BLANKS *;
VAR VOL: INTEGER; PHSTR.VOLSTRrSHORTSTR;
BEGIN (*  ADDMORE*)
BURVGL :=BURVOL+INCR; (*  calculate total vol. of titrant *)
VOL :=ROUND(BURVOL *  100); ( *  this prevents build up of floating *)
BURVOL :=V0L/100.0; C* point errors *)




C ALCPH(S ALT VOL ,TITRVOL ,SALTCONC ,1 ITRCONC ,PH);
DISPL AYPH(BL ANK); ( *  Erase old pH *)
RE ALSTR(PH .PHSTR .2 .5); (*  convert to string *)
D ISPL AYPHCPHSTR); ( *  Display new pH *)
END; (*  ADDMORE *)
(*****-k***************************$ x********'*********3-***)
PROCEDURE CHANGECOLCNEWCOLOR :SCREENCOLOR);
( * * x * * * x * * * x x x * x * x * x * * x x * x * x * x * * x x x x * x * x * x £ x * x x x * x * » * x * x * )
(*Change colour of soln & change label of soln in flask*)







IF CURRENTL >OLDLEVEL THEN 
BEGIN
DEPTH :=CURRENTL-OLDLEVEL;
FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE .RTS IDE .OLDLE VEL .DEPTH .NEWCOLOR);
END;
END; (*CHANGECOL*)
( * * * * * £ * ■ * * £ * £ * ■ * * * * * * £ * £ * £ * £ * £ * • * * £ £ £ * • * * £ * * * * * * * £ * ■ * * * * * * £ * ■ * )  
PROCEDURE CHECKINDICATOR;
(x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
BEGIN
IF ((SOLNCOL-SALTCOL) AND (BURVOL >=ENDPT 1)) THEN CHANGECOL(TITRCOL);
END; ( *  CHECKINDICATOR*)
S fìL T fiS S IGNMENT CODE RPPENDIX D
PROCEDURE CHECKLEVELCVAR XTRAVOL, INCR : REAL);
( * * * * * * * • * * - * * * * - * * ■ * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’) 
( * Volume of solution in flask is only shown to increase when a suitable volume (say 5mL 
or more) has been released from burette. Therefore smaller increments are summed until 
this volume is reached and then level of soln is shown to rise *)
VAR EXTRA : INTEGER;
BEGIN
XTR AVOL :=XTR AVOL+ INCR; (*xtravol. is vol.titrant added that has 
not yet been shown to fill flask*)
IF (XTR AVOL >=5.0)THEN (*when xtravol is sufficiently large then flask is filled by 
an extra amt. This value must be even due to slope of flask*)
BEGIN
EXTRA :=TRUNC(XTR AVOL /FILLR ATE);





BEGIN (*  TITRATE *)
IN ITCONDIT IONS(ENDPT 1);
IN ITLEVEL(RTS IDE ,LTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL);
FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE ,RTS IDE ,OLDLE VEL, INCRE ASE ,SOLNCOL);
SELECT INCR( INCR);
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
REQUEST; (*Display prompt to press space bar*) '
SELECTCHANGE :=F ALSE;
REPEAT
CHECKKEY(SP ACEPR ,SELECTCH ANGE);
IF SP ACEPR THEN 
BEGIN





IF SELECTCHANGE THEN CHANGEINC(SELECTCHANGE,INCR);
UNTIL QUIT;
CHARTYPE(O);
REQUEST; ( *erase prompt *)
CHARTYPE(tO);
AG A IN :=(BURVOL >0); (*  only give option to repeat ’again' if titration has*)
END; (*commenced*)
END; (*  TITRATE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE STARTAGAIN;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
CONST BLANK=* ';
X=0;
VAR CH.CHAR; Y: INTEGER;
UNSTR: SHORTSTR;
S fìL T fìS S IGNMENT CODE fìPPENDIX  D
PROCEDURE CLEARVALUES; *
( *  erase all values plus flask *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------— * )
PROCEDURE NEVLABELS(COL : SCREENCOLOR);
C*--------------------------------------   *)
CONST L0VERY*170;T0PY*190;
VAR SYMBOL : SHORTSTR;
PROCEDURE L ABELSCX ¡INTEGER; CH1 ,CH2 rSHORTSTR);
CONST HEIGHT*! 79;
BEGIN




IF TITRTYPE* AC IDS ALT THEN SYMBOL .-'b'; 
FILLB0X(XMIN,XMAX,L0VERY-2,YMAX,BLACI<1);
DRAVBOXC1,LO VERY ,64 ,TOPY ,COL) ;
LABELS(7,‘M‘,‘s ‘);
DR A VB0XC70 ,LO VERY, 135 JOPY,COL) ;
L ABELS(78, *M *,SYMBOL) ;
DR AVBOXC145,LO VERY ,206,TOPY ,COL) ;
LABELS(149,‘V‘,*s‘);




DISPL A YPH(BL ANK) ;
TITRDISPCBL ANK) ;
SALTDISKBLANK);
FILLBOXO0,110,25,125,BLACK2); C* erase flask *)
FILLBOXO 50,271,32,164,BLACK1 ); (*  erase pH graph *)






VRITE(AT(X,Y),‘REPEAT previous titration ‘,DOTS,‘R)‘); Y :*Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),‘Repeat titration*); Y :=Y+1 ;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),‘ but ALTER conditions *,DOTS,‘A)‘); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),‘Get CALCULATOR ‘,DOTS,‘C)‘); Y:=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),‘Nev assignment ‘,DOTS,‘N)‘); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),'QUIT -  back to MAIN MENU ‘,DOTS,‘0)0; Y:=Y+3;




SRLTftSSIGNMENT CODE RPPENDIX D
IF AGAIN THEN AGAIN “ CH=*R‘;
QUIT :=CH=‘0‘; (*  resets ’quit* *)
PAGE(OUTPUT);
IF NOT AGAIN THEN 
BEGIN
SALTMOLARITYCBLANK); (*erase molarity of acid*) 
TITRMOL ARIT Y(BL ANK); ( *  erase molarity of base*)
END;





'N ’ ¡SELECTUNKNO VN;
END;(*CASE*)
PAGE(OUTPUT);
END; (*  CHECK AGAIN*)
BEGIN (*ST ART AGAIN*)
PAGECOUTPUT);
IF AGAIN THEN CHECKAGAIN ELSE SELECTUNKNOVN; 
CLEARVALUES;
END; (*  ST ART AGAIN *)







VHILE (NOT QUIT) DO 
BEGIN
IF NOT AGAIN THEN STANDARDSOLN;
DR A VFL ASK(FL ASKX JFL ASKY ,FL ASKS IZ, VHITE2); 
GRAFMODE;
IF ((NOT QUIT) AND (NOT AGAIN)) THEN 
GETCONDITIONS;
SHOVTYPE;
IF NOT QUIT THEN TITRATE;
TEXTMODE;
ST ART AGAIN;
END; ( *  while *)
BACKTOMENU;
END. (*SALTASSIGN*)
S fìL T fìS S IGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
(*$S++*X *$R -*X *$V -*)
PROGRAM MIX ASSIGN;





SALT 1CONC,SALT2C0NC, TITRCONC: REAL; 
UNKNOWN: ACIDORBASE;
STDSOLN :REAL; (« concentration of standard soin «)
(« flag to select a new assignment *) 
(« is colour monitor available *) 
(*  option to repeat titration «)
(« cone, of soins *) 
(« type of unknown soin «)




VST AT(7,148 ,S); («display acidconc next to flask-*)
WST AT(20,140,’HCl');
END; (« ACIDDIDSP «)




FILLB0X(5,40,172,188,BLACK2); («black2 doesnt interfere *)
FILLB0X(76,100,172,188,BLACK2); («with existing blue boxes«)
FILLB0X(12,50,172,186,BLACK1); («blackl doesnt interfer with«)
FILLB0X(83,125,172,186,BLACK1 ); («white 1 of wstat to follow«)
END; («ERASEBOXES «)
(*■ **•*** *•************•**■ **-**■ ****■ **■ **■ ****•**■ ****•**-****■ *•*******•£) 
PROCEDURE NEWLABELS;
(* ■ ** ■ **•** ■ ** ■ **** ■ ******•** ■ ****•**** ■ ****•************-****** -*******)  
VAR XI ,X2 :INTEGER;
(*===============================================================*)





WST AT(X ,HE IGHT-3 ,CH2) ;
END; ( *  NEWSTR *)
BEGIN ( *  NEWLABELS *)
XI -1 5 ;X 2~ 8 5 ;
CHARTYPE<6);
NEVSTRCX1 ,'Na CO-/  2 30;
NEWSTRiX2,'N«HC0y 30;
CHARTYPE(IO);
END; (*  NEWLABELS *)
MIX ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D








CONST STAR=’* ’; ^




WRITE( AT(X,Y),AR0V(21 ,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/ C A L C U L A T O  R’); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y),AR0W(21 ,STAR));






END; ( *  LAYOUT *)







QUIT :=(CS=*Q*) OR (S=’C’));
ESCAPE “S=’Q‘;
NUM :=RV ALUE(S);
END; (*  ENTERNUM *)
PROCEDURE ENTEROPCY ¡INTEGER; VAR OP ¡CHAR); ^
BEGIN
60TQXY( INDENT ,Y);
GETACHAR(OP,i,+,/ - ,/X ,/ * ’/ / ,/Q ,/C ’]);
WRITE(OP);
QUIT :=(COP=‘Q') OR (OP=*C*));
ESCAPE :=OP=,Q’;
END; ( *  ENTEROP *)
MIX ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D




FOR J:=A TO B DO WRITE(AT(INDENT, J),BLANKL);
END; (*  CLEAR *)
PROCEDURE CALCCVAR NUMI ,NUM2 :RE AL; OP .CHAR); ^
BEGIN }
CASE OP OF
■+* : NUMI :=NUM1 +NUM2;
NUM1 :=NUM1 -NUM2;
■ X-/»1: NUM1 :=NUM1 *NUM2;
7 ': NUMI “ NUM1/NUM2;
END;(*CASE*)
VRITEC ATC INDENT, Y) ,NUM 1 :9:5);
END; (*  CALC *)




ENTERNUMC Y ,NUM 1 ) ;

















END; (*  CALCULATOR *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE GETSPACEBAR;






END; (*  GETSPACEBAR *)












WRITE(AT(XJY),-ENTER ASSIGNMENT N0.(1-99):'); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/This no. will be given to you by'); Y :=Y+1;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),'your teacher.'); Y.-Y+2;
WR ITE( AT(X ,Y), AR0VC40 .STAR));
OETRESPONSE(X+35 ,Y-5, ASSIGN ,2 ,NUMS+ [ 'Q' 1);
OUIT :=(POS( '0', ASS IGN) >0);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SELECTUNKNOWN);
IF LENGTH(ASSIGN)<2 THEN ASSIGN:=CONCATCO',ASSIGN);
TITRTYPE-DISALT;
UNKNOWN := AS ALT;
UNKNOWN! —0RD(ASSIGN[1 ])-48;
UNKN0WN2 :=ORD( ASS IGN [2 J)-48;
SALT1C0NC —(UNKN0WN2 +8+UNKN0WN 1 )/100;
SALT2C0NC "(UNKNOWN 1 *5+UNKN0WN2)/100;
PAGEiOUTPUT);
X-0,-Y:=2;
WRITE( AT(X,Y),AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y —Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X+3,Y),'Y0UR ASSIGNMENT IS TO CALCULATE'); Y.-Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y),'THE CONCENTRATIONS OF SODIUM CARBONATE'); Y~Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),'AND SODIUM BICARBONATE IN A SOLUTION.'); Y:=Y+3;
WR ITE( AT(X+3 ,Y), 'CONCEHTR AT IONS WILL BE W RANGE');Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X+10,Y),'0.010-1 .OOOM');Y :=Y+2;
WRITEi AT(X,Y),AR0W(40,ST AR));




END; (*  SELECTUNKNOWN *)
( * * * * * * * « * * * 4 * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * )
( * # * * # * # * * * * # # * # * # # # # * # * # # * * * * * # # * # * * # # # * * # * * * # * * * * * # * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE STANDARDSOLN;
(***•********■ **•******■ ****•**■ **•**■ ****■ ****■ **■ **■ **•**■ ****■ ****•**■ ***) 
CONST STAR35**’;
X=Q; BLANK53’
VAR S rSTRING; CH :CHAR;
OKiBOOLEAN; Y : INTEGER;
BEGIN (*  STANDARDSOLN *)
Y:=8;
VRITE(AT(X, Y),AROV(40,STAR)); Y :=Y+2;
WRITE( AT(X ,Y),’Enter concentration of standard’); Y :=Y+2;
WRITEi AT(X,Y)/solution of hydrochloric acid.’) ; Y :=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/(0.010-1.000): ’);
WRITE(AT(X,Y+2),AR0W(40,STAR));




IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
STDSOLN :=RVALUE(S);
OK :=((STDS0LN>=0.01) AND (STDSOLN<=1.0)); 
IF NOT OK THEN WRITE(AT(20/i%BLANK);
END;
UNTIL OK OR QUIT;
IF NOT QUIT THEN TITRCONC:=STDSOLN;
P AGE(OUTPUT);
END; ( *  STANDARDSOLN *)
i> *********************************************************)
PROCEDURE GETCONDITIONS;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR ASTR : SHORTSTR;
PROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2 STRING;
PROCEDURE SELECTVOL(VAR VOL: REAL); ^
CONST MIN=10.0; MAX^SO; ( *  range of volume*)
X=2t5; Y=10; (*  coord, to enter input *)
BEGIN
PROMPT 1 :=CONCAT(’Select vol. of salt in flask:');
PR0MPT2 :=' (10.0-50.OmL)*;
T'v/OPROMPT S(PROMPT 1 ,PR0MPT2);
INR ANGERESPONSE( VOL, ASTR ,M IN ,M AX ,X ,Y);
CHARTYPEC6);
TW0PR0MPTS(PR0MPT1,PR0MPT2); (*  ERASE *)
CHARTYPE(IO);




INFLASK := AS ALT;
PROMPT 1 :=‘Salts solution is in flask*;
PR0MPT2 :=' Press <SPACE BAR> to continue'; 
TW0PR0MPTS(PRQMPT1 ,PR0MPT2);
GET ACH ARCCH, [SPACE /Q ’D ;
QUIT :=CH=*Q';
CHARTYPEC6);
TV0PR0MPS(PR0MPT1 ,PR0MPT2); (*  ERASE *) 
CHARTYPE(IO);
END; (*  SELECT *)
BEGIN (*  GETCONDITIONS *)
K1 :=4.3E-7;
K2:=5.6E-11 ;(* K values for carbonic *)
RE ALSTRCTITRCONC, ASTR ,3,5);
MIX ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
ACIDDISP(ASTR);
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECTC INFLASK);
IF NOT QUIT THEN SELECT VOL(FL ASK VOL); 
END; (*  GETCONDITIONS *)




S: ARRAY [1 ..3] OF STRING[18];
BEGIN
S[1]:='MIXTURE OF*;
S[2]:=‘SODIUM CARBONATE & ‘;
S[3]:=‘SODIUM BICARBONATE*;
X:=210; Y:=135;






VST AT(X-(7*8)/»7 ACID IN BURETTE*);
END; (*  SHOVTYPE *)
(*$ l :MIXASS2*)
(*$ l .MIXASS3*)
MIX ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
(»MIXASS2 -  INCLUDED IN MIX ASSIGN*)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * }  
PROCEDURE CALCULPH( ANYSALT1,ANYSALT2,SALTVOL,ACIDVOL,ACIDCONC :REAL 
VAR PH . REAL); '
(********«****•****-* **************************** *.**.****.****.*-j
( *  ANYS ALT 1 & 2 -  initial moles of both salts »)
VAR
VACID,SACID,ACIDMOL, TOTAL VOL,
SALT1CONC, SALT2C0NC, EXCESS : REAL;
A,B,C,D,APPROX :REAL;
FIRST : BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE NE VTONCUB IC(V AR PH :REAL); *
(»iterates cubic equation - requires global APPROX and constants A,B,C,D*)
VAR
COUNT .INTEGER;
NEVTONX,ERROR ,ONEPER, GUESS: REAL;
SOLN: BOOLEAN;




EQUATION :=D+X *(C+X *(B+ A *X));
END; (»EQUATION»)
( » ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ---------------- * )
FUNCTION DERIV(X :RE AL) :RE AL;
(*------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- »)
BEGIN
DER IV :-C+X »(3 *  A *X+2 *B );
END; (»DERIV»)






NEVTONX := APPROX-(EQU AT ION( APPROX) /DER IV( APPROX));
ERROR := ABS( APPRQX-NE VTONX);
ONEPER :=NEVTONX » 0.01;
IF (ERROR<ONEPER) THEN SOLN:=TRUE ELSE APPROX :=NE VTONX;
UNTIL ((COUNT>20) OR (SOLN));
IF (NEVTONX <0.0) THEN




ELSE PH :=-1 *LOG(NE VTONX);
END; (*  NEVTONCUBIC *)
MIX ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
PROCEDURE QUADRATICO ACID :REAL; VAR H, PH :REAL); ^
(*Soln of salt of weak acid/strong base titrated with s.acid. H+ results from excess of 
strong & hydrolysis of salt is often insignificant *)
VARHYDROL . REAL;
BEGIN
HYDROL :=SQRT(K1 *V  ACID); (*H+ from hydrolysis of weak acid*)
H:=H + HYDROL;
PH :=-1 *LOG(H) ;
END; <* QUADRATIC *)





D :=-2.Q*K2* ACIDCONC ;
IF K1 >=1.0 THEN APPROX := ACIDCONC 
ELSE APPROX :=SQRT(K1 *  ACIDCONC);
NEVTONCUBIC(PH);
END; (*  APPR0XCUB1 *)
PROCEDURE APPR0X2CACIDCONC,S ALTCONC :RE AL; VAR PH .REAL);
BEGIN
APPROX :=K1 *  AC IDCONC /SALTCONC ;
IF K1 >=1.0 THEN APPROX =0.01 *  APPROX;
IF APPROX >=1 OE-7 THEN 
BEGIN 
A:=1/K1;






A :=S ALTCONC /(K 1 *K2) ;
B :=(KV/K1 )+ACIDCONC;
B:=-1 *B/K2;





PROCEDURE APPR0X3CSALTCONC :REAL; VAR PH :REAL); ________ #
BEGIN
APPROX :=SQRT(K1 *K2);
IF APPROX >=1 .OE-7 THEN
MIX ASS IGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
BEGIN
A:=1/K1;
B:=(S ALTCONC/K1) + 1 ;
C:=K2;




A :=S ALTCONC /(K¥ *K 1 ) ;
B:=-1.0/K1 ;




NE VTONCUB IC(PH) ;
END; (*  APPRGXCUB3 *)
PROCEDURE APPR0X4CS ALTI ,SALT2 :REAL; VAR PH :REAL);
BEGIN *
APPROX :=K2*S ALT 1 /SALT2;
IF APPROX >=1 .OE-7 THEN 
BEGIN 
A:=1/K1;






A :=(S ALT 1 +2*S ALT2)/K1 ;
B:=SALT2-(KV/K1);




NE VTONCUB IC(PH) ;
END; (*  APPR0XCUB4 *)
PROCEDURE INITCALC;
( *  passes volume of acid & base to this procedure but returns moles of acid & base 
also returns concentration of species in excess if acid>base then excess v ili be a +ve 




ACIDMOL.- AC ID VOL *  AC IDCONC ;
SALT 1CONC := ANYSALT1 /TOT ALVOL;
SALT2C0NC := ANYSALT2 /TOT ALVOL;
EXCESS := ANYS ALT1 - ACIDMOL;
IF ABS(EXCESS)<DIFF THEN EXCESS :=0.0;
MIXASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
FIRST :=EXCESS>*0.0;
IF NOT FIRST THEN 
BEGIN (« past 1 st end pt«)
EXCESS “ (ANYSALT2 + 2 * ANYS ALT 1)- AC IDMOL ; 
IF ABS(EXCESS)<DIFF THEN EXCESS *0.0;
END;
END; (*  INITCALC «)
BEGIN (*  CALCPH *)
INITCALC; (« vol. of anyacid & anybase converted into moles «)
IF FIRST THEN («saltl >titrant ie. before 1st end pt «)
BEGIN (« or start of titration. acid=0 *)
IF EXCESS=0.0 THEN (*  or 1 st end pt *)
BEGIN





SALT1C0NC “ EXCESS/TOT ALVOL;
SALT2C0NC:=(anysalt2 + acidmol)/totalvol;





IF EXCESS>0.0 THEN 
BEGIN
SALT2C0NC “ EXCESS/TOT ALVOL; («between 1st -  2nd endpt *) 
VACID “ (ACIDMOL- ANYSALT 1)/TOTALVOL ;
APPR0X2( V  AC ID ,S ALT2C0NC ,PH);
END
ELSE
IF EXCESS=0.0 THEN (« 2nd end pt *)
BEGIN
V  ACID .=( ANYS ALT1+ANYS ALT2)/T0T ALVOL;
APPROX 1 (VAC ID,PH);
END
ELSE («Past 2nd end pt «)
BEGIN
V  ACID “  ANYS ALT1+ANYSALT2;
S ACID :=ACIDM0L-(2* ANYS ALT1+ANYS ALT2);
V  ACID “ V  ACID/TOT ALVOL;
S AC ID :=S ACID/TOT ALVOL;
QU ADR AT IC2( V  AC ID ,S AC ID ,PH);
END;
END; («ELSE«)
END; (« CALCULPH «)
MIX ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
(♦ MIXASS3 -  included in MIX ASSIGN *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE VHICHIND;







WRITE(AT(X,Y), AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y «Y+2;
VR ITE( ATCX+6 ,Y) /  IND IC ATOR COLOUR CHANGE,);Y:=Y+2;
WRITE( AT(X,Y), AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y ¡«Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Hypothetical indicator will change’); Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/colour at’); Y:=Y+3;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/1 st equivalence pt ___Cl)*); Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/2nd equivalence pt ___(2)’); Y ¡«Y+3;




END; (*  VHICHENDPT *)





SOLNCOL : SCREENCOLOR; 
SPACEPR,
SELECTCH ANGE : boolean; 
INCR,
BURVQL,









(*  soin colours during titration *) 
(*  current colour of soin in flask *) 
(*  flag to indicate space bar pressed *) 
(*  flag to indicate change in titrant increment volume *) 
( *  current titrant increment vol. *) 
(« total yoI. added from burette (titrant) * )  
(*  total vol. of salt & titrant in flask *)
(*  initial moles of both salts *) 
(*  current pH of soln *) 
( *  vol. titrant not yet shown to fill flask *) 
(♦ ratio between no. pixels on pHscale & pH range to be plotted *) 
(*  current x-coord. of flask being filled *) 
(*  current & increase in level of soln *) 
(♦ current coord of pH graph required for graphing pH curve*)





BEGIN S ALTCOL ¡«VIOLET; TITRCOL .«BLUE; END 
ELSE
BEGIN SALTCOL ¡«WHITE 1; TITRCOL ¡«BLACK 1; END;
SOLNCOL :=S ALTCOL;
BUR VOL ¡«0.0;
SALT VOL .-FL ASKVOL;
MIXASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
TITRVOL :=BURVOL;
SMOL1 :=S ALT VOL *S  ALT 1CONC;
SM0L2 :=S ALT VOL *S  ALT2C0NC;
ENDPT1 :=SMOL1 /TITRCONC;
ENDPT2 :=SM0L2/TITRCONC;
ENDPT2 :=ENDPT2 + 2*ENDPT1;
IF FIRST THEN ENDPT :=ENDPT1 ELSE ENDPT :=ENDPT2;
FILLRATE :=2; (^determines rate at which flask filled*)
RE ALSTRCS ALT VOL , VOLSTR ,2,6);
SALTDISP(VOLSTR); ( *  Display SALT volume *)
REALSTR(TITRV0L,V0LSTR,2,6);
TITRDISP(VOLSTR); (*  Display ACID volume *)
IF SM0L2=0 THEN PH~-L0G(SQRT(KW*K2/SALT 1 CONC)) (*only carbonate*)
ELSE
CALCULPH(SM0L1,SM0L2,SALTV0L,TITRV0L,T1TRCGNC,PH);
RE ALSTR(PH, VOLSTR ,2 ,5);
DISPL A YPH( VOLSTR);
END; ( *  IN IT COND IT IONS *)
PROCEDURE INITLEVELCVAR RIGHTS,LEFTS JOPLEVEL rINTEGER); ^
( *  initializes coord of sides of flask & top of flask as well as level of soln in flask *) 
CONST WIDTH=2; ( *  indent soln from sides of flask *)
BEGIN
FLASKTOP:=FLASKY+ (3*FLASKSIZ)DIV 4; (*y-coord, of top sloping sides of flask*) 
NECKTOP:=FLASKY+FLASKSIZE; (*y-coord, of very top of flask*)
LEFTS:=FL ASKX-(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)+VIDTH; (*calc. coord of *)
RIGHTS :=FLASKX+(FL ASKSIZ DIV 2)-VIDTH; (*sides of flask given midpt.of base*) 
TOPLEVEL :=FL ASKY+1; ( *  base of flask* Flasky *)
INCREASE :=10; (*depth of soln initially placed in flask*)
XTRAVOL 1=0.0; (initialize increment in titrant *)
END; ( *  INITLEVEL *)
(*===============================:============:=================:===*)
PROCEDURE ADDMORE;
( *  Increment vol of titrant & calc new pH; display new pH & new volume of titrant*) 
CONST BLANK*' *;
VAR VOL: INTEGER; PHSTR,VOLSTR :SHORTSTR;
BEGIN (*  ADDMORE*)
BUR VOL :=BURVOL+INCR; (*  calculate total vol. of titrant *)
VOL :=ROUND(BURVOL *  100); (*  this prevents build up of *)
BURVOL :=V0L/100.0; (*  floating point errors *)
REALSTR(BURVOL,VOLSTR,2,6); ( *  convert vol. to string *)
TITRVOL .-BURVOL; ( *  salt must be in flask*)
TITRDISP(BLANK);
TITRD ISP(VOLSTR);
C ALCULPH(SMOL 1 ,SM0L2 ,S ALT VOL ,T ITRVOL ,T ITRCONC ,PH);
DISPL AYPH(BL ANK); (*  Erase old pH *)
REALSTR(PH,PHSTR,2,5); (*  convert to string *)
DISPL AYPH(PHSTR); (*  Display new pH *)
END; (*  ADDMORE *)
MIX ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
PROCEDURE CHANGECOL(NEWCOLOR :SCREENCOLOR); *
(*Change colour of soln & change label of soln in flask*) ^




IN ITLEVEL(RTSIDE ,LTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL) ;
DEPTH :=CURRENTL-OLDLEVEL ;
FILLFLASK(LTSIDE,RTSIDE,OLDLEVEL,DEPTH,NEVCOLOR);
IF CURRENTL>OLDLEVEL THEN (*  colour change with soln in neck of flask*)
BEGIN
DEPTH :=CURRENTL-OLDLEVEL ;
FILLFL ASK(LTS IDE,RTS IDE ,OLDLEVEL,DEPTH ,NE VCOLOR) ;
END;
END; (*CHANGECOL*)
PROCEDURE CHECK INDICATOR; ^
BEGIN
IF ((SOLNCOL=S ALTCOL) AND (BURVOL >=ENDPT))
THEN CH ANGECOLCTITRCOL) ;
END; (*  CHECK INDICATOR *)
PROCEDURE CHECKLE VEL(V AR XTR A VOL, INCR :RE AL) ;
( *  Volume of solution in flask is only shown to increase when a suitable volume (say 5mL 
or more) has been released from burette. Therefore smaller increments are summed 
until this volume is reached and then level of soln is shown to rise *)
VAR EXTRA : INTEGER;
BEGIN
XTRAVOL :=XTRAVOL+INCR; (*xtravol. is vol.titrant added that has not yet been
shown to fill flask*)
IF (XTRAVOL>»5.0)THEN (*when xtravol is sufficiently large then flask is filled by
an extra amt. This value must be even due to slope of flask*)
BEGIN
EXTRA :=TRUNC(XTR AVOL /FILLR ATE);




END; (*  CHECKLEVEL *)
BEGIN (*  TITRATE *)
INITCONDITIONS;




IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
REQUEST; (*Display prompt to press space bar*)
SELECTCHANGE “ FALSE;
MIXASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
REPEAT
CHECKKE Y(SP ACEPR ,SELECTCH ANGE) ;
IF SP ACEPR THEN 
BEGIN










AGAIN r̂ CBUR VOL >0); ( *  only give option to repeat if titration has commenced*) 
END;
END; (*  TITRATE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE START AGAIN;
( * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * )  
CONST BLANK=' *;
PROCEDURE CLEARVALUES;
BEGIN (*  erase all values plus flask *)
DISPL AYPH(BLANK); ( *  delete pH *)
TITRDISPCBLANK); (*  delete vol. of SALT*)
IF NOT AGAIN THEN 
BEGIN
SALTDISP(BL ANK); (*  delete vol. of salt*)
ACIDDISP(BL ANK); (*  delete molarity of acid*)
END;




VAR X,Y : INTEGER; CHrCHAR;
BEGIN
Y:=6;X:=0;
WRITECAT(X,Y)/REPEAT previous titration ’^DOTS/R)1); Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Get CALCULATOR *,DOTS/C) ’); Y:=Y+2;
WRITEC AT(X,Y)/Nev assignment ',DOTS/N)*); Y:=Y+2;
WRITEC AT(X,Y)/QUIT - back to MAIN MENU *,DOTS/Q)'); Y :=Y+3;
WRITEC ATCX+10,Y)/SELECT OPTION ..*,DOTS/ )*);
G0T0XYC37,Y);
GETTEXTCHAR(X+37,Y/CH^[*R’,*C*,,N*,,0']);
QUIT :asCHss'Q‘; (*  resets ‘quit' *)
PAGECOUTPUT);










*R*:IF AGAIN THEN 
BEGIN
V:=5;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Do you wish to alter either:*); Y:=Y+4;
WR ITE( ATCX+6 ,Y), *(i) acid concentration *); Y —Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X+10,Y)/0R*); Y:*Y+2;








END; (*  CHECK AG A IN *)




END; (*  ST ART AGAIN *)









WHILE (NOT QUIT) DO 
BEGIN
IF NEW THEN SELECTUNKNOWN;
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
IF NOT AGAIN THEN STANDARDSOLN;
DR A WFL ASK(FL ASKX ,FL ASK Y /L  ASKS IZ, WHITE1) ;
IF NOT QUIT THEN WHICHIND;
GRAFMODE;
IF (NOT AGAIN) AND (NOT QUIT) THEN GETCONDITIONS; 
SHOWTYPE;




END; ( *  while *)
BACKTOMENU;
END. (*M  IX ASSIGN*)
MIX ASSIGNMENT CODE APPENDIX D
(*$s++*)
This is SYSTEM .STARTUP for macroscopic/microscopic démonstrations *) 
PROGRAM INTRO;
USES TURTLEGR APHICS ,CH A INSTUFF,USEFUL ;
CONST M0DE=6;
VAR QUIT:BOOLEAN;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE ENC10SE(C0L iSCREENCOLOR);
(***•*  * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’)
VAR X1 ,X2,Y1 ,Y2,WIDTH,CENTRE ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
X1 :=XM IN ;X2 :=XM AX ;
Y1 :=YMIN;Y2 :=YMAX;









X1 .-XI +1 ; X2 .-X2-1 ;
Y1 :=Y1+1; Y2-Y2-1;
UNTIL Y1>CENTRE;







XI :=X1-1 ; X2:=X2+1 ;
Y1 -Y1-1; Y2 :=Y2+1;
UNTIL X1 <WIDTH;
PENCOLOR(NONE) ;
END; (*  ENCLOSE *)










BUBSHAPE=PACKED ARRAY[0..5,0..7] OF BOOLEAN;
BITSHAPE=PACKED ARRAY[0..5,0..15] OF BOOLEAN;





PROCEDURE BORDER(COL :SCREENCOLOR); *
VAR XI ,X2,Y1 ,Y2,WIDTH : INTEGER; ^
BEGIN
XI :=XMIN;X2:=XMAX;









X1 :=X1+1 ; X2 :=X2-1 ;
Y1 :=Y1+1 ; Y2:=Y2-1 ;
UNTIL X1>WIDTH;
PENCOLOR(NONE) ;
END; (*  BORDER *)
PROCEDURE PAINT(X,Y JOP¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR); ^
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ * )
FUNCTION LOWESTCVAR Y ¡INTEGER) ¡INTEGER;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ * )
BEGIN
WHILE (NOT SCREENS IT(X,Y)) AND (NOT SCREENBIT(X+1 ,Y))AND (Y>0)
DO Y ^ Y -1 ;
Y?»Y+1;
LOWEST :=Y;
END; ( *  LOWEST * )
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
FUNCTION RIGHTMOSTÍX ¡INTEGER) ¡INTEGER;
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
BEGIN
WHILE (NOT SCREENSIT(X,Y)) AND (X<XMAX) DO X:=X+1;
RIGHTMOST ¡=X-1;





WHILE (NOT SCREENS IT(X ,Y)) AND (X>0) DO X :=X-1;
LEFTMOST ¡=X+1;
END; ( *  LEFTMOST *)
INTRO CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN ( *  PAINT * )
MOVETO(X,LOWEST(Y));
WHILE (NOT SCREENBIT(X,Y)) AND (NOT SCREENBIT(X+1 ,Y)) AND (Y<TOP) DO 
BEGIN
MOVETO(X,Y);




Y -Y + 1 ;
END;
END; ( *  PAINT * )
PROCEDURE DRAWTTUBE(TUeEX,TUBEY,VIDTH,SIZE,LEVEL : INTEGER ; ^
COL SCREENCOLOR) ;






Y lS] :=ROUND(E IGHTH *  1.5);
Y[4]:=ROUND(EIGHTH*1.25);
Y[12l.~Y[4l;
Y[2] —ROUND(E IGHTH *0.75);
Y[14l.-=Y[2I;
Y[1 ]:=ROUND(E IGHTH *0.5);
Y H 5 1 -Y II] ;
Y[3]-(Y12]+YI4])DIV 2;
Y [13]~Y [3 l;
Y [6 ) :=ROUND(E IGHTH *  1.4);
Y[10j.-Y[6];
Y [5 J :=ROUND(E IGHTH * 1.32);




FOR J:=1 TO 15 DO X{J] :=ROUND(SIXNTH*J);
MOVECOL(TUBEX,TUBEY+S EE ,COL) ;
MOVETO(TUBEX,TUBEY);
FOR J:=1 TO 15 DO MOVETOiTUBEX+X [ J J /TUBEY-Y [ J  D ; 
MOVETO(TUBEX+WIDTH/rUBEY);
MOVECOL(TUBEX+WIDTH JUBEY+SIZE ,NONE);
END; ( *  DRAVTTUBE * )
PROCEDURE F ILLTTUBEiTUBEX ,TUBEY ,V IDTH,LEVEL : INTEGER ;COL :SCREENCOLOR);
VAR X I >v2,Y : INTEGER;
BEGIN
PAINT(TUBEX+(WIDTH DIV 2),TUBEY-2,TUBEY,C0L);
XI :=TUBEX+1 ; X2 :=TUBEX+yiDTH-2;
Y:=TUBEY;
INTRO CODE APPENDIX E
REPEAT





END; (» FILLTUBE »)
PROCEDURE INITMETAL ; *
( *  set up shapes of metal »)
(»------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)




FOR COL 7=0 TO 15 DO BITS [ROW ̂ COL] :=S[C0L+1 ]= 'X ';
END; ( *  INITBIT »)
BEGIN (*  INITMETAL »)
INITBITS(5,METAL/ XXX XXXXXX * >; 
INITBITS(4,METAL/ XXXX XXXXXXXXXX’ >; 
INITBITS(3,METAL, ’ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX * >; 
INITBITS(2,MET AL, * XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX * >; 
INITBITSd ,MET A L / XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX’ >; 
INITBITSCO/4ETAL,* XXXXXXXX XXXX * >; 
END; (» INITMETAL *)
(*=============================================================*)
PROCEDURE DROPMET AL(X,Y.BOTTOM ¡INTEGER); ^
BEGIN
DRAWBL0CK(METAL,2,0,0,16,6,X,Y.MODE); (»display ») 
REPEAT
DRAVBL0CK(METAL,2,0,0/6,6^/i'^0DE); (»erase *) 
Y:=Y-10;






PROCEDURE INITCROW ¡INTEGER;VAR BITS:BUBSHAPE;S.STRING);
( * ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------»)
VAR COL ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL ¡=0 TO 7 DO BITS[ROW,COL] :=S[C0L+1 ]=‘X*;
END; (» INITBIT »)
INTRO CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN (« INITBUBBLE * )  
INIT(5.BUBBLE/ XX *); 
INIT(4,BUBBLE/ X X *); 
INIT(3.BUBBLE/X X *); 
INIT(2.BUBBLE/ X X '); 
INIT(1 .BUBBLE/ X X '); 
INIT(0.BUBBLE/ XX *); 
END; (« INITBUBBLE «)
PROCEDURE DR A WBUBBLES(X,Y : INTEGER); *
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE EXTR ABUBBLES(X.NEWY .INTEGER);




NEW Y :=NEWY-G AP ;
MORE :=NEWY>TTUBEY;
IF MORE THEN DRAWBL0CK(BUBBLE.2.0.0.8.6.X.NEVY.6)
UNTIL NOT MORE;
END; (« EXTRABUBBLES * )
BEGIN (« DRAWBUBBLES «)
DR A WBLOCK(BUBBLE .2,0.0.8,6 .X .Y .MODE) ;
EXTRABUBBLES(X.Y);
END; (« DRAWBUBBLES *)
( * ==========::;:=====:=========:=:==:::=======;==:==:===::::=:==;===:==========:=* )
PROCEDURE MOVEBUBBLES(VAR X.TOPY:INTEGER); 
^ ==:===:::;===:==:=====;===:=====:=;===;=:=;=====:==:=:=======:::======:=========*)
VAR Y ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN (« MOVEBUBBLES «)
Y :=TOPY;
TOPY :=TOPY+DY;
IF TOPY>TTLEVEL THEN TOPY :=TOPY-GAP;
REPEAT





END; (« MOVEBUBBLES «)










VSTAT(X,Y/CHEMICAL REACTIONS’); Y :=Y-70;
VST AT(X,Y/Chemistry Dept.’); Y~Y-15;
VSTAT(X,Y,*Vollongong Uni.*);
END; (*  HEADING *)











DROPMET AL(TTUBEX+8,YM AX-28 JTUBEY);







UNTIL (COUNT>90) OR (KEYIN);
DRAVBUBBLES(BUBBLX,BUBBLY); («erase*)
END; (*  TITLE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE GETCOLOUR;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
CONST XX=50; YY=80;
VAR X,Y: INTEGER; CH.CHAR; MONITOR :STRING;
BEGIN
X :=XMIN+XX; Y :=YMAX-YY ;
VSTAT(X,Y/Are you using a *);
VST AT(X,Y-20 /colour monitor(y /n)’);
GETHICHAR(200,Y-20iCH/[’Y’/N ’D;
IF CH=’Y’ THEN MONITOR-’INCOL’ ELSE MONITOR-'NOCOL';
SETC V AL(MON IT OR) ;
END; (*  GETCOLOUR *)




VAR X,Y : INTEGER; CH:CHAR;
INTRO CODE APPENDIX E







IF COUNT=TlME THEN 
FOR J=1 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN
VST AT(70,20,'Press <SPACE BAR>‘);
VAIT(8);
END;
UNTIL (COUNT>TIME) OR (KEYIN);
CHARTYPE(IO);
GET ACHAR(CH,[SPACE,*Q'D;
END; ( *  GETSPACE *)
( * ====;=========:=::===:==;===:========:====:=;==:=====:====:=:=:=:=====:==;=:====^)
PROCEDURE HOVTOOUIT;
( t a » » « » « « - - - . --- =================================:====:===:= )̂
BEGIN
><¡=50; Y ¡=110;
VSTAT(X,Y/To exit this program'); Y:=Y-20;
VSTAT(X,Y,*at any time input "0” *);
GETSP ACE(1200);
QUIT :=CH='Q‘;
END; ( *  HOVTOOUIT *)
BEGIN ( *  INFORM *)
FILLBQXO 5,XM AX-15,15,YM AX-15,BLACK1 ) ;
X ¡=XMIN+XX ; Y.-YMAX-YY;
VSTAT(X,Y,'IMPORTANT :-'); Y.*=Y-45;
VSTAT(X,Y/lt is necessary to press the'); Y ¡=Y-25;
VSTAT(X,Y,'<SPACE BAR> to progress through'); Y:=Y-25;
VSTAT(X,Y/this series of programs.');
GETSP ACE(1600);
QUIT ¡=CH='0';
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(INFORM);
FILLB0X(15,XM AX-15,15,YM AX-15,BLACK1);
X ¡=XMIN+XX; Y:=YMAX-YY;
VSTAT(X,Y,*This program consists of'); Y :=Y-2Q;
VSTAT(X,Y/four demonstrations.’) ; Y ¡=Y-40;
VST AT(X,Y, 'Each demonstration provides ’) ; Y :=Y-20 ;
VSTAT(X,Y/a macroscopic and microscopic*); Y ¡=Y-20;
VST AT (X, Y, View of a chemical reaction.’);
GETSP ACEC2000);
QUIT ¡=CH=’Q*;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(INFORM);
FILLBOXO 5 ,XM AX-15,15,YM AX-15,BL ACK1 );
HOVTOOUIT;
END; ( *  INFORM *)
INTRO CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE FIN;
(»«» iïiitiiiii^ iH fii*******«***********^***********^^***^^





WRITE(AT(X+2,Y)/REMOVE DISK FROM DISK DRIVE');Y :=Y+5; •
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO REBOOT'); Y :=Y+2; 











WRITE(AT(12,8)/L O A D I N G');
VRITE(ATC9,12)/M A IN M E N U  ');
END;





IF QUIT THEN FIN ELSE CHAINTOMENU;
END. ( *  INTRO*)
INTRO CODE APPENDIX E
(*$S++*) 
PROGRAM MENU;
USES TURTLEGR APHICS ,CH A INSTUFF .USEFUL ;
CONST STAR“ '* ';
VAR PR06NUM: CHAR;
QUIT: BOOLEAN;
( * * » * * * * * * * * * • * » • * « * * « « * * * « * * * * * * • * * * » * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE CHAINTOCVAR ANUM CHAR);




WRITE(AT(5,1 0),"L O A D I N G P R O G R A M ' ) ;
WRITE(AT(10,15),'PLEASE BE PATIENT........ ');
END;
BEGIN (*  CHAINTO *) 
fllFORM;
CASE ANUM OF 





END; ( *  CHAINTO *)
( * • * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * • » * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * ■ * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SHOWMENUCVAR ANUM CHAR);
(»s*********************************»*-*******************)  





VRITE( AT(X,Y), AR0W(40,ST AR)); Y :=Y+2;
VRITE(AT(14,Y)/MAIN MENU'); Y:=Y+2;
WR ITE( AT(X, Y), AR0W(40 ,ST AR)) ; Y:=Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Acid + active metal ');
VRITE(AT(OFFSET,Y),CONCAT(DOTS,'1)')); Y.-=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y) /Water + very active metal');
VRITE(ATCOFFSET,Y),CONCAT(D0TS/2) ')) ; Y:=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/Acid + carbonate ');
WRITE(AT(OFFSET,Y),CONCAT(DOTS,“3)')); Y :=Y+2; 
WRfTE(AT(X,Y)/Litmus ');
VRITE(AT(0FFSET,Y),C0NCAT(D0TS/4)')); Y :=Y+2; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/OUIT ');
WRITE(AT(OFFSET,Y),CONCAT(DOTS/Q)')); Y ~Y+3; 




END; ( *  SHOWMENU *)
MENU CODE APPENDIX E
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . ^  
PROCEDURE FIN;





VRITE(AT(X+2,Y)/REM0VE DISK FROM DISK DRIVE*); Yr=Y+5;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/IT VILL BE NECESSARY TO REBOOT*); Y-Y+2;
WRITE(ATCX,Y)/COMPUTER TO RUN ANOTHER PROGRAM *);
REPEAT
X -Y ;  (INFINITE LOOP*)
UNTIL X>Y;
END;
BEGIN C* MAIN *)
PAGECOUTPUT);
SW APGPON; ( *  set swapping to love! 2 *)
SHOVMENU(PROGNUM);
IF NOT QUIT THEN CHAINTO(PROGNUM) ELSE FIN;
END. (*MENU*)
MENU CODE APPENDIX E
(*$s++*)
( *  Microscopic & macroscopic demonstration of reaction between a reactive metal and 
an acid *)
PROGRAM METAL;
USES TURTLEGR APH ICS ,CH A INSTUFF,USEFUL ;
CONST M0DE=6;
TYPE





PH=(NEUTR AL, AC ID 1C ,B AS 1C);
VAR
ACIDMOL,





( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  





END; (*  GETKEY *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE F ALSE ARR AY(V AR NEV ARRAY :B IGSH APE);




FOR ROV :=1 TO MAX DO
FOR COL :=1 TO MAX DO NEV ARR AY [ROV,COL 3 :=F ALSE;
END; C* FALSEARRAY *)
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • £ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * )  
PROCEDURE DEFINESH APE(V AR NEV ARR AY :B IGSH APE; AC ID IT Y :PH; ANUM: INTEGER);
(********** ** if*** ****** ****** ****** ********** **** ********) 
Defines shape of acid & water molecules 2 orientations (1 & 2 determined by anum ) 
of each molecule is available. The array, 'NEV ARR AY' must first be initialized to 
ALL FALSE! *)
VAR CH :CHAR;
(*shape & position of 2 acid molecules*) 
(*shape & position of cor responding 
watermolecules *) 
( * shape of metal atoms*)
PROCEDURE INITCVIDTH,HEIGHT .INTEGER; SYMBOL :CHAR); ______ ^
VAR MAXCOL .INTEGER;
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
< * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




FOR COL:=1 TO MAXCOL DO
NEV  ARR AY [ROV+HEIGHT ,COL+VIDTH ] :=(S [COL ]= ‘X ') ;
END; ( *  MERGE *)




MERGE< 5 , *X X* ) ;
MERGE< 4 , *X X ‘ >;
MERGE< 3 .‘XXXXX1>;
MERGE< 2 , *X X ' > ;
MERGE< 1 , ’X X ’ >;




MERGE< 7 , ‘ X X * >
MERGE< 5 , *X X* >
MERGE< 5 , *X X* >
MERGEC4,-X X ‘ >
MERGEC3,*X X* ')
MERGE< 2 . ' X X * >






MERGE< 3 , 'XXXXX *>;
MERGE<2,* X
M ERG ECV X
END;












MERGE< 3 ,’X '
MERGE C 2 j, ‘ X 1>;
MERGED 1 , ' X ‘
END;
END;(*CASE*)
END; ( *  IN IT *)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN (*  DEFINESHAPE *)
CASE ACIDITY OF 
ACIDIC: CASE ANUM OF 
1 : BEGIN
INIT(12,12/0*);
INIT(27,0/HO; (*proton removed in reaction*)
INIT(27,27/H0; IN IT CO ̂  13/H*);
INIT(27,14/+0;
INIT(6,15/1 *); INIT(22,23,*20;











END; (*  AC ID 1C*)
NEUTRAL: CASE ANUM OF
1 : BEGIN








































END; (*CASEOF ACIDITY*) 
END; ( *  DEFINESHAPE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * }  
PROCEDURE IN IT AC ID;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR J: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR J :=1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN
WITH AClDMOL[.J] DO BEGIN SH APE :=BL ANK; DEF JNESH APE(SH APE, AC ID 1C, J); END; 
WITH WATERMOL[J] DO BEGIN SHAPE :=BLANK; DEFINESHAPE(SHAPE,NEUTRAL, J); END; 
END; <* FOR *)
END; (*  INITAC ID *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE INITMG;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR STR: ARRAY[1 ..32] OF STRING; J INTEGER;
PROCEDURE INITCROV INTEGER; VAR BITS rBIGSHAPE; S.STRING);
VAR COL: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL:=1 TO 32 DO BITSiRGV^COLl-SlCOLKX*;
END; ( *  IN IT *)




STRC4 3 : =
STRE53: =
STR[61:=










FOR J:=1 TO 16 DO 
BEGIN
INIT( J , ATOM,STR[J ]); INIT(33-J,ATGM,STRlJ]);
END;
















METAL CODE APPENDIX E











QUIT :=((CH=’Q*) OR (CH=’q’));
END; ( *  FIN*)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE MICRO;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
TYPE MEDSH APE=P ACKED ARRAY 11 ..16,1 ..16] OF BOOLEAN; IONT YPE=(MG ,N I ,MET ) ; 
VAR METEL:IONTYPE; BLANK ION, (*for initialization of cations *)
CATION ¡MEDSHAPE; (*  shape of metal cations *)
HATOM¡PACKED ARRAYi 1 ..5,1 ..5]0F BOOLEAN; (*shape of H atom *)
HYDROGEN ¡PACKED ARRAYfl ..5,1 ..16]0F BOOLEAN; (*  shape of H2 *)
PROCEDURE DR A V  ARRO V(X ,Y ,S I2E ,T IP ¡INTEGER);
BEGIN
MQVECOUXY, VH ITE 1 ) ;
MO VECOLÖi+SIZE ,Y ,NONE) ; 
MOVECOL(X+S IZE-T IP ,Y+T IP,VH ITE 1 ) ; 
MOVETOCX+SIZE ,Y) ;
MOVECOLOi+S IZE-T IP ,Y-T IP ,NONE) ; 
END; ( *  DRAVARROV *)
PROCEDURE IN IT !ON(METEL *. IONT YPE ; V AR ANY ION: MEDSH APE);
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )




FOR COL ¡=1 TO 16 DO B ITS [ROV/ ,COL 3 :=S [COL ]= ‘X1 ;
END; (*  MERGEBITS *)
BEGIN (*  IN IT ION *') 
ANY ION ¡=BL ANK ION ; 
CASE METEL OF 
MG ¡BEGIN
MERGES 1TS<10,RNVI ON,’X XX XXXXXXX1);
MERGES ITS < 9,RNVI ON,*X X x*>;
MERGES ITS<8,RNVION,* X X X X X X‘>;
MERGES 1TS<7,RNV1 ON,’X X X X x*>;
MERGEB1TS < 6,RNV1 ON,’X XXXX XXXX x‘>;
MERGEBITS<5,RNV1 ON,’ XXXXXXXXX X *>;
END;
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
NI: BEGIN
I1ERGEB1TS < 10, RNY I ON, *X XXX XXXXXXX■ )
MERGEBITS<9,RNVI ON,* X XX XX XXX* >:
NERGEBITSCS,RNV1 ON,* X X XXXXXXX*);
MERGEB1TSC7,RNY1ON,* X X XX XXX* >;
MERGEB1TS<6,RNV1ON,* X XXX XX XXX* >;
END;
MET ¡BEGIN
MERGEBITS<9,RNV1 ON,* XXXX XX XXXX* );
MERGEBITS<8,RNV1ON, ‘XXXX XXXX* >;
MERGEB1TS <7,RNV1ON, ‘XXXX X X XXXX*);
MERGEB1TS<6,RNV1 ON,* XXXX X X XXXX’ );
MERGEB1TS<5,RNY1ON,* XXX XXXX XXX * );
END;
END;(*CASE*) 
END; (*  IN IT ION *)
PROCEDURE INITSHAPES; ^
' (*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE INITBLANKCVAR ANY ION :MEDSH APE) ;
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
( * ................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE INITBITSCROV .INTEGER; VAR BITS ¡MEDSHAPE; S ¡STRING);
( * ................................................................................................... * )
VAR COL ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL ¡=1 TO 16 DO B ITS [RO V  ,COL ] :=S [COL 3= ’X1 ;
END; (*  IN MBITS *)
BEGIN ( *  INITBLANK *)
IN I TBlTS<16,fìNVION,* 
IN ITBITS<15,RNVI ON,* 
IN ITBITS<14,fìNVION,‘ 
INITBITSC13, RNY l ON,* 
INITBITSÍ12,ñNVI0N,* 
IN I TBITS<11,RNYI ON,’ 
INITBITSC10,RNYI ON,* 
lN I TBITSC9,RNV! ON,* 
IN I TBITS Í8 ,RNYION,* 
lN I TB ITS<?,fiNVI ON,* 
INITBITS<6,RNVI0N,* 
IN ITB ITS<5,RNVI OH,* 
IN ITBITS<4,RNVI ON,* 
IN I TBITS<3,RNVI ON,* 
IMI TB ITSC2,RNYI ON,*
XXXX • >;
X XXX X * >; 
XX XXX XXX ‘ ); 
X X XX *>; 
XXX XXX XXXX * >; 






XXXXXXXXXXXXXX ’ ); 
XXXXXXXXXXXX *); 
XXXXXXXXXXXX * >; 
XXXXXXXXX •};
IN I TB ITS<1,RNVION,’ XXXXXX *);
END; Ç* INITBLANK *)
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE INITHATOM;
r * ---------------------------- : ------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
' <*..............................................................................................................*)
PROCEDURE INIT(ROW ¡INTEGER; S¡STRING);
( * ................................................................................................... * )
VAR COL: INTEGER;
BEGIN FOR COL ¡=1 TO 5 DO H ATOM [ROW,COL ]:=S[CQL]=*X’; END; (*IN1T*)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN (*  INITHATOM *) 
IN IT O / X  X ’ ); 
m iT < 4 /X  X ' 
miT<3, ’XXXXX* >; 
1NIT<2,*X X ' ); 
IN1TC1/X X ’ ); 






( * ...................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE 1NIT(R0W:INTEGER; S -.STRING);
( * ................................................................................................... * )
V AR COL : INTEGER ;
BEGIN
FOR COL-1 TO 16 DO HYDROGEN[ROV,COL]:=S[COLj=*X‘;
END; (* INIT *)
BEGIN (* INITHYDROGEN *)
INITC5,*X X X X’>;
INIT<4,*X X X X’>;
INITC3,’XXXXX XXXX XXXXX'>;
INIT<2j. 'X X X X*>;
INITC1/X X X X’ );
END; (* INITHYDROGEN *)
BEGIN (*IN1TSHAPES*)
IN ITBL ANK(BL ANK ION) ; 
IN lTION(MG, CATION); 
INITHATOM; 
INITHYDROGEN;
END; (*  INITSHAPES *)
(*$l :METAL2*) 
(*$l :METAL3*) 
(*$l :MET AL4*) 
(*$l .MET AL5*) 
(*$l .METALS*) 
(*$l .METAL7*)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
( *  METAL2 *)







VST ATOM 72,’ This demonstration will display ’);
VSTAT(0,152,'following structures
DR A VBLOCK( V  ATERMOL [ 1J. SHAPE ,4,0,0,32,24,140,110, MODE); 
VSTAT(0,1 10/VATER MOLECULE:’);
DR A VBLOCKi AC IDMOL [ 1 Î.SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32,140,45,MODE); 
VSTAT(0,45,’HYDRONIUM ION:’);
GETKEY(CH,[SPACE,’0*D;
IF QUIT THEN EX IT (MICRO);
END; (*  SHOVSHAPES *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE ATOMSTRUCTURE;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR MET ALX,MET AL Y : INTEGER; CH :CHAR;
( * .................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE SHOVMETAL(X,Y ¡INTEGER);
< * ....................................................................................................* )
BEGIN
DR AVBLOCK( ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32,X ,Y ,MODE) ;
VST AT(X,Y-12,’Magnesium’);
VSTAT(X,Y-21,’ Atom ’);
VSTAT(50,Y-70,’A magnesium atom has’);
VST AT(5G,Y-80,'2 valence electrons.’);
END; ( *  SHOVMET AL *)
( * ................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE SHOVSTRUCTUR.E(X,Y ¡INTEGER);
( * ................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE ARROV(X,Y,SIZE ¡INTEGER);
(*this arrow pts in opposite direction to DR.AVARR.OV/ *) 
CONST T!P=3;
BEGIN
MO VECOLCX-SIZE+T IP ,Y+T IP, VH ITE2) ; 
MOVETO(X-SIZE,Y);
MOVECOLCX-S ize+t IP ,Y-T IP ,NONE) ;
MOVECOL(X~S IZE+1 ,Y,VHITE2) ;
MO VET 0(X-S IZE ,Y) ;
MOVECOL(X ,Y ,NONE) ;
END; (*ARRGV*)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN (*  SHOWSTRUCTURE *)





ARRO V(X+40 ,Y+4,6) ;
VSTAT(X+45,Y+26,Valence electron');
VST AT(X+45 ,Y,'valence electron') ;
VSTAT(X+45,Y+11 /positive ion’);
END; (*  SHOVSTRUCTURE *)
BEGIN ( *  ATOMSTRUCTURE *)
INITTURTLE;
METALX~110; METALY:=115;
SHOVMET ALCMET ALX ,MET ALY) ;
GETKE'A'CH, [SP ACE /O*]) ;
IF OUÏT THEN EXIT(MICRO);
SHOVSTRUCTURE(MET ALX,MET ALY);
GETKEY(CH, [SP ACE /O * D ;
END; (*  ATOMSTRUCTURE *)
< * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ^
PROCEDURE METALSTRUCTURE;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ * )
CONST STARTX=80; STARTY=60; NUMSTR=4;
TYPE MANYSTR® ARRAY[ 1 ..NUMSTR] OF STRING;
VAR STR :MANYSTR;
( * ................................................................................................. * )
PROCEDURE DRAVATOMS(X1 ,Y1 -.INTEGER);
( * ................................................................................................ * )
CONST SIZE=32;
TYPE OUTL INE=(OUTER , INNER) ;
VAR SH APE .OUTLINE;
X,Y : INTEGER ;CH .CHAR;
PROCEDURE DR A V  ARO V(XX, Y Y, ANYNUM .INTEGER);
VAR I: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR l:=1 TO ANYNUM DO 
BEGIN
IF SHAPE=GUTER THEN DRAVBL0CK»:AT0M,4,0,0,32,32,XX,YY,M0DE) 
ELSE DR A VBLOCKCC AT ION ,2 ,0.0,16,16,XX+8,YY+S,M0DE); 
YY:=YY+SIZE;
END;
END; (*  DRAVAROV *)
BEGIN ( *  DRAVATOMS *)
FOR SHAPE :=OUTER TO INNER DO 
BEGIN
X:=X1 ; Y:=Y1 ;





DR AV AROW(X ,Y ,2) ;
IF SHAPE=OUTER THEN GETKEY(CH,[SPACE/Q‘l);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(METALSTRUCTURE);
END;
END; (*  DRAY ATOMS *)
< * .................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE SHOVTEXTCVAR S:MANYSTR);
( * .................................................................................................... * )
CONST X=20;
V AR Y , J .INTEGER ;
BEGIN
Y:=182;
FOR J:=1 TONUMSTRDO 
BEGIN YSTAT(X,Y,S[J]); Y:=Y-12; END;
END; ( *  SHOVTEXT *)
( * .................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE CRYSTAL(X1 ,Y1 .INTEGER);
( * ............... ....................................................................................* )
BEGIN
STRlî 3 :='Magnesium atoms are arranged in a’;
STR 12]:= ‘crystal structure in which each';
STR13] :='magnesium atom is surrounded by ’;
STR [43:='many other magnesium atoms.';
SHOVTEXT(STR); (*DISPLAY TEXT*)
DRAYATOMS(X1 ,Y1);
FILL ARE A(XMIN,XMAX,140,YMAX,BLACK1 ); (*ERASE TEXT*)
END; ( *  CRYSTAL *)
( * ................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE BONDING;
< * ...................................................................................................* )
VAR CH .CHAR;
BEGIN
STRlI 1:=‘ Metallic bonding is often’;
STR [2 3 * described as positive ' ;
STR ¡33:=' metal ions embedded ‘ ;
STR[4] :=* in an "electronic glue".*;
SHOY/TEXTCSTR); (*  DISPLAY TEXT *)
GETKEYCCHjSP ACE , *Q‘}) ;
F ILL ARE ACXM IN ,XM AX, 140,YMAX,BLACK1 );(*erase text*)
END; (*  BONDING *)
*)
*)
PROCEDURE FLASHELECTRONCVAR X,Y :INTEGER; DX rINTEGER); 
BEGIN
VSTAT(X,Y/e‘); (*  erase électron*)
X :=X-DX;
DELAYC70);
VSTAT(X,Y/e‘); (*  display électron*)
END; ( *  FLASHELECTRON *)
<*.................................................................
PROCEDURE LOSELECTRONSCX1 ,Y1 : INTEGER);
(*................................................................
VAR ELECYX : INTEGER; ELECX:ARRAY[1 ..2} OF INTEGER; CH :CHAR;
METAL CODE APPENDIX E





FOR J:=1 TO 7 DO 
BEGIN (*display *)
DR A VBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16 # 16 ,X+8 ,Y+8 ,MODE); 
DELAY(20);
DR A VBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X+8 ,Y+8 ,MODE); 
X :=X-DX; Y :=Y-DY; (*  erase *)
END; ( *  FOR*)
END; (*  REMOVEATOM *)
BEGIN ( *  LOSELECTRONS *)
STR{1 ]p=’lf two electrons are removed from*;
STR{2]:=‘this crystal structure then a';
STR[3]:= 'positive ion is lost from the';
STR[4) := 'cry stal structure;
SHOVTEXT(STR); (^display text*)
ELECX[1 ]:ssX1+2;
ELECX[2] :=X1 +26; ELECY ~Y1 +12;
VST AT(ELECX[13,ELECY/e'); (*  display electrons*)
VST ATCELECX12],ELECY/e');
STRI1 ] :='Press <SPACE BAR> to remove electrons'; 
VSTATC1,1 ,STR[13); C* DISPLAY *)
CH :='X';
REPEAT
FLASHELECTR0N(ELECX[1 ],ELECY ,0); 
FLASHELECTR0N(ELECX[2], ELECY ,0);
IF KEYIN THEN READ(CH);
UNTIL (CH=SPACE);
VSTAT(1,1 ,STR[13); (*  ERASE *)
FOR K:=1 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN
FL ASHELECTRON(ELECX [ 13,ELECY ,4);
FL ASHELECTR0N(ELECX[2], ELECY ,4);
END;
VSTAT(ELECX[13,ELECY,V); (*  erase electron*)
VSTAT(ELECX[23,ELECY/e'); (*  erase electron*) 
REM0VEATQM(X1,Y1);
GETKE YCCH , [SP ACE /O * 3);
END; ( *  LOSELECTRONS *)
BEGIN (*  METALSTRUCTURE *)
INiTTURTLE;
CRYST AL(ST ARTX ,ST ARTY);
BONDING;
LOSELECTRONS(ST ARTX,ST ARTY);
END; (*  METALSTRUCTURE *)
BEGIN C* EXPL A INSHAPES *)
SHOVSHAPES;
ATOMSTRUCTURE;
IF NOT QUIT THEN METALSTRUCTURE;
END; (*  EXPL A INSHAPES *)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
( *  METAL3 *)
PROCEDURE SOL V ATEC AT IONS ; ^
CONST WATERNUM=4; ^
VAR WATER: ARRAY[1 ..WATERNUM] OF BIGSHAPE; (*shape of waters of hydration*) 
AQUA ¡INTEGER; ( *  index to shape of water *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE DEFINEWATER;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
(*Watermolecule shapes numbered 1 - 4 correspond to shapes 3-6 in Defineshape*) 
BEGIN ( *  DEFINEWATER *)
WHILE ((AQUA<=WATERNUM) AND (NOT KEVIN)) DO 
BEGIN
WATER!A0UA3 -BLANK;
DEF INESH APE(W ATER I AQU A ] ,NEUTR AL, AQU A+2) ;
A0UA:=AQUA+1;
END;
END; (*  DEFINEWATER *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE HYDRATE(ANUM,CENTRX.GENTRY .INTEGER);
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
VAR SIZE,DlSTANCE,RADIUS,B0NDLENi X,Y,X1,Y1,X2.,Y2,J ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
SIZE:=24; DISTANCE “ 20;
BONDLEN:=4; RADIUS:=15;
FOR J := 1 TO ANUMDO 
BEGIN 
CASE J OF 
1 : BEGIN
X :»CENTRX-DIST ANCE-SIZE;
Y :=CENTRY-(SIZE DIV 2);
XI “ CENTRX-RADIUS-2; Y1 “ GENTRY;
X2 :=X1 +BONDLEN; Y2 :=Y1 ;
END;
2: BEGIN
X “ CENTRX+DIST ANCE ;
Y:=CENTRY-(SIZE DIV 2);
XI :=CENTRX+RADIUS; Y1 :=CENTR.Y;




Y “ CENTRY+DIST ANCE ;
X1 “ CENTRX-2; Y1 “ GENTRY+RADIUS;
X2 “ XI ; Y2 “ Y1 -BONDLEN;
END;
4: BEGIN
X ” CENTRX-(S!ZE DIV 2);
Y “ CENTRY-DiSTANCE-SIZE;
X1 “ CENTR.X-2; Y1 :=CENTRY-R AD IUS ;





DR AVBLQCK(V ATER [J ] ,4 ,0,0,2 4 ,2 4 ,X, Y ,M0DE) • 
DRAVLINECX1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2,VHITE2);
END;








VSTAT(X,Y/This demonstration simplifies the'); Y :=Y-20; 
VSTATCX/f/reaction of ions in solution.*); Y:=Y-50;
VSTAT(X,Y/ln solution ions are SOLVATED.*); Y :=Y-50; 
VSTAT(X/f/ln aqueous solution ions are HYDRATED.*); 
DEFINEVATER; ( *  while waiting for <space> set up arrays*) 
GETKEYCCH ESPACE ,*0* 1) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SOLVATECATIONS);




CONST ST='Press <SPACE BAR> to show hydrated ion';
VAR MIDX,MIDY : INTEGER; CH :CH AR ;
BEGIN
IN IT I0N(MET ,C AT ION) ;
INITTURTLE;
MIDX :=(XMAX DIV 2)-10; MIDY :=(YM AX DIV 2)+30;
DR AVBLOCKCC ATIGN,2,0,0,16,16,MIDX-8,MIDY-8,M0DE);
VSTAT(XMIN,YMIN+40/This represents any metal ion.');
REPEAT
DEFINEVATER;
IF KEYIN THEN RE AD(CH);
UNTIL AQUA>VATERNUM;
VST AT(XMIN,YMIN ,ST) ;
GETKEY(CH, [SP ACE /Q * D ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SOLVATECATIONS);
VST AT(XM IN ,YM IN ,ST) ;
HYDR ATE( V  ATERNUM ,M IDX IDY) ;
VSTAT(XMIN,YMIN+15,*The number of water molecules involved*); 
VSTAT(XMIN,YMfN/in hydration varies for each metal ion.*);
GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE /Q ' 3) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SOLVATECATIONS);
END; (*  SHOVHYDRATE *)
(*----------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE NETMET ALRE ACT ION ;
<*----------------------------------------------------------------
VAR X,Y : INTEGER; CH:CHAR;
BEGIN
INITTURTLE;
X :=0; Y :=YMAX-10 ;








METAL CODE APPENDIX E
VSTAT(X, Y /  IN ELECTRON 1C’) ;DRAV/ARRO V(X+ 100,Y+4 20 7) * 
VST AT(X+135,Y/HYDRATED METAL ION*); Y :=Y-10 • '
VSTAT(X,Y/ -GLUE" *); Y:=Y-50; X:=X+40;
DR AVBLOCK( ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32,X, Y-16 ,M0DE) ;





GETKEY(CH, [SP ACE /O * D ;
END; (*  NETMET ALRE ACT ION *)





END; ( *  SOLV ATEC AT IONS *)






VAR CYCLE, MET ALX,MET ALY : INTEGER; METALION: ION;
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ;--------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE CHECKKEY;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:----------------- * )
( * l i  space bar (or return) then pause program until space 













QUIT iKCCH^’Q*) OR (CH=’q’));
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTION);
END; (*  CHECKKEY *)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE DR AVMETALCSYMBOL ¡IONTYPE);
(*
(*draw 2 rows of metal atoms *)
VAR J,LASTX,X,Y : INTEGER; CH:CHAR; SYMB: STRING{2]:ASTR.STRING: 
BEGIN
X:=16; Y :=1 ;
LASTX:=XM AX-32;
CASE SYMBOL OF
MG : BEGIN SYMB:='Mg'; ASTR :='magnesium'; END;
Nl: BEGIN SYMB :='Ni’; ASTR :='nickel'; END;
END;(*CASE*)
FOR J :=1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN 
REPEAT






VSTAT(0,184,C0NCAT(*The surface atoms of *,ASTR));
VST AT(0,174/are represented by the structure:-');
GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE ,'Q ' 3) ;
F ILL ARE A(0 ,XM AX,172 ,YM AX ,BL ACK1 ) ;
END; ( *  DRAVMETAL *)
(*------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE NEWALUE(ANYNUM ¡INTEGER);
( * - - ---------------------------------------------------------------------
( *  calculates starting pt of acid based on final position required to react with 
metal atom *)
CONST INCR=5;
VAR CENTMGX, TOPMGY, (*coord. of top centre of target metal atom*) 





VITH METALION DO BEGIN DX.-6; DY:=8; END;
VITH AC IDMOL [13 DO BEGIN DX:=12; DY :=-12; END;
VITH ACIDM0L[2] DO BEGIN DX:=-12; DY:=-12; END;
END; ( *  1 *)
2 ¡BEGIN
ANUM ¡=3;
VITH METALION DO BEGIN DX.--6; DY:=8; END;
VITH AC IDMOL [1 ] DO BEG IN DX =12; DY :=-12; END;
VITH AC IDMOL [2] DO BEGIN DX :=-12; DY :=-12; END;
END; (*  2 *)
3: BEGIN
ANUM :=2;
VITH METALION DO BEGIN DX” 10; DY¡=8; END; 
V  ITH AC IDMOL 113 DO BEG IN DX ¡=4 ; D Y :=-12 ; END ; 
VITH AC IDMOL [2 3 DO BEGIN DX :=-12; DY ¡=-12; END; 




METAL CODE APPENDIX E
MET ALX ?“32* AHUM; MET ALY ~32 ■
CENTMGX :=METALX +16; T0PM6Y =64 *
VITH ACIDM0LI1 ] DO '
BEGIN
X:=CENTMGX-42; (*see DEFINESHAPE - proion removed is 22 from bottom 











END; (*  NEVVALUE *)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE SHO V  AC IDCTEMPMODE : INTEGER) *
( * --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- *)
VARNUM: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR NUM :=1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN
VITH ACIDMOL[NUM] DO DR A VBLOCK(SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32 .X. Y .TEMPMODE) ; 
END;












IF QUIT THEN EXIT(MICRO);
PROMPT;
VSTAT(40,182/Press <SPACE BAR> to pause');
END; ( *  DISPLAY ACID *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE MOVEMOLECULECVAR ANYREC iMOLECULE; HEIGHT .INTEGER);
C*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
BEGIN
VITH ANYREC DO 
BEGIN
DR A VBLOCKCSH APE ,4,0,0,32 ,HE IGHT ,X,Y ,MODE) ;
X :=X+DX ; Y:=Y+DY;
DR A VBLOCKCSH APE ,4,0,0,32 ,HE IGHT ,X ,Y ,MODE) ;
END;
END; (*  MOVEMOLECULE * )
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE MOVE ACIDCtNCR : INTEGER);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------^




FOR STEP :=1 TO INCR DO 
BEGIN
MOVEMOLECULEC AC IDMOL[ 1 ] ,HE IGHT) ;
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
MOVEMOLECULEC AC IDMOL [2} ,HE IGHT) ;
END;
END; ( *  MOVEACID *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE REVERSE ACID;
(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- i)
VAR NUM: INTEGER ;
BEGIN
FOR NUM :=1 TO 2 DO 
WITH AC IDMOL [NUM 3 DO 
BEGIN
DX :=-AC IDMOL {NUM3-DX;
DY AC IDMOL [NUM J.DY ;
END;
END; ( *  REVERSE AC ID *)
(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE MOVEV ATERCNUM .INTEGER) ;
( * ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------*)
BEGIN
MOVEMOLECULECW ATERMOL [NUM ] ,24) ;




VAR I,PROTONX,PROTONY : INTEGER;
( * ........................................................................................... *)
PROCEDURE POLARISE;
< *  .................................................................. *)
VAR NUM,X1,Y1 : INTEGER; 
BEGIN
CHARTYPECIO);
FOR. NUM := 1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN 
Y1 =12;
CASE NUM OF 
1 : X1 :=26;
2: X1 :=0;
END;(*CASE*)
WITH AC IDMOL [NUM] DO
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN
XI :=X+X1 ; Y1 ~Y+Y1 ;
VSTAT(X1 ,Y1 /  *); (« erase «)
VSTAT(X1 ,Y1-6,'+‘); («d isp lay  «) 
END;
END; («FOR«)
CH ART YPE(MQDE) ;
DELAYdOO);
END; (« POLARISE *)
( * ............................................................................................. «)
PROCEDURE CALCULATE;
( * .............................................................................................«)
(«initial position o f water is same as final position of acid «)
VAR NUM ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR NUM:=1 TO 2 DO 
VITH VATERM0L[NUM3 DO 
BEGIN
X := ACIDMOL[NUM].X ;
Y :=ACIDti0L[NUM].Y+10; («see DEFINESHAPE «)
DX :=- AC IDMOL [NUM} .DX ;
DY :=- AC IDMOL {NUM î .DY ;
END;
PROTGNX := AC IDMOL [1j.X+22; («see DEFINESHAPE«)
PROTONY := ACIDMOLU 3.Y;




(« exchange metal atom for metal ion & initialize metal ion record«)
BEGIN
DRAVBLOCkt AT0M,4,0,0,32,32,METX,METY,4); («erase metal atom«) 
VITH METALION DO 
BEGIN
X “ METX+8; Y :=METY+8;
DR A VBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X ,Y ,MODE) ; (« display ion«)
END;
END; (« IONIZE «)
( * ............................................................................................*)
PROCEDURE SHOWATER;
( * ........................................................................................... «)
VAR NUM : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR NUM :=1 TO 2 DO
BEGIN .
VITH VATERMOL[NUM] DO DRAVBL0CK(SHAPE/*,0,0,32,24,X,Y,M0DE); 
END;
END; (« SHOWATER «)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
( * ...........................................................................  *)
PROCEDURE SHOWPROTONS(X ,Y : INTEGER) • .........
( * .......................................................................... *)
VAR J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR J:=1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN




END; ( *  SHQWPROTONS *)
( * .................................................................................................... * )









END; ( *  SHOWELECTRONS *)
( * .................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE SHOWHYDROGEN(X,Y ¡INTEGER);




( * .................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE M0VEH2CVAR X,Y ¡INTEGER);
( * ........................................................................................... *)
BEGIN
SHOWHYDROGEN(X,Y); <* erase H2 *)
Y ¡=Y+8;
SHOVHYDROGEN(X,Y); (*  display H2 *)
END; (*  M0VEH2 *)
.......................................................................................... *)
PROCEDURE MOVEMGIÜN;
( * ......................................................................................... *)
BEGIN
WITH METALION DO 
BEGIN
DR A WBLOCKCC AT ION ,2,0 ,Q, 16,16 ,X, Y ,MODE) ; Cerase*)
X ¡=X+DX; Y ¡=Y+DY ;
DR A VBLOCKiC AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X #Y .MODE) ;
END;
END; ( *  MOVEMGION *)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
POLARISE; ( *  show +ve charge closer to metal atoms *)
CALCULATE; ( *  coord, of water molecules & direction *)
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
SHOW ACID(Q); ( *  erase both acid molecules from current position 
as well as +ve charges in new position *) 
SHOWATER; («display 2 water molecules*) 
IONIZE(METALX,METALY); (*  replace atom with ion *) 
SHOWPROTONS(PROTONX,PROTONY); («display 2 protons *) 
SHO¥ELECTRONS(PROTONX,PROTONY); («display 2 electrons*)
DEL AY(150);
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY; (*  wait then erase protons & electtrons*) 
SHOWPROT0NS(PROT0NX,PR0TONY); («erase 2 protons *) 
SHOWELECTRONSCPROTONX,PRQTONY); («erase 2 electrons*) 
PROTQNX :=PR0T0NX+7; (*H2 is 16 bits wide whereas H+ -H+ 
was 30 bits wide therfore move across 7 to centre*) 
SH0VHYDROGEN(PR0TONX,PR0T0NY); («display H2 molecule*)
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
FOR l :=1 TO 4 DO




IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
END;
FOR l:=1 TO 12 DO
BEGIN («move water molecules ,H2 molecule & metal ion*)
IF ODD(I) THEN MOVEVATER(1) ELSE MOVEV ATER(2); 
M0VEH2(PR0T0NX,PR0T0NY);
MOVEMGION;
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
END;
SHOWATER; ( *  erase 2 water molecules *)
SHOVHYDROGEN(PROTONX,F’ROTONY); (*  erase H2 molecule *)
DR A VBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,MET AL ION .X ,MET AL ION .Y ,MODE); 
( *  erase metal ion*)
END; (*  REACT *)
BEGIN ( *  REACT * )
BEGIN («REACTION«)
FOR METEL :=MG TO Nl DO 
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
IN IT IQN(METEL, CATION); 
INITTURTLE;
DRAVMET AL(METEL);





SHO V  AC ID(MODE);
IF CYCLE= 1 THEN DISPLAYPROMPT;(«start reaction*) 
MOVEACID(S);
IF ((METEL=NI) AND (CYCLE>1)) THEN






SHO V  AC ID(MQDE);
MQVEACID(5);
END;
IF NOT QUIT THEN REACT;
UNTIL C(CYCLE=3) OR QUIT); (*  H30+ reacts with 3 metal atoms *) 
END;(* IF *)
END; (*  REACTION *)
( *  METALS *)
PROCEDURE CONCLUSION; ^





MOVECOL(X ,Y ;VH ITE 1) ;
MOVECOLCX+SIZE ,Y ¿NONE) ;
X*=X+(SIZEDIV2);
Y :=Y+(SIZE DIV 2);
M0VEC0L(X,Y,VHITE1 );
MOVECOLCX ,Y-S IZE ,NONE) ;







MO VEC0L(X+2, Y+7, VH ITE 1 ) ;
M0VEC0LCX+2 ,Y+12 ,NONE) ;








VST ATCO/f/Net reaction of metal :-’);
Y :=Y-60;
(*from reaction cation represents Ni 2+ ion*)
FOR METEL ~MG TO Nl DO
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
IN IT 10N(METEL ,C AT ION); ( *  initialize cation to Mg2+*)
CASE METEL OF
MG ¡SYMBOL ¡='Mg';
Nl ¡SYMBOL ¡=‘N ï;
END;(*CASE*)
X-1;
DR AVBLOCKC ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X ,Y ,MGDE) ;
VSTAT(X+8,Y+12,SYMBOL); X:=X+70;
DR A V  ARRO V(X ,Y+16,30,7) ; X:=X+80;
DR AVBLOCK(C ATI0N,2,0,0,16,16,X,Y+8,M0DE); X :=X+80; 
VST AT(X,Y+12,‘e’) ;
VSTAT(X+20,Y+12,V); Y:=Y-60;
END; ( *  FOR *)










VSTAT(X,Y,‘Net reaction of hydronium ions :-'); Y ¡=Y-80;
DR A VBLOCK( AC IDMOL [ 1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32,X ,Y-40 ,MODE) ;
DR AVBLOCKC AC IDMOL [ 1 ].SHAPE,4,0,0,32,32,X,Y+5,M0DE); X:=X+80;
VST AT(X,Y,V);
VSTAT(X+20,Y/e*); X:=X+50;
DR A V  ARRO V(X ,Y ,30,7) ; X:=X+50;
DR A VH2(X ,Y-8) ; X:=X+50;
DR AVBLOCKC V  ATERMOL [ 13 .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X ,Y-35 ,MODE) ;
DR AVBLOCKCV ATERMOL [13.SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X ,Y+15 ,MQDE) ;
END; C* NETHYDROOEN *)
C*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE NETRE ACT IONCMETEL rlONTYPE);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ * )
VAR SYMBOL :STRING[2l; AMETL :STRIN6[113; CH ¡CHAR; X,Y ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
CASE METEL OF 
MG ¡BEGIN
IN IT ION(MG ,C AT ION) ; SYMBOL ¡= 'Mg ' ; AMETL ¡= 'magnesium ' ;
END;
Nl ¡BEGIN





VSTATCX,Y,CONCATC'Reaction between acid and *,AMETL)); Y :=Y-100;
DR AVBLOCKC ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32,X,Y ,MQDE) ;
VST ATCX+8,Y+12,SYMBOL);
DR AVBLOCKC AC IDMOL E13 -SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X+64 ,Y-22 ,MODE) ;
DR AVBLOCKC AC IDMOL E13 .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X+64 ,Y+22 ,MODE) ;
DR A VBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X+144,Y+8,M0DE);
DRAVH2CX+195,Y+5) ;
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
DR A VBLQCK( V  ATERMOL [ 1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X+240, Y -16,MODE); 
DR A VBLOCKC V  ATERMOL [ 1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X+240 ,Y+25 ,MODE) ; 
DRAVARR0V(X+1QQ,Y+16,30,7);
END; ( *  NETREACTION *)
( * ------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE SHOVSPECT A TOR;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VARX,Y-.INTEGER;
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE DR AVCHLOR IDE(CLX ,CL Y : INTEGER);
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
BEGIN
DR AVBLOCKC ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32 ,CLX ,CLY ,MODE) ; 
VST AT(CLX+18,CLY+22 ,'-');
VST AT(CLX+8,CLY+12,*CT);
END; ( *  DRAVCHLORIDE *)
BEGIN
X:=1; Y:=YMAX-110;
VSTAT(X,YMIN+12,‘Vf hydrochloric acid is used, then'); 
VSTAT(X,YMIN+2/chloride is a spectator ion.');
DR AVCHLOR lDE(X+62 ,Y+55);
DR A VCHLOR IDE(X+62 ,Y-55);
DR AVCHLOR IDE(X+140 , Y+35) ;
DR AVCHLOR IDE(X+140 ,Y-30);
END; ( *  SHOVSPECTATOR *)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE CHECKKEY;
( * ------------------------------------- ;-------------------------------------------------------------------* )
VAR CH:CHAR;
BEGIN
GETKEY(CH ,[SP ACE ,'Q'D;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(CONCLUSION);






FOR METEL :=MG TO NI DO 
BEGIN





END; (*  CONCLUSION *)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E




IF NOT QUIT THEN REACTION;
IF NOT QUIT THEN CONCLUSION;
IF NOT QUIT THEN SOLVATECATIONS; 
PAGE(OUTPUT);
UNTIL FINCMICRO*);
END; (*  MICRO *)
( *  METALS *)
(XXXX£££££££££££X££XXXX££££££X££££££X££££££££££X£££££££££)  
PROCEDURE MACRO;






BUBBLE ¡BUBSH APE ; shape of bubbles *)
FLAME ¡MEDSIZE; ( *  shape of flame *)




PROCEDURE INITMET ALCROV .INTEGER;VAR BITS .BITSHAPE;S ¡STRING);
( x--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN
FOR COL ¡=0 TO 15 DO BlTSlROV ,COL]:=S[C0L+1 3=*X*;
END; C* INITMETAL *)
(x----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------x)
PROCEDURE INITBUBBLECROV ¡INTEGER;VAR BITS:BUBSHAPE;S ¡STRING);
(x--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- x)
BEGIN
FOR COL :=0 TO 7 DO BITS[ROW,COL]~SlCQL+13=,X‘;




PROCEDURE INITFL AMECROV : INTEGER ;VAR BITS ¡MEDSIZE;S ¡STRING);
(x ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------x)
BEGIN
FOR COL ¡=0 TO 7 DO BlTS[RO¥,COL] :=S[C0L+13^’X';
END; (*  INITFLAME *)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN ( *  IN ITSH APES *)
IN ITMETRL<5,METfiL11],' XXX XXXXXX 1 ); 
IN I TMETRL<4,METfiL £13 / X XX XXX XXX1 >; 
IN ITMETRL<3, METAL f 13 /  X X X ‘ >;
IN ITMETfiL<2,METRLÍ 13,* X X ’
INITMETALC1,METALE 1 3 /X  XXXX X*>;
IN I TMETRLCO, METRL E U /  XXXXXXXX XXXX * );
IN ITMETRL <5, METfiL 123/ * > ■
IN ITMETfiL<4,METfiLE2 3,* XX XXX * >;
INITMETfiLC3,METflLE23/ X X XX X '>; 
IN1TMETRL <2,METRL12 3 ,’ X XX X * >;
INITMETRL<1,METRL£23,* X XXXX * );
IN ITMETfiLCO, METfiL £23/ XXXX 1 >;
IN I TMETfiLCS, METfiL £3 3 /  * );
IMI TMETRL<4, METRL £3 3 /  * >;
INITMETfiLC3,METRL£33,* X X
INITMETfiLC2,METfiLE33/ X X XX X 1 ); 
IM1TMETRLC1,METRL £33,* X X XX 1 );
IN I TMETRLCO, METRL £33/ XXX * >;
INITBUBBLEC5,BUBBLE, * XX «
IN ITBUBBLEC4,BUBBLE, X X •
1N 1TBUBBLEC3,BUBBLE, 1 X X
1M1TBUBBLEC2,BUBBLE, ‘ X X
IN ITBUBBLEC1,BUBBLE, X X
1N 1TBUBBLECO,BUBBLE, X X
1N1TFLRMEC7,FLRME,* XX *
1N 1 TFLfiME<6, FLfiME, ‘ XX •
IMITFLRMEC5,FLAME,* X X •>;
1N 1TFLfiME <4,FLfiME, ’ X X *
1M1TFLRME C3,FLRME,* X X *
INITFLfiME<2,FLRME,‘ X X ■
INITFLfiMECI,FLfiME,* X X
INITFLfiMECO,FLfiME,* XX *
END; (*  IN IT VARS *)
PROCEDURE REACTMETAL;
( * ^ =========================================================::==:*)
CONST
TTUBEX=120; (*x-coord at bottom centre of test-tube *J  
TTUBEY=36; (*y-coord at bottom centre of test-tube *) 
TTWlDTH=32; ( * width of test tube *)
TTSIZE=116; ( *  height of test tube*)
TTLEVEL=112; (*y -coord of level of soln in test tube *) 
METALX=128; (*x-coord for drawing metal *)
TYPE METTYPE=(MAGNES,NICKEL);
VAR MET :METTYPE; (*  metal being tested *)
SPACEPR : BOOLEAN; (*  flag for space bar *)
BUBLX,BUBLY,
METALY, (*  current yco-ord of metal *)
DY,GAP .INTEGER; ‘







' ...... . ■ ■■ 1 " 11 ■ " ■" •*)
METALY:=182;
BUBLX— 132; (*x  & y coord, of bubbles depends on position*) 
BUBLY-TTUBEY+2; ( *  of test tube*)
DY:=4; ( *  required for MOVEBUBBLES *)
CASE MET OF 
M AGNES :SKIP :=3;
NICKEL :SK IP :=5;
END;(*CASE*)
GAP:=SKIP*DY;
END;(* IN IT *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE DR AWTTUBECTUBEX ,TUBEY , WIDTH ,S IZE ,LEVEL .INTEGER;
COL; SCREENCOLOR);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)








Y [21 :=ROUND(E IGHTH *0.75) ;
Y [ 14 ] ~  Y [2 ] ;











FOR J :=1 TO 15 DO X[JJ :=R0UND(SIXNTH*J);
MOVECOL(TUBEX,TUBEY+SIZE,COL);
MOVETOCTUBEX JUBEY) ;
FORJ-1 TO 15 DO MOVETO(TUBEX+X[J],TUBEY-Y[J]); 
MOVETO(TUBEX+WIDTH,TUBEY);
MOVETO(TUBEX+WIDTH ..TUBE Y+SIZE) ;
MOVETOCTUBEX+W IDTH ,LE VEL) ;
MOVECOL(TUBEX,LEVEL,NONE);
VST ATCTTUBEX+TTWIDTH+10 JTUBEY+40, 'dilute ') ;
W ST ATiTTUBEX+TTW IDTH+18 JTUBEY+30 ,'HCV) ;
END; C* DRAWTTUBE *)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E











( * . ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE EXTRABUBBLES(X,NEVY ¡INTEGER);
( * ...................................................................................................... * )






MORE :=NE VY >=TTUBEY ;
IF MORE THEN DR A VBLOCKXBUBBLE ,2,0,0,8,6 ,X ,NE V Y ,MQDE)
UNTIL NOT MORE;
END; ( *  EXTRABUBBLES *)
BEGIN ( *  DRAVBUBBLES *)
DR AVBLOCKÎBUBBLE,2,0,0,3 ,6,X,Y,MGDE); (*draw one bubble*) 
EXTRABUBBLESCX,Y) ;
END; (*  DRAVBUBBLES *)
< * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE MOVEBUBBLES(VAR XJOPY: INTEGER);
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR Y ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN ( *  MOVEBUBBLES *)
Y-TOPY;
TOPY ¡-TOPY+DY;
IF TOPY>TTLEVEL THEN T0PY:=T0PY-GAP;
REPEAT
DR A VBLQCK(BUBBLE ,2,0,0,8,6 ,X ,Y ,MODE) ; (*erase *)
IF (Y+DY)<TTLEVEL THEN
DR A VBLOCKCBUBBLE ,2,0  ,0,8,6 ,X, Y+D Y ,M0DE) ; Odisplay *)
Y=Y-GAP;
UNTIL Y<TTUBEY;
IF (Y+DY) >=TTUBEY THEN DRAVBL0CK(BUBBLE,2,0,0,8,6,X,Y+DY,MGDE);
(^display new bubble at bottom*)
END; (*  MOVEBUBBLES *)




VAR S I ,S2 STRING;
BEGIN
CASE AMET OF 
M AGNES :S1 :=‘Magnesium’;
NICKEL:SI :=‘Nickel*;
END; («CASE*)
S I :=CGNCAT(S1 /  dissolves in HC1 solution');
S2:='and a gas is evolved*;
VSTAT(20,13,S1);
VST AT(40,1 ,S2);
END; (« STATEMENT «)
( « ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE RESULT(AMET iMETTYPE);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- «)
VAR CHiCHAR;
( * ...................................................................................................... «)
PROCEDURE HYDROG;
( * ...................................................................................................... * )
VAR S1,S2 STRING;.
BEGIN
S1 :='Gas produced was explosive’;
S2:=*this indicates hydrogen gas’;




DRAVBUBBLES(BUBLX,BUBLY); («erase bubbles *)
ST ATEMENT(AMET); (« erase info that metal dissolves*) 
HYDROG;
GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE 
HYDROG;
END; ( *  RESULT *)
( « ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE DROPNDISSOLVE( AMET :METTYPE);
( « ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
( * ...................................................................................................... «)
PROCEDURE DROPMET AL(V AR Y : INTEGER ;BOTTOM : INTEGER ; AMET AL .METTYPE) ;





CASE AMET AL OF
MAGNES S  :=’MAGNESIUM’;
NICKEL :S:='NICKEL';
END;(«CASE«)
V ST A T Ü 60XS);
VSTAT(30,5,’Press <SPACE BAR> to add metal’); 
END; («SPACEPROMPT«)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN (»  DROPMETAL »)
DR AVBLOCKÍMET AL[1 3,2,0,0,1 6,6 ,MET ALX ,Y ,MODE) ; 
SP ACEPROMPT ; ( »display »)
GETKEY(CH, [SP ACE, *Q * 1) ;
SPACEPROMPT;





DEL AY(20) ; ( »display *)
UNTIL Y<=(B0TT0M+4); *
END; (» DROPMETAL *)




VSTAT(30,183,‘Press <SPACE BAR> to test gas’); 
END; (» REQUEST »)
BEGIN (» DROPNDISSOL VE »)
DROPMET ALCMET ALY ,TTUBEY ,MET) ;
SPACEPR :=FALSE;
ST ATEMENT(AMET);(»inform that metal dissoves & gas formed»)
DR A VBUBBLES(BUBLX ,BUBLY); (»display bubbles»)





CHECKKE Y(SP ACEPR) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTMETAL);
UNTIL SP ACEPR;
REQUEST; (» erase prompt for space bar »)
SP ACEPR-FALSE;
END; (» DROPND ISSOL VE »)




( * ...................................................................................................... »)
PROCEDURE DR AVM ATCH(X,Y: INTEGER ;COL :SCREENCGLOR);





DR A VBLOCK(FL AME ,2,0,0,8,8 ,X-3 ,Y+6 ,MODE);
END; ( *  DRAVMATCH »)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
< * ....................................................................................................... * )








END; ( *  MOVEMATCH *)
( * ...................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE EXPLOS ÎQN(CX ,C Y : INTEGER ;COL iSCREENCOLÛR);
( * ...................................................................................................... * )
CONST DIST=12;








END; ( *  SHOVSLASH *)




SHOVSL ASH( 135) ;
SHOVSL ASH( 180) ;
SHOVSL ASHÎ225) ;
SHOVSL ASH(315);
END; ( *  EXPLOSION *)
BEGIN ( *  TESTGAS *)
MATCHX :=62 ;MATCHY :=180;
DRAVMATCHÎMATCHX,MATCHY,VHITE2); (*  draw match *)
REPEAT
MGVEBUBBLES(BUBLX,BUBLY);
MOVEM ATCHÎM ATCHX ,M ATCHY) ;
UNTIL MATCHX>=BUBLX;
DRAVMATCH(MATCHX,MATCHY,BLACK2); C*erase match*)
EXPLOSIQN(MATCHX,MATCHY+20, VHITE2); <* draw explosion*)
FOR BUBBLES :=1 TO 4 DO MOVEBUBBLES(BUBLX,BUBLY);
EXPLOS ION(M ATCHX j.M AT CHY+20 ,BL ACK2) ; (*erase explosion*)
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY(SPACEPR);
IF QUIT THEN EX IT (RE ACTMET AL) ;
END; (*  TESTGAS *)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE KEEPDISSOLV ING( AMET iMETTYPE);
< * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
( * ........................................................................................... •*)
PROCEDURE CYCLECNUMCYCLES INTEGER);






IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY(SP ACEPR);
CYCLES-CYCLES« 1 ;
UNTO. ((CYCLES>=NUMCYCLES) OR OUÏT OR SP ACEPR);
IF OUÏT THEN EXIT(REACTMETAL);
IF SP ACEPR THEN EXIT(KEEPDISSOLVING);
END; (« CYCLE *)
( * ......................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE SW APMET AL(OLD /CW : INTEGER);
( * ......................................................................................................* )
(«erase old metal shape & display smaller shape «)
BEGIN
DRAWBL0CK(METAL[0LD],2,0,0,16,6 ,METALX, MET ALY,MODE); 
DRAWBLOCKCMET AL [NEW 1,2,0,0,16,6,MET ALX,MET ALY/dODE);





SW APMET AL(2,3) ;
CYCLEÎ20);
DRAWBL0CK(METAL[3],2,0,0,16,6,METALX,METALY,M0DE);
END; (« KEEPDISSOLVING «) («erase«)
BEGIN ( *  REACTMETAL *)







KEEPDISSOL V ING(MET) ;
IF NOT QUIT THEN RESULT(MET);
END;
END; (*  REACTMETAL «)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE CONCLUSION;
CONST WIDTH=8;
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE BIGST AT(Y : INTEGER; S :STRING);
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(*M ETA L7*)
VAR LETTER ,NUM,X : INTEGER; CH :CHAR;
BEGIN
X:=(XMAX-(10*LENGTH(S))) DIV 2;
FOR LETTER 7*1 TO LENGTH(S) DO 
BEGIN
MOVETO(X,Y);
NUM :=ORD(S [LETTER]) ;
IF NUM IN [65..90] THEN NUM :=NUM-65 (*  A..Z *)




END; (*  BIGST AT *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE ENCLOSE(WIDTH : INTEGER; COL rSCREENCOLOR);
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN
F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM IN+VIDTH, YM IN, YM AX ,COL) ;
F ILL ARE A(XM AX-V  IDTH ,XM AX ,YM IN ,YM AX ,COL) ;
F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM AX ,YM IN ,YM IN+V IDTH ,COL) ; 
FILLAREA(XMIN,XMAX/*mX-VIDTH,YMAX,COL);
END; (*  ENCLOSE *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE D0VNARR0W(X,Y1 ,Y2 .INTEGER; COL :SCREENCOLOR);
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
CONST V  ID=3 ;








XI :=X1 + 1 ;
X2:=X2-1 ;
UNTIL X1>=X2;






AMET AL ¡METAL; AN Y AC ID: AN AC ID;
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
* )< * ..........................
PROCEDURE GENERAL;
< * .......................................................................................... * )
VAR Y ¡INTEGER; CH :CHAR;
BEGIN
Y ¡=YMAX-40;




BiGSTATÎY /HYDROGEN + SALT*);
GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE /O * D ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(TEXT);
END; C* GENERAL *)
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE EQUATION ACID : ANACID);
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
VAR Y : INTEGER; CH ¡CHAR;




CHLORIC:BEGIN St :='HYDROCHLORIC ACID*; S2:=* CHLORIDE*; END;










GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE /Q * 3) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(TEXT);
END; (*  EQUATION *)
( * ................................................................................................ ..... * )
PROCEDURE CHANGECMET:METAL; ACID:ANACID);
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
VAR Y ¡INTEGER; CH .CHAR; SALT :STR!NG[103; METSTR :STRING[103;
PROCEDURE BLANKLINE(Y,X1 ,X2 ¡INTEGER);
CONST BLANK=* *;
BEGIN




CHLORIC : SALT¡=* CHLORIDE*;
SULF : SALT :=* SULFATE*;
END;(*CASE*)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
CASE MET OF
AL: METSTR :=*ALUMINIUM';







BL ANKLINECY ,XM IN+20 ,XM AX-60);
BIGST AT(Y ,CONC AT(METSTR ,S ALT));
GETKEY(CHJSPACE/Q'D;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(TEXT);




FOR ANY ACID “ CHLORIC TO SULF DO 
BEGIN
F ILL ARE A(XM IN+B AND ,XM AX-B AND ,YM IN+B AND ,YM AX-B AND ,BL ACK); 
EQUATIONt ANY ACID);
FOR AMET AL :=AL TO PB DO CH ANGE( AMET AL , ANY AC ID);
END;
END; (*  TEXT *)






END; (*  CONCLUSION *)




IF NOT QUIT THEN CONCLUSION; 
UNTIL FINC’MACRO');
TEXTMODE;
END; (*  MACRO *)
METAL CODE APPENDIX E
( S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * . * * * * . * * * * * * * * . * * * * . * )
PROCEDURE SELECTCVAR CH ¡CHAR);
( X * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *•£*-£*•£***•£*'£ ****«.££.£ *.£*.£ $-£*•£*•£*•£*•£** *•£*•***)





X :=0; Y ¡=1 ;
WRITEC AT(X,Y), ARQW(40 / * ’)); Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(4,Y)/REACTION BETWEEN AN ACTIVE METAL'); Y~Y+1; 
VRITE(ATC14,Y)/AND AN ACID'); Y:=Y+2;
WR!TE(AT(X,Y),AR0W(40/*')); Y :=Y+4; 
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/MACR0',DEM0,DÜTS/1)');Y:=Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/MICRO',DEMO,DOTS/2)'); Y:=Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y),*QUIT - back to main menu ’,DOTS/Q)’); Y :=Y+4;




END; (*  SELECT *)
(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
PROCEDURE BACKTOMENU;




WRITE(AT(10,8)/R E L 0 A D I N G');
WRITECATC10,11 )/M  A I N M E N U ........... ');
END; ( *  BACKTOMENU *)
BEGIN (*  MAIN *)
FALSE ARRAYCBLANK);
IN IT AC ID; ( *  required in MICRO but used globally as *)




IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN









METAL CODE APPENDIX E
PROGRAM ACTIVEMETAL;
USES TURTLEGR APH ICS ,CH A INSTUFF ,USEFUL ;
CONST M0DE=6;
TYPE
LARGSIZ=PACKED ARRAY[1 ..24,1 ..32] OF BOOLEAN;
MOLECULE= RECORD
X,Y,DX,DY : INTEGER;
SHAPE :L ARGS IZ;
END;
PH=(NEUTR AL, AC ID 1C ,B AS 1C) ;





HYDROXIDE :ARRAY[1 ..2] OF MOLECULE;
QUIT : BOOLEAN;
OPTION: CHAR;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE GETKEY(VAR ACH:CHAR; LEGALSET :CHARSET); 





( * $ s + + * )
( *  Macroscopic &  microscopic demonstration of reaction between a very reactive metal
and water *)
(*  shape of metal atoms *)
shape & position of H20 *) 
C*shape & position of OH- *)
f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
PROCEDURE FALSEARRAYCVAR NEV ARRAY 1ARGSIZ); 
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
VAR ROW,COL : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR ROW .-=1 TO 24 DO
FOR COL :=1 TO 32 DO NEW ARR AY [ROW ,COL 3 :=F ALSE ;
END; (*  F ALSE ARR AY*)
( s * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
PROCEDURE DEF INESH APEC V AR NEV/ ARR AY :L ARGS IZ ; ACIDITY :PH; ANUM ¡INTEGER);
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
( *  Defines shape of water Si hydroxide molecules. 2 orientations (1 Si 2  deter min by 
*ANUM’) of each molecule is availabe.The array, 'NEW ARR AY' must first be initialized to 
all false!*)
VAR MAXCOL, HEIGHT, WIDTH ¡INTEGER;
PROCEDURE INIT(WIDTH,HEIGHT ¡INTEGER; SYMBOL :CHAR); ^
VAR MAXCOL : INTEGER;
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE MERGECROV : INTEGER; S .STRING);
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
VAR COL: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=1 TO MAXCOL DO
NEVARR AY[ROW+HEIGHT,COL+WIDTH] := SfCOLKX';
END; ( *  MERGE *)
BEGIN (*!NIT*)
CASE SYMBOL OF 
•H’: BEGIN
MAXCOL :=5;
MERGE<5 ,’X X* );
MERGE<4 ,'X X‘ );
MERGE<3,‘XXXXX*);
MERGE<2 ,’X X*) ;
MERGEd/X X* >;
END; ( *  INITH *)
‘O’: BEGIN
MAXCOL :=9;
MERGE<8,* XXXXX * >
MERGE<7,‘ X X * >
MERGE<6,‘X X* >
MERGE<5,‘X X* >
MERGE<4,‘X X ‘ y
MERGEC3,‘X X* )
MERGE<2,* X X * >
MERGE d ,  ' XXXXX 1)









MERGE d , ' X  *>;
END; ( *  INIT2B0ND *)
*3* ¡BEGIN
MAXCOL :=3;
M ERG EO /X  *>;
MERGE<2,* X * >;
MERGE d ,  * X' >;
END; ( *  INIT3B0ND *)
END;(*CASE*)
END; ( *  IN IT *)
BEGIN (*  DEFINESHAPE *)
CASE ACIDITY OF 
NEUTRAL : CASE ANUM OF 
1 .BEGIN
INIT(12,10/0*);
INIT(27<,0/H‘); ( *  removed in reaction *) 
1NIT(0,11 /H ‘);
INIT(G,13/1 ');
INlT(22,6/3‘); ( *  broken in reaction *)
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
m rr(6 ,i3 /r);




IN IT(O,O,H0; ( *  donated in reaction * )  
«17(26,11 ,710;













« 17(10,1 s , ^ ) ;





« IT (1 8,16,710;











BASIC  : CASE ANUM OF 
1 : BEGIN
(«all y ordinates w ill be 10 less than 















AC71VEME7AL CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE IN ITV  ATER;
( K * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
VAR J: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR J~1 TO 2 DO 
BEGfff





VITH HYDROXIDE [J] DO 
BEGIN
SHAPE:=BLANK;
DEF INESHAPECSH APE ,B ASIC ,J);
END; ( *  VITH *)
END; ( *  FOR *)
END; ( *  INITVATER *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * x * * - * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE INITMETAL;
( x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
CONST MAXC0L=32;
VAR STR: ARRAY[1 ..MAXCOL] OF STRING; J ¡INTEGER;
(*=================— ======— ======—  ------- -— ========*)




FOR COL.-1 TO MAXCOL DO BirSlROW^COLl^lCOL^’X';
END; ( *  WIT*)
STR[4] :=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '; 
STRISI :=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
ST R [6 ]-' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '; 
STR[7]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '; 
STR[8J :=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '; 
STR[9l:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '; 
STR[10]:=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX •; 
STRl11 ]:=' XXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
STR[12l:=’ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX '; 
STRI131 :=' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ’; 
STR1141 := -XXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOiXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX- ; 
STRil 51 := ‘XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ’ ; 
STR [ 161 -  •XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX1 ; 








END; C* INITMETAL *)
BEGIN
INIT(J,ATOM,STRlJD; INITC33-J,ATOM,STR[J D ; 
END;
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
( « • s * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *•******•****•£**  *******•£*•£ *•**-£***•***) 
FUNCTION FINCSTR STRING) :BOOLEAN;











END; ( *  FIN *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE MICRO;
(*•****•**•**••** ■ **•**•********«******#** ■ ********•****•**********•*)  
TYPE MEDSHAPE=PACKED ARRAY[1 ..16,1 ..161 OF BOOLEAN;
IONTYPE=(N A,CA ,MET);
VAR METEL tlONTYPE;
BLANK ION ,CATION :MEDSHAPE;
HATOMBACKED ARRAYtl ..5,1 ..510F BOOLEAN;





MOVECOLCX+SIZE ,Y ,N0NE) ; 
M0VEC0L(X+SIZE-TIP,Y+TIP,WHITE1); 
MOVETOCX+S IZE ,Y) ;
MOVECOLiX+S IZE-T IP ,Y-T IP ,NONE) ;
END; C*DRAV ARROW*)
PROCEDURE INITION(METEL :IONTYPE; VAR ANY ION tMEDSHAPE);
' ( * ------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE MERGEBITSCROW INTEGER;VAR BITS :MEDSHAPE; SrSTRING);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ * )
VAR COL:INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL-1  TO 16 DO BITSlROV,COL] :=S[COL]=‘X’; 
END; (*  INITBITS *)
BEGIN <*INITION *)
AMY ION :=BL ANKION ;
CASE METEL OF 
NA :BEGIN
MERGEB1TS<10,ANY 1ON, *x XXX XXXX' );
MERGEB1TS <9,ANY 1 ON, ’X XX XX X ’ >;
HERGEB 1TS<8,ANY 1 ON, ■X X X X XX X ' ) ;
HERGEB ITS<7,ANY ION, *x XX X XX X ’ >;
HERGEB 1TS < 6 ,ANY 1 ON, ■X XXX XX X*);
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
END;
CA BEGIN
MERGEBITS<15,RNVI ON,* XXXXXXXXX *>;
MERGEBITS<14,RNVI ON,* XX XXX XXX * ); 
MERGEBITSC13,RNVION,‘ X X XX * >;
MERGEBITS<12,RNVION,’ XXX XXX XXXX *); 
MERGEBITS<11,RNVION,*XXXXXXXXXXXXX* >; 
MERGEBITS<10,RNV i ON,* XX XXXXXXXXX'>;
MERGEBITS<9,RNVION,* X XX XXXXXXXX1>;
MERGEBlTS<8,RNVION,* X XXXXXXX X * >;




MERGEBlTS<9,RNV1ON,* XXXX XX XXXX*);
MERGEBITSC8,RNVION,‘XXXX XXXX* >;
MERGEBITS<7,RNVION,’XXXX X X XXXX*);
MERGEB1TS<6,RNV1ON,* XXXX X X XXXX* >;







PROCEDURE INITBLANK(VAR ANYION: MEDSHAPE);
C*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
( * .................................................................................................. * )
PROCEDURE INITBITS(ROW : INTEGER ;VAR BITS .MEDSHAPE; S ¡STRING) ;
( * ..................... ......................................................:.............*)
VAR COL ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=1 TO 16 DO BlTS[R0V,C0Lj:=SiC0L3=’><*;
END; ( *  INITBITS *)
BEGIN (*INITBLANK *)
INITBITSd 6, ANYION,* XXXX *);
INITBITSd 5, ANYION,* XXXXX XX *);
INITBITSC14,ANYION,* XXXXXX XXXX *); 
INITBITSd 3,ANYION,* XXXXX XXX *);
INITBITSd 2,ANYION,* XXXXXXX XXXXX *); 
INITBITSd 1,ANYION,‘XXXXXXXX XXXXXX*); 
IN IT B IT SCI 0, ANY ION, ‘XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX *) ; 
IN ITB ITS(9, ANY ION, ‘XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX *) ; 
IN ITB ITS(8, ANY ION, ’XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX *) ; 
IN ITB !TS(7, ANY ION, 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX *) ; 
IN ITB ITS(6, ANY ION, ’XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX *) ; 
IN ITB ITS(5, ANY ION, * XXXXXXXXXXXXXX *) ; 
IN ITB ITS(4, ANY ION, * XXXXXXXXXXXX *) ;
IN ITB ITS(3, ANY ION, * XXXXXXXXXXXX *) ; 
IN ITB ITSC2, ANY ION, * XXXXXXXXX *) ;
INITBITSd,ANYION,* XXXXXX *);
END; ( *  INITBLANK*)
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE WITH ATOM ;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ì )
( * ..........................................................................................  *)




FOR COL :=1 TO 5 DO HATOM[ROW,COL]:=S[COL]='X•;
END;(* IN IT * )
BEGIN
WITCS,^ X');
IN IT tt,* X‘);
iN rr(3 /xxxxx ');  
w rr(2,-x x o ;  
w r r o x ‘>;
END; (*  INITHATOM *)
(«-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE INITHYDROOEN;




FOR COL:=1 TO 16 DO HYDROGEN [ROV,COL] ?=S[COL]=,X'; 
END; (*  WIT *)
BEGIN
w rrc s ,^  x  x  x 1);
W ITW ,* X X XO;
WIT(3,'XXXX X XXXX 0;
IN ffG ,*  X X X');















ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE EXPL AINSH APES ;
( *  AMETAL2 * )
C*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE SHOWSHAPES;




WSTAT(0,162/ This demonstration will display');
WST AT(0,142,'following structures:-’);
DR AWBLOCKCW ATERMOL [ 1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24,140,90,M0DE);
WST AT(0,90,"WATER MOLECULE :’);
DR A WBL0CK(HYDR0X IDE [ 1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,16,140,20,MODE) ;
WST AT(0,20,WDROXIDE ION /);
GETKEYCCH, [SP ACE ,'Q ' D ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(MICRO);
END; (*  SHOWSHAPES *)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE ATOMSTRUCTURE;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
VAR MET ALX ,MET AL Y : INTEGER;
CH:CHAR;
( * ............................................................................................ *)
PROCEDURE SHOWSODIUM(X ,Y : INTEGER) ;
( * ............................................................................................ *)
BEGIN
DR AWBLOCKC ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32,X,Y ,MODE) ;
WSTAT(X,Y-12,’Sodium');
WSTAT(X,Y-21Atom ’);
WSTAT(10,Y-70,'A sodium atom has 1 valence electron.’);
END; ( *  SHOWSODttJM *)
( * ........................................................................................... *)







MOVECOLCX-SIZE+T IP ,Y-T IP ,NON£) ;
MO VECOL(X-S EE+1 ,Y,WHITE2);
MOVETOCX-S EE ,Y) ;
MÛVECOL(X,Y,NONE);
END; ( *  ARROW *)
BEGIN ( *  SHOWSTRUCTURE *)
DR AWBLOCK(C AT I0N,2,0,0,16,16,X+8,Y+8,MODE); 
WST AT(X+12,Y+26,'e'); («display metal ion*) 
ARR0W(X+40 ,Y+30,8) ;
ARR0W(X+40,Y+15,M0DE);
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
VST AT(X+45,Y+26/valence electron*); 
VSTAT(X+45,Y+11 /positive ion’);
END; ( *  SHOVSTRUCTURE *) .
BEGIN (*  ATOMSTRUCTURE *)
INITTURTLE;
METALX~110; METALY :=125;
SHOVSODIUM(MET ALX ,MET ALY); 
GETKEY<CH,[SPACE/Q*]);
IF QUIT THEN EXITCMICRO); 
SHOVSTRUCTURECMET ALX,MET ALY); 
GETKEYCCH, [SPACE /O' D ;
END; (*  ATOMSTRUCTURE *)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE METALSTRUCTURE;
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- *)
CONST STARTX=80; STARTY=60; NUMSTRS=4;
TYPE MANYSTR=ARRAYl1 ..NUMSTRS] OF STRING;
VAR SiMANYSTR;
<*............................................................................................*)
PROCEDURE DRAVATOMSCX1 ,Y1 ¡INTEGER);
( * ............................................................................................*)
CONST SIZE=32;






FOR l.-=1 TO ANYNUM DO 
BEGIN




END; (*  DRAVAROV *)
BEGIN ( *  DRAV ATOMS *)
FOR SHAPE ¡-OUTER TO INNER DO 
BEGIN
X:=X1 ; Y:=Y1 ;
DR A V  ARO V (X, Y ,2) ;
X:=X+SIZE-5;
DR A V  ARO V (X, Y-(S IZE DIV 2) ,3);
X*=X+SIZE-5;
DR A V  ARO V(X ,Y ,2) ;
IF SHAPEOUTER THEN GETKEY(CH,[SPACE/Q*]);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(METALSTRUCTURE);
END;
END; ( *  DRAV ATOMS *)
ACTIVEMET AL CODE APPENDIX E
(« ............................................................................................ *)











END; (« SHOVTEXT «)
( « ..................................................................................................... «)
PROCEDURE CRYSTAL(X1 ,Y1 ¡INTEGER);
( « .............................................. ....................................................... «)
BEGIN
S[1 ]:=‘ Sodium atoms are arranged in a';
SI2]:='crystal structure in which each';
S[3]:=’sodium atom is surrounded by many';
S[4]:=*other sodium atoms. *;
SHOWTEXT(S); («display text«)
DRAWATOMS(X1,Y1);







S[1 ]:=' Metallic bonding is often*;
S [2 ].- ' described as positive ';
S[3l:=‘ metal ions embedded';
S[4]:=' in an "electronic glue’";
SHOVTEXT(S);
GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE/Q ' D ;
FILL ARE A(XMIN,XM AX,140,YMAX,BLACK1 ); («erase«)
END; (« BONDING «)
( * ............................................. ............................................... *)
PROCEDURE LOSELECTRONS(X 1 ,Y1 INTEGER);
( * ............................................................................................*)
VAR ELECY,ELECX,K : INTEGER; CH ¡CHAR;
PROCEDURE FL ASHELECTRON(V AR X,Y : INTEGER ; DX ¡INTEGER) ;
BEGIN





END; (« FLASHELECTRON «)




DR AWBLOCKC ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X ,Y,4);( «erase *)




DR A WBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16,X+8,Y+8,M0DE); 
X:=X-8; Y.-Y-4;
END; (*  FOR*) («erase *)
END; ( *  REMOVEATOM *)
BEGIN ( *  LOSELECTRONS *)
S|1 J:='lf an electron is removed from this ';
S[2] :='crystal structure then a positive ion ';
S[3] :='is lost from the crystal structure.';
S[4]:='
SHOWTEXT(S); (»display text*)
ELECX :=X1 +2; ELECY :=Y1+12;
WSTAT(ELECX,ELECY,V); (*  display electron*)
Sf 1 ] :='Press <SPACE BAR> to remove electron';




IF KEY IN THEN READ(CH);
UNTL (CH=SPACE);
VSTAT(0,0,S[1 J); ( *  erase *)
FOR K :=1 TO 3 DO FL ASHELECTRON(ELECX ,ELECY ,4);
VSTAT(ELECX,ELECY,'e'); (*  erase electron *)
REMOVE ATOt-KXI ,Y1);
GETKEYiCH, [SPACE,!)']);
END; (*  LOSELECTRONS *)
BEGIN (*  METALSTRUCTURE *)
INITTURTLE;
CRYST AL(ST ARTX,ST ARTY);
BONDING;
LOSELECTRONS(ST ARTX,ST ARTY);
END; (*  METALSTRUCTURE *)
BEGIN ( *  EXPLAINSHAPES *)
SHOVSHAPES;
ATOMSTRUCTURE;
IF NOT QUIT THEN METALSTRUCTURE;
END; ( *  EXPLAINSHAPES *)
ACT1VEMET AL CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE SOL V ATEC AT IONS ; ^
CONST ¥ATERNUM=4; ^
TYPE VATERSIZE=PACKED ARRAYÎ1 ..24,1 ..24]0F BOOLEAN;
VAR WATER: ARRAY[1 ..WATERNUMj OF WATERSIZE;
AQUA ¡INTEGER;
( *  AMETAL3 *)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE DEF INE WATER;
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN (*  DEF INE WATER *)






END; (*  DEFINEWATER *)










FOR J -1  TO ANUM DO 
BEGIN 
CASE J OF 
1 : BEGIN
X —CENTRX-DIST ANCE-SIZE;
Y ¡=CENTRY-(SIZE DIV 2);
XI —CENTRX-RADIUS-2; Y1 -CENTRY; 
X2 :=X 1+BONDLEN ; Y2 :=Y1;
END;
2: BEGIN
X —CENTRX+DIST ANCE; 
Y-CENTRY-(SIZE DIV 2);
XI ¡=CENTRX+RADIUS ; Y1 —GENTRY ;
X2 :=X1 -BONDLEN; Y2 “ Y1 ;
END;
3: BEGIN
X —CENTRX-(SIZE DIV 2);
Y ¡=CENTRY+DIST ANCE ;
XI -CENTRX-2; Y1 —CENTRY+RADIUS;




Y ¡=CENTRY-D 1ST ANCE-SIZE ;





ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
X2 ~X1 ; Y2 ~Y1 +BONDLEN;
END;
END;(»CASE*)





( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
VAR X,Y : INTEGER; CH:CHAR;
BEGIN
INITTLRTLE;
X:=10; Y :=YM AX-40;
VSTAT(X,Y,*This demonstration simplifies the*); Y :=Y-20; 
VST AT(X,Y,‘reaction of ions in solution.*); Y :=Y-50; 
VSTAT(X,Y,*ln solution ions are SOLVATED.*); Y:=Y-50; 
VSTAT(X,Y,*ln aqueous solution ions are HYDRATED.*); 
DEFINEVATER; (»while waiting for <space> set up arrays*) 
GETKEY(CH,[SPACE/Q*D;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(S0LVATECATI0NS);
END; (*  INTROSOLVATE *)
(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#y
PROCEDURE SHOVHYDRATE;
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)





MIDX .KXMAX DIV 2)-10; MIDY:=(YMAX DIV 2)+30;
DR AVBL0CK(CATI0N,2,0,0,16,16 ,M IDX-8 ,M IDY-8 ,MODE) ; 
VSTAT(XMIN,YMIN+40,This represents any metal ion.');
REPEAT
DEFINEVATER;
IF KEYIN THEN READ(CH);
UNTIL AQUA>VATERNUM;
VST AT(XMIN,YMIN,ST);
GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE, *Q * ]) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SOLVATECATIONS);
VST AT(XM IN ,YM IN ,ST) ;
HYDRATECV ATERNUM ,MIDX ̂ MIDY);
VSTAT(XMIN,YMIN+15,'The number of water molecules involved'); 
VSTAT(XMIN,YMIN,*in hydration varies for each ion.'); 
GETKEY(CH,[SP ACE ,'Q’]) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SOLVATECATIONS);
END; (*  SHOVHYDRATE *)
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
*)
PROCEDURE NETMET ALRE ACTION;
<*----------------------------------------------------------------------- *)





WSTAT(X,Y,'METAL ION'); Y -Y -10;
VSTAT(X,Y,TN ELECTRONIC);
DR AV ARROW(X+100 ,Y+4,20);
WSTAT(X+135,Y,'HYDRATED METAL ION'); Y:=Y-10; 
WSTAT(X,Y,' "GLUE" '); Y:=Y-50;
X:=X+40;









END; (*  NETMETALREACTION *)
( * -------------------------------------------




NETMET ALRE ACT ION;;
END; (*  SOLVATECATIONS *)






MET ALX,MET AL Y : INTEGER;
METALION rARRAYl 1 ..2j OF ION;
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE CHECKKEY;
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
(* lf  spacebar (or RETURN) then pause program unti Ispacebar is pressed 




IF EOLN(KEYBOARD) THEN CH~RET;




GETKEY(CH, ISP ACE ,’Q * 3) ;
VSTATC186,182/pause *);
CH ART YPE(MODE) ;
END
ELSE QUIT :<(CH=*q*) OR (CH='Q'));
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTION);
END; (*  CHECKKEY *)




VAR J,LASTX,X,Y : INTEGER;













END; ( *  CASE *)
FOR J:=1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN 
REPEAT





ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
X:=X+32;
UNTIL (X>=LASTX);
X :=Û; Y :=32;
END;
VSTAT(0,184,C0NCAT(' The surface atoms of ',ASTR));
VST AT(0,174/are represented by the structure:-');
GETKEY(CH,lSPACE/Q'D;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTION);
FILL ARE A(0,XMAX,172,YMAX,BL ACK1 );
END; (*  DRAVMETAL *)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE NEWALUE(ANYNUM: INTEGER);
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
CONST INCR=5;
VAR CENTRX/TOPY, ( * coord. of top centre of targat atom *)
ANUM:INTEGER;(*determines vhich atom reacts with acid*)
BEGIN
CASE ANYNUM OF 
1 : BEGIN
ANUM:=5;
VITH MET AL ION [1 ] DO BEGIN DX:=-6; DY:=8; END;
VITH MET AL ION [2 Î DO BEGIN DX :=6; DY :=8; END;
VITH VATERMOL[1 ] DO BEGIN DX:=12; DY:=-10; END;
VITH VATERM0LI2] DO BEGIN DX.--4; DY 12; END;
END; (*  1 *)
2: BEGIN
ANUM :=3 ;
VITH METALIONh } DO BEGIN D X --6 ; DY:=8; END;
VITH METALI0N12] DO BEGIN DX:=10; DY:=8; END;
VITH VATERMOL[1] DO BEGIN DX~12; DY:=-9; END;
VITH VATERM0L[2] DO BEGIN DX:=-12; DY:=-12; END;
END; (*  2 *)
3: BEGIN
ANUM~1;
VITH METALIONlI ] DO BEGIN DX:=-6; DY:=8; END;
VITH METALION[23 DO BEGIN DX .=10; DY :=8; END;
VITH VATERMOL[1 ] DO BEGIN DX:=3; DY:=-9; END;
VITH VATERM0L[2] DO BEGIN DX:=-12; DY:=-12; END;
END; ( *  3 *)
4 .BEGIN *
ANUM:=3;
VITH METALION[1 ] DO BEGIN DX:=-6; DY:=10; END;
VITH METALI0NI2] DO BEGIN DX:=4; DY:=10; END;
VITH VATERMOL[1 ] DO BEGIN DX:=3; DY :=-9; END;
VITH VATERM0LE2] DO BEGIN DX:=-12; DY :=-12; END;
END; ( *  4 *)
END;(* CASE*)
MET ALX :=32 *  ANUM ;
METALY:-32;
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
CASE METEL OF 
NA: BEGIN
IF ANYNUM=4 THEN
BEGIN METALX :=METALX+16; METALY — 1; END;
(*the 4 th reaction removes atoms from lover layer of metal atoms 








( *  centrex is horizontal midpt if one atom is to be removed or is in betveen 2 
atoms if 2 atoms removed*)
(*  topy is vertical max. of metal atom to be removed ie. y coord + height of 
metal atom *)
TOPY-MET ALY+32;
(*calculate starting coord of vater molecules. One molecule v ill end up 10 
pixels to the right, the other 10 pixels to the left of centrex. Both vill end up 
10 pixels above atom to be removed*)
VITH VATERM0LE1 ] DO 
BEGIN











Y — Y- (INCR*DY);
END;
END; (*  NEVVALUE *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE MOVEMOLECULECVAR ANYRECiMOLECULE; HEIGHT:INTEGER);
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
BEGIN




DR A VBLOCK(SH APE ,4,0,0,32 ,HE IGHT ,X ,Y ,M0DE) ; 
END;
END; ( *MOVEMOLECULE*)
ACT IVEMET AL CODE APPENDIX E
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE SH O W  ATERCTEMPMODE iINTEGER);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
VARNUM: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR NUM .*=1 T0 2D0  
BEGIN
VITH V  ATERMOL [NUM ] DO DR A VBLOCK(SH APE ,4,0,0,32 ,24 ,X ,Y ,TEMPMODE) ; 
END;
END; (*  SH O W  ATER *)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE POLARISE;
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
show +ve charge on H near metal & -ve charge on 0 *)
( *  see DEFINESHAPE to determine x & y values *)
TYPE DASH=PACKED ARRAYH ..2,1 ..3] OF BOOLEAN;
V AR NUM ,M INUSY,PLUSY ,M INUSX ,PLUSX : INTEGER;
MINUS: DASH;
( * ............................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE INITMINUS;
( * ............................................................................................... * )
VAR S 5TRING13]; COL ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
S “ *XXX';
FOR C0L:=1 TO 3 DO MINUSH ,COL]“ S[COL]=*X*;
END; ( *  INITMUS *)
BEGIN (*POL ARISE*)
INITMINUS;
FOR NUM:=1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN
M INUSY :=18; PLUSY :=-2;
CASE NUM OF
1 : BEGIN MINUSX :=22;PLUSX “ 18; END;
2: BEGIN MINUSX:=4; PLUSX“ 7; END;
END;t*CASE*)
VITH VATERMOLENUM] DO 
BEGIN
DR A VBLOCK(M INUS ,2,0,0,3,1 ,X+M INUSX ,Y+M INUSY, 10);




END; C* POLARISE *)






VSTAT(0,182,’<SPACE BAR> to react metal with water*);
END;




IF QUIT THEN EXIT(MICRO);
PROMPT;
VST AT (40,1 82, 'Press <SPACE BAR> to pause’);
END; (*DISPLAYPROMPT *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE MOVEVATER;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
CONST 1NCR=5;
( *  required in NEVVALUE to calculate starting position of acid *)
VAR STEP,NUM: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR STEP :=1 TO INCR DO 
FOR NUM :=1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN
MOVEMOLECULECV ATERMOL [NUM ] ,24);
IF KEYIN THEN 
BEGIN 
CHECKKEY;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(MOVEVATER);
END;
END;
END; (*  MOVEVATER *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )




END; (*  MOVEVATER *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE REACT;
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR l,PROTONX,PROTONY,NUMIONS : INTEGER;
( * ........................................................................................ *)
PROCEDURE CALCULATE;
( * ................................................................................................ * )
(^Calculate starting coordinates of two hydroxide ions according to final 
position of reacting water molecules. Direction of hydroxides is opposite to 
the direction of the water molecules.Also calculate the coordinates 
of the proton in the left water molecule which reacts. The other proton 
has the same y coord, but is 20 units to right- see NEVVALUE *)
VAR NUM.-INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR NUM.-1 TO 2 DO 
VITH HYDROXIDE [NUM] DO 
BEGIN
X V  ATERMOL [NUM J .X;
Y :=V ATERMOL [NUM ].Y+10; (*see DEFINESHAPE *)
DX V  ATERMOL [NUM ] .DX;
DY :=-V  ATERMOL [NUM 1 .DY;
ACTIVEMET AL CODE APPENDIX E
END;
PROTONX :=VATERMOL[1 ].X+22; (*see DEFINESHAPE*)
(*  coord of left proton*)
PROTONY r=VATERMOL[1 ].Y-6;
END;(* CALCULATE * ) (*spacing of 20 between protons*)
( * ................................................................................................. * )
PROCEDURE IONIZE(XX,YY rINTEGER; VAR ANUM:INTEGER);
( * ................................................................................................. * )
( *  EXCHANGE ATOM(S) FOR IONS & INITIALISE ION RECORD*)
VAR NUM rINTEGER;
BEGIN
F0RNUM:=1 TO ANUM DO 
BEGIN
IF NUM-2 THEN XX :=XX+32; (*erase atom*)
DR A VBLOCK( ATOM ,4 JO ,0,32,32,XX ,YY ,4);
WITH METALIONINUM] DO 
BEGIN
X:=XX +8; Y :=YY +8;
DR A VBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X ,Y ,MODE);
END; (*  display ion *)
END; (*FQR*)
END; (*  IONIZE *)
< * ................................................................................................ «)
PROCEDURE DISPLAYHYDROX;
( * ................................................................................................ * )
VAR NUM : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR NUM ~1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN
WITH HYDROXIDE INUM] DO DR A VBLOCK(SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24,X , Y .MODE) ; 
END;
END; (*  DISPLAYHYDROX *)
( * .................................................................................................. * )
PROCEDURE SHOVPROTONS(X,Y:INTEGER);
( * .................................................................................................. * )
BEGIN '
VST AT(X-8 ,Y
DR A VBLOCK(H ATOM ,2 ,0 ,0 ,5,5 ,X ,Y ,MODE);
DRAVBLOCKCHATOM ,2,0,0,5,5,X+25,'f .MODE);
VST AT(X+31 ,Y /+ ');
END; C* SHOVPROTONS *)
( * ........ ......................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE SHOVELECTRQNS(X,Y -.INTEGER);
( * ................................................................................................. * )
VAR J: INTEGER;
BEGIN





END; ( *  SHOVELECTRONS *)
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
*)( * ........................................................
PROCEDURE SHOVHYDROGEN(X,Y ¡INTEGER);




( * ................................................................................................. * )
PROCEDURE M0VEH2(V AR X,Y .INTEGER);
( * .................................................................... * )
BEGIN
SHOWHYDROGEN(X,Y); ( *  erase H2 *)
Y:=Y+8;
SHO VHYDROGEN(X,Y); ( *  display H2 *)
END; (*  M0VEH2 *)
< * ..................... ...........................................................................* )
PROCEDURE MOYEN A IONS(V AR NUM ¡INTEGER);
( * ................................................................................................* )
VAR ANUM : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR ANUM:=1 TO NUM DO 
BEGIN
VITH MET AL IONI ANUM] DO 
BEGIN (*erase*)
DR A VBLOCKCC AT ION ,2,0 ,Û, 16,16 ,X, Y JiODE) ;




END; ( *  MOVENAIONS *)
( * ................................................................................................. * )
PROCEDURE ERASENAIONSCNUM ¡INTEGER);
( * ................................................................................................. * )
VAR ANUM ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR ANUM~1 TO NUM DO 
Y/ITH METALIONi ANUM] DO
DR AVBLOCKCC ATI0N,2,0,0,16,16,X,Y,MÛDE);(*erase*)
END; ( *  ERASENAIONS *)
BEGIN (*  REACT *)
CASE METEL OF 
NA; NUM IONS ¡=2;
CA ¡NUM IONS ¡=1;
END;(*CASE*)
POLARISE;
CALCULATE; ( *  starting coord of OH- from final coord of H20 *) 
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
SHOWATER(Q); (*erase both H20 from current position*)
DISPL AYHYDROX; (-»display 2 OH- in previous position of H20*) 
IONIZECMET ALX,METALY,NUMIONS);(* replace atom vith ion*) 
SHOWPROTONS(PROTONX,PROTONY); (*  display 2 protons*) 
SHOyELECTR0NS(PROTONX,PROTONY);(* display 2 electrons*)
ACT1VEMET AL CODE APPENDIX E
DELAY(300);
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
SHOVPROTONS(PRGTONX,PROTONY); (*  erase 2 protons *)
SHO VELECTRQNS(PROTONX,PROTONY); (*  erase 2 electrons*) 
PROTONX :=PR0T0NX+7; (*  H2 is 16 bits wide whereas H+-H+ was 
30 bits wide therefore move across 7 bits to centre *) 
SHOWHYDROGEN(PROTONX,PROTONY);(* display H2 *)
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
FOR I :=1 TO 4 DO 




IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
END;
FOR I .*=1 TO 12 DO
BEGIN ( *  move 0H-, H2 & cations *)
IF ODDCl) THEN M0VEHYDR0X(1) ELSE M0VEHYDR0X(2); 
MQVEH2(PR0T0NX,PR0T0NY);
MOVEN AIONSCNUM IONS);
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
END;
DISPLAYHYDROX; (*  erase OH- *)
SHOVHYDROGENCPROTONX ,PR0TONY); («erase H2 *)
ERASENAIONS(NUMIONS); (*  erase cations *)
END; («REACT«)
BEGIN («REACTION«)
FOR METEL :=NA TO C A DO 
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN







SH O W  ATER(MODE);
IF CYCLE=1 THEN DISPLAYPROMPT; («start reaction*) 
MGVEWATER;
IF NOT QUIT THEN REACT;
UNTIL ((CYCLE=4) OR QUIT);
( *  H20 reacts 4 times *)
END;
END; («REACTION*)
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
<* AMETAL5 *)
PROCEDURE CONCLUSION; *






MOVECOL(X .Y .VH ITE 1 ) ; 
MOVECOL(X+SIZE.Y .NONE);
X:=X+(SIZE DIV 2); Y ¡=Y+(SIZE DIV 2); 
MOVECOL(X.Y,VHITE1 );








( *  DRAVBOND *)
DR A VBLOCK(H ATOM .2.0.0.5.5 .X.Y .MODE) ;
DRAVBLOCK(HATOM .2.0.0.5.5.X.Y+15.M0DE); 
M0VEC0L(X+3.Y+7.VHITE1);;M0VEC0L(X+3.Y+12,N0NE);
END; (*  DRAVH2 *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE NETMETAL;






VST AT(X .Y. 'Net reaction of metal :- ') ;
FOR METEL :=N A TO C A DO 
BEGIN
IN IT ION(METEL .CAT ION) ;
X:-1 ;
CASE METEL OF
N A ¡BEGIN SYMBOL :=*Na'; Y:=YM AX-60; END;
CA¡BEGIN SYMBOL ¡=*Ca*; Y :=YMAX-120.END;
END;(»CASE*)










IF METEL=CA THEN VSTAT(X+20.Y+12.'e');
ACTIVEM E!AL CODE APPENDIX E
Y:=Y-60;
END; (*  FOR *) 
END; (*  NETMETAL *)
PROCEDURE NETVATER;





VST AT(X,Y,'Net reaction of water:-');
Y:=Y-80;
DR A VBLQCK( V  ATERMOL [2 3 .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X, Y-32 .MODE) ;





VST ATCX+20 ,Y ,'e ') ;
X:=X+50;
DR A V  ARRO V(X ,Y ,30) ;
Xi-X+50;
DR A VH2(X ,Y-8) ;
X :=X+20 ;
DR A VPLUSCX ,Y) ;
X:=X+30;
DR A VBLOCKCHYDROX IDE [2 Î .SH APE ,4,0,0,32, 16 ,X ,Y-35 .MODE) ;
DR A VBLOCK(HYDROX IDE [2 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,16,X,Y+15,MODE);
END; (*  NETHYDROGEN *)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE NETREACTIONCMETEL: IONTYPE);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)





DR A VBLOCK( ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32,METX ,MET Y .MODE) ;
VST ATCMETX+8 ,METY+12 .SYMBOL) ;
END;
BEGIN ( *  NETREACTION *)
UNiTCHARGE :=METEL=N A;
CASE METEL OF 
NA: BEGIN
IN IT 10NCNA, CATION);




SYMBOL ¡= 'Ca ' ; AMETL ¡= 'calcium ¡- ' ;
END;
END;(*CASE*)
ACTiVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
1NITTURTLE;
X~X1; Y:=YMAX-10;
VST AT(X,Y,CONCAT(‘Reaction between water and *,AMETL));
Y:=Y-100;
IF UNITCH ARGE THEN 
BEGIN
DR A VMET AL(X ,Y);
IF UNITCHARGE THEN DR A VMET AL(X ,Y+40);
END
ELSE DR A VMET AL(X,Y+20);
Y:=Y1; X:=X1+60;
DR A VBLOCK( V  ATERMOL [2 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24,X ,Y+8 ,MODE);
DR A VBLOCKC V  ATERMOL [2 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24,X, Y+48 ,MODE);
X:=X1+155;





ELSE DR A VBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16,X,Y+28,M0DE);
X:=X1+245;




DR A V  ARRO V (X1 + 105 ,Y+36,30);
DR AVPLUS(X1 +40,Y+36); DRAVPLUS(X1 +185,Y+36);
DRAVPLUSCX1 +240,Y+36);










NETRE ACT ION(C A) ; 






GETKE Y(CH, ISP ACE, ‘0 ‘ D ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(CONCLUSION); 
END; (*  CHECKKEY *)
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E




IF NOT QUIT THEN REACTION;
IF NOT QUIT THEN CONCLUSION;
IF NOT QUIT THEN SOLVATECATIONS; 
PAGE(OUTPUT);
UNTIL FIN(■ MICRO*);
END; (*  MICRO *)
( *  AMETALÓ *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE MACRO;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
CONST BEAKERY=36; BSIZE=96;
TYPE
BITSHAPE=PACKED ARRAY[1 ..6,1 ..16]0F BOOLEAN; 
METTYPE=(N A ,C A) ;
VAR
MET ¡METTYPE;
METSHAPE : INTEGER; (*  index to shape of metal *)
METAL :ARRAY[1 ..3] OF BITSHAPE; ( *  shapes of metal *)
LEVEL, (*  ht of soin in beaker *)
BEAKERX, (*  position of beaker *)
METDX,
MET ALX, METALY ¡INTEGER; ( *  position of metal *)
SPACEPR ¡BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE DR A VBE AKERCX ,Y ,S IZE ¡INTEGER ; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR) ; ^
( *  x,y is coord for the bottom L.H.corner of beaker*)
VAR EDGE ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
EDGE ¡=SIZE DIV 12;
MOVECOL(X-EDGE ,Y+SIZE+EDGE ,COL) ;
MOVET 0(X, Y+S IZE) ;
MOVETO(X,Y);
MOVETO(X+SIZE ,Y) ;
MOVETOCX+SIZE ,Y+S IZE) ;
MOVECOL(X+S IZE+EDGE ,Y+S IZE+EDGE ,NONE) ;
END; (*  DRAWBEAKER *)
PROCEDURE FILLBE AKER(X ,Y ,S IZE ¡INTEGER) ; ^
BEGIN
DRAVL INE(X, Y ,X+S IZE ,Y, VH ITE 1 );
END;
ACT1VEMET AL CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE INITBITSCROW : INTEGER ;VAR BITS : BITSHAP£;S STRING);
VAR COL:INTEGER; ^
BEGIN
FOR COL :=1 TO 16 DO BITS[ROV,COL]:=S[COL]=‘X';
END; (*  INITBIT * )
PROCEDURE INITMETAL; ^
( *  initialize shapes of metal *)
BEGIN
INITBITSi6 ,METAL[ 1 ]/ XXX XXXXXX ');
INITBITS(5,METAL[1 ]/  XXXX XXXXXXXXXX');
INITBrrS(4JvIETAL[1 ], 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ') ;
WITB1TS(3,METAL[1 ] /XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ') ;
IN ITB ITS(2 ,MET AL [ 1 ], 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ') ;
INITBITSd ,METAL[1 ]/  XXXXXXXX XXXX ');
INITBITSC6,METAL[2]/ ');
INITBITS(5 ,MET AL[2]/ 0;
INITBITS(4,METAU2]/ XX XXX 0;
IN ITB ITS(3 ,MET AL [2 ], ’XXXXXXXXXXXXXX •); 
INITBITS(2,METAL[2],' XXXXXXXXXXXX '); 




INITBITS(3,MET ALE31/XXXXXXXX '); 
INITBITS(2(METAU3]/ XXXXXXXX ');
INITBITSO /iETAL[3]/ XXXXXXXX ');
END; (*  INITMETAL *)
PROCEDURE INITVARS;
BEGIN
BEAKERX :=140-(BSEE DIV 2);
LEVEL ?=BEAKERY + (2*BSIZE DIV 3); 
INITMETAL;
END; C* INITVARS *)
PROCEDURE DROPMET AL(VAR X,Y : INTEGER; AMET :METTYPE);
VARCH-.CHAR; BOTTOM : INTEGER ;
S:STRING[10l;










NA: BEGIN S ~ ’Sodium’; BOTTOM :=LEVEL; END;





IF QUIT THEN EXIT(MACRO);
REQUEST;
REPEAT
DRAWBLOCKiMETAL[1 ],2,0,0,16,6,X,Y,M0D£); ( * erase *)
Y:=Y-10; (*  CALC. NEW HEIGHT*)
IF ((Y<=LEVEL) AND (AMET=NA)) THEN 
DRAWL INE(X,LEVEL,X+16,LEVEL,BLACK1);
DR AWBLOCK(MET ALtl 1,2,0,0,16,6 ,X,Y .MODE); ( *  display *)
DEL AY(30);
LfflTIL Y<=(BOTTOM);
END; (*  DROPMETAL »)
PROCEDURE REACTION; ^
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE STATEMENT;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR S I ,S2 STRING;
BEGIN
51 — 'Sodium dissolves in water’;
52 :='and a gas is evolved.’;
WST AT(3G,13,S1 );
WST AT(40,1 ,S2);
END; (*  STATEMENT *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE GAS;
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
VAR S I ,S2 .STRING;
BEGIN
S I —Sas produced was explosive- '; 
S2:='this indicates hydrogen gas.'; 
WST AT(30,13,S1 );
WST AT(30,1 ,S2);
END; (*  GAS *)
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE LITMUSTEST;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR CH .CHAR;
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE TESTSOLN(X,SIZE,ALEVEL : INTEGER);
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
TYPE SHSIZE=PACKED ARRAYtl ..8,1 ..8] OF BOOLEAN;
VAR DROP-.SMSIZE; CH CHAR;
Y : INTEGER; (*  y coord of litmus drop *)
PROCEDURE INITDROP;
PROCEDURE SMALLBITS(ROV: INTEGER; VAR BITS :SMSI2E;S ¡STRING); 
VAR COL: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL =1 TO 8 DO BITS[ROV,COL]:=S[COL]='X';
END; (*  SMALLBITS *)
BEGIN ( *  INITDROP *)







SMALLBITS(1 ,DROP/ XXXX ');
(*init starting coordinates of drop*)
X:=X+(BSIZE DIV 2); (»centre of beaker*)
Y :=YMAX-10; (»near top of screen*)
END; (*  INITDROP *)









END; (*  MOVEDROP *)
BEGIN (*  TESTSOLN *)
INITDROP;
DR A WBLOCK(DROP ,2,0,0,8,8 JH ,Y ,MODE) ;
MOVEDROP(X ,Y) ;
FILL ARE A(BE AKERX+2 ,BE AKERX+BSIZE ,BE AKERY+1 .LEVEL .BLUE) ;





WSTAT(30,183,'Press <SPACE BAR> to add litmus'); 
END;
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
( * .....................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE RESULT;
( * .....................................................................................................* )
BEGIN
VST AT(60,13,'Litmus turned blue.');
VSTAT(60J ,'Solution is basic.');
END;
BEGIN ( *  LITMUSTEST *)
REQUEST;
GETKE Y(CH, {SP ACE /Q'D;





GETKEY(CH t [SP ACE /Q'D;
RESULT;
END; (*  LITMUSTEST *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE MOVEMETALCVAR ANY ARRAY iBITSHAPE; VAR X,Y,DX: INTEGER);
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR VIDTH: INTEGER;
( * ....................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE CHANGEDIRECTION(VAR Z,DZ: INTEGER);




END; (*  CH ANGED IRECT ION *)
BEGIN
IF ANYARRAY=MET AL[3] THEN VIDTH :=9 ELSE VIDTH :=15;
DRAVBLOCK(ANYARRAY,2 ,0,0,16,6,X,Y,MODE); (*  erase *) 
DRAVLINE(X, LEVEL ,X+VIDTH, LEVEL ,VH1TE1);
X:=X+DX;
IF (X<=BEAKERX) OR (X>(BEAKERX+BSIZE-16)) THEN 
CHANGED IRECT IGN(X,DX);
DRAVLINE(X, LEVEL ,X+VIDTH ..LEVEL ,BLACK1);
DRAVBLOCK( ANY ARRAY ,2,0,0,16,6 ,X,Y .MODE);
(*  display at new position*)
END; (*  MQVEMETAL *)
( * -------------- ■----------------------------------------------------------------




PROCEDURE SHOVSL ASH( ANGLE : INTEGER);











END;( *SHOVSL ASH *)








END; (*  EXPLOSION *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE CHECKKEYtVAR SP:BOOLEAN);




QUIT :=((CH='Q') OR (CH= q ));
SP-CH=SPACE;
END; (*  CHECKKEY *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE CYCLEiSHAPE^lUMCYCLES :INTE6ER);






MOVEMET AL(MET AL [SHAPE],MET ALX ,MET ALY ,METDX) ;
DELAYCSPEED);
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY(SP ACEPR);
CYCLES :=CYCLES+1 ;
UNTIL ((CYCLES>=NUMCYCLES) OR QUIT OR SPACEPR);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTION);
END; (*  CYCLE *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE SHOVEXPLOSIONfCURRENTX INTEGER) ;
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
BEGIN
EXPLOS ION(CURRENTX .LEVEL+20 ,VH ITE2) ;
IF MET=NA THEN CYCLEfMETSHAPE,2);
EXPLOS IONCCURRENTX ,LEVEL+20 ,BL ACK2) ;
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEYCSPACEPR);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTION);
END; (*  SHOVEXPLOSION *)
ACT1VEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE SWAPMETALCVAR CURRENT ¡INTEGER);
< * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
BEGIN
DRAWBLOCK(MET AL [CURRENT 1,2,0,0,16,6, MET ALX, MET ALY, MODE);
CURRENT :=CURRENT+1 ;
DR A VBLOCK(MET AL [CURRENT ] ,2,0,0,16,6 .MET ALX .MET ALY .MODE) ;
END ; ( *SW APMET AL *)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE KEEPDISSOLVING;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR J .INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR J “ 1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN
CYCLE(METSH APE ,20) ;
IF SPACEPR THEN EXIT(KEEPDISSOLVING);
SV  APMET AL(METSHAPE);
END;
DR AVLINECMET ALX+10 .LEVEL,MET ALX+15.LEVEL.WHITE1 );
FOR J “ 1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN
CYCLE(METSHAPE,10);
IF SPACEPR THEN EXIT(KEEPDISSOLVING);
END;
END; ( *  KEEPDISSOLVING *)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE SOD IUMRE ACT ION ;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
BEGIN
STATEMENT;






DR A VBLOCK(MET AL [METSH APE ] ,2,0,0,16,6 .MET ALX .MET ALY .MODE);
(*erase metal*)
DRAVLINE(MET ALX .LEVEL,MET ALX+15,LEVEL,WHITE1); (*fix  up surface *) 
STATEMENT;
END; (*  SODIUMRE ACT ION *)
ACTiVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
( *  AMETAL7 *)
( * --------- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE C ALCIUMRE ACT ION;





BUBBLE :BUBSHAPE; (*  shape of bubbles *)
FLAME :FLSHAPE; (*  shape of flame *)
LOY/LE VEL ,M ATCHX ,M ATCHY,
BUBLX,BUBLY, (^position of top bubble *)
SPEED,/ i
DY, ( *  required for movebubbles - determines no.
pixels that each bubble rises in one cycle *)





CONST SKIP = 4; (*determines GAF* between bubbles*)
PROCEDURE INITBUBBLE;
PROCEDURE INITCROY/:INTEGER;VAR BITS ¡BUBSHAPE;S ¡STRING);
VAR COL ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL ¡=0 TO 7 DO BITS[RGV ,CGLl~SlC0L+13='X';
END; (*  INITBIT *)
BEGIN (*  INITBUBBLE *)
INIT(5,BUBBLE/ XX ');
INITC4,BUBBLE,' X X ' ) ;
INITC3,BUBBLE,' X X ');
INIT(2,BUBBLE,' X X ');
INITC1,BUBBLE,' X X ');
INIT(0,BUBBLE,' XX ');
END; ( *  INITBUBBLE *)
PROCEDURE INITFLAME;
PROCEDURE INITFL(ROY/;INTEGER;V AR BITS ¡FLSHAPE; S ¡STRING);
VAR COL ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=G TO 7 DO B ITS {ROV ,C0L 3 :=S [C0L+1 ]= ‘X';
END; (*  INITBIT *)
BEGIN (*  INITFLAME *)
IN ITFLC7,FLAME,' XX 0;
INITFLÍ6 .FLAME,' XX 0;
IN ITFLC5,FLAME,' X X ■);
INITFLC4, FLAME,' X X 0;
INITFLC3,FLAME,' X X ■);
INITFL(2 .FLAME,' X X 0;
INITFLC1,FLAME,' X X •);
IN ITFL(0,FLAME,' XX 0;
END; ( *  INITFLAME *)
*)
*)
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN (*  IN IT *)
TOPLEVEL :=LEVEL-2;
LOVLEVEL :=BE AKERY+8 ;
BUBLX :=BE AKERX+(BSIZE DIV 2);
BUBL Y :=BE AKERY+6 ;
MATCHX :=62 ;MATCHY .*=160;
DY :=4;
SPEED r=35;(*rsquired for movebubbles - determines time between each cycle 
in which every bubble is moved up by DY pixels*) 




END; (*  IN IT *)
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE HEATTUBE;
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
VAR INITX,INITY,DX : INTEGER ;CH :CHAR;
S ¡STRING;





FOR COL :=0 TO 15 DO BURNER[ROV,COL] :=S[C0L+1 ]='X';
END; ( *  INITBURNER *)
BEGIN ( * INITBUNSEN*)
INITBURNER<7, ’ XX
INITBURNER<6, * XX X
INITBURNER<5, ’ XX XX *>;
INITBURNER<4, ’ XX XX ‘ >;
INITBURNER<3, * XX XX
INITBURNER<2, ’ XX XX *>;
INITBURNER< 1, ’ XX XX
INITBURNERCQ, ’ XXXXXX
END; (*  INITBENSEN *)
BEGIN (*  HEATTUBE *)
INITBUNSEN;
S:=’Press <SPACE BAR> to heat.’;
VST ATC30,5 ,S);
GETKE Y<CH, [SP ACE ,’Q ’ ]) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(HEATTUBE);
VSTAT(30,5,S);
DR A'VBLOCKiBURNER ,2,0,0,16,8 ,MET ALX ,BE AKERY-16 ,MODE); 
DEL AY(1500); «;*display *)
DRAV/BL0CK(BURNER,2,0,0,16,8,METALX,BEAKERY-16,M0DE); 
END; (*  HEATTUBE *) (*erase*)
ACT1VEMETAL CODE APPENDIX
( * .......................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE DRAVMATCH(X,Y : INTEGER; COL:SCREENCOLOR);






END; ( *  DRAVMATCH *)
< * ...................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE MOVEMATCH(VAR M ATCHX,MATCH Y ¡INTEGER) ;
( * ..................................................... ................................................ * )
BEGIN
DR A WM AT CH(M ATCHX ,M ATCH Y ,BL ACK2) ;
MATCHX “ MATCHX+8;
M ATCHY :=MATCHY-3;
DR A WM ATCH(M ATCHX ,M ATCHY ,WH ITE2) ;
END; (*  MOVEMATCH *)
( * ...................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE REQUEST;
< * ..................................................................................................... * )
BEGIN
VSTAT(30,183/Press <SPACE BAR> to test gas*);
END; ( *  REQUEST *)
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE DRAWBUBBLESiX,Y ¡INTEGER);
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
(*draws one bubble , then dr a v s  a row of extra bubbles underneath*)
PROCEDURE EXTR ABUBBLES(X/IEVY ¡INTEGER);
(*draws as many bubbles as possible with a spacing of GAP below the top 





MORE :=NE VY >=LO VLE VEL ;
IF MORE THEN DRAVBL0CK(BUBBLE,2,0/0,8/6,X,NE'YY,M0DE)
UNTIL NOT MORE;
END; (*  EXTRABUBBLES *)
BEGIN (*  DRAWBUBBLES *)
DR A VBLOCKCBUBBLE ,2,0,0,3,6 ,X,Y ,MGDE) ;
EXTR ABUBBLES(X ,Y) ;





BEGIN (*  MOVEBUBBLES *)
Y “ CURRENT Y;
(*starting at top of row erase each bubble at current position and redraw
ACT1VEMET AL CODE APPENDIX E
at DY pixels higher up - unless the bubble rises above LEVEL of soin in which 
it is not redrawn. Each bubble is separated by GAP pixels*)
REPEAT
DR AWBLOCK(BUBBLE ,2 ,0,0,8,6 ,X ,Y /dODE) ; (*erase *)
IF (Y+DY) <T0PLEVEL THEN
DR A V/BLOCK(BUBBLE ¿2 ,0,0,8,6 ,X ,Y+DY ,M0DE) ; (^display *)
Y :=Y-GAP;
UNTIL Y4.ÜVLEVEL; .
IF (Y+DY) >=L0WLEVEL THEN DRAY/BL0CK(BUBBLE,2,0,0,8,6,X,Y+DY,M0DE);
(«display new bubble at bottom*)
CURRENTY .-CURRENT Y+DY;
IF CURRENTY >=TOPLEVEL THEN CURRENTY-CURRENTY-GAP;
END; (*  MOVEBUBBLES *)
( * ..................................................................... ................................* )
PROCEDURE BUBCYCLE(CYCLENUM : INTEGER);








IF KEY IN THEN CHECKKEY(SPACEPR);
UNTIL ((CYCLES>=CYCLENUM) OR QUIT OR SPACEPR);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTIGN);
END; (*  BUBCYCLE *)
BEGIN (*  C ALCIUMRE ACT ION *)
IN IT;
IF NOT QUIT THEN HEATTUBE;
SPACEPR :=FALSE;
METSHAPE.-1;
DR A VBUBBLES(BUBLX ,BUBLY); (*display bubbles*) 
REQUEST; (*prompt for space bar to test gas*) 
BUBCYCLE(200);
REQUEST; (*  erase prompt for space bar *)
SPACEPR :=FALSE;
DR A V/M ATCH(M AT CHX ,M ATCH Y ,Y/H ITE2); (*  draw match *) 
REPEAT
MOVEBUBBLES(BUBLX ,BUBLY) ;
MOVEM AT CH(M ATCHX ,M ATCHY);
DELAY(SPEED DIV 2);
UNTIL M AT CHX >=BUBLX;
DR A WM ATCH(M AT CHX ATCHY ,BL ACK2); («erase match*) 
SHO VEXPLOS ION(MET ALX);
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY(SPACEPR);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTION);
BUBCYCLE(12);
SW APMET AL(METSHAPE); •
DY—3; (*decrease height risen by bubbles in each cycle *) 
BUBCYCLE(25);
SW APMET AL(METSH APE);
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
BUBCYCLE(20);
DR AVBLOCKCMET AL [METSH APE ] ,2,0,0 J 6,6 ,MET ALX ,MET AL Y ,MODE) ;(*er-ase *) 
DR AVBUBBLES(BUBLX ,BUBLY); (*erase bubbles *)
END; (*  C ALCIUMRE ACT ION *)
BEGIN (*  REACTION *)
SP ACEPR :=F ALSE ;
CASE MET OF
NA: SOD IUMRE ACTION;
CA :C ALC IUMRE ACT ION;
END;(*CASE*)
IF NOT QUIT THEN GAS;
IF NOT QUIT THEN LITMUSTEST;




PROCEDURE BIGSTATCY ¡INTEGER; S ¡STRING);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR LETTER ,NUM,X ¡INTEGER; CH.CHAR;
BEGIN
X:=(XMAX-*( 10*LENGTH(S))) DIV 2;




IF NUM IN [65..90] THEN NUM:=NUM-65 (*  A..2 *)




END; ( *  BIGSTAT *)
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE ENCLOSECVIDTH¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);
<*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN
F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM IN+V IDTH ,YM IN ,YM AX ,COL) ;
F ILL ARE A(XM AX-V IDTH ,XM AX, YM IN , YM AX ,COL) ;
F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM AX, YM IN, YM IN+V IDTH ,COL) ;
F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM AX ,YM AX-V IDTH ,YM AX ,COL) ;
END; (*  ENCLOSE *)
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE DOWNARRQ V(X,Y1 ,Y2 ¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONST WID=3;
VAR X1,X2 ¡INTEGER; .
BEGIN

















END; (*  D0WNARR0W *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE TEXT;












BIGSTAT(Y,‘VERY ACTIVE METAL'); Y:=Y-15;





IF QUIT THEN EXIT(TEXT);




VAR Y :lf-4TEGER; CH .CHAR;
S1,32 ,MET STR :STR ING i 10 3 ;
PROCEDURE BLANKLINE(Y,X1 ,X2: INTEGER);
CONST BLANK** *;
BEGIN
WHILE X1 <X2 DO 
BEGIN
WSTATCX1 ,Y,BLANK); X1 :=X1+70 
END;
END; <* BLANKLINE *)




CA : METSTR “ 'CALCIUM*;.- 
END;(»CASE*)
Y “ YM AX-60;
BL ANKLINECY ,XM IN+20 ,XM AX-60) ;
ACTiVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
BIGST AT(Y,METSTR);
Y:=Y-100;
BL ANKL INE(Y ,XM IN+20 ,XM AX-60);
BIGST AT(Y ,CONC AT(METSTR, * HYDROX IDE')); 
GETKEY(CH, {SP ACE , *Q * ]);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(TEXT);
END; (*  CHANGE *)
BEGIN
EQUATION;
FOR AMET AL:=NA TO CA DO CHANGE(AMETAL); 
END; (*  TEXT *)






END; (*  CONCLUSION *)
BEGIN (*  MACRO *)
IN IT VARS;
REPEAT
FOR MET :=NA TO CA DO 
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
INITTURTLE;
DR A WBE AKER(BE AKERX ,BE AKERY ,BS IZE , VH ITE2);
FILLBEAKER(BEAKERX .LEVEL ,BSIZE);
METALX :=BE AKERX+46; METALY :=178;
DROPMET ALCMET ALX ,MET AL Y ,MET);
IF NOT QUIT THEN REACTION;
END;
IF NOT QUIT THEN CONCLUSION;
UNTIL FINCMACRO*);
END; (*  MACRO *)
£ * . £ . * . £ * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * 3 - * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SELECT(VAR CH: CHAR);
( * * * * * * * * * *  *•*#**•£***•*** * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )






WRITEi AT(X/r%AR0V(40,***)); Y “ Y+2;
VR!TE(AT(8,Y)/REACTION BETWEEN A VERY*); Y:=Y+1;
WR!TEiAT(9,Y)/ACTIVE METAL & WATER*); Y:=Y+2;
WRITEC ATCX ;Y), AR0W(40, * * *)) j Y :=Y+4;;
VRiTE(ATiX,Y)/MACRO\DEMO/1)*); Y:»Y+3;
Y/RITE(ATCX,Y)/MICR0*iDEM0;2)*); Y ~Y+3;
ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
WRITE(AT(X.Y).'QUIT -  back to main menu ....(Q)’); Y:=Y+3;








WRITE(AT(10,8),'R E L O A D 1 N G');
WRITE(AT( 10.11 ),M A IN  M E N U ................. 0;
SETCHAINC DEMOMENU');
END; (* BACKTOMENU *)







IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
CASE OPTION OF 








ACTIVEMETAL CODE APPENDIX E
(*$S++*)
PROGRAM CARBONATE;
USES TURTLEGR APH ICS ,CH A INSTUFF,USEFUL;
CONST M0DE=6;
TYPE
BIGSHAPE=PACKED ARRAY[1 ..32,1 ..32] OF BOOLEAN- 
PH=(NEUTR AL, AC ID IC ,B ASIC); '
MOLECULE= RECORD
X,Y,DX,DY : INTEGER;







ATOM :B IGSH APE;
ACIDMOL: ARRAYll ..2] OF MOLECULE;
VATERMOL :ARRAY[1 ..2] OF MOLECULE;
C02: PACKED ARRAY {1 ..8,1 ..32] OF BOOLEAN;
HATOMPACKED ARRAYll ..5,1 ..5]0F BOOLEAN;
HYDROGEN .PACKED ARRAYll ..5,1 ..16]0F BOOLE
l ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
PROCEDURE GETKEYCVAR ACHrCHAR; LEGALSET :CHARSET); 
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * )  
BEGIN
GET ACH AR( ACH ,LEG ALSET);
QIJ IT :=( ACH= 'O');
END;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
FUNCTION FINCST .STRING).BOOLEAN;







GETH ICH ARC185,70,CH, [ ‘Y ',‘N VQ ‘ 3);
CH ART YPE(MODE);
FIN:=CH<>'Y*;
QUIT :=((CH=*Q-) OR (CH=’q-));
END; (*  FIN*)
^ ^ ^ ^ - f c * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * - * * * # * * * * * * - * * * * # )
PROCEDURE F ALSE ARR AY(V AR NE V  ARR AY :B IGSH APE);
j '^ . g # # # .# # .# * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * *# - * - * : * ' * - * * )
CONST MAX=32;
VAR ROV,COL : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR RO V  := 1 TO MAX DO FOR C0L:=1 TO MAX DO NE V  ARR AY IRO V ,COL 3 :=F ALSE;
END; (*  FALSE ARR AY *)
( *  for MACRO or MICRO *)
(*  shape of carbonaie ion *) 
(*  shape of chloride ion *) 
(*  shape of 2 H30+ ions *) 
( *  shape of 2 H20 molecules*) 
(*  shape of C02 *) 
( *  shapeofH+ *) 
(*  shape of H2 *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
(%««««««« S * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * - * )  
PROCEDURE DEFINESHAPE(VAR NEW ARRAY :BIGSHAPE; ACIDITY:PH; ANUM.INTEGER);
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * )
C* Defines shape of acid & water molecules 2 orientations (1 & 2 determined by *anum‘) 
of each molecule is available. The array, 'NEWARRAY’ must be initialized to ALL FALSE!*) 
VAR CHiCHAR;
PROCEDURE !NIT(VIDTH,HEIGHT .INTEGER; SYMBOL :CHAR);
VAR MAXCOL : INTEGER;
<*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)




FOR COL :=1 TO MAXCOL DO
NEW ARR AY [R.OW+HE IGHT .COL+W1DTH ] :=(S [COL ]= ’X ') ; 
END; (*  MERGE *)
BEGIN
CASE SYMBOL OF 
'H': BEGIN
MAXCOL :=5;
MERGE<5 .’X X' ) ;
MERGE<4 ,’X X' ) ;
MERGE<3 .’XXXXX’ >;
MERGE<2 ,*X X’ >;
MERGE< 1. 'X X’ >;
END; ( *  INITH *)
’O'BEG IN
MAXCOL :=9;
MERGE<8 .’ XXXXX ’ >;
MERGE<7. ' X  X ’
MERGEC6.’X X’ );
MERGE<5.’X X’ >;
MERGE<4 .’X X’ );
MERGE<3. ’X X’ >;
MERGE<2, ’ X X




MERGE<8.’ XXXXX ’ >;




MERGE<3 ,’X ’ >;
MERGE<2 .’ X X’ );
MERGE C1/ XXXXX ’ >; 
END; C* INITC *)
*+’: BEGIN
MAXCOL :=5;
MERGE<5 .’ X ’ 
MERGE<4/ X * ); 
MERGE<3 .’XXXXX’ >;
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
MERGE<2,* X * >; 
MERGE< 1, ’ X *>; 
END;












MERGE<3, ‘X * ); 
MERGE<2, ' X ’ 
MERGEC1,* X* >; 
END;
END;(*CASE*)
END; (*  IN IT * )
BEGIN (*  DEFINESHAPE *)
CASE ACIDITY OF 
ACIDIC: CASE ANUM OF
1 ¡BEGIN
IN IT(12,12/0‘);








INIT(0,0,'H’);(*this is proton donated in reaction*)
INIT(G,27,*H‘); INIT(27,13/H*);
INIT(0,14/+*);




NEUTRAL: CASE ANUM OF







































7 ¡BEGIN (*  CARBONATE *)
INIT(15,13/C);





!N!T(20,8/3'); (*  this is bond broken *)
END;
END; (*  CASE OF NEUTRAL *)
END; (*CASEOF ACIDITY*)
END; (*  DEFINESHAPE *)
}' * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * ■ £ * • *  ■ *■ *■ *•■****-£) 
PROCEDURE IN IT AC ARB;
£ * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ***■ **■ **■ *) 
VAR J: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR J ¡= 1 TO 2 DO
BEGIN v
VITH AC!DMOL[J] DO BEGIN SHAPE “ BLANK; DEFINESHAPE(SHAPE,ACIDIC,J); END; 
WITH VATERMOLfJ] DO BEGIN SHAPE “ BLANK; DEFINESHAPE(SHAPE,NEUTRAL,J); END; 
END; (*  FOR *)
C ARB ATE “ BLANK;
DEF INESH APEÌC ARB ATE ,NEUTR AL ,7) ;
END; (*  INITA&CARB *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
( * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * . 3 )
PROCEDURE INITSHAPES;
( * *  *•£*•£«•£*-£*-*$•£-&•£ *  *  *  *  ■**•£*■*•*■■* *•**•£*•£$•£ *  *  *  ■£ *  * * *  * *  *  **■ * *  *  *  ■*)
PROCEDURE INITC02; ^
C*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




FOR COL :=1 TO 32 DO C02[R0V,C0L]:=S[C0L]=•X,;
END; (*  IN IT *)
BEGIN
IHITC3, ‘ XXX XXXX XXX ‘ ;
IN ITO , * X X X X X X *
* 9 
>;
miT<6, ■ x X X X X*
IN IK 5 , *X X
XXX
X XXXX X X-
INIT<4, •x X X X X*
INITC3, ’X X XXX X XXXX X X-
INITC2, * X X X X X X ■
INIT<1,* XXX XXXX XXX 1 >;




VAR STR : ARRAY[1 ..32] OF STRING; J .INTEGER;
<*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -* )
PROCEDURE ÌNITCROV/ :INTEGER; VAR BITS :BIGSHAPE; S:STRING);
<*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*>
VAR COL: INTEGER ;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=1 TO 32 DO BITSiROV,COL] :=S[COL]=>:';

































FOR J:=1 TO 16 DO
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN
IN IT( J , AT OM ,STR [ J ]) ;
IN IT(33-J, ATOM ,STR [ J ]) ; 
END;
END; (*  IN IT ATOM *)
BEGIN (*  INITSHAPES *) 
INITC02;
IN IT AC ARB;
IN IT ATOM;
END; ( * INITSHAPES*)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE MICRO;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * )  
CONST WIDTH=55; (*  Total width of each carbonate made up of :
cation(16) + space (4) + carbonate ion(32) + space (3) *)
TYPE MEDSHAPE=PACKED ARRAYll „16 J „16] OF BOOLEAN; 
lON=RECORD
X,Y,DX,DY : INTEGER ;
END;
IONT YPE=CC A ,N A ,MET) ;
VAR MET ION :IONTYPE ; C A ION : ION;
BLANK ION,CATION MEDSH APE;
CHiCHAR; NUM : INTEGER;
BASELEVEL, CARBX,CARBY:INTEGER; (*  coord, carbonate ion *)




MO VECOLCX ,Y ,WH ITE 1 ) ;
MOVECOLCK+SIZE ,Y ,NGNE) ;
MOVECOLCX+SIZE-T IP ,Y+T IP, VH ITE 1 ) ;
MOVETOCX+S IZE ,Y) ;
MOVECOLCX+S IZE-T IP,Y-T IP ,NONE) ;
END; (*  DRAVARROV *)
PROCEDURE MERGEB ITS(RO V  : INTEGER ;V AR B ITS iMEDSH APE ; S :STR ING) ; ^
VAR COL ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=1 TO 16 DO B ITS [RO V  ,COL ] :=S [COL ]= ‘X1 ;
END; (*MERGEB!TS*)
PROCEDURE IN IT ION( AN ION : IONT YPE ; V AR ANY ION :MEDSH APE) ;
BEGIN
ANY SON :=BL ANK ION ; 
CASE ANION OF
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
NA ¡BEGIN
MERGES ITS<15,RNVI ON 
MERGEBITS<14,RNVION 
MERGEBITS<13,RNVION ‘ 
MERGEBI TSC 12,RNVION̂  
MERGEBITSC11,RNVIONj 
MERGEBITSC10,RMVI ON, 






* XXXXXX X *);
* XXXXXXX XXX *)
■ XXXXXXX XX *>
■ xxxxxxxx xxxx * >
■ XXXXXXXXX XXXXX') ;  
•XX XX XXXXXXXX’ >; 
XX X XXXXXXXX'); 
XX XX XX* >;
XX XX X X XX’ >;
X XX XX X
MERGEBITS<10,RNVION,'XXX XXXXXXXX' ) ;
MERGEBITSC9,RNVION,'XX XXXXXXXXXXXX’ >; 
MERGEBITSC8,RNVI ON,’XX XXXXX XX1>; 
MERGEBITSC7,RNVI ON,1XX XXXX XX XX * >; 
MERGEBlTSC6,RNVlON, ’ XX XX X 1 ); 
END;
MET: BEGIN
MERGEBITSC9,RNVI ON,* XXXX XX
MERGEBITSC8,RNVION,’XXXX 
MERGEBITSC7,RNVION,'XXXX X X 
MERGEBITSC6,RNVION,’XXXX X X 
MERGEBITSC5,RNVI ON,’ XXX XXXX 
END;
END;(*CASE*)






PROCEDURE IN ITM ICROSH APES ;
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------



















END; (*  INITBLANK *)
* XXXX ->;
- X XXX X - >;
* XX XXX XXX * >; 
’ X X XX • >; 
’ XXX XXX XXXX '>; 
-XXXX XXX XXXXX*); 
■ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX');
* XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX * >; 
'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX*); 
' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX') ;  
•XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX');
* XXXXXXXXXXXXXX ' ) ;  
' XXXXXXXXXXXX '>;
* XXXXXXXXXXXX *); 







C*------------------------------------ i ---------- ---------------------------------------------*)
CARBONATE CODE APPEND IK E
< * .................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE IN1T(R0W:INTEGER; S ¡STRING);
< * .............................:......................................................................* )
VAR COL: 1NTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=1 TO 5 DO HATOM[ROV,COL]:=SÌCOL3='X‘;
END; ( *  IN IT *)
BEGIN
IN ITC5,’X X * );
IN IT<4,‘X X ' );
INIT<3, ‘XXXXX* );
INIT<2,*X X ' ) ;
IN IT <1 /X  X" );
END; (*  INITHATOM *)
BEGIN (*  IN ITM ICROSH APES *) 
IN ITBL ANKCBL ANKION) ;
IN 1TIGN(CA, CATION); 
INITHATOM;
END; Ç* IN ITM ICROSH APES *)






( *  CARB1 to be included in CARBONATE *)
PROCEDURE EXPLAINSHAPES;
TYPE BIGSHAPE= PACKED ARRAY[1 ..18,1 ..18] OF BOOLEAN;
VAR 31,32 ¡STRING; CH ¡CHAR;
X,Y: INTEGER;
BIGMG : BIGSHAPE;








BEGIN (*  EXPL A INSHAPES *)
S I :='This demonstration vil! display’;
S'2:= 'the following structures:-’;
SHOWTEXT; X:=140; Y :=100;
DR AWBLOCK(W ATERMOL [1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24,X ,Y ,MQDE) ; 
VSTAT(XMIN,Y, 'W ATER MOLECULE:-); Y:=55;
DR AVBLOCK( AC IDMÛL [ 1 ].SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32,X, Y-10,M0DE); 
WSTAT(XMIN,Y,"HYDRONIUM ION:'); Y:=5;
DR AWBL0CK(C02,4,0,0,32,8 ,X, Y ,MÜDE);
WST ATCXMIN, Y, "CARBON DIOXIDE 
OETKE Y(CH, ISP ACE, "Q ' D ;
IF OUÏT THEN EXIT(MICRO);
51 :=’Other structures displayed’;
52 := ’in this demonstration ;
SHOWTEXT; Y:=110;
DR AWBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X ,Y .MODE) ;
WST AT(XMIN,Y/CALCIUM ION:’);
IN IT lONCN A .C AT ION) ; Y :=60;
DRAWBL0CK(CAT!0N/2,0.0.1 6.16.X.Y.M0DE);
WST ATCXMIN,Y/SODIUM ION :’); Y :=5; 
DRAWBL0CK(CARBATE,4,0.0.32,32 ,X,'Y .MODE);
WST AT (XM IN ,Y+8, 'C ARB0P1 ATE ION :’);
GETKEY»:CH ,[SP ACE ,’Q’ ]) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(MICRO);
END; (*  EXPLAINSHAPES *)
PROCEDURE SOLV ATEC AT IONS ;
CONST WATERNUM=4;
VAR V  ATER : ARRAY[1 ..W ATERNUM] OF BIGSH APE; AQUA : INTEGER ;
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE DEF INE W ATER;
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
(*Watermolecule shapes numbered 1 -4  correspond to shapes 3-6 in 
Defineshape*)
BEGIN Í *  DEFINEWATER *)
VH ILE «AQUA<=W ATERNUM) AND (NOT KEY IN)) DO 
BEGIN
W ATERÍ AQUA] :=BL ANK ;
DEF 1NESH APE(W ATER {AQU A ] .NEUTR AL, AQU A+2) ;
AQUA-AQUA+1;
END;
END; (*  DEFINEWATER *)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE HYDR ATE( ANUM .CENTRX .GENTRY : INTEGER) ;
y*  *1, * ----------------------  -
V AR S iZE ,D 1ST ANCE ,R AD IUS .BONDLEN,
X.Y.X1 ,Y1,X2,Y2,J .INTEGER;
BEGiN
SIZE :=24; DISTANCE :=20;
BONDLEN:=4; RADIUS:=15; *
FOR J:=1 TO ANUM DO 
BEGIN
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
CASE J OF 
1 : BEGIN
X “ CENTRX-DIST ANCE-SIZE;
Y :=CENTRY-(SIZE DIV 2);
XI :=CENTRX-RADIUS-2; Y1 “ CENTRY;
X2 :=X1 +BONDLEN; Y2 :=Y1 ;
END;
2: BEGIN
X “ CENTRX+DIST ANCE;
Y :=CENTRY-(SIZE DIV 2);
XI :=CENTRX+RADIUS; Y1 “ GENTRY;
X2 :=X1 -BONDLEN; Y2 :=Y1 ;
END;
3: BEGIN
X “ CENTRX-(SIZE DIV 2);
Y “ CENTRY+DIST ANCE;
XI “ CENTRX-2; Y1 “ CENTRY+R AD IUS ;




Y “ CENTRY-D 1ST ANCE-S IZE ;
X1 “ CENTRX-2; Y1 :=CENTRY-RADIUS;
X2 ” X1 ; Y2 :=Y1 +BONDLEN;
END;
END;(*CASE*)
DR A VBLÛCKC V  ATER [ J ] ,4,0,0,24,24 ,X ,Y ,HODE) ;
DRAVLINECX1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2,VHITE2);
END;
END; (*  HYDRATE *)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE SHOVHYDRATE;
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
CONST 5T=‘Press <SPACE BAR> to show hydrated ion*;
VAR X,Y, MIDX,MIDY : INTEGER; CH ;CHAR;
BEGIN
IN IT IONCMET, CATION);
INITTURTLE; X:=10; Y:=YMAX-15;
VSTAT(X,Y/ln aqueous solution ions are HYDRATED.*);
MIDX “ (XMAX DIV 2)-10; MIDY :=(YMAX DIV 2)+20;
DR A VBLOCKCC AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,M IDX-8 ,M IDY-8 ,MODE) ; 
VSTAT(XMlN,YMlN+40,‘This represents any metal ion.');
REPEAT
DEF HE V  ATER ; IF KEYIN THEN RE AD(CH) ;
UNTIL AQU A>VATERNUM;
VST AT(XMIN,YM1N ,ST) ;
GETKEYCCH, ESP ACE, *0 ‘ D ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SOLVATECATIONS);
VST ATCXM IN ,YM IN ,ST ) ;
HYDR ATE( V  ATERNUM ,M IDX ,M ID Y) ;
VST ATCXM IN, 15/The number of water molecules involved*);
VSTAT(XMIN ,YMlN,’in hydration varies for each ion.*);
GETKEYCCH, ESP ACE ,'Q * 1) ; *
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(SOLVATECATIONS);
END; (*  SHOVHYDRATE *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
c*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE NETMET ALRE ACT ION ;
( * ----------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VARX.Y : INTEGER; CH ¡CHAR;
( * ......................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE L ABEL AN IOHSCXX,Y Y ¡INTEGER);
< * ......................................................................................................* )
VAR LEN, RADIUS .X.Y.J ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
RADIUS ¡=45; LEN ¡=7 *LENGTH( 'anion ’) ;
FOR J¡=1 TO 4 DO 
BEGIN 
CASE J OF
1 ¡ BEGIN X :=XX-RADIUS; Y ¡=YY-3; END; 
2: BEGIN X =XX+RADIUS-LEN; Y ¡=YY-3; END;
3 ¡ BEGIN X ¡=XX-(LEN DIV 2); Y ¡=YY+12; END;




END; (*  LABEL AN IONS *)
BEGIN (*  NETMET ALRE ACT ION *)
INITTURTLE;
X:=0;Y:=YM AX-10;
VST AT(X,Y/Net reaction of cation :-*); Y ¡=Y-4Q;
VSTAT(X,Y/CATION IN*); Y=Y-10; 
VSTAT(X/f/CRYSTAL‘);DRAVARRGVCX+90,Y+4,20); 
VST AT(X+130 ,Y/HYDRATED CATION*); Y:=Y-10;
VSTATCX.Y/LATTICE*); Y¡=Y-50; X¡=X+50; 
DRAVBLOCKCC ATI0N,2,0,0,16,16.X-8.Y-8.M0DE);
L ABEL AN IONSÍ X, Y); X:=X+130;
DR AVBLQCK(CATION ,2,0,0/ 6,16.X-8.Y-8.M0DE);
hydrate(4,x ;y);
GETKEY(CH, ÍSP ACE /Q * D ;
END; (*  NETMETALREACTION *)
BEGIN SOLVATECATION *) 
A0UA¡=1 ;
SHQVHYDRATE;
NETMET ALRE ACT ION;
END; (*  SOLV ATEC AT IONS *)
£■* CARB2 to be included with CARBONATE *) __
PROCEDURE RE ACT ION; ___ ^
VAR CYCLE .STEP ¡ INTEGER;
PROTONX.PROTONY ¡ARRAY[1 ..2] OF INTEGER;















ELSE QUIT ¡=((CH='Q') OR (CH='q*));
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTION);
END; (*  CHECKKEY *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE MÜVEMOLECULEÉVAR ANYREC ¡MOLECULE; HEIGHT ¡INTEGER);
C*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN
VITH ANYREC DO 
BEGIN
DR A VBLOCKiSH APE ,4,0,0,32 ,HE IGHT ,X ,Y ,MODE) ;
X.-X+DX; Y-Y+DY;
DR A VBLOCKCSH APE ,4,0,0,32 ,HE IGHT ,X ,Y ,MODE) ;
END;




VITH ACIDMOL[NUM] DO DR AVBLOCK(SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32,X,Y,MODE); 









( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR CH: CHAR;
( * .....................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE PROMPT;
BEGIN .
'v/STAT(0,182,‘<SPACE BAR:» to react acid with carbonate*);
END;
BEGIN (*  D1SPLAYPR.0MPT *)
PROMPT; C*display*)
GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE ,'Q' 3);
IF QUIT THEN EXITCRE ACTION);
PROMPT; (*erase*)
VSTAT(40,182/Press <$PACE BAR> to pause'); 
END; (*  DISPLAYPROMPT *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE MOVE ACIDCNUM : INTEGER);
C* #)
CONST INCR=7; (*  required in NEWVALUE to calculate starting position of acid*) 
VAR STEP: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR STEP -1  TO INCRDO 
BEGIN
MOVEMOLECULEC AC IDMOL [NUM ] ,32) ;
DELAYC10);
IF KEY IN THEN 
BEGIN
CHECKKEY; IF QUIT THEN EXIT(MOVEACID);
END;
END;
END; (*  MOVE ACID *)
C*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE MOVEVATER(NUM .INTEGER);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
BEGIN
MOVEMOLECULEC V  ATERMOL [NUM 1,24) ;
END; (*  MO VE WATER *)
C*-----------------------------------   *)
PROCEDURE DR A WC ARSON ATE(V AR ANY ION :MEDSHAPE; VAR SYMBOL riONTYPE);
<*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
VAR J,L ASTX,
X,Y, C* Co-ord. at which to draw ions *)
HEIGHT : INTEGER; C*Y-spacing of cation above carbonate*)
MET ALSTR STRING [1OÎ;
BEGIN
X:=XMIN; (*start drawing ions at L.H.S *)
BASELEVEL :=0;
HEIGHT :=8;
L ASTX :=XM AX-32 ;
CASE SYMBOL OF
C A : MET ALSTR :=‘calcium’;





DR A WBLOCKC ANY ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X+( VIDTH DIV 2),BASELEVEL+28,M0DE); 
DRAWBLOCKC ANY ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X ,B ASELE VEL+HEIGHT ,MODE) ;
X.-X+WIDTH;
UNTIL (X>=LASTX);
WST ATCO, 184 ,C0NC AT ( The surface ions of ’,MET ALSTR,’ carbonate'));
WSTAT(0,174,'are represented by the structure:-’);
GETKEYCCH, ISP ACE, '0 ’ 3) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTiQN);
F ILL ARE ACO ,XM AX, 172 ,YM AX ,BL ACK1 ) ;
END; (*  DRAWMETAL *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE NEW ALUEC ANYNUM : INTEGER; SYMBOL :IONTYPE);
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
CONST INCR=7 ;
VAR CENTCARB, TQPCARB, (*coord. of top centre of target carbonate*)





WITH CAION DO BEGIN DX:=-6; DY.=10; END;
WITH AC IDMOL [ 13 DO BEG IN DX :=4 ; DY :=-12 ; END ;
W ITH AC IDMOL [2 J DO BEG IN DX :=-12 ; DY :=-12 ; END ;
END; ( *  1 *)
2 : BEGIN
ANUM :=3 ;
WITH CAION DO BEGIN DX:=-10; DY:=8; END;
WITH AC IDMOL [1 ] DO BEGIN DX:=10; DY:=-12; END;
WITH ACIDM0L[2] DO BEGIN DX:=-12; DY:=-12; END;
END; (*  2 *)
3 : BEGIN
ANUM :=4;
WITH CAION DO BEGIN DX:=-12; DY:=6; END;
WITH AC IDMOL E1 ] DO BEGIN DX:=6; DY:=-12; END;
WITH ACIDM0L[2] DO BEGIN DX:=-12; DY:=-12; END;
END; (*  3 *)
4 .BEGIN
ANUM:=1 ;
WITH CAION DO BEGIN DX:=-2; DY:=10; END;
WITH ACIDMOLE13DO BEGIN DX:=6; DY:=-12; END;
WITH AC IDMOL [2 ] DO BEGIN DX:=-14; DY:=-12; END;
END; (*  4 *)
5: BEGIN
ANUM :=0 ;
WITH CAION DO BEGIN DX:=0; DY:=10; END;
WITH ACIDMOLE13DO BEGIN DX:=0; DY:=-12; END;
WITH AC IDMOL [2 3 DO BEGIN DX:=-14; DY:=-12; END;
END; (*  5 *)
END;(* CASE*)
C A ION X :=VIDTH *  ANUM;( * see DRAWCARBONATE*) 
CAION.Y :=BASELEVEL+8;
IF SYMBOL=NA THEN 
BEGIN
CAION.X ;=CAION.X + WIDTH D1V 2;
CAION.Y "BASELEVEL + 28;C* See DRAWCARBONATE *) 
END;
TOPC ARB :=B ASELEVEL+32;
CARBX —WIDTH *ANUM+20; (*  x- coord of carbonate ion *) 
CENTO ARB :=C ARBX +16;
WITH AC IDMOL [13 DO 
BEGIN
X:=CENTC ARB-42; (*see DEFINESHAPE -proton removed 
is 22 from bottom L.H.C.*)
Y:=TOPCARB;
X:=X-(iNCR*DX);
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
Y:=Y-(INCR*DY);
END;
WITH ACIDM0L[2j DO 
BEGIN
X ;=CENTC ARB+10 ; 
Y:=T0PCARB+10; 
X :=X- (INCR*DX); 
Y:=Y-(INCR*DY); 
END;
END; (*  NEWVALUE *)
C*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE REACKANUM ¡INTEGER);
C*---------------------------------------------------   *)
VAR I : INTEGER;
C*............................................................................................ *)
PROCEDURE POLARISECNUM¡INTEGER);
( * ..................................................................................................... * )








WITH ACIDMOL[NUM] DO 
BEGIN
X1 :=X+X1 ; Y1 ¡=Y+Y1 ;
WSTATCX1 ,Y1 /  0; Cerase + *)
WSTATCXt,Y1-6/+‘);
END;
CH ART YPE(HODE) ;
DELAYC20);
END; (*  POLARISE *)
< * ................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE CALCULATECNUM ¡INTEGER);
( * ................................................................................................... * )
BEGIN
WITH WATERMQL[NUM] DO 
BEGIN
X := AC IDMOL [NUM ] .X ;
Y:=ACIDM0LlNUM].Y+10; DEFINESHAPE *)
DX ¡=- AC IDMOL {NUM 3 -DX ;
D Y ¡=- AC IDMOL [NUM 3 .DY ;
END;





WITH V  ATERMOL [NUM 3 DO DR AWBLOCKCSH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X 




CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
( * .....................................................................................................«)
PROCEDURE REPL ACE AC 1D(NUM iINTEGER);
( * .....................................................................................................«)
BEGIN
WITH ACIDMOL[NUM] DO DR A VBLOCK(SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32,X ,Y+6,0);
SHOWATER(ANUM); («display H20 «)
END; (« REPL ACE AC ID «)
( * ................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE SHQ WPRQTGNCX,Y iINTEGER);
( * ................................................................................................... «)
BEGIN
DRAVBL0CK(HAT0M,2,0,0,5,5,X,Y,M0DE);
VST AT (X+2 ,Y+6 /+');
END; (« SHOVPROTON «)
( « ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE ADDABOND(X,YiINTEGER);
( « ..................................................................................................... * )
BEGIN
DR AVL INE(X+2 ,Y-2 ,X+2 ,Y-8 ;VHITE1);
DELAYC50);
END; (« ADDABOND «)





IF NUM=1 THEN Y :=BASELEVEL+18 ELSE Y i=BASELEVEL+15;
X :=C ARBX+27;
DRAVLINECX-1 ,Y,X+2,Y,BLACK2);
END; (« REMOVECHARGE *)
BEGIN (« REACT'*)
POLARISECANUM); («show +ve change closer to carbonate«)
C ALCULATE(ANUM);(«  coord & direction of H20 «)







PR0T0NX[2] “ PROTONXil ] +25; («20 space+5 width of H «)
PROTONY [2 ] i= AC IDMOL [2 ] .Y;
END; _
IF KEY IN THEN CHECKKEY; (« wait then erase protons & electrons«)
ADD ABOND(PROTONX [ ANUM 3 .PROTONY [ ANUM 3);
REPL ACE ACIIX ANUM);
REMO VECH ARGE( ANUM);
IF KEVIN THEN CHECKKEY;
FOR I :=1 TO 8 DO 
BEGIN (« move water «)
MOVEVATER(ANUM); IF KEVIN THEN CHECKKEY;
END;
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
SH O W  ATER( AHUM); (« erase vater «)
END; (« REACT *)
C*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE COMPLETERAR SYMBOL :10NTYPE);
C*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
VAR l,C02X,C02Y, TEMPXJEMPY .INTEGER ;
( * ............................ .........................................................................* )
PROCEDURE MOVECAION;
t * .............................................................................................*)
VAR I : INTEGER;
BEGIN
WITH CAION DO 
BEGIN
FOR l:=1 TO 12 DO
BEGIN (« erase «)
DRAVBL0CK(CAT10N,2,0,0,16,16,X,Y,M0DE);
X :=X+DX ; Y :=Y+DY ;
DR AVBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X ,Y ,MODE) ;
DELAYC6); («display «)
IF KEY IN THEN CHECKKEY;
END;
DR AVBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X ,Y ,MODE) ; ( «erase cation *) 
END; («VITH«)
END; (« MOVECAION *)
PROCEDURE MOVECQ2CV AR X ,Y : INTEGER) ;
( * .................................................................................................... * )
BEGIN
DR AWBLQCKÎCQ2,4,0,0,32,8,X ,Y ,MODE) ;
Y:=Y+8;
DR A VBLQCK(C02,4,0,0,32,8,X ,Y ,MODE) ;
END; (« M0VEC02 «)
( * ....................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE DR A VPRODUCTS(X 1 -.INTEGER);
( * ....................................................................................................* )
BEGIN (« erase carbonio acid molécule «)
FILL ARE ACX1 -5,XI +32 ,B ASELEVEL ,B ASELEVEL+48 ,BL ACK1); 
C02X :=X1; C02Y:=10;
DR AVBL0CK(C02,4,0,0,32,8 ,C02X ,C02 Y ,MODE) ;




DR A VBLOCK(SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X ,Y ,M0DE);
END; ( «display H20«)
END; (« DR A VPRODUCT S «)
BEGIN («COMPLETE«) 
TEMPX-CAION.X-CVIDTH DIV 2); 
TEMP Y :=8; («baselevel+height«) 
MOVECAION; ’ ’’
DR A VPRODUCT 8(PR0T ONX [13); 
FOR l:=1 TO 5 DO
CARBONATE CODE
APPENDIX E
BEGIN (*  Wait a couple of seconds before moving products*)
DELAYC20); IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
END;
FOR l:=1 TO 14 DO 
BEGIN
MOVEWATERCD; ( *  move H20 *)
M0VEC02(C02X,C02Y); ( *  move C02 *)
IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY;
END;
DR AWBL0CK(C02,4,0,0,32,8 ,CQ2X ,C02Y ,MODE); ( *erase C02 *)
WITH WATERM0L[13 DO DRAWBLOCK(SHAPE,4,0,0,32,24,X, Y.MODE);
IF SYMBOL=NA THEN (*erase H20 *)
BEGIN ( *  move 2nd Na ion * )




END; ( *  COMPLETE *)
BEGIN C* REACTION *)
FOR MET ION :=C A TO NA DO 
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
IN IT IONCMET ION ,C AT ION);
INITTURTLE;




NEW ALUECCYCLE ,MET ION);
IF CYCLE251 THEN 
BEGIN
SHOWACID(I); ( *  display acid molecule * )
DISPLAYPROMPT; *
SH0WACID(1); ( *  erase acid molecule * )
END;




IF NOT QUIT THEN REACT(STEP);
END;
IF NOT QUIT THEN COMPLETE(METION);
UNTIL C(CYCLE=4) OR QUIT);
END; (*IF*)
END; (*  REACTION *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
<* CARB3 * )
PROCEDURE CONCLUSION;
< * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE GETSPACE;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR CH:CHAR;
BEGIN
GETKEY(CH, {SP ACE ,*Q * D ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(CÛNCLUSIÛN);
END; (*  GETSPACE *)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- «)
PROCEDURE DRAWPLUSC'X.Y .INTEGER);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ * )
CONST SIZE=1Û;
BEGIN
MOVECOLiX, Y ,VH ITE 1 ) ;
MOVECOL(X+SIZE .Y .NONE) ;
X:=X+(SIZE DIV 2);
Y :=Y+(SIZE DIV 2);
MÛ VECOLiX ,Y.VH ITE 1 ) ;
MÛ\'ECOL<X .Y-SIZE .NONE);
END; ( *  DRAVPLUS *)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE DÜWNARROVCX.Y.SIZE ¡INTEGER);
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
CONST TIP=7;
BEGIN
MOVECOLiX .Y .VHITE2) ;
MOVECOLiX.Y-SIZE .NONE) ;
MOVECOLCX-T IP .Y-S IZE+T IP .VH ITE 1 ) ;
MÛVETO(X.Y-SiZE);
MOVECOLiX+T IP ,Y-S IZE+T IP .NONE) ;
END; (*  DOVNARROV *)




DR AVBLÛCKiH ATOM .2 .0,0,5,5 .X .Y .MODE) ;
DR AVBLOCKiH ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X ,Y+15 .MODE) ; 
M0VEC0LÌX+2 .Y+7 .VH ITE 1 ) ;
MOVECOLÎX+2 .Y+12 .NONE) ;
END; i *  DRAVH2 *)
( * ------------- ---------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE NETHYDROGEN;
i * ----------------------------------------------------------
VAR X.Y : INTEGER;
BEGIN ''






CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
VSTATCXMIN.YMAX-10,’Net reaction of hydronium ions '); 
DRAVBL0CKCACIDM0L[13.SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X,Y-22, MODE); 
DR A VBLOCKC AC 1DMOL [ 1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X ,Y+22 ,MODE) ;
X :=X+60 ;
DR AV ARROVCX ,Y+16,30) ;
X:=X+8Q;
DR A VBLOCKC V  ATERMOL [ 1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X ,Y+22 .MODE) ; 
DR A VBLOCKC V  ATERMOL [ 13 .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X,Y-22 ,MODE) ; 
X :=X+60 ;
DR A VPLUSCX ,Y+16) ;
X :=X+50 ;
DR AVBLOCKCH ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X ,Y+22 .MODE) ;
VST AT(X+2 .Y+22+6 ,’+’);
DR AVBLOCKCH ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X ,Y-22 ,MODE) ;
VST AT(X+2 .Y-22+6,’+’);
GETSPACE;








VSTATCXMÎN.YMAX-IQ.'Net reaction of carbonate ion :-’);
DR A VBLOCKCC ARB ATE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X, Y ,MODE) ; X :=X+5Û;
DRA VPLUSCX,Y+16); X:=X+30;
DR AVBLOCKCH ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X ,Y+26* ,MQDE) ;
VST ATCX+2 .Y+26+6, ’+ ’) ;
DR AVBLOCKCH ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X ,Y ,MODE) ;
VST ATCX+2 .Y+S.’+O; X :=X+40 ;
DR AV ARROVCX ,Y+16,30) ; X :=X+55 ;
DR A VBLOCKCC ARB ATE ,4,0,0,32,32,X ,Y .MODE) ;
DR AVBLOCKCH ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X+2 ,Y+30 .MODE) ; C+shov H *)
DR A VEU.OCKCH ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X+26 ,Y+44 .MODE) ;C *sho v  H *)
DR A VL INECX+3 ,Y+23 ,X+3 ,Y+27 ,VH ITE2) ; (+add bond to H *)
DR A VL INECX+27 ,Y+35 ,X+27 ,Y+39 ,VH ITE2) ;( *add bond to H *)
DR A VL ÎNECX+27 ,Y+15 ,X+32 ,Y+15 ,BL ACK2) ;
DRA VLINECX+27,Y+13,X+32.Y+13,BLACK2); (^remove neg. charges*) 
DÛVNARROVCX+16,Y-10,30); Y :=Y-60;
DR A VBL0CKCC02,4,0,0,32,8 ,X-25 ,Y .MODE) ;
DR AVBLOCKCV ATERMOL [ 13 .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X+25 ,Y .MODE) ; 
GETSPACE;










CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
*)< * .............................
PROCEDURE SHOWTEXT;
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
BEGIN
FILLAREA(XMIN,XMAX,YMAX-25,YMAX,BLACK1);
VST ATCXMIN ,YM AX-10 ,S 1 ) ;
VST AT(XM IN ,YM AX-22 ,S2) ;
END; C* SHOVTEXT *)
( * ...................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE DISPLAY;
( * ...................................................................................................* )
BEGIN
DR A VBLOCKC AC IDMOL [ 1 3.SHAPE,4,0,0,32,32,X3,MIDY-D0VN,M0DE) ;
DR A VBLOCK( AC IDMOL [ 13 .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X3 ,M IDY+UP ,MODE) ;
( *  erase H30+*)
DR A VBLOCK(H ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X3 ,M IDY+8 ,MODE) ;
VST ATCX3+2 ,MIDY+8+6,'+');
DR A VBL0CK(H ATOM ,2,0,0,5,5 ,X3 ,M IDY-16 ,MODE) ;
VST AT(X3+2 ,MIDY-16+6,'+ ‘) ; (*display H+ *)
DR A VPLUS<X6 ,M IDY) ;
DR AVBLQCKCV ATERMOL [ 1 ].SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X7 ,MIDY-D0VN ,M0DE) ;
DR A VBLOCK( V  ATERMOL [ 13 .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X7 ,M ID Y+UP+12 ,MODE) ; 




VAR S3 .STRING; CH :CHAR;
BEGIN
S1 :='Press <SPACE BAR> to simplify reaction- ';





F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM AX, YM IN, YM IN+30 ,BL ACK1 ) ;
S1 “ ‘Press <SPACE BAR:» to continue.';
S2:= ‘Press <H> to replace hydrogen ions';
S3 := ' with hy dr onium ions. * ;
VST AT(0,23 ,S 1 ) ;
VST AT(0,9,S2);
VST AT(0,0 ,S3) ;
6ETKEY(CH, ÎSP ACE, '0 ‘, 'H ' 3) ;
F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM AX ,YM IN ,YM IN+30 ,BL ACK 1 ) ;
CASE CH OF
•H': BEGIN DISPLAY; SIMPLIFY; END;
'O’ : EXIT(CONCLUSiON);
END ; (*CASE*)









DR A VBLOCK( ATOM ,4,0,0,32,32 ,CLX ,CL Y ,MODE) ;
VST ATCCLX+18,CLY+22,'-');
VST AT(CLX+8,CLY+12,'Cl');
END; t *  DRAVCHLORIDE *)
BEGIN
S1 :=‘lf hydrochloric acid is used, then’;
S2:='chloride is a spectator ion.';
SHOVTEXT;
51 :='Press <SPACE BAR> to display
52 := 'spectator ion. ' ;
VSTAT(0,12,S1 ); (^display x)
VST AT(126,1 ,S2);
GETSPACE;
DR A VCHLQR 1DE(X3+10 ,M IDV+10) ;
DR A VCHLORIDE(X3+10 ,M IDY-42) ;
DR A VCHLOR IDE(X7-8 ,M IDY+28) ;
DR A VCHLOR !DE(X7-8 ,M ID Y-55) ;
F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM AX ,YM IN ,YM IN+30 ,BL ACK1 ) ;
END; (x SHOVSPECTATOR *)
BEGIN NETREACTION *)
MIDY :=90 ;
X1 “ XMIN+1 ; (^position of C02*)
X2 :=X1+45; (*  position of plus *)
X3:=X2+20; (*  position of acid x)
X4:=X3+4Q; (*  position of arrowx)
X5:=X4+55; (*  position of C02 & H20 *)
X6 :=X5+50; (*  position of plus *)





S1 :='Reaction between a carbonate*;
S2:=‘and an acid';
SHOVTEXT ;
DRAVBLOCKiC ARB ATE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X1 ,MIDY-16,MODE);
DR A VBLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X 1 ,M IDY+16 ,MQDE) ;
DR AY/PLUSCX2 ,M IDY ) ;
DR AVBLOCK( ACIDMOL[1 ].SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X3 ,M1DY-DQVN ,MODE) ;
DR AY/BLOCKC AC IDMOL [ 1 ] .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X3 ,M IDY+UP ,MODE) ;
DR AV ARROV(X4 ,M IDY ,30) ;
DR AY/BLÛCKCC02,4,0,0,32,8 ,X5 ,M IDY+UP ,M0DE) ;
DR AVBL0CK(V ATERMOL [ 13 .SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X5 ,M IDY-DO VN ,M0DE) ; 
DR A VPLUSCX6 ,M IDY) ;
DR AYi*BLOCK(C AT ION ,2,0,0,16,16 ,X7 ,H IDY-8 ,M0DE) ;
DR AVBLOCKiV ATERMOL Î13.SH APE ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X7 ,MIDY-D0VN ,MODE); 




END; (x NETREACTION *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E




END; (*  CONCLUSION *)





IF NOT QUIT THEN CONCLUSION;
IF NOT QUIT THEN SOLVATECATIONS; 
UNTIL FINC‘MICRO*);
END;
C* CARB4 io be included in CARBONATE *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
PROCEDURE MACRO;







(*  coord of tesi tube *)
(*  ht of test tube *) 
(*  level of soin in tube*) 
( *  x coord of salt *)
TYPE
BITSHAPE=PACKED ARRAY[0..5,0.-15Î0F BOOLEAN; 
BUBSHAPE^PACKED ARRAY[0..5,0..7]0F BOOLEAN; 
FLSHAPE=PACKED ARRAY[0..7,0..7]0F BOOLEAN; 
VAR
SPACEPR : BOOLEAN;
S ALTNUM : INTEGER ;
SALT : ARRAY [1 ..33 OF BITSHAPE; 
SALTY ¡INTEGER;




(*  flag indicating space bar *) 
(*  index to current shape of salt *) 
(*  various shapes of salt *) 
(*  y coord of salt *)
(*  shape of bubbles *)
(*  shape of flame on match*) 
(*  coord of top bubble in test tube *) 
(*coord of top buble in limewater*)
PROCEDURE INITVARS; ^
K' i * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE IN ITS ALT;
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
f*  SET UP SHAPES OF CARBONATE*)
' ( * ..................................................................................................;...........*)




FOR COL ¡=0 TO 15 DO BITS[ROW,COLl:=S{C0L+13-X';
END; C* ÎNITBIT *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
















INITBITS<2,SfìLT C3 3 
INITB1TS<1, SfìLT E3 3 
INI TB ITSCO,SfìLT E3 3 
END; (*  IN ITS ALT * )
' XXX xxxxxx • >
• X XX XXX XXX1>
■ x X X* >
‘X X ‘ )
*x xxxx X 1 >
• xxxxxxxx xxxx * /
* • >
* XX XXX • )
* X X XX X • )
• X XX X • >
‘ X xxxx ■ >
• xxxx • >
• • )
• * >
X X • )
* X X XX X * >
■ X X XX • >
■ XXX • )
< * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE INITBUBBLE ;
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
( * .....................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE IN IT(RO V  : INTEGER ;V AR BITS :BUBSH APE ;S:STR INO);
( * .....................................................................................................* )
VAR COL : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=0 TO 7 DO B ITS [RO V ,COL 3 :=S [COL+1 3='X';
END; O  INITBIT *)
BEGIN C*INITBUBBLE^)
INIT(5,BUBBLE/ XX ’);
INITC4,BUBBLE/ X X ');
INIT(3,BUBBLE/X X *);
INITC2..BUBBLE/ X X ■);
INIT(1,BUBBLE/ X X *);
INITCO,BUBBLE/ XX ');
END; (*  INITBUBBLE *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE INITFLAME;
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *>




FOR COL :=0 TO 7 DO BITSÎROV,COL3 :=S[COL+13='X';
END; f*  INITBIT *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN («INITFLAME*) 
INITFLC7 .FLAME/ XX '); 
INITFL(6,FLAME/ XX '); 
INITFL(5,FLAME/ X X '); 
INITFL(4 .FLAME/ X X '); 
INITFLC3 .FLAME/ X X '); 
INITFL(2,FLAME/ X X '); 
INITFLC1 /LAME/ X X 0; 
IN ITFL(0 .FLAME/ XX '); 





END; (*  INITVARS *)
PROCEDURE DRAWTTUBE(TUBEX.TUBEY .WIDTH, SIZE .LEVEL : INTEGER;
COL : SCREENCOLOR);
(*============================================================*)
VAR EIGHTH .SIXNTH ,RWIDTH:REAL;




Y [8 ] :=ROUND(E IGHTH * 1.5);
Y [4 ] “ ROUNDiE IGHTH *  1.25);
Y[12]:=Y[4];
Y[2] :=ROUND(E IGHTH *0.75);
Y[14]:=Y[2];
Y[1 ] :=ROUND(E IGHTH *0.5);
Y[15]:=Y!1];
Y [31 .-(Y [2 ]+Y [4 ])D IV 2;
Y[13]:=Yi3];
Y [6 ] :=ROUND(E IGHTH *  1.4);
Yl10]:=Y[6};




S IXHTH ” R W IDTH /16 ;
FOR J=1 TO 15 DO XiJ]“ ROUND(SIXNTH*J); 
MOVECOL(TUBEX,TUBEY+SIZE,COL) ; 
MOVETOCTUBEX.TUBEY);
FORJ-1 TO 15 DO MO VETO(TUBEX+X [U ] JUBEY-Y [J ]) ; 
MOVET OCTUBEX+W IDTH .TUBE Y) ;
MOVETO(TUBEX+W IDTH JUBE Y+SIZE) ; 
MOVETOCTUBEX+W IDTH .LEVEL) ;
MOVECOL(TUBEX .LEVEL .NONE) ;
END; (*  DRAWTTUBE *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
VARCH:CHAR; ^
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE REQUEST;




VSTAT(30,5/Press <SPACE BAR> to add carbonate*);
END; (*  REQUEST *)
PROCEDURE DROPS ALT(VAR Y : INTEGER ;BOTTÛM ¡INTEGER); *
BEGIN (*DRGPSALT*)
DR A VBLGCKCS ALT [ 1 ] ,2,0,0,16,6 ,S ALTX ,Y ,MQDE); ( ̂ display metal *) 
REQUEST;
GETKEYCCH, [SP ACE /Q ' D ;
REQUEST;
REPEAT
DRAVBLGCK<SALTl1 3,2,0/0,16,6,SALTX,Y/M0DE);(* erase *)
Y:=Y-10; ( *  CALC. NEV HEIGHT*)
DR A VBLOCK(S ALT [ 13,2,0,0 /  6,6 ,S ALTX, Y .MODE);( *  display*) 
DEL A Y(15);
UNTIL Y <=(B0TT0M+4);
END; (*  DROPSALT *)
(*CARB5*)
PROCEDURE REACTION;
CONST PRESS='Press <SPACE BAR> *;
VAR
TTUBEX2, C* x coor of tube with limewater*)
LOVLEVEL, (*  min y coord for drawing bubbles*)
TESTLEY, ( *  min y coord for bubbles in limewater *) 
MATCHX,MATCHY, (*  coord of match *)
DY, (*  no. pixels bubbles rise each cycle*)
GAP, (*  spacing between each bubble *)
SPEED: INTEGER; (*  wait period between moving bubbles*) 
CH-.CHAR;
PROCEDURE IN IT;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
CONST SKIP=4; (*determines spacing between bubbles *)
BEGIN
M ATCHX :=62 ;M ATCHY := 182 ; ( *starting coord of match *)
BUBLX :=i 32;BUBLY :=TTUBEY+2;(*starting coord of bubble*)
LGVLEVEL :=TTUBEY+2 ;
[>Y =4; GAP :=SKIP*DY; (*  required for MQVEBUBBLES *)
SALTNUM :=1 ; C*index to shape of salt *)
END; (*  IN IT *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------





QU IT ¡=((CH= 'O *) OR (CH='q*));
SP=CH=SPACE;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(REACTION);
END; (*  CHECKKEY *)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE DRAWM ATCH(X,Y ¡INTEGER;COL ¡SCREENCOLOR) *




MOVECOL(X ,Y+4 ,NONE) ; 
DRAVBL0CK(FLAME;2,0,0,8,8,X-3,Y+6,M0DE);







MOVECOUX ,Y+4 ,NONE) ;
END; (*  ERASEMATCH *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE MOVEMATCHCVAR M AT CHX ,M AT CH Y ,NUM ¡INTEGER);
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN
DR AVM ATCH(M ATCHX ,M ATCHY ,BL ACK2) ;
MATCHX “ MATCHX+8;
M ATCHY ¡=MATCHY-3;
DR A V/M ATCH(M ATCHX ,M ATCHY, VH ITE2) ;
NUM :=0;




VAR S I ,S2 ¡STRING;
BEGIN
S1 :=’A carbonaie dissolves in HCl solution';
S2:=’and a gas is evolved';
V/STAT(20,13,S1);
VSTATC30J ,S2);
END; (*  STATEMENT «)
( * --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE RESULT; v
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------













CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN
S1 ¡=‘A non combustible gas is';
S 2 - ‘produced when the carbonate dissolves1; 
¥STAT(30,13,S1);
VSTAT(10,1 ,S2);
END; (*  RESULT *)
C*------------------------------  *)
PROCEDURE DRAWBUBBLES(X,Y : INTEGER);
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE EXTRABUBBLES(X,NE VY ¡INTEGER);
( * ........................................................ ............................................ * )




MORE :=NE VY >=LO VLEVEL ;
IF MORE THEN DR A VBLOCK(BUBBLE ,2,0,0,8,6 ,X ,NEV Y .MODE)
UNTIL NOT MORE;
END; (*  EXTRABUBBLES *)
BEGIN (*  DRAVBUBBLES *)
DR A VBLQCK(BUBBLE ,2,0,0,8,6 ,X, Y ,MGDE);
EXTR ABUBBLES(X ,Y);
END; (*  DRAVBUBBLES *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE MOVEBUBBLES(VAR X^CURRENTY:INTEGER);





IF CURRENTY>=TTLEVEL THEN CURRENTY :=CURRENTY-GAP;
REPEAT
DRAVBL0CK(BUBBLE,2,0,0,8,6,X,Y,M0DE); (*  erase *)
IF (Y+DY)<TTLE\'EL THEN DR A VBLOCK(BUBBLE ,2,0,0,8 £  ,X ,Y+DY ,MODE);
Y ¡=Y-G AP; ( ̂ display *)
UNTIL Y<LOVLEVEL; *
IF (Y+DY)>=L0 VLEVEL THEN DRAVBLOCK(BUBBLE ,2,0,0,8,6 ,X ,Y+DY ,MODE); 
END; (*  MOVEBUBBLES *) (^display new bubble at bottom*)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE BUBCYCLE(CYCLENUM¡INTEGER);








IF KEYIN THEN CHECKKEY(SPACEPR);
UNTIL ((CYCLES>=CYCLENUM) OR SPACEPR);
END; (*  BUBCYCLE *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
( * - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE PAINT(X,Y,TOP ¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCQLOR);
( * --------------------------•------------------------------ - --------------------------------------*)
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
FUNCTION LOWEST(VAR Y ¡INTEGER) ¡INTEGER;
( * ........ ................................................................... ........................ * )
BEGIN




END; (*  LOWEST *)
( * ............... ................................ 1........................................... *)
FUNCTION RK3HTMOST(X ¡INTEGER) ¡INTEGER;
( * ................................................................... ................................. * )
BEGIN
WHILE (NOT SCREENS IT(X,Y)) AND (X<XMAX) DO X :=X+1 ;
RIGHTMOST =X-1 ;
END; ( *  RIGHTMOST *)
( * ................................................................. ...................................* )
FUNCTION LEFTMOST^ INTEGER) ¡INTEGER;
( * .....................................................................................................* )
BEGIN
WHILE (NOT SCREENBfT(X,Y)) AND (X>0) DO X~X-1 ;
LEFTMOST ¡=X+1 ;
END; (*  LEFTMOST *)
BEGIN ( *  PAINT *)
MOVETO(X,LOWEST(Y)) ;
WHILE (NOT SCREENSfT(X,Y)) AND (HOT SCREENBIT(X+1 ,Y)) AND (Y<TOP) DO 
BEGIN
MOVETO(X,Y);










PROCEDURE FILLÌX1 ,X2,TOP,BOTTOM ¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);









END; (*  FILL *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN ( *  MILKY «)
PAINTCrTUBEX2+(TTWIDTH DIV 2) .TTUBE Y-2 .TTUBEY ,WH ITE) ;
FILL(TTUBEX2+1 .TTUBEX2+TTWIDTH-1 .TTLEVEL ,TTUBE Y ,WH ITE) ;
END; ( *  MILKY *)
PROCEDURE SWAP(VAR CURRENT -.INTEGER); ^
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ * )
BEGIN
DR AWBLOCK(S ALT [CURRENT 1,2,0,0,16.6.SALTX.SALTY .MODE);
CURRENT-CURRENT+1 ;
DR AWBLOCKCS ALT [CURRENT ] ,2,0,0,16,6 ,S ALTX .SALTY .MODE) ;
END; ( *  SWAP *)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- -----------------------* )
PROCEDURE C02RESULT; ■
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- *)
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE INF0RMC02;
( * ........................................... ......................................................... * )
VAR S1 ,S2 STRING;
BEGIN
S1 :='Lime water turned milky-'; 
S2.~'Gas must be carbon dioxide';
WST AT(30,13,S1); WSTAT(30,1.82); 
END; ( *  INF0RMC02 *)




END; (*  C02RESULT *)




( * ............................................................................................ *)
PROCEDURE PROMPT;
( * ............................................................................................ *)
BEGIN
WSTAT(0.183,C0NCAT(PRESS.'for limewater test'));
END; (*  PROMPT »)
...........;..................................................................... *)
PROCEDURE DRAWTUBINGiXI ,X2,Y,SIZE.WIDTH : INTEG£R;ACOL SCREENCOLOR) ; 
( * ........................................................................................... *)
CONST TWIDTH=4;






M0VEC0L(X2 ,Y-60 .NONE) ; 
END; (*  TUBE *)
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN ( *  DRAVTUBING *)
Y:=Y+SIZE-20; .
X1 :«X1+(VIDTHDIV2);







END; (*  DRAVTUBING *)
( * ............................................................................................*)
PROCEDURE SHOVLIMEVATER; '
( * ............................................................................... :............*)








FILL ARE A(X+2,X+VIDTH-2,Y+1 ,Y+HT-1 ,BLACK1);




VST AT(TTUBEX2-40 ,TTUBEY+40, ‘lime 0;
VST AT(TTUBEX2-40/TTUBEY+30 /water');
DR AVTUBING(TTUBEX JTUBEX-60 JTUBEY JTSIZE JTVIDTH,VHITE1);




END; (*  SHOVLIMEVATER *)
BEGIN (*  TESTC02 *)
PROMPT; («display prompt*) «
BUBCYCLE(1 OOOO);














CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
IF C0UNT=25 THEN SWAP(SALTNUM);
UNTIL ((COUNT>=50) OR QUIT);
DRA¥BLOCK(SALT[3],2,0,0,16 Jo,SALTX,SALTY.MODE); (*  erase salt *) 
DRAVBUBBLES(BUBLX,BUBLY);(*erase bubbles in carbonate*)
LOVLEVEL :=TESTLEV;
DR AWBUBBLES(TESTX,TESTY) ;(*erase bubbles in lime water*)
C02RESULT;
END; (*  TESTC02 *)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE FL AMETEST ;
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ^
VAR J: INTEGER;
( * ............................................... '........................................... *)
PROCEDURE PROMPT;
( * .......................................................................................... ..*)
BEGIN
VSTAT(40,183,C0NCAT(PRESS,*for flame test1));
END; (*  REQUEST *)
BEGIN
PROMPT; (*  prompt test gas with flame *)
BUBCYCLE(IOOOO);
PROMPT; (*  erase prompt *)
SPACEPR -FALSE;
DR AVM ATCH(M ATCHX ,M ATCHY ,WH ITE2) ;
REPEAT
MGVEBUBBLES(BUBLX ,BUBLY);
MGVEMATCH(M ATCHX ,MATCHY ,J);
DELAY(SPEED);
UNTIL MATCHX>=BUBLX;
DR AWBLOCK(FL AME ,2,0,0,8,8 ,M ATCHX-3 ,M ATCHY+6 ,MODE); 
END; (*  FLAMETEST *) (*erase*)





DR A VBUBBLES(BUBLX ,BUBLY); (*  display *)
FLAMETEST;
STATEMENT; ( *  erase *)




i3ETKEY(CH, [SP ACE /Q ' 3);
END; (*  REACTION *)





PROCEDURE BIGSTAT(Y INTEGER; S STRING);
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
VAR LETTER,NUM,X :INTEGER; CH:CHAR;
BEGIN
X :=(XMAX-C10*LENGTH(S))) DIV 2;




IF NUM IN [65..90] THEN NUM -NUM-65 (*  A..Z *)




END; C* BIGST AT *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)




FILL ARE A(XM AX-WIDTH ,XM AX ,YM IN ,YM AX,COL);
FILL ARE ACXM1N ,XM AX,YMIN ,YMIN+WIDTH,COL);
F ILL ARE A(XM IN ,XM AX ,YM AX-VIDTH, YM AX ,COL);
END; (*  ENaOSE *) '
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE D0WNARR0W(X,Y1 ,Y2 -.INTEGER; COL.SCREENCOLOR);
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
CONST Wff>=3;











END; (*  DOWNARROW *)
PROCEDURE TEXT; v
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
TYPE METAL=(N A,CA,MG); '
AN ACID=(CHLORIC ,SULF) ;
VAR BAI® INTEGER; AMET AL :MET AL; ANY ACID iANACID;
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
*)( * ........................
PROCEDURE GENERAL;
( * ............................................................................................ *)
VAR Y ¡INTEGER; CH :CHAR;
BEGIN
Y:=YMAX-35;
BIGST AT(Y/ACID + CARBONATE’); Y :=Y-20;
DOVNARROVCXMAX DIV 2XY-25,WH1TE); Y:=Y-60; *




IF QUIT THEN EXIT(TEXT);
END; C* GENERAL *) '
C*............................................................. .............................. *)
PROCEDURE EQUATION ACID : ANACID);
( * .................................................................................................... * )
VAR Y ¡INTEGER; CH .CHAR;




CHLORIC ; BEGIN S1 ¡=’HYDROCHLORIC ACID’; S2.*=’CHLORIDE’; END;





BIGSTAT(Y,CONCATCMETSTR/ CARBONATE’)); Y :=Y-15;
DOWNARRO V(XMAX DIV 2 .Y,Y-20,VHITE); Y “ Y-55;
BIGSTAT(Y/CARBON DIOXIDE + VATER’) ; Y :=Y-2G;
BIGST ATCY/+0; Y ¡=Y-20;
BIGST AT(Y,C0NCAT(METSTR,S2)) ;
GET KEY(CH, [SP ACE /Q ’ ]) ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(TEXT);
END; (*  EQUATION *)
( * .................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE CHANGECMET ¡METAL; ACID ¡ANACID);
.................................................................................................... * )
VAR Y ¡INTEGER; CH ¡CHAR;





VHILE X1 <X2 DO 
BEGIN
VSTATÎX1 ;Y ,BLANK) ;
XI :=X1+70 
END;
END; BLANKLINE *) *'
CARBONATE CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN (» CHANGE *)
CASE ACID OF
CHLORIC : SALT :=* CHLORIDE*;
SULF : SALT :=* SULFATE*;
END;(»CASE*)
CASE MET OF 
NA: METSTR :=‘SODIUM*;




BL ANKL INE(Y ,XM IN+20 ,XM AX-60);
BI6STAT(Y,METSTR); Y :=Y-110;
BL ANKL INE(Y ,XM IN+20 ,XM AX-60);
BIGST AT(Y,CONCAT(METSTR,S ALT));
GETKEY(CH,[SPACE/Q*D;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(TEXT);




FOR ANY ACID-CHLORIC TO SULF DO 
BEGIN
FILL ARE A(XMIN+B AND, XM AX-BAND ,YMIN+B AND ,YM AX-BAND .BLACK); 
EOUATIONC ANY ACID);
FOR AMETAL:=CA TO MG DO CHANGE( AMET ALBANY ACID);
END;
END; (*  TEXT *)






END; (*  CONCLUSION *)




DR A VTTUBEiTTUBEX JTUBEY ,TT VIDTH JTSIZE JTLEVEL, VHITE13; 
VST ATiTTUBEX+TT VIDTH+10 JTUBEY+40, ‘dilute *) ;
VST ATCTTUBEX+TT VIDTH+18 JTUBE Y+30/HC1‘) ;
SALTY =182;
DROPS ALT(S ALTY JTUBEY);
IF NOT QUIT THEN REACTION;
IF NOT QUIT THEN CONCLUSION;
UNTIL FIN('MACRO*);
TEXTMODE;
END; (*  MACRO *) .
CARBONATE CODE
APPENDIX E
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SELECTORAR CH :CH AR);
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
CONST DEMO=‘SCOPIC demonstration ....C;




X :=0; Y:=1 ;
WRITECAT(X,Y),ARÛWC4Û/* ') ) ;  Y :=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/REACTION BETWEEN A CARBONATE & AN ACIDO; Y:=Y+2;
WRITE(AT(X,Y), ARO W(4Q/  *  0); Y:=Y+4;;
WR1TE(AT(X,Y)/MACRO*,DEMO/1)0; Y:=Y+3;
WRITE(AT(X,Y)/MICRO*,DEMO/2)0; Y:=Y+3; '
WRfTE(AT(X,Y)/QUIT - back to main menu ... .(0)0; Y “ Y+4;




END; (*  SELECT *)




INITSHAPES; (*  Init shapes for micro which takes a while*) 
REPEAT
SELECT(OPTION);
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
CASE OPTION OF 











USES CH A INSTUFF .TURTLEGR APH ICS.USEFUL;
CONST MODE-6;
VAR
QUIT .COLOUR : BOOLEAN;
OPTION : CHAR;
( * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * • * * * * • * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * £ * * « * « )  
PROCEDURE GETKEY(VAR ACH ¡CHAR; LEG ALSET ¡CHARSET);
( s - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
BEGIN 1
GET ACH ARC ACH .LEG ALSET);
QUIT ̂ (ACH=*Q*);
END; (*  GETKEY *) >
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE MICRO;
( s - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
TYPE
BIGSIZE=PACKED ARRAY[1 ..32.1 ..32] OF BOOLEAN;
MEDSIZE=PACKED ARRAY[1 ..16.1 ..16] OF BOOLEAN;
SMSIZE=PACKED ARRAYll ..8,1 ..8]0F BOOLEAN;
TINYSIZE=PACKED ARRAY[1 ..5.1 ..8] OF BOOLEAN;
LITCOL=(BLUELIT .REDLIT);
L ITT YPE=RECORD









BLUECOL, REDCOL : SCREENCOLOR;
PROCEDURE SMALLBITS(ROV ¡INTEGER; VAR BITS iSMSIZE; S ¡STRING);
VAR COL ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL ¡=1 TO 8 DO B ITS {ROW ,COL ] :=S [COL ]= *X * ;
END; (*  SMALLBITS *)
PROCEDURE DR A WBOND(X 1 ,Y 1 ,X2 ,Y2 ; INTEGER ; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR) ; ^
BEGIN
MOVECOLCX1 ,Y1 ,COL);
M0VEC0L(X2 ,Y2 .NONE) ; *
END; (*  DRAWBOND *)
(*shape of H atom *)
(*shape of OH- *) 
(*  shape of acid and water *)
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN *
X .-X+(3*SIZE)+2; (*new x,y correspond to middle R .H side of shape*)
Y “ Y+SIZE; (*so that H atom can be attached at this pt*)
MOVECOL(X,Y,COL);
MOVECOL(X+(SIZE DIV 2),Y,N0NE);
VST AT(X+(SIZE DIV 2)+2,Y-4/HI);
END; ( *  ADDH *)
PROCEDURE DR AVLITMUS(X ,Y,SIZE ¡INTEGER; COL :SCREENCOLOR);
(^Display a large structure to represent a litmus molecule *)
VAR ST ART,STOP, J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
START:=X; STOP~X+2*SIZE; Y:=Y+2*SIZE;
MOVETO(ST ART ,Y) ;
FOR J:=1 TO SIZE DO 
BEGIN
MOVECOL(ST ART,Y,COL);
MOVECOL(ST OP ,Y ,NONE) ;
ST ART :=ST ART-1;
STOP “ STOP+1 ;
Y:=Y-1 ;
END;








END; C* DRAVLITMUS *)




( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ * )
VAR LEN,MIDLEN,J ¡INTEGER;
BEGIN
LEN.-CSIZE DIV 3) ;





MIDLEN :=LEN DIV 2;
DR AVL INE(X+M IDLEN ,Y+M IDLEN ,X+M IDLEN ,Y-LEN ,COL);
END; (*  ADDPLUS *)
PROCEDURE ADDH(X,Y,SIZE.INTEGER; COL .SCREENCOLOR); ^








END ELSE COL :=BLACK2;
FORJ-1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN
DR AWL INE(X ,Y Y ,X+S IZE ,YY ,COL) ; YY :=YY+1 ;
END;
FOR J:-1 TO 2 DO '
BEGIN
DR AWL !NE(X, Y Y ,X, YY+S IZE ,COL) ; X-X+1;
END;
END; (*  DRAVEL *)
PROCEDURE INITSMHCVAR ANY ARRAY :TINYSIZE); ^
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE SMBITS(ROW ¡INTEGER; VAR BITS ¡TINYSIZE; S ¡STRING);
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR COL: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=1 TO 8 DO BITSCROV ,COL] ¡=S[COL]=*X*;
END; (*  SMBITS *) •






END; (*  INITSMH *)
PROCEDURE NAME(X,Y,SIZE ¡INTEGER; ANYCOL ¡SCREENCOLGR); ^
(*  labels type of litmus to right of the litmus molecule*)
VARS.-STRING;
BEGIN
IF ANYCOL=REDCOL THEN S:=* RED* ELSE S:=’BLUE‘;
VST AT(X+5*SIZE,Y+SIZE-4,C0NCAT(S/ LITMUS*));
END; (*  NAME *)
PROCEDURE DISPLAYLITMUS; __  __  _
VAR CH.CHAR;
LITSHAPE : ARRAYlBLUELIT.-REDLIT] OF LITTYPE;
ANYCOL ¡L1TCOL;







BEGIN X:=60; Y “ 60; SIZE :=16,-COL “ REDCOL; END;
VITH LITSHAPE[BLUELIT) DO
BEGIN X:=60; Y :=120; SIZE := 16; COL .-BLUECOL; END;
END; (*  INITVARS *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE EXPLAIN;
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
VAR S1,S2 : STRING;
BEGIN
S1 ~'The tvo different colors result from*;
S2:='tvo slightly different structures';
VST AT(0,25,S1 );
VSTAT(0,16,S2);
END; (*  EXPLAIN *)
BEGIN (*  DISPLAYLITMUS *)
INITVARS;
INITTURTLE;
VSTAT(20,175,'Litmus exists in tvo forms:-');
FOR ANYCOL :=BLUELIT TO REDL IT DO 
BEGIN









GETKE YCCH, [SP ACE, 'Q' 1);
END; (*  DISPLAYLITMUS *)
PROCEDURE CHANGELIT(X,Y,SIZE .INTEGER); ^
VAR CH:CHAR;
( * — --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
PROCEDURE INF0RM( ANYCOL :SCREENCOLOR);
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR S I ,S2,S3: STRING;
BEGIN
IF ANYCOL=REDCOL THEN 
BEGIN
S1 := * If the hydrogen ion is removed from '; 
S2:='RED litmus then its colour’;
S3 :=‘changes to BLUE*;
END
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
ELSE
BEGIN
S1 := 'If a hydrogen ion is added to BLUE’;
S2:=‘litmus then its colour changes 
S3 :=’to RED*;
END;
VSTAT(0,17,S1); VSTAT(0,8,S2); VSTAT(0,0,S3); 
END; (*  INFORM *)
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




FOLDCOL=REDCOL THEN NEVCOL-BLUECOL ELSE NEVCOL :=REDCOL;
DR AVLITMUSCX ,Y ,S EE,NEVCOL);
DR AVEL(X,Y,SEE ,NEWCOL);
NAME(X,Y,SEE,OLDCOL); (*  erase *)
NAME(X,Y,SKE /IEVCOL);
El®; ( *  CHANGECOL *)




N AMECX ,Y,S IZE ,BLUECOL);
INFORM(BLUECOL);
GETKEYCCH, [SP ACE /0 ' D ;




GETKEY(CH, [SP ACE, 'O' ]);













END; (*  CHANGELIT *)
PROCEDURE DEFINEMOLEC(VAR NEV ARRAY rBIGSEE; ACIDITY:PH; SHAPE:INTEGER);
(«ACIDITY DETERMINES VHICH MOLECULE IS TO BE DISPLAYED,
SHAPE IS REQUIRED TO DISTINGUISH BETVEEN 2 ORIENTATIONS OF VATER *)
VAR






PROCEDURE IN IT( VIDTH ,HE IGHT : INTEGER ;SYMBOL .-CHAR);
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE MERGECROV-.INTEGER; SSTRING);
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
VAR COL: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL:=1 TO MAXCOL DO NE V  ARR AY [ROW+HE IGHT ,COL+WIDTH î :=S {COL J= 'X * ; 
END; (*  MERGE *)
BEGIN
CASE SYMBOL OF 








MERGE*3,* X * >;
MERGE<2,* X ‘








MERGE*5,* X ' >
MERGE* 4 . ’ X * >
MERGE* 3 . ‘XXXXX*>
MERGEC2,* X




MERGE* 5 , ’X X* >;
MERGE*4 ,’X X IM­
MERGE *3, *XXXXX*); 
MERGE*2 , *X X ' >; 





MERGE*?,* X X ‘ );
MERGE* 6 , ‘X X ‘ >;
MERGE* 5 , *X X ' ) ;
MERGE* 4 , *X X* >;
MERGE* 3 , *X x* >;
MERGE* 2 , ' X x
MERGE* 1/  XXXX *>;
END;
END;(*CASE*) 
END; (*  IN IT *)
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN (*  DEFINEMOLEC *)
0X:=(32-8)DIV2-1 ; 0Y~(32-8) DIV 2;
H1X:=0;H1Y:=0;
H2X ~0 ; H2Y —32-5 ;
H3X :=32-5; H3Y -=(32-5) DIV 2 ;




(NrT(22,3,'3'); (*  bond *)
IN IT ^ IO , ^ ) ;  ( *  -  sign * )
END;











IN IT(22,6,'3'); ( *  bond * )
INIT(0,H2Y-0Y,'H');





IN IT(H3X ,H3 Y, 'H ') ;









PROCEDURE MOVEMOLECULE(ANY ARRAY :BIGSIZE; HEIGHT INTEGER; ^
VAR X,Y,DX,DY:INT£GER);
BEGIN
DR AWBLOCK( ANY ARR AY,4,0,0,32 ,HE IGHT ,X,Y,MODE) ;
X:=X+DX;
Y:=Y+DY;
DRAVBLOCK(AHY ARRAY ,4,0,0,32 ,HEIGHT,X,Y,MODE);
END; (« MOVEMOLECULE *)
(*$ l :2LITMUS*) 
(*$ l :3LITMUS*) 
(*$ l :4LITMUS*)
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE F ALSEARRAY(VAR NEWARRY :BIGS1ZE); ‘
CONST MAX=32;
VAR ROW,COL : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR ROW :=1 TO MAX DO FOR COL :=1 TO MAX DO NEWARRY[ROW,COL] :=FALSE; 





WST AT(50,160,’Litmus is a dye.’);
WSTAT(50,140,’It is composed of a mixture of');
WSTAT( 10,125,'many complex organic molecules.');
WSTAT(50,105,'To simplify reactions involving ’);
WSTAT(0,90,litmus, a litmus molecule will be’);




GETKEYCCH, [SP ACE, 'O’ D ;
IF NOT QUIT THEN DISPLAYLITMUS;
IF NOT QUIT THEN CHANGELIT(8G,80,24);
END; (*  EXPLAIN *)
PROCEDURE REACTION; ^
CONST HP0SY=27; (*32-5*)
VAR L AST Y ,M INLEVEL, AC IDLE VEL ,L ITX, TOPY, SIZE,
NUM, INCREASE, X,Y,DX, DY : INTEGER;
( *  2LITM US*)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE RE ACT IN AC ID( ANYX, AN YY ,SS IZE : INTEGER ; ACOL :SCREENCOLOR);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
VAR K,ANYNUM INTEGER; CH.CHAR;
.................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE AREACTI0N(X1 ,Y1,SIZE .INTEGER);
( * ............................................................. .......................................* )
VAR CHrCHAR;
J ,NUMM,RTX,RTY,HX,HY : INTEGER;
PROCEDURE ACIDNEUTRAL(VAR X,Y,DX,DY : WTEGER);
BEGIN
DR A WBONDCRTX+1 ,RTY ,HX-3 ,RTY ,WH 1TE2) ;
DRAWBL0CK(LARGACID,4,0,0,32,32 ,X,Y,MODE); (*  erase acid *) 
DR AWBLOCK(SM ALLH ,2,0,0,8,5 ,X ,Y+HPOSY ,MODE) ;
DX:=-DX; DY :=-DY; '
X :=X+DX ; Y.-Y+DY;
DR A WBLOCK(W ATER ,4,0,0,32,24 ,X ,Y ,MQDE) ; (*display water *) 
END; (*  ACIDNEUTRAL *)




HX :=RTX + SIZE;
RTY:=Y1 + SIZE;
HY :=RTY - 3; (*  3 is approx half ht of small H atom *)
DX :=-8; DY:=0;
X :=HX -  (NUMM*DX);
Y :=HY - (NUMM *DY)-HPOSY ;
END; ( *  INITPOS *)
BEGIN (*  ARE ACT ION *)
NUMM :=4 ;
INITPOS;
IN ITSMH(SM ALLH) ;
DR A WBLOCK& ARG AC ID ,4,0,0,32,32,X, Y .MODE) ; ( «display acid*) 
FOR J := 1 TO NUMM DO 
BEGIN
M0VEM0LECULE(LARGACID,32.X,Y,DX,DY);
v a it c so );
END;
ACIDNEUTR AL(X ,Y .DX ,DY) ; (*  replace acid with water *)
DRAVUTMUSCX1 ,Y1 .SIZE.REDC0L);





DR A WBLOCKC V  ATER .4,0,0,32,24.X, Y .MODE) ; («erase water*) 
END; (*  ARE ACT ION *)
BEGIN (*  RE ACT IN AC ID *)
IF ACOL=BLUECOL THEN 
BEGIN
ANYNUM:=3;
AN Y Y -  ANYY+( ANYNUM-1 ) *  INCRE ASE ;
FOR K:=l TO ANYNUM DO 
BEGIN
AREACTION(ANYX, ANYY.SSIZE) ;




END; ( *RE ACT IN AC ID *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE RE ACT INB ASE( ANYX. ANYY .SS IZE .INTEGER; ACOL ¡SCREENCÜLÜR);
( * — --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
VAR K, ANYNUM : INTEGER;
( * ................ ....................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE BREACTI0N(X1 .Y1 .SIZE¡INTEGER);
.................................................................................................... * )
VAR CHrCHAR; J.NUMM.RTX.RT Y .HX.H Y ¡INTEGER;
PROCEDURE BASENEUTRAUVAR X.Y.DX.DY : INTEGER);
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN
DRA¥BLOCK(HYDROX,4,0,0,32,16,X,Y,M0DE); (*  erase base *)
ADDHCX1 ,Y1 ,SIZE,BLACK1); (*  erase H on litmus *) 
DRAV/BL0CK(yATER,4,0,Q,32,24,X,Y,M0DE); (^display water at new pos*) 
DX:=-DX; DY:=-DY;




HX :=RTX + SIZE ;
RTY.-Y1 + SIZE;
HY :=RTY - 3 ; ( *  3 is approx half ht of H atom*)
DX.--8; DY :=0;
X~HX-(NUMM*DX);
Y ~HY - (NUMM*DY)-17;
END; (*  INITPOS *)
BEGIN (*  BREACTION *)
NUMM-4;
INITPOS;
DR A WBLOCKCHYDROX ,4,0,0,32,32 ,X ,Y ,MODE) ;





DRAWLITMUSCX1 ,Y1 ,SIZE,BLUECOL);(* CHANGE COLOUR *)




DR A VBLOCK(W ATER ,4,0,0,32,32,X, Y JMODE) ;
END; (*  BREACTION *)
BEGIN (*  REACTINBASE *)
IF ACOL=REDCOL THEN 
BEGIN
ANYNUM ” 3;
ANYY := ANYY+ ( ANYNUM-1 ) *  INCRE A-SE ;
FOR K := 1 TO ANYNUM DO 
BEGIN
BRE ACTIONC ANYX, ANYY ,SS IZE) ;




END ;( *RE ACT INB ASE * )
< * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE SHOVLIT(X,Y ,SIZE,INCRE ASE,ANYNUM iINTEGER;
VAR LASTY rINTEGER; COL .SCREENCOLOR);
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
VAR J : INTEGER;
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
BEGIN
FOR J :=1 TO ANYNUM DO 
BEGIN
DRAWL ITMUS(X,Y, SIZE, COL);
IF COL=REDCOL THEN ADDH(X,Y,SIZE .WHITE 1); 
Y :=Y -INCREASE;
END; (*  FOR *)
LAST Y :=Y+ INCRE ASE ;
END; (*  SHOWLIT *)
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
PROCEDURE MOVELIT(XJOPY,INCREASE : INTEGER; VAR L ASTY : INTEGER;
COL .SCREENCOLOR);
( * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ^
VAR J: INTEGER; SURFACE BOOLEAN;
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE BREAKSURFACE(X,SIZE .INTEGER);
( * .....................................................................................................* )
BEGIN
SURFACE-FALSE;





L ASTY -LASTY-INCREASE ;
IF L ASTY <= AC IDLE VEL THEN
BEGIN IF SURFACE THEN BRE AKSURF ACE(X,SIZE); END;
DRAWLITMUS(X,L ASTY .SIZE, COL);
IF COL=REDCOL THEN (*drav litshape molecule beneath*)
BEGIN (^display H on bottom molecule*)
ADDH(X,LASTY,SIZE,WHITE1);
ADDH(X,TOPY,SIZE,BL ACK1 );
END; (*erase H from top molecule*)
DRAWLITMUS(X J0PY,SIZE,BLACK2); (*  erase top molecule*)
TOPY :=TOPY- INCRE ASE ;
UNTIL L ASTY <M INLEVEL ;
END; (*  MOVELIT *)
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE DR A WLEVEL(LEVEL ¡INTEGER);
( * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
BEGIN
DRAWL INEÜ 0 .LEVEL ,260.LEVEL .WHITE2);
END;
( * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* )
PROCEDURE TITLECANYCOL ¡SCREENCOLOR; ANYTYPE :PH);
( i ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
VAR S I ,S2: STRING; CH:CHAR;
BEGIN '
IF ANYCOL=REDCOL THEN S1 :='RED* ELSE S1 -'BLUE';
CASE ANYTYPE OF










VSTATC1,Q,S2); (*  erase *)
END;
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE RESULTCANYCOL :SCREENCOLOR; ANYTYPEPH);
( * ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ *)
VARS : STRING; CH :CHAR ;
( * ..................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE PROMPTSPACE;
( * ................. ................................................................................... * )
BEGIN
VST AT (20,181 /Press <SPACE BAR> to continue');
END;
BEGIN
F ILLB0X(XM IN ,XM AX ,YM IN ,YM IN+10 ,BL ACK1 );
CASE ANYTYPE OF
ACIDIC: IF ANYCOL=REDCOL THEN S:='RED litmus unchanged in acidic solution* 
ELSE S :=‘BLUE litmus turns RED in acidic solution*;
BASIC: IF ANYC0L=REDC0L THEN S:='RED litmus turns BLUE in basic solution* 




GETKE Y(CH, iSP ACE ,'Q * ]);
PROMPTSPACE;
END; (*  RESULT *)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE SHO VSGLNC AC ID ITY PH; MAXHT ¡INTEGER);
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)
VAR J: INTEGER; X,Y :ARRAY{1 ..4] OF INTEGER;
BEGIN
X[1 ]:=1; Y[1 ]:=25; X[2]:=70; Y[2]:=MAXHT-36;
X{3}:=XMAX-70; Y[3}:-19; X[4]:=XMAX-33; Y[4] :=M AXHT-33;
IF AC ID ITY= ACIDIC THEN
FOR J:=1 TO 4 DO DRAWBL0CK<LARGACID,4,0,0,32,32,XlJ],Y[J],M0DE)
a sE
FOR J:=1 TO 4 DO BRAWBLGCK(HYDR0X,4,0,0,32,16,X[J],Y[J],M0DE); 
END; (*  SHOVSOLN *)
( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *)




LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
DRAVLEVEL(ACIDLEVEL);
sh o w l it (l it x ,t o p y ,s iz e ,in c r e a s e ,n u m ,l a s t y ,a c o l );
SHOWSOLN(SOLN, ACIDLE VEL);
TITLE(ACOL,SOLN);
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(DISPLAY);
MOVEL IT(L ITX,TOPY ,INCRE ASE X  AST Y, ACOL);
IF SOLN-ACIDIC THEN REACTINACID(LITX,LASTY,SIZE,ACOL) 
a S E  RE ACT INB ASE(L ITX ,L AST Y ,S IZE,ACOL);
RESULT(ACOL,SOLN);
END; (*  DISPLAY *)
BEGIN C* REACTION *)
INITSMHCSMALLH);
LITX :=120; TOPY :=175; SEE :=6; HUH -6 ;
INCREASE :=2*SIZE+1;
ACIDLEVEL —T0PY-((NUM*2+1 )*SIZE)+ SEE DIV 2;
M INLEVEL := AC ©LEVEL-6 »SIZE;
VATER .-BLANK;
DEFINEM0LEC(VATERiNEUTRAL,1); («water shape for acidic solns«)
DISPL AY(BLUECOL, AC ID 1C);
IF NOT QUIT THEN DISPLAY(REDCOL,ACIDIC);
VATER-BLANK;
DEF IHEMOLEC(W ATER^NEUTRAL^2); («water shape for basic solutions «)
IF NOT QUIT THEN DISPLAYfBLUECOL,BASIC);
IF NOT QUIT THEN DISPL AY(REDCOL ,B AS 1C);




IF COLOUR THEN REDCOL :=VIOLET ELSE REDCOL :=WHITE2;
FALSE ARRAY(BLANK);
LARG ACID :=BL ANK;
DEF INEMOLECiL ARG AC ID, AC ID 1C ,0);
HYDROX :=BLANK;
DEF INEMOLEC(HYDROX ,B AS 1C ,0);
EW>; (« INITVARS *)
BEGIN C* MICRO *)
INITVARS;
IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN 
EXPLAIN;





LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
( *  3LITMUS *)(*■3f******************************************************)
PROCEDURE MACRO;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
TYPE






VAR REDCQL,BLUECOL : SCREENCOLOR;
PROCEDURE DRAVB0X(X1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2:INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);







END; (*  DRAVBOX *)
PROCEDURE DR A VBE AKER(X, Y ,S IZE : INTEGER ; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR); 
(*==================================================:==:=========*)
( *  x,y is coord, for the bottom L.H.corner of beaker*)
VAR EDGE : INTEGER;
BEGIN
EDGE¡=SIZE DIV 12;




MOVETOCX+SIZE ,Y+S IZE) ;
MOVECOLCX+SIZE+EDGE ,Y+SIZE+EDGE /IONE) ;
END; (*  DR A VBE AKER *)
PROCEDURE DR A VTTUBE(X ,Y, VIDTH ̂ LENGTH ,LE VEL ¡INTEGER; COL ¡SCREENCOLOR);
(*  x,y is bottom L.H. corner of test tubelevel of soin in ttube. To get good curve on 
bottom of tube make the width a multiple of 8 *)
VAR EIGHTH,SIXNTH, RVIDTH ¡REAL;
CURVEX,CURVEY *. ARRAY{1 ..15] OF INTEGER; (*bottom of tube*)
J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
RV  IDTH :=V  IDTH ; ( * convert integer width to a real *)
EIGHTH ¡=RVIDTH/8; (*  eighth the width of TTUBE*)
SIXNTH .-RVIDTH/16; (*sixteenth the width of TTUBE*)
CURVEYtl ] ¡=RGUND(EIGHTH*0.5); C* necessary for curve at *)
CURVEY[2] ” ROUND(EIGHTH*0.75); (*  bottom of ttube *)
CURVEY[3J ¡=ROUND(E IGHTH);
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
CURVE Y [4 ] î ROUNDCE IGHTH * 1.25);
CUR VE Y [5 ] :=ROUND(E IGHTH * 1.32);
CURVEY[6]:=R0UND(EIGHTH*1.40);
CURVE Y [7 ] :=ROUND(E IGHTH * 1.50);
CURVE Y [8] :=CURVEY[7];
FOR J:=1 TO 7 DO CURVEY[16-J] r=CURVEY(J];
FOR J:=1 TO 15 DO CURVEX[J]:=ROUND(SIXNTH*J);
MOVECOUX ,Y+LENGTH ,COL) ;
MOVETO(X/!0;
FOR J:=1 TO 15 DO MOVETO(X+CURVEXlJl,Y-CURVEY[J]);
MOVETO(X+WIDTH,Y);
MOVETOCX+VIDTH ,Y+LENGTH) ;
MOVETO(X+VIDTH,Y + LEVEL); (*  draw liq. level *)
MOVECOLCX ,Y+LEVEL ,NONE) ;
END; (*  DR AWT TUBE *)
PROCEDURE N AME(X ,Y : INTEGER ; ANYSOLN: ACIDITY); ^
VARS STRING; *
BEGIN
IF ANYSOLN= ACIDIC THEN S - 1 AC ID1 ELSE S:=,BASE‘;
VSTAT(X,Y,S);
END;




DR AWL INE(X+3 ,Y ,X+W IDTH-2 ,Y ,COL) ; (^display *)
WAIT(40);
DR AWL INECX+3 /V ̂ <+W IDTH-2 ,Y ,BL ACK2) ; (*  erase *)
UNTIL Y>=LEVEL;
DR AWL INECX+2 ,Y ,X+W IDTH-2 ,Y ,COL);




( * -------------------------------------------- :---------------------------------------------------------- * )
PROCEDURE INITCONST;




BE AKER Y :=25 ;
BSIZE :=90;
BEAKERX :=CENTRX-(BSIZE DIV 2); 
LIT WIDTH :=10; '
LITHT :=40 ;
LEVEL :=BEAKERY+(2 *BSIZE DIV 3); 
END; ( *  INITCONST *)











VAR SPACING : INTEGER; ANYLIT : LITCOL;
BEGIN
SPACING :=(BSKE-(2*LITWIDTH)) DIV 3;
LITMUS [REDL IT ] .X :=BE AKERX + SPACING;
LITMUS [BLUEL IT ] .X :=L ITMUS [REDL IT ] .X + LITVIDTH +SPACING; 
LITMUS [REDL ITl.COL :=REDCOL;
LITMUS [BLUEL IT ] .COL :=BLUECOL;
FOR ANYLIT :=REDLIT TO BLUEL IT DO
LITMUS [ ANYL IT ).Y :=BE AKERY + BSIZE + 25;
END; (*  INITVARS * )
( * ....................................................................................
PROCEDURE DR AWL ITMUS(X, Y ¡INTEGER; COL iSCREENCOLOR);
( * ....................................................................................
BEGIN
V IE VPQRT(X ,X+L IT VIDTH ,Y ,Y+L ITHT) ;
F ILLSCREEN(COL) ;
V IE VPORTCXM IN ,XM AX ,YM IN ,YM AX) ;




VAR LIT : LITCOL;
BEGIN
FOR LIT :=REDLIT TO BLUELIT DO 
WITH LITMUSlLlT] DO 
BEGIN
DRAVLITMUS(X,Y,COL);
IF NOT COLOUR THEN 
BEGIN
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( * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE ERASE(X1 ,Y1 ,X2,Y2: INTEGER);












END; (*  MOVaiT *)
( * ................................................................................................... * )
PROCEDURE CHAN6EC0L(ANYLIT:LITCOL);
( * ................ ...................................................................................* )
BEGIN
WITH LITMUSlANYLIT] DO 
BEGIN
IF COL=REDCOL THEN COL “ BLUECOL ELSE COL ,-REDCOL; 
FILLBOX(X,X+LITWIDTH,Y ¿EVEL,COL);
END;
END; (*  CHANGECOL *)
( * ....................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE CHECKLIT(ANYLITIITCOL);
( * ....................................................................................................* )
BEGIN
CH ANGE :=(( ANYL IT=REDLIT) AND (ASOLN=BASIC));
IF NOT CHANGE THEN CHANGE.-«ANYLIT=BLUELIT) AND (ASOLN= ACIDIC)); 
END; (*  CHECKLIT *)
( * ....................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE ST ATEMENTC ANYSOLN : ACIDITY) ;
( * ....................................................................................................* )
VAR S.-STRING;
BEGIN
F ILLBOXiXM IN ,XM AX ,YM IN, YM IN+10 ,WH ITE1 ) ;
IF ASOLN=BASIC THEN S:='BASE TURNS LITMUS BLUE'
ELSE S:=‘ACID TURNS LITMUS RED1;
CHARTYPE(5);
WSTAT(60,0,S);
CH ART YPE(MODE) ;
END; C* STATEMENT *)
( * ...................................................................................................* )
PROCEDURE PR0MPT( ANYSOLN : ACIDITY);
( * ..... ..............................................................................................* )
VAR S1 ,S2-.STRING; CHiCHAR;'
BEGIN
FILLB0X(XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMIN+10,BLACK1);
IF ANYSOLN=BASIC THEN S2 :='a BASIC ELSE S2:='an ACIDIC-;
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
S1 '.—‘P re ss <SPACE BAR> to test';










DR AVBE AKER(BE AKERX ,BE AKERY ,BS IZE ,WHITE2);
FILLBE AKER(BE AKERX ,BE AKERY ,BSIZE .LEVEL ,WH ITE2);




IF QUIT THEN EXIT(LITMUSPAPER);




IF CHANGE THEN CHANGECOL(LIT);
END;
ST ATEMENT(ASOLN);
GETKE Y(CH, {SP ACE /Q ’ D ;
IF QUIT THEN EXIT(LITMUSPAPER);
NAME(BEAKERX+BSIZE+1O ,BE AKER Y+(BS IZE DIV 2),AS0LN); (»erase name») 
END; (» TESTLITMUS »)
BEGIN (» LITMUSPAPER »)
INITCONST ;
FOR SOLN:= ACIDIC TO BASIC DO TESTLITMUS(SOLN);
END; (» LITMUSPAPER »)
(» 4LITMUS.TEXT »)
PROCEDURE TESTSOLN;
TYPE SMSIZE=PACKED ARRAY[1 ..8,1 ..8] OF BOOLEAN;





LITMUS :ARRAY[REDLIT..BLUELIT] OF LITTYPE;
CH:CHAR;





( * ..................................................................................................... * )
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
PROCEDURE SMALLBITS(ROW : INTEGER; VAR BITS:SMSIZE;S:STRING); 
VAR COL: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR COL :=1 TO 8 DO BITS(ROW,COL] ~S[COL]='X’;
END; (*  SHALLBITS *)
BEGIN
SM ALLB ITS(8 ,DR0P, ' X •
SM ALLBITS(7,DR0P, ' XXX •
SM ALLB ITS(6,DROP,’ XXXXX •
SM ALLB ITS(5 ,DROP, ’XXXXXXX •
SMALLBITS(4 ,DROP,‘xxxxxxxx*
SM ALLBITS(3 ,DROP, ' xxxxxxxx*
SMALLBITS(2,DR0P, ' xxxxxx *
SMALLBITSO ,DR0P, ' xxxx *




LTX ~(XMAX DIV 4) -  (BSIZE DIV 2);
RTX :=(3*XMAX DIV 4)- (BSIZE DIV 2);
LEVEL:=LTY+(2*BSIZE DIV 3);
INITDROP;
END; (*  INITCONST *)




LITMUS [REDL IT ].X :=LTX+(BSIZE DIV 2);
LITMUS[BLUELIT).X :=RTX+(BSIZE DIV 2);








VAR S1,S2 STRING ;CH:CHAR;
BEGIN
FILLB0X(XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMIN+10,BLACK1);
IF ANYLIT=BLUELIT THEN S2:='a BASIC ELSE S2:='an ACIDIC;
S I :='Press <SPACE BAR> to test’;
S2:=C0NCAT(S2,' solution with litmus.’);
WSTAT(0,10,S1);
WSTAT(0,0,S2);
GETKE Y(CH, [SP ACE/O ' 1) ;
WSTAT(0,10,S1);
WSTAT(0,0,S2);
END; (*  PROMPT *) '
*)
*)















DR AWBLOCK(DROP ,2,0,0,8,8 ,X,Y.MODE); («display «)
WAIT(30);
UNTIL (Y<LEVEL);
DR A VBLOCK(DROP ,2 ,0 ft ,8 ,8 ,X ,Y .MODE) ; («erase in soin«)
END; («VITH«)
END; (« MOVEDROP «)
( * -------------------------------------------------------------------;--------------------
PROCEDURE CH ANG ECO U AN YLIT1 ITC0L);
1'» .. ......... ....
---------------------------- * )
___ __ ____  Jt’k
VA R  X I ,X2,Y  : INTEGER;
Srj
COL : SCREENCOLOR ;
BEGIN
IF ANYLIT=REDLIT THEN 
BEGIN




X I :-RTX+2; X2 :=X1 +BSIZE-3; Y :=RTY+1 ; COL :=BLUECOL;
END;
FILLB0X(X1 ,X2,Y,LEVEL,C0L) ;





F ILLBOX(XM IN .XM AX ,YM IN ,YM IN+20 .WH ITEI ) ;
CHARTYPE(5);
VSTAT(5Q,10,'ACID TURNS LITMUS RED*);
VSTAT(50,0/BASE TURNS LITMUS BLUE*);
CH ART YPE(MODE) ;
END; («STATEMENT«)




DR A WBE AKER(LTX ,LT Y ,BS IZE,WH ITE 1 ) ;
FILLBE AKER(LTX ,LTY ,BS IZE .LEVEL ,WH ITE 1 ) ;
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
NAME(LTX+(BSIZE DIV 2)-16,LTY-12,ACiDIC);
DR A WBE AKER(RTX ,RT Y ,BS IZE,WHITE2);
FiLLBE AKER(RTX,RTY,BSIZE, LEVEL ,VHITE2);
NAME(RTX+(BSIZE DIV 2)-16,RTY-12,BASIC);










END; (*  TESTSOLN *)
BEGIN (*  MACRO *)
BLUECOL :=BLUE;
IF COLOUR THEN REDCOL :=VIOLET ELSE REDCOL :=VHITE2;
IF NOT QUIT THEN LITMUSPAPER;
IF NOT QUIT THEN TESTSOLN;
END; (*MACRO*)
( * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *****■ £$-£***#)  
PROCEDURE INTRO;
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  




WRITE(AT(X,Y)/LITMUS is an acid/base indicator which*); Y:-Y+2;
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/is usually used in the form of LITMUS*); Y :=Y+2;
Y/RITE(AT(X, Y),*PAPER ie. paper which is impregnated'); Y:=sY+2; 
VRITE(AT(X,Y)/with litmus.*); Y:=Y+4;
WRITE(AT(X, Y) / It is used as a simple test to determine*); Y :=Y+2;




END; (*  INTRO *)
( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE SELECTS AR CH iCHAR);
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )










VRITE(AT(X,Y),CONCAT(*MICRO* ,DEMOf '2)*)); Y :=Y+3;
VR ITE( AT(X ;Y), *OU IT - back to main menu .... (0) ‘) ; Y :=Y+3;
LITMUS CODE APPENDIX E
WRITE(AT(X+10,Y)/Select option ....... ( ) ’);
GETTEXTCHARC37XCH '^ V C r ] ) ;
QUIT^CH^Q’;
PAGECOUTPUT);
END; ( *  SELECT * )  .
( K * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )  
PROCEDURE CHECKCOLCVAR ACOLOUR:BOOLEAN);




ACOLOUR :=(MON ITOR= * INCOL *) ;
END; *
BEGIN ( *  MAIN * )  
SETCHAINC :DEMOMENU'); 





IF NOT QUIT THEN 
BEGIN
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